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1 foreword 
Foreword 
James Gustave Speth, Dean 
Yale School of Forestry & Environmental Studies 
On November 3-5, 2006, thanks to the insightful leadership of seven students at our 
School, we were pleased to host an important conference on Global Perspectives on 
Large Dams. The conference addressed some of the most contentious issues 
associated with water resources development and management, and it led to 
numerous excellent contributions and animated discussion. 
I am honored to recognize their efforts to organize this event and the outstanding 
participants who were with us at Yale for it. In particular, I want to express my special 
appreciation to our keynote speaker, former U.S. Secretary of the Interior Bruce Babbitt. 
Secretary Babbitt has been an inspiration to me and countless others for a long time. 
The conference is a good example of both the leadership our students provide, in 
school and afterwards, and of the School’s determination to prepare young people to 
take leadership positions in the ongoing effort to sustain environmental resources on 
which well-being depends. 
I am very pleased that this publication will continue the dialogue begun last 
November. 
yale school of forestry & environmental studies 
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 5 executive summary 
Executive Summary 
The multifaceted issues surrounding large dams are the source of immense debate 
among scholars, technical experts, social justice advocates, development profes­
sionals, politicians, and engineers. Though essential to development through the 
provision of water supply, hydropower production, river transport, and flood 
control, large dams can also have significant deleterious effects on the environment 
and social wellbeing. The Global Perspectives on Large Dams Conference held at Yale 
University, November 3-5, 2006, brought together some of the leading experts 
involved in this debate with the hope of furthering the discussion on large dams. 
Over the course of the conference, a full spectrum of domestic and international 
issues was examined. Following the keynote speech by former U.S. Secretary of the 
Interior, Bruce Babbitt, the first complete day of speeches and panel discussions 
focused on dam removal in North America, while talks during the second full day 
centered on dam construction around the world. Among the wide variety of 
discussion topics were: technical aspects of removal; ecological impacts; indigenous 
peoples’ rights; legal hurdles and opportunities; watershed and cross-boundary 
issues; climate change; and the overarching theme of sustainable development. A 
multitude of perspectives were offered, illustrating the complexity of these issues. 
The intent of this report is to disseminate further the important messages brought 
up during the conference, to synthesize and elaborate upon these issues, and to 
continue the conversation throughout the public, private, governmental and 
academic fields. Included within the report are summaries of the presentations given 
at the conference along with additional papers provided by some of the speakers and 
other professionals who were unable to attend the conference itself. The discussions 
and key themes of the event are summarized in the introduction and conclusion. In 
an attempt to further analyze the perspectives on large dams, a survey ranking the 
importance of issues surrounding dams was sent out to all of the speakers. The results 
and analysis of this survey are contained within the report’s conclusion. 
It is hoped that this conference and report help continue the conversation about 
large dams’ impacts, implications, mitigation strategies, and alternatives. As such, the 
report will be distributed to policy-makers, government organizations, academics, 
and members of social movements, as well as other stakeholders in the dam debate. 
All individual chapters of this book are available as free downloadable pdfs at 
www.yale.edu/environment/publications, the website of the Publication Series of the 
Yale School of Forestry & Environmental Studies. Bound copies can be ordered at the 
same website. 
yale school of forestry & environmental studies 
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The Debate Over Large Dams 
Kara DiFrancesco, Yale School of Forestry & Environmental Studies 
The construction of large dams is one of the most contentious issues in sustainable 
development today. Dams can provide flood control, channel water for irrigation and 
domestic supply, harness energy that provides an alternative to fossil fuels, and 
contribute to economic development. They can also cause flooding in upstream 
regions and alteration of downstream areas leading to the disturbance of fish and 
other aquatic organisms, alteration of riverine habitat and landscapes, displacement of 
entire communities, and forced changes in livelihood activities. In North America, 
where new large dams are rarely built today, the focus is on decommissioning dams 
and addressing the issues surrounding existing dams. Although the dam debate 
encompasses different perspectives in different areas of the world, many of the 
overarching themes are the same. In general, the controversy stems from the social, 
environmental and economic costs and benefits of large dams – to what extent the 
projected benefits are realized, how the benefits are allocated in comparison to who 
pays the costs, and how the benefits and costs are assessed in order to take into account 
the social and environmental considerations along with the economic valuation. 
The conflict over dams is fueled by the sheer number of existing and proposed large 
dams, along with the many purposes they serve, the enormous investment they require, 
and their widespread impacts. Nearly half of the world’s rivers have been fragmented 
and transformed by at least one large dam. What is a large dam? In total at least 45,000 large dams have been 
According to the International Commis­built around the globe in response to energy 
sion on Large Dams (ICOLD), a large dam or water needs and this number continues 
is 15 meters or more high (from the to grow, albeit more slowly than in former 
foundation).
decades. Approximately half of the world’s 
If dams are between 5-15 meters and 
large dams were built exclusively or have a reservoir volume of more than 3 
primarily for irrigation, supporting 30-40 million cubic meters, they are also 
percent of the irrigated land in the world. In classified as large dams. 
addition to supporting agriculture, large Using this definition, there are more 
dams generate 19 percent of the world’s than 45,000 large dams around the world. 
electricity. They have also displaced 40-80 Source: WCD 2000 
million people. 
yale school of forestry & environmental studies 
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8 global perspectives on large dams 
Dams are primarily built to meet the social and economic demands of 
development. In the eyes of many, dams are even seen as synonymous with 
1 World Commission on Dams development and economic progress.1 During the Industrial Era, dam building 
(WCD), “Dams and gained momentum, peaking in the 1970s. Before its decline, two or three new large 
Development: A New 
dams were commissioned each day somewhere in the world. However, since this time Framework for Decision-
Making,” November 2000, there has been a drastic decrease in dam building, especially in North America and 
http://www.dams.org, Western Europe. In North America the rate of decommissioning dams is actually 
accessed March 2007. greater than the rate of dam construction. 
22 International Commission on Figure 1 Commissioning of large dams globally, by decade in the 20th century
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3 Said by Panditji Nehru while 
dedicating Bhakra to the 
nation of India on October 22, 
1963. 
Note: Excludes over 90% of large dams in China. 
Although large dam building has dropped dramatically in recent decades, it 
continues in many parts of the world, particularly in India and China. As populations 
increase and national economies grow, countries turn to dams to help meet their 
rising water and energy needs. Similar to many other large engineering feats, dams 
symbolize growth and progress, along with human ability to manipulate and use 
nature’s resources. It is for these reasons that Nehru referred to large dams as 
“temples of modern India.”3 
Yet, like other large scale infrastructure projects, dams have negative effects – 
some of which were known before dam building peaked in the 1970s, others that are 
still being uncovered today. In North America the dam debate centers on ecosystem 
viability, dam safety and aesthetics. By fragmenting habitats, altering natural flow 
regimes, decreasing nutrient and sediment flow and limiting genetic exchange among 
species, dams can cause widespread ecosystem disruption. With dams already in 
place we are retroactively attempting to mitigate these negative impacts by installing 
fish passages, adjusting flow regimes to more closely mimic natural flows, and 
applying other adaptive management techniques. 
yale school of forestry & environmental studies 
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4 4Figure 2 Cumulative commissioning of large dams in the 20th century ICOLD 1998. 
Note: Excludes over 90% of large dams in China. 
Many dams in North America are aging and no longer serving their initial 
purpose. The utility value of these dams is decreasing, while there are increased safety 
risks from breaching and complete dam failure. The cost to repair aging dams can be 
substantial, and it is often more cost effective to remove the dam rather than repair 
it. This is especially the case for smaller dams. Although the technical aspects of 
removing a dam involve a fairly straightforward procedure, the entire process of dam 
removal is complicated by legal and social barriers. 
While the discussion in North America revolves around decomissioning and 
removing old dams, or retroactively addressing ecological and safety issues, in other 
parts of the world where large dams are being built, the debate takes on a different, 
but equally or even more contentious tone. Although large dams promise great 
benefits in helping populations meet their energy and water needs, the inequitable 
distribution of the costs and benefits of these projects is the source of international 
controversy. The flooding of large lands areas behind dams often uproots settlements 
and destroys historic areas, causing disruptions to the local culture and impacting the 
livelihoods of nearby communities. The displaced people may be provided with some 
sort of compensation for their plight, but they often do not see the benefits produced 
by the dam, nor do they usually have a voice in the matter. In addition, areas upstream 
– and especially downstream – of the dam are likely to witness a depletion or 
degradation of the environmental resources that communities depend upon. 
In addition to the problems felt by local communities, the huge investment 
required to build dams, combined with cost overruns, can present a major debt 
burden. If governments are not able to benefit from the dam as predicted, they may 
face significant difficulties in repaying the loans needed to finance the project. All of 
these issues lead opponents to question whether dams are the best economic 
investment of public funds and resource. 
world commission on dams 
In response to the growing debate surrounding dams and the realization that the 
conflict could only be resolved in a forum which brought together stakeholders from 
all sectors, the World Bank and the World Conservation Union (IUCN) established a 
World Commission on Dams (WCD) in 1997. The Commission brought together 
yale school of forestry & environmental studies 
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5 Kader Asmal, Comments by 
Former Commissioners of the 
WCD on the 5th anniversary 
of the WCD Report, 
http://www.irn.org/wcd/5/051 
111comments.html. Accessed 
on 24 March 2007. 
6 The official response of the 
World Bank to the WCD 
Report can be found at 
http://www.dams.org/report/ 
reaction/reaction_wb2.htm. 
Accessed on 20 March 2007. 
participants from governments, the private sector, international financial institutions, 
civil society organizations, and affected peoples to produce the final report Dams and 
Development: A New Framework for Decision Making in November 2000. In this 
report the Commission presents an assessment of when, how and why dams succeed 
or fail in meeting development objectives. From this analysis the WCD Report 
recommends a new approach to decision-making in the water and energy sectors 
based on the core values of equity, sustainability, efficiency, participatory decision-
making, and accountability. The report also provides a set of 26 guidelines on how to 
assess options and implement dam projects. These remain an important set of 
benchmarks on which to evaluate existing and planned dams. 
Five Key Points from the WCD Report: 
1.	 Dams have made an important and significant contribution to human 
development, and the benefits derived from them have been considerable. 
2.	 In too many cases an unacceptable and often unnecessary price has 
been paid to secure those benefits, especially in social and 
environmental terms, by people displaced, by communities 
downstream, by taxpayers and by the natural environment. 
3.	 Lack of equity in the distribution of benefits has called into question 
the value of many dams in meeting water and energy development 
needs when compared with the alternatives. 
4.	 By bringing to the table all those whose rights are involved and who 
bear the risks associated with different options for water and energy 
resources development, the conditions for a positive resolution of 
competing interests and conflicts are created. 
5.	 Negotiating outcomes will greatly improve the development effectiveness 
of water and energy projects by eliminating unfavorable projects at an 
early stage, and by offering as a choice only those options that key 
stakeholders agree represent the best ones to meet the needs in question. 
Source: WCD 2000. 
Although the ideas put forth in the WCD Report were acclaimed by many, they are 
still widely debated and have not been implemented on the ground as much as some 
people would like. In the words of Professor Kader Asmel, former Chairperson of the 
WCD, “It is gratifying that the ideas we put forward are still being actively considered, 
debated, and adopted. But, I fear, inaction and conflict are still our adversaries.”5 The 
World Bank, one of the financial supporters for the WCD, has been criticized for not 
actively incorporating the report’s recommendations into their projects. Although 
the World Bank publicly supported the WCD findings and committed to using the 
report as a reference when considering dam related projects, soon after the report was 
released, the World Bank proposed a different framework for project preparation 
than that supported by the WCD.6 
yale school of forestry & environmental studies 
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Activity areas in the World Bank’s “Dams Planning and Management
Action Plan:” 
● Working with borrowers to move “upstream,” so that all energy, water 
supply and flood and drought protection options are assessed. 
●	 Continuing to emphasize institutional reform for more efficient use of 
water and energy. 
● Effectively implementing the World Bank’s existing safeguard policies. 
●	 Continuing to support borrowers in improving the performance of 
existing dams. 
● Practicing a proactive and development-oriented approach to interna­
tional waters. 
● Continuing to support innovative approaches and capacity building for 
dealing with complex dam-related management and technical issues. 
Source: The World Bank, The World Bank Position on the Report of the World Commission on Dams, December 
2001. 
Since the WCD Report was released in 2000, there have been a number of 
initiatives to bring people from different sectors together and further discuss the 
issues surrounding large dams. One of the most noted of these is the United Nations 
Environment Programme’s (UNEP) Dams and Development Project, which aims to 
build on the WCD findings in order to improve decision-making, planning and 
management of dams and their alternatives through the promotion of multi-
stakeholder dialogues. Although the dam debate has not been resolved through these 
dialogues as some people hoped, they continue to bring together people from all sides 
of the dam debate, moving the discussion forward in an effort to improve the 
planning and implementation of large dams. 
global perspectives on large dams conference 
With the hope of continuing the dialogue and shedding some light on this 
controversy, the Yale School of Forestry & Environmental Studies hosted a conference 
from November 3-5, 2006, to discuss the current thinking of a wide variety of 
stakeholders on domestic and international dam projects. The goal of this 
symposium was to promote collaborative approaches to problem solving and to 
foster the sharing of innovative solutions and approaches to managing river basins 
for human and ecological needs. Our objective in this report on the conference is for 
these debates and considerations to provoke proponents and opponents of large dam 
projects to consider the impacts, implications, mitigation strategies, and alternatives, 
and to engage in continued conversation about the future of food production, energy 
generation, community protection, and sustainable development. 
yale school of forestry & environmental studies 
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Bruce Babbitt, former U.S. Secretary of the Interior, opened the conference, which 
brought together 40 academics, technical experts, social justice advocates, politicians, 
and engineers to speak to an audience of over 150 attendees. The first day of the 
conference focused on dam removal in North America. The focus of the second day 
was on dam construction around the world. 
Among the topics discussed on the first day were: fisheries and ecological impacts 
of dams; adaptive management techniques for species protection and recovery; 
impacts of dams on first nations/tribes; and legal and technical aspects of dam 
building and removal. Many of the scientists and academics spoke about the 
environmental challenges that dams create and technical mechanisms to overcome 
these challenges. From an engineering perspective, the risks presented by old, 
antiquated dams were of great concern. Although it may be economically, 
environmentally, and/or socially more valuable to remove these and other dams, 
almost every one of the speakers who had been involved with the actual or proposed 
removal of dams referenced the legal complications that surround the process. 
Inefficiencies and inadequacies in the legal procedures were highlighted, along with 
the difficulties in properly addressing ecological and social concerns through public 
policy. Of the most noted social concerns, the lack of consideration of tribal nation’s 
rights was emphasized by all of the social justice advocates. 
Many of the same issues were reiterated on the second day of the conference in 
regards to dam construction around the world. However, on second day the emphasis 
was shifted to be almost entirely human centered – ecological and technical aspects 
were rarely presented in and of themselves, but rather in terms of the people who are 
impacted by dam construction and dependant on local resources. Inequality in the 
costs and benefits of dams was one of the main issues expressed throughout the day 
by many speakers, especially those representing non-governmental organizations. Of 
particular concern was the displacement of people by dam reservoirs and disruption 
of downstream livelihoods, which can be exacerbated by poor rehabilitation policy 
and practices. In response, these speakers advocated more stakeholder involvement in 
all stages of the dam planning and construction process and a greater consideration 
of alternatives that take into account local needs and solutions. 
While many of the speakers’ concerns focused on local communities, several of the 
scientists, academics and government representatives at the conference took a much 
wider perspective into consideration. In terms of climate change, the foremost 
environmental problem facing the planet, dams were advocated both as producers of 
a “clean” energy alternative to fossil fuels, as well as contributors to global warming 
through the emission of methane from reservoirs. In addition to climate change, 
concerns about the potential international impacts of large dams were expressed by a 
few speakers from academia. 
Although the majority of the talks throughout the conference focused on the 
issues surrounding large dams, several proposals were made with regard to how to 
mitigate their negative impacts. The main recommendations, which echo many of the 
points highlighted by the WCD Report, stressed the need for following: 
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●	 Criteria on which to assess if, why, how, and where dam building occurs. 
●	 Comprehensive river-basin planning and “real” mitigation of negative effects 
of dams. 
●	 Cooperation and communication between all stakeholders to find global 
solutions. 
● Case specific approaches utilizing a wide variety of available tools. 
● Assessment of alternatives, which take into account local ideas and solutions. 
● Shift from a focus on large projects and supply augmentation to smaller scale 
projects and demand management. 
● Decision-making based holistically on technical, social and environmental 
concerns. 
● More substantive and enforceable environmental laws and regulations. 
● Restoration of rivers to a more natural and free flowing state. 
● Greater public and media awareness of science, economics and ecology. 
● Market based solutions including virtual water, energy trades and require­
ments that dam building pay for dam removal. 
guide to this report 
The conference structure was composed of individual presentations lasting 20-45 
minutes and panel discussions in which each panelist had 15-30 minutes to present 
their work, followed by audience questions and a discussion. Time limitations were 
an issue for many of the presentations and we understand that there was much more 
to be said than could fit into short time blocks. We extend our deepest apologies to 
any presenter who did not feel they received adequate speaking time at the conference 
and hope that this publication provides an additional venue to further explore the 
ideas expressed at the conference itself. 
In his keynote address, Secretary Babbitt posed the question, “Do we need more 
dams, or fewer?” to which James Workman responded in the closing remarks, 
“Neither you, nor I, nor anyone here, can answer that question alone.” In agreement 
with Mr. Workman, this report does not make any attempt to answer Secretary 
Babbitt’s question, but rather summarizes the discussions and key themes of the 
event with the aim of bringing public attention to the questions and challenges 
surrounding large dams now and in the future. 
The first section of this report is composed of summaries of each presentation and 
panel discussion written by Yale graduate student participants in the conference. 
Wherever possible, citations from the presentations have been included, but many of 
the presenters cited other professional work, which the student summaries may not 
explicitly reference. Although we would like to say these are unbiased representations, 
we know that in these short summaries it was difficult not to pick up on the points 
which resounded more clearly with the individual audience members. As such, we 
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also gave the presenters the opportunity to include their actual speeches or papers at 
the end of this report. Additional papers by individuals or organizations whose 
viewpoints were underrepresented at the conference itself are also contained in this 
final section. Although we have made extensive efforts to adequately present all sides 
of the dam debate, we acknowledge that the conference and this report are more 
biased against dams than for them. 
The report closes with a synthesis of the key issues and themes brought up through 
the course of the conference. In an attempt to refocus the debate, the key issues were 
classified and a survey was sent out to all of the speakers asking them to rank the 
importance of these issues from their own stakeholder perspective. The conclusion 
contains a discussion surrounding the results from the survey responses and calls for 
speakers to be more problem-oriented before debating solutions. 
The intent of this publication is to disseminate further the important messages 
brought up during the conference, to synthesize and elaborate upon these issues, and 
to continue the conversation across the various sectors involved in the dam debate. 
As such, our goal is to distribute this report to policy-makers, government 
organizations, academics, and members of social movements, along with other 
stakeholders. We hope that this report productively contributes to the ongoing dam 
discussion by presenting an update on Global Perspectives on Large Dams. 
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Keynote Speech: Do We Need More
Dams or Fewer? 
Bruce Babbitt, Chairman of the Board, World Wildlife Fund and 
Former U.S. Secretary of the Interior 
The subject for this conference is very timely. And to begin, I would like to make the 
case that we have too many dams, many of which could be removed, thereby 
restoring valuable stream ecosystems. Inevitably, however, additional dams will be 
built in coming decades, and our challenge will be assure that any new dams are really 
necessary, that other alternatives have been examined, and that adequate safeguards 
are in place. 
Let’s begin with dam removal. It’s a new and fascinating subject that we are only 
beginning to understand and develop. In June of 1994, speaking to an audience in 
Yosemite National Park, I expressed my desire to lead in the removal of several dams 
in the Columbia River system during my tenure as Secretary. The public reaction was 
immediate and negative — why would anyone in their right mind, much less a public 
official, want to engage in an act of vandalism by tearing down a perfectly good dam? 
Several weeks later President Clinton took me aside at a White House function, 
and he was genuinely puzzled, asking, “Bruce, what’s all this stuff about tearing down 
dams? I am getting nothing but complaints from members of Congress.” I tried to 
explain, but didn’t make much progress. What I was beginning to understand was 
that dam removal really was a new and unfamiliar concept that, unless explained and 
put into practice carefully, would only evoke more opposition. The public perception 
was that dams, once built, would remain forever, eternal monuments akin to the pyr­
amids of Egypt. 
The public perception was that dams, once built, would remain forever, 
eternal monuments akin to the pyramids of Egypt. 
It was time to retreat and wait a few years until the President was safely re elected 
to a second term in which we could take on more political risk. I retained a young 
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assistant named Jamie Workman, from whom you will hear tomorrow, and set him 
to work on the subject. He produced a study which showed there are some 75,000 
dams in the United States, which works out to about one a day since Thomas 
Jefferson was elected President. And we learned that, in the long history of our 
nation, the national government had never removed a dam for the purpose of eco­
logical restoration. Surely we could find a suitable demonstration site and get the pol­
itics right. 
This time we focused on the Atlantic coast where there are thousands of small 
dams, many initially built to power water wheels for sawmills and grist mills and sub­
sequently abandoned but left standing. Eventually we located a small structure on the 
Neus River in North Carolina called Quaker Neck. Only a few feet high, it wasn’t 
much of a dam, yet it had blocked and cut off fish runs, shad, herring and stripers, 
for a hundred miles of upstream river and tributaries. 
On a spring day in 1999 we gathered on the Neus River to demolish the dam. 
Within a year stripers were spawning seventy miles up river through the suburbs of 
Raleigh — we had made our case, and within the next few years we had removed 
scores of dams on the Kennebec River, in the Central Valley of California, in the 
Pacific Northwest and elsewhere. 
Our task from here forward is to transform dam removal from an episodic, 
opportunistic process into a systematic program of nationwide assessment and 
analysis of candidates for removal. We should develop economic and ecological 
screens to locate the best targets among the 75,000 structures out there. Surely there 
are at least one or two or three percent of those dams that have outlived their 
usefulness — and that number translates into 750 or more possibilities. 
Our task from here forward is to transform dam removal from an episodic, 
opportunistic process into a systematic program of nationwide assessment 
and analysis of candidates for removal. We should develop economic and 
ecological screens to locate the best targets among the 75,000 structures 
out there. Surely there are at least one or two or three percent of those 
dams that have outlived their usefulness — and that number translates 
into 750 or more possibilities. 
Now let’s talk about the burgeoning movement toward construction of new dams, 
mostly large dams that will have immense negative impacts on the remaining un­
dammed river stretches of the planet. Major efforts are underway in western China, 
in the Mekong River Valley, in India, in Brazil, in Chile, and elsewhere. This 
movement is unsettling because we don’t seem to have any kind of consensus about 
criteria by which we – meaning all of the affected groups, internationally, nationally, 
the World Bank, financial institutions – can judge the suitability of these dam 
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building proposals. While the World Commission on Dams has made a start in that 
direction, we still have a long way to go across this largely uncharted terrain. 
One approach to understanding these issues is to look at the American experience. 
For more than a century we have been the leader in dam building, while seldom 
taking into account the destruction of fisheries, riparian habitat or the interests of 
traditional societies. Let’s take a look at the lessons learned. I will speak about just 
three rivers that I know first hand – the Columbia, the Missouri, and the Colorado. 
For more than a century we have been the leader in dam building, while 
seldom taking into account the destruction of fisheries, riparian habitat or 
the interests of traditional societies. 
The Columbia is arguably the greatest loss of all, both because of the size and 
number of dams and because of the loss of its prolific salmon runs. The destruction 
of this river began in earnest in the 1930s with the decision to build Grand Coulee 
Dam just below the Canadian border. When completed, that dam eliminated all the 
Canadian headwaters, thousands of miles of salmon spawning habitat, for all time. 
When Lewis and Clark crossed the Rockies into the Columbia River drainage they 
encountered a salmon spawning population of about 16 million fish per year. These 
fish, born as far as 900 miles inland, migrate out into the Pacific where they remain 
for several years before magically finding their way back to spawn in the very 
tributaries where they began life, thereby repeating the cycle all over again. Someone 
described this honing instinct, a combination of taste and smell for specific water, as 
the equivalent of my tasting a single drop of vermouth in a million barrels of gin. And 
of course, it was an essential fishery for the Indian tribes of the Pacific Northwest with 
whom we made treaties in the 19th century, basically taking the land in exchange for 
a promise to preserve their fishing rights. 
Someone described this honing instinct, a combination of taste and smell 
for specific water, as the equivalent of my tasting a single drop of vermouth 
in a million barrels of gin. 
Then, the Corps of Engineers built a string of dams, including Bonneville, the 
Dalles and McNary along the lower Columbia. These dams, lower than the insur­
mountable heights of Grand Coulee, were equipped with fish ladders, and for a time 
the upstream spawning runs continued, if at a reduced rate. 
Then in the 1960s, the Corps delivered the knockout blow in the form of a scheme 
to build dams along the length of the Snake River, the principal American tributary 
of the Columbia and the remaining passageway for salmon into the Rocky 
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Mountains. Four dams, Ice Harbor, Lower Granite, Little Goose and Lower 
Monumental went up on the Snake. The Corps then sealed off the Clearwater River 
with the Dworshak Dam and the upper Snake was blocked off with the dams at Hells 
Canyon. 
The objective of this plan of environmental vandalism was this – to complete a 
barge channel from the Pacific all the way inland, to transform the small town of 
Lewiston, Idaho, into a “seaport.” Never mind that there were already transcontinen­
tal railroads running alongside the river taking care of anything anybody wanted to 
move down to the Pacific. 
Forced to surmount four big dams on the lower Columbia and then four more 
dams on the Snake, the salmon runs have collapsed. The fish ladders could not solve the 
problem of slack water, especially for the out migrating smolts. As young fish head down 
river, their metabolism changes from fresh water to salt water in a narrow window as 
they are basically flushed down through the natural river system. Now, all of a sudden 
they were stranded – swimming through these lakes, through one pool after another for 
hundreds of miles, attacked and devoured by pike minnows and other predators. The 
Snake River Coho salmon are now extinct. The sockeye salmon are not quite extinct – 
three hatchery sockeye made it back to Redfish Lake in Idaho two years ago. 
The dams on the Snake River should never have been built in the first place. It is 
now time to dismantle them and thereby restore the salmon runs. In my mind, the 
Snake River dams are priority number one on the American dam removal agenda. A 
Federal Judge has the case under consideration. Support is building in the regional 
press and within the Congress. 
The Columbia River also stands for another simple proposition: we should never 
build dams for inland navigation. We have railroads. We don’t need to destroy rivers 
for transportation. A current threat on that score is the Hidrovia in Latin America. 
Engineers are saying we can take boats through the Rio de la Plata in Argentina, all 
the way up the Paraguay River, through central Brazil, down the Madeira River and 
onto the Amazon – hugely destructive and entirely unnecessary. 
Now let’s take a look at the Missouri River – beginning with Hurricane Katrina 
and the destruction New Orleans. A case can be made that the destruction of New 
Orleans actually began in the 1930s, 2,000 miles up river in Montana with the 
construction of Ft. Peck Dam. Ft. Peck was followed by a race between the Corps of 
Engineers and the Bureau of Reclamation to build still more dams. The Corps of 
Engineers, which had built the dam, looked at the Missouri River and said, “We 
propose 20 more dams.” Then the Bureau of Reclamation got into the action with a 
proposal for 20 dams of its own. The ensuing struggle in Congress resulted in 
gridlock. Then the Corp and the Bureau gathered behind closed doors and worked 
out a compromise which consisted of the Corps saying to the Bureau of Reclamation, 
“We’ll support all of your uneconomical irrigation dams if you’ll support all of our 
unnecessary flood control dams.” 
That deal was enacted by the Congress, and we see the results on the Missouri 
River and its tributaries today. River bottoms under water. More levees for barge 
channels. The combined storage capacity of all these dams is something more than 
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60 million acre feet of water while the storage necessary for a peak flood is on the 
order of 2 million acre feet. 
A case can be made that the destruction of New Orleans actually began in 
the 1930s, 2,000 miles up river in Montana with the construction of Ft. Peck 
Dam. Ft. Peck was followed by a race between the Corps of Engineers and 
the Bureau of Reclamation to build still more dams. 
Now consider what happened downstream in the vicinity of New Orleans. The 
Mississippi Delta, slowly sinking under its own hydrostatic weight, has for tens of 
thousands of years been built and maintained by the sediment being deposited in the 
Mississippi-Missouri watershed, mostly from the Missouri side of the system. 
Trapped and settling behind upstream dams, 80 percent of these sediments no longer 
reach the Delta. 
The Mississippi Delta, slowly sinking under its own hydrostatic weight, has 
for tens of thousands of years been built and maintained by the sediment 
being deposited in the Mississippi-Missouri watershed, mostly from the 
Missouri side of the system. Trapped and settling behind upstream dams, 
eighty percent of these sediments no longer reach the Delta. 
The Corps of Engineers, looking at the lower Mississippi, then proposed and built 
levees to maintain a deep water ship channel, thereby flushing the rest of the 
sediments out on the continental shelf. People wonder why the delta is disappearing. 
There’s your object lesson in the need for river basin analysis – looking from the 
bottom up at the entire river basin and anticipating the systemic effect of individual 
projects. 
My third example is the Colorado River. The issue here is a little different. We’ve 
been through barge channels. We’ve been through flood control. Now we should talk 
about water supply and irrigation in the desert. It began on the Colorado River with 
Hoover Dam in 1928. Hoover is the iconic dam – a sleek shining white monolith in a 
deep, forbidding black canyon, the very embodiment of man over nature. 
Hoover and the other Colorado River dams are about water supply, making the 
desert bloom and sustaining the great desert cities like Phoenix, Tucson, Las Vegas 
and Los Angeles. The price we paid includes the destruction of the river delta 
downstream at the head of the Sea of Cortez where the delta is now a vast salt flat. 
Aldo Leopold went there just in time to record what would be lost — including the 
waterfowl and forests where the jaguar stalked herds of deer. 
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Hoover and the other Colorado River dams are about water supply, making 
the desert bloom and sustaining the great desert cities like Phoenix, 
Tucson, Las Vegas and Los Angeles. The price we paid includes the destruc­
tion of the river delta downstream at the head of the Sea of Cortez where 
the delta is now a vast salt flat. Aldo Leopold went there just in time to 
record what would be lost — including the waterfowl and forests where the 
jaguar stalked herds of deer. 
Even here, however, there is a note of hope. Remnants of the Delta can be sustained 
and restored by releasing small amounts of water saved by agricultural conservation 
upstream in California and Arizona, techniques that are also being applied to river 
restoration in the Central Valley of California. 
I will finish with brief mention of the most pressing contemporary issue – 
hydropower, for it is energy demands that are driving most of the large dam projects 
now on the drawing boards in Asia, Africa and Latin America. The demand for energy 
will triple in the coming half century. Climate change will place severe constraints on 
the use of fossil fuel. Demands for renewable energy will only intensify, as will the 
debate over hydropower as a component of what we mean by renewable and 
sustainable energy. 
I will finish with brief mention of the most pressing contemporary issue – 
hydropower, for it is energy demands that are driving most of the large dam 
projects now on the drawing boards in Asia, Africa and Latin America. 
The onset of climate change and the imperative of reducing reliance on fossil fuels 
are often cited in favor of “carbon free” hydropower. The case, however, is not that 
simple. In most regions the lakes impounded by dams are a cause of deforestation 
and decomposition that needs to be factored into the analysis. 
That suggests that in any hydro analysis there should be a consideration of the 
ratio of land base submerged to power output. If we are going to have more hydro 
dams, we must pay careful attention to where they are placed, how they are built – 
and to a rigorous analysis of impacts across the entire watershed. 
Thank you – I look forward to your questions. 
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part one:

dam removal in north america
 
Dam building in North America began centuries ago during the continent’s early
quests for development, which many other parts of the world are now
experiencing. Today there are an estimated 75,000 dams in the United States,
resulting in very few undammed rivers in the continental U.S. Without these dams
in place, we would not be able to produce food in many areas, have a stable
drinking water supply, navigate barges through our rivers, or produce a share of the
energy on which people depend. Yet, the very principles on which many of these
dams were built had flaws and many of the dams are no longer serving their
intended purpose. As such, in North America people are working to figure out
exactly what to do with these dams in order to ensure that they are safe and that
the negative impacts on fisheries, ecology, biodiversity, and water quantity and
quality are mitigated as best as possible. In North America the rate of
decommissioning dams has actually surpassed the rate of dam building. All of
these issues were discussed during the Conference’s first full day of speeches and
panel discussions. 
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Dam Nation: An Introduction to Dam 
Impacts and Dam Removal Effort
Nationwide 
Laura Wildman, American Rivers 
Summary by Femi Adetona 
Laura Wildman, the first speaker at the plenary session, presented a general overview 
of dam issues within the United States. She specifically spoke about the impacts of 
dams and shed some light on the efforts that are being made to remove problematic 
dams. In the first half of her talk, she described the extent and nature of problems 
associated with dams. 
The exact number of dams in the United States is unknown, and different 
inventories have different numbers. For example, the National Inventories of Dams 
figures show that there are approximately 79,000 dams in the United States, while the 
Fish and Wildlife Service has approximately 99,000 barriers on its lists. Other 
estimates of the number of dams run as high as several million. These figures are 
different depending on dam classification and information source of the organization 
that compiles the list. The National Inventories of Dams, for instance, lists only the 
more significant dams – those that are higher than 25 ft and have the capacity of at 
least 15 acre feet or those that are higher than six feet and have a capacity of at least 
50 acre feet. Wildman emphasized that not all dams are in the inventories and 
mentioned that she has stumbled on many dams that are not in the inventories while 
working on rivers. 
In tracing out the history of large dams in the United States, the speaker noted that 
one of the first dams in the world was built in Egypt but was never used because it 
was breached before completion. Dams in the United States were first built to create 
farm ponds. Subsequently they were built for the generation of mill power, and then 
navigation. More were later built for navigational, industrial, power generation and 
flood control purposes. Some of the dams were then utilized as recreational ponds or 
lakes after they became obsolete in satisfying the initial objectives for which they were 
built. Large dam building in the United States peaked between 1955 and 1975, and 
almost all rivers in all the lower 48 states in the United States are currently dammed. 
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Furthermore, the speaker, while explaining the extent of the impacts associated 
with dams, provided the following figures: about three percent of the nation’s land 
surface is covered by dams and about 60 percent of the flow in rivers can be stored 
behind the dams. These percentages translate into four acre feet of water per person 
storage capacity behind dams in the U.S. One reference stated that in terms of the flow 
regimes of U.S. rivers, dams’ effect of impacted discharge may even be greater than the 
effect of climate change on flow regimes. These huge landscape-level changes have 
resulted in significant problems, such as disrupted ecosystems, fragmented habitats, 
disruption in nutrient and sediment transport in rivers, river bed scouring and 
degradation occurring downstream of dams, displacement of peoples and culture 
upstream of the dam due to the expansion of the water surface, and burdens borne by 
host communities due to maintenance and operation of the dams. Wildman stressed 
that disruption of the migration of diadromous fishes to spawn is only a small part of 
the problem. Many problems associated with dams accumulate as more dams are 
added to a river system. Dam breaches and blow outs are more common than most 
people realize, since dams are only designed to meet some statistically determined flow 
event. Dams have failed and continue to fail in the United States. Officially 3,128 deaths 
have been attributed to dam failures in the country, with 2,029 of these occurring in 
one incident during a dam breakage at Johnstown, Pennsylvania. 
Dams have failed and continue to fail in the United States. Officially 3,128 
deaths have been attributed to dam failures in the country, with 2,029 of 
these occurring in one incident during a dam breakage at Johnstown, 
Pennsylvania. 
The governance and regulatory systems recognize the negative consequences 
associated with dams and have attempted to classify them. These classifications do 
not capture all the possible problems, however. Dams in the United States are ranked 
by hazard classifications, according to potential loss of life and property, as high 
hazard, significant hazard or low hazard dams. This classification does not 
incorporate possible negative impacts on the environment and the potential human 
health problems that may develop due to uncontrolled breaches of dams. The speaker 
illustrated this by pointing out that the possible downstream impacts on ecosystem 
and human health resulting from the breach of a dam containing a high level of PCBs 
is typically not a factor in this hazard ranking. 
Also, record keeping of dam breaches in the country is not adequate; the records 
often contain only significant dam breaches. For example, the National Association of 
Dam Safety Officials’ dam breach inventory does not include the over 400 dams 
breached or damaged by overtopping in three New England states during only two 
flood events in 2005 and 2006. Many of the dams were old dams, and the number of 
old dams has continued to increase as all the dams in the country age. 
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Despite all of these problems, only 50 percent of the high hazard dams in the 
United States have emergency action plans. The dams without plans do not have 
demarcated dam breach inundation areas. Alabama has no dam emergency action 
plans and is the only state without a dam safety program, while Missouri exempts all 
dams under 35 feet in height. It is also not certain that people living within potential 
inundation zones of dams are aware that they live in these zones, except in California 
where this is required by law. Furthermore, new dams which can be classified as high 
hazard dams are still being built, often without fully educating the downstream 
public newly put at risk. For example, the Creekside Dam in Oregon, constructed in 
2005, has only a five minute warning time before its flood wave could result in the 
deaths of residents within a hotel, a RV park, a residential area, and an interstate 
highway if it were ever to breach. Importantly, early detection devices placed at this 
dam site do not effectively minimize the safety threat if the dam were to breach due 
to an act of terrorism or a natural disaster such as an earthquake. 
The speaker briefly discussed the history of dam removal, extending back to the 
early days of dam building in colonial America, when new dams were often bitterly 
protested. Current dam removal efforts are merely part of a much longer history of 
decision points regarding the best public use of our rivers’ resources. A case study was 
provided of a dam that had been removed two times over its almost 300 year life span 
and ordered removed two additional times due to community conflict over the dam’s 
impacts and benefits. The same dam is still today at the center of a community con­
troversy over its potential removal. 
Current dam removal efforts are merely part of a much longer history of 
decision points regarding the best public use of our rivers’ resources. 
Dams are removed in the United States more commonly because continued oper­
ation of such dams becomes economically unfeasible and/or because they present a 
threat to human safety. They are far less often removed for ecological reasons. 
Although it might be imperative to remove many dams, the speaker highlighted that 
other dams still serve the public and our focus on those dams should be the promo­
tion of public awareness and appropriate maintenance to ensure the public’s safety. 
Wildman ended the presentation by emphasizing that dam removal efforts have been 
a cooperative venture involving many organizations. 
Dams are removed in the United States more commonly because continued 
operation of such dams becomes economically unfeasible and/or because 
they present a threat to human safety. They are far less often removed for 
ecological reasons. 
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Dam Battles 
Professor Raymond Cross, University of Montana, School of Law 
Summary by Shanti Karanjit and Raymond Cross 
In discussing “Dam Battles,” Professor Cross focused on the early hardships 
encountered by the ancestors of today’s American Indian peoples when they first 
settled the lands of North America some 13,000 years ago. For many millennia, the 
Indian peoples lived in ecological harmony with the surrounding natural values of 
America, while developing a wide variety of indigenous cultures and societies well 
adapted to their available resources and environmental circumstances. But, this 
timeless aboriginal America was disrupted by the arrival, in 1607, of the first large-
scale British commercial venture to exploit America’s vast natural resources. At this 
time, the Virginia Company chartered by the British Crown as a joint stock company 
and endowed with both governmental and commercial prerogatives over the lands 
and resources of the indigenous peoples of North America, arrived on the North 
American shores. 
A “new American history,” one that contrasts sharply with the pre-existing tranquil 
and timeless history of aboriginal America, began with the arrival of the non-Indian 
settlers who were infused with a pro-development ethos. This required, as a tenet of 
their ruling idea of Manifest Destiny, dispossessing the Indian peoples of their 
aboriginal lands and resources over the intervening centuries of American 
occupation of North America. This new history also chronicles the Indian peoples’ 
on-going struggle for physical and cultural survival in an increasingly difficult and 
hostile social and economic environment. 
The struggle of the Three Affiliated Tribes (Mandan, Hidatsa, and Arikara Nation) 
against the injustice of the 1949 Garrison Dam taking of over 156,000 acres of their 
remaining aboriginal homelands along the bottomlands of the Missouri River 
provides a contemporary case study of the Indian peoples’ centuries long “survival 
story” within the confines of non-Indian America. By the 1940s, the Three Affiliated 
Tribes had developed a thriving agricultural economy, based on livestock ranching 
and crop production within their aboriginal community settlements along the 
bottomlands of the Missouri River. This was consistent with their treaty based 
obligations to the United States. 
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A “new American history,” one that contrasts sharply with the pre-existing 
tranquil and timeless history of aboriginal America, began with the arrival 
of the non-Indian settlers who were infused with a pro-development ethos. 
This required, as a tenet of their ruling idea of Manifest Destiny, 
dispossessing the Indian peoples of their aboriginal lands and resources 
over the intervening centuries of American occupation of North America. 
This new history also chronicles the Indian peoples’ on-going struggle for 
physical and cultural survival in an increasingly difficult and hostile social 
and economic environment. 
However, non-Indian pro-development interests agitated Congress in the early 
1940s for the multi-purpose development (e.g, hydro-electric generation, recreation, 
irrigation, and flood control benefits) of the Upper Missouri River Basin. Based on 
their treaty established rights and federal Indian law, the Three Tribes successful 
challenged, initially, the Army Corps of Engineers’ dam building plans and forced 
Congress to seek a new, suitable reservation for the affected Indian peoples prior to 
the construction of the Garrison Dam. But there were no suitable replacement lands 
to be found for the Indians. Soon the pro-dam forces persuaded Congress to give up 
on this fruitless endeavor and order the removal of the Indian people from their 
treaty-protected homelands. 
Several books and film documentaries tell the tragic tale of Congress’s breach of 
faith with these Indian peoples and their federally mandated removal in the 1950s 
from their last aboriginal homelands along the bottomlands of the Missouri River. As 
devastating as this event was for the peoples of the Three Affiliated Tribes, their post-
dam struggle and success to recover from the long term effects of the Garrison Dam 
should be central focus of any “new chapter” of federal-tribal relations in America. 
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Dam Mitigation and Imperiled Species
Recovery in the Tennessee and Mobile
River Basins 
Jeff Powell, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service – Alabama Office 
Summary by David DeVooght 
The Tennessee and Mobile River Basins, located in the Southeast of the country, are 
two of the largest watersheds in the United States. More importantly, they also 
contain the highest freshwater biodiversity in the U.S. and are considered to be one of 
the most significant places in the world for a wide variety of aquatic fauna. Between 
the two watersheds they contain over 301 freshwater mussels, 655 snails, 338 crayfish, 
163 amphibians and 1021 fish species. These impressive numbers are often overlooked, 
and because of this, little attention has been paid on a national level to the 
importance of protecting these watersheds. 
Over the last half century the aquatic species composition and population of the 
Tennessee and Mobile River Basins have been drastically altered due to wide scale 
dam construction. In the last 50 years there have been over 3,000 dams constructed 
in the region by the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) and various private and 
governmental organizations. The resultant effect on aquatic biodiversity has been 
quite high, especially in areas where large hydroelectric dams have been built. 
In the last 50 years there have been over 3,000 dams constructed in the 
region by the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) and various private and 
governmental organizations. The resultant effect on aquatic biodiversity 
has been quite high, especially in areas where large hydroelectric dams 
have been built. 
The Jordan Dam on the Coosa River and the Wilson Dam on the Tennessee River 
are two examples where large dams have negatively impacted the local aquatic 
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species. The Wilson Dam, which was constructed in 1924 to generate power for 
munitions factories in Mussel Shoals, Alabama, is the largest dam ever constructed by 
the TVA. Prior to its creation there were over 100 species of freshwater mussels located 
in the area, and because of this it was considered to have the greatest diversity of 
mussel species in the world. Now there are approximately only 40 mussel species 
remaining in the area, with many endemic species extinctions caused by the 
construction of the Wilson Dam. 
Prior to its creation there were over 100 species of freshwater mussels 
located in the area, and because of this it was considered to have the 
greatest diversity of mussel species in the world. Now there are 
approximately only 40 mussel species remaining in the area, with many 
endemic species extinctions caused by the construction of the Wilson Dam. 
Despite the sobering numbers that were used to illustrate the threat posed by dams 
in the Tennessee and Mobile River Basins, much work is under way to change the 
trend of aquatic species loss in the Southeast. Local, state, and national wildlife 
officials are working with the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC), the 
TVA and the Army Corps of Engineers to resolve these problems, most notably 
through the FERC dam re-licensing process that has been going on recently. 
Stakeholders have been given an avenue through this process to express their 
concerns regarding the riverine resources that have been threatened by dam 
construction. This opportunity has led to a situation where a wide variety of interest 
groups have been able to address the issues related to dams and play a role in 
enhancing and protecting the aquatic richness of the Tennessee and Mobile River 
Basins. 
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The Mighty Duck River: Using Dams to
Restore Species Diversity 
Dr. Paul Johnson, Alabama Aquatic Biodiversity Center 
Summary by David DeVooght 
Paul Johnson described the long term research that has been conducted in the Duck 
River Basin, located in the greater Tennessee River Basin. The Duck River is home to 
over 652 fauna species including 147 species of fish, 22 different kind of snails and 55 
freshwater mussel species. This is despite the fact that this area has been drastically 
altered over the years. The speaker and his colleagues conduct research to examine the 
impacts of modifying flow regimes from dams on endangered native freshwater 
mussel populations. 
Image 1   Federally Endangered Duck River Dartersnatcher (Epioblasma ahlstedi). This species occurs
only in the Duck River and benefited from the flow restoration of which Johnson spoke (male
on the left and female on the right). 
Johnson spoke of extensive research that has been conducted on monitoring the 
populations of freshwater mussels in response to catering the flow rates to encourage 
a rebound in native aquatic species. Dams play a key role in determining mussel 
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populations because they affect stream depth and water temperature gradients, and they 
control the amount of non-natural nutrients. In an effort to combat these problems, the 
flow regimens of the Duck River have been altered by slightly reducing the amount of 
water released from dams in the winter and increasing the rate in the spring and 
summer. But more importantly, chronically low dissolved oxygen levels below the dam 
were improved though the aeration of the water inside the reservoir before release 
downstream. This process helps to increase the dissolved oxygen levels in the river and 
control water temperature. The improved flow releases in the spring and summer 
months create stable nursery areas along the edges of rivers during low flow periods. 
Ten years after this altered flow regime was adopted, the results have been nothing 
short of amazing, according to Johnson. There has been a three fold increase in the 
species diversity and a substantial increase in the overall population numbers. Two 
Federally Endangered species in particular, the Birdwing Pearlymussel (Lemiox 
rimosus) and the Dartersnatcher (Epioblasma ahlstedti) were used as examples to 
show how mussels have increased in numbers and extent in the Duck River Basin. 
The research presented by Johnson helped to demonstrate that a well-managed and 
well-timed flow rate in a heavily dammed river basin can help to maintain species 
diversity as well as restore some populations to reproductive viability. 
The research presented by Johnson helped to demonstrate that a well-
managed and well-timed flow rate in a heavily dammed river basin can 
help to maintain species diversity as well as restore some populations to 
reproductive viability. 
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Panel: Dam Removal Rationale
 
William Hover, GZA GeoEnvironmental, Inc. – Moderator
 
Jim MacBroom, P.E., Yale University and Milone & MacBroom, Inc. – 

Contaminated Sediment Dam Removal Case Studies 
Brian Winter, National Park Service – Elwha Dam Removal 
Laura Rose-Day, Penobscot Partners – Edwards Dam Removal 
Summary by Colleen Morgan 
William Hover, GZA GeoEnvironmental, Inc., Moderator 
William Hover, who served as moderator, introduced the topic of dam removal by 
reviewing the discussion of the opening speaker, Laura Wildman, on reasons for 
decommissioning dams: economics, obsolescence, higher care duty, public safety and 
fish passage, as well as restoring rivers to more natural and free flowing conditions 
and restoring wetland resources. He also mentioned the economic burden orphaned 
dams placed on owners and the benefits of decommissioning, such as aesthetics, 
navigation, reduced risk, and improved public relations. 
Jim MacBroom, Yale University and Milone & MacBroom, Inc. – Contaminated Sediment 
Dam Removal Case Studies 
Jim MacBroom began by stating that the issues related to contaminated sediments 
will most likely be a facet of any river restoration project that includes dam removal. 
In urban areas, where restoration involves daylighting and dechannelization, this 
issue often becomes a major barrier to success. 
The speaker posed the question: Why are there so many dams with contaminated 
sediments behind them? Most of the first dams were built for irrigation, so the water 
was relatively clean. Dam building continued during the Industrial Era for power, but 
the dams have outlived their social and economic value. Many were used for indus­
trial water-based processes, and over time gathered contaminated sediment as 
byproducts of the industrial world. Relatively large impoundments will trap 95 to 100 
percent of sediment that flows into it, and if it is in an urban area, much of it could 
be contaminated; if the upland is agricultural, then the sediments could be laden with 
excess nutrients and pesticides. 
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Understanding delta deposits in impoundments helps to anticipate the location of 
contaminated sediments, which is useful when you have a limited testing budget. 
Delta sediment deposits are often uniform, with fine grain materials on the bottom, 
but they also form wedge deposits when there is a high bed load. If the water elevation 
is constant, the delta may stretch out into the lake. It is possible to determine where 
contaminated sediments are likely to be found by locating areas with finer sediments, 
assessing the delta and the upstream water flow, and developing a map of where the 
coarse grained materials are likely to be compared to the finer grained sediments. 
It is possible to determine where contaminated sediments are likely to be 
found by locating areas with finer sediments, assessing the delta and the 
upstream water flow, and developing a map of where the coarse grained 
materials are likely to be compared to the finer grained sediments. 
If a dam has a breach because of failure, it could incise upstream through a 
headcut, which is a face that starts at the dam breach and erodes upstream, releasing 
contaminants as it retreats. This process of the river reestablishing its floodplain and 
releasing contaminants into the environment could take months or years. There is 
not always enough money to capture contaminated sediment, so it is necessary to 
encapsulate it to prevent the contamination from impacting the fauna, flora and 
humans. 
There is not always enough money to capture contaminated sediment, so it 
is necessary to encapsulate it to prevent the contamination from impacting 
the fauna, flora and humans. 
The materials in question range from heavy metals and hydrocarbons from urban 
runoff to toxic materials such as coal tar. This byproduct of the turn of the century 
practice of burning coal for heat was often dumped in rivers, forming a layer of highly 
toxic sediment. While there is no uniform system for measuring sediment quality, and 
each state has different standards or none at all, you are usually legally responsible for 
the proper disposal of any teaspoon of contaminated sediment you dig up. 
While there is no uniform system for measuring sediment quality, and each 
state has different standards or none at all, you are usually legally 
responsible for the proper disposal of any teaspoon of contaminated 
sediment you dig up. 
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When contemplating dam removal, it is all about the sediment and restoring the 
channel. The capacity of the stream to manage the sediments needs to be analyzed. It 
should first be determined if the watershed and the channel are likely to generate 
sediments and then confirm if there is contamination. A testing protocol should be 
developed and followed. Data needs to be collected in regards to the current 
hydrological and sediment conditions, while post-dam removal parameters need to 
be predicted to determine the likeliness of erosion. 
Other considerations include watershed characteristics, cohesive strength of 
sediment, the presence of a thalwag, the delta slope, and whether there would be 
progressive breaching or a “whoosh.” A computer model and hydrological analysis can 
be used to forecast the erosion, and determine if the natural response is acceptable. If 
there is an unacceptable downstream impact, it may make sense to intervene. 
The downstream impact is determined by mapping a flow path, depending on the 
type of channel and whether it is alluvial or nonalluvial. A model created by Milone 
and MacBroom is based on removed dams and historic dams – using more than 
10,000 years of record. Dam failures are analyzed for their breach behavior and, 
depending on the formation of the upstream delta, what management strategies are 
appropriate. 
A serious problem for dam removal is that environmental regulations on disposal 
of contaminated sediments make them economically impossible to clean up. If a 
restoration project has a few contamination hot spots, they have to be dredged and 
sent to a lined landfill. For an impoundment with PCB-laden sediments, it needs to 
be drawn to see if it is likely to erode, but sometimes the layer could be up to 12 feet 
in depth. Small projects are affordable, but highly contaminated sites are prohibitively 
expensive to clean up. The major challenge is finding the funding to do whole 
ecosystem restoration on such rivers. 
A serious problem for dam removal is that environmental regulations on 
disposal of contaminated sediments make them economically impossible 
to clean up. 
For rivers that have PCB accumulation in sediments, MacBroom takes profiles of 
the channel to determine the level of contamination, whether it is in older or newer 
layers, and if restoration would re-release them. The transfer of contaminated 
sediments, especially for fish passage projects, is of great concern because fish 
bioaccumulate PCBs. For these projects he looks at impacts of alternatives, 
downstream impacts as well as disposal options. 
Small projects are affordable, but highly contaminated sites are prohibi­
tively expensive to clean up. The major challenge is finding the funding to 
do whole ecosystem restoration on such rivers. 
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Once the contaminants and the options for dealing with them are identified and 
quantified, MacBroom said, that is when the work usually stops. The potential impact 
of the contaminants on the environment combines with the economic burden of 
removing them, so nothing happens. For there to be serious progress in river 
restoration, options for contaminated sediment containment or removal must be 
affordable. 
Once the contaminants and the options for dealing with them are identi­
fied and quantified, MacBroom said, that is when the work usually stops. 
The potential impact of the contaminants on the environment combines 
with the economic burden of removing them, so nothing happens. For there 
to be serious progress in river restoration, options for contaminated sedi­
ment containment or removal must be affordable. 
Brian Winter, National Park Service – Elwha Dam Removal 
Brian Winter has worked for state and federal agencies, and is currently the National 
Park Service’s project manager for the Elwha River Restoration Project in Olympic 
National Park in Washington State. This project, on the Olympic peninsula in the 
Elwha Klallam tribe’s reservation at the river’s mouth, involves the removal of the 
Glines Canyon Dam, near Lake Aldwell. 
At 210 feet, this dam is the highest dam under proposal for removal in the project. 
It is a concrete gravity arch dam with a single spillway. The 1992 Elwha River 
Ecosystem and Fisheries Restoration Act, a legal settlement with the tribe, called for 
the restoration of the salmon that used to historically inhabit this river. At one time 
it had every species of Pacific salmon, unlike any other West Coast river, and they 
swam to river mile 42 historically, but they are now only found at river mile five. The 
Act targeted more than 70 miles of main stem and tributary habitat for restoration. 
Most fish passage studies focus on dam retention, but this project also looked at 
dam removal because the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC, the 
authority with jurisdiction over the dam) allowed it. The dam retention study found 
a poor chance of survival for the Chinook and bulltrout, based on habitat, life histo­
ry traits, and the amount of inundated habitat. The Coho and steelhead have a decent 
chance of survival because many of them could make it through reservoirs if they 
don’t go through the turbines. The spring Chinook and sockeye are both extricated 
from the river, but the latter may be returning, as they are notorious for reestablish­
ing in rivers where they have not spawned. 
If no action was taken, the study found that the current number of 300 species 
would continue to decline. Most of the fish are raised in hatcheries by the state and 
the tribe. A recent study done on the migration of bulltrout tracked the fish as it went 
upstream to spawn and then downstream to other streams. A goal for the study was 
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to determine the bulltrout’s use of Lake Mills, below the dam, and it found that the 
fish will need to be captured and transferred to the upper watershed to survive the 
dam removal. 
An important aspect of dam removal planning is that not one size fits all. In this 
case, the original dam blew because of water pressure, and when the new dam was 
built, debris was brought in to fill the leak. Although there is a new dam, the old dam 
is holding the new one in place. Before you take out a dam, you need to know what 
was constructed. 
An important aspect of dam removal planning is that not one size fits all. 
Since the Glines Canyon Dam was built down to bedrock, the proposal is to use 
the power intake to drain the lake about 80 feet and then take off the concrete. The 
plan includes excavating new spillways and lopping off layers of the dam – essentially 
notching as they go down and using the dam itself instead of building a diversion 
structure. The spillway and powerhouse will remain, so people can watch the 
restoration taking place. 
Although the sediment behind the dam is clean, there is 18 million cubic yards of 
it. The silt and clay are thought to be a challenge, since they will have an impact on 
the two hatcheries, the mill, and the water supply. Modeling has allowed project man­
agers to determine the downstream effect using this notching method, which is esti­
mated to release a spike of sediments after each notch, but then a natural reduction. 
An ecosystem restoration of this type could wipe out the existing stock of fish 
species, so the project calls for collecting them out of the river and into hatcheries to 
protect them. The project was designed to leave six months when the contractor does 
not work, to protect the species and habitat. 
An armored substrate is not adequate for fish, so the dam removal was planned so 
that the right amount of the right grain size accumulates in the restored channel and 
a thalwag develops. Currently, the water downstream of the dams is “hungry,” looking 
for things to erode and moving back and forth periodically as a result. Reintroducing 
material into the system at the right speed will restore the natural sedimentation from 
upstream and decrease the river’s erosive movements. The restored river is expected 
to be straight, which is important for salmon habitat as well as the reservation (which 
has been losing acreage from erosion). 
The project also calls for re-vegetating the hillslopes that are inundated by Lake 
Mills, removing woody debris, and creating fish windows. The goal is to have a 
natural recolonization of the fish that spawn in system, which is estimated to include 
more than 200,000 spawning fish. These species constitute a package of fertilizer that 
the ecosystem of the Upper Elwaha has been lacking, because those nutrients cycle 
down the system. 
The dam removal is scheduled to begin in June of 2007, and is estimated to take 
two to two and a half years. The project has been in the planning stages for 10 years. 
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Laura Rose-Day, Penobscot Partners – Edwards Dam Removal 
Laura Rose-Day discussed the challenges of the removal of the Edwards Dam in 
Maine. She noted that, even though small rivers with small dams seem to be simple 
to remove, it is all relative – it depends on the river, its size, length, width, substrate, 
species, the people and the history. It also depends on the food web and the nutrients 
that were historically brought into the ecosystem – in Maine, herring, blueback and 
shad supplied the biomass, but there are very few left. 
She noted that, even though small rivers with small dams seem to be sim­
ple to remove, it is all relative – it depends on the river, its size, length, 
width, substrate, species, the people and the history. 
The Penobscot and Kennebeck Rivers drain an enormous amount of landmass and 
both watersheds are similar. A dozen species historically moved from the Gulf of 
Maine to inland waters and back in these rivers. Atlantic salmon means a lot of 
important things to different people. Eels and sturgeon stay inland for several decades 
before migrating out, where they become an enormous food source for the ocean 
systems. The number of shad, an important recreational fish, has been greatly 
reduced. Alewives, despite the fact they are good leapers and use ponds to spawn have 
also been reduced in number. 
The other critters are also important, such as otters and beaver and all the species 
of birds. They depend on the areas of river that don’t freeze when it is free flowing. 
As you get to know the parts of the river that have been restored, the more you can 
appreciate how much has been lost. It’s not just about catching fish, but it’s about 
what we know about where we live. 
These two rivers have a similar, incredible amount of habitat for salmon. Although 
one species is on the Federal list of Endangered or Threatened Species, neither river 
is protected under the listing. They historically had large populations of fish, which 
provided much resilience, but that resilience is being lost. 
Nathanial Hawthorne protested when the Edwards Dam was built in 1837, but he 
lost. It is not very big, but it is wide and long and blocked off the entire fish run. Various 
fishways have been constructed, but have deteriorated, been destroyed or breached by 
large floods. The turning point on the Kennebec River was after a breach, because the 
fish got through and people upstream got a glimpse of the river as it once was. But cit­
izens advocated for fish passage without success. After a long battle with FERC related 
to the re-licensing of the dam, it concluded that its energy output was not worth the 
ecosystem damage. The agency is charged with balancing the values the river provides. 
The turning point on the Kennebec River was after a breach, because the
 
fish got through and people upstream got a glimpse of river as it once was.
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The FERC rules are set up to favor energy, and to challenge people who value free 
flowing rivers. It is difficult to insert the value of a child catching a salmon on the 
river, and it is a big flaw in the system. However, after a decade-long process that 
involved discussing such values, the agency decided for first time that it would order 
Edwards Dam to be taken down. That decision has enabled the most successful and 
inspiring stories of river restoration in this country, about a river and its response and 
how it is showing many people the benefits. 
The FERC rules are set up to favor energy, and to challenge people who 
value free flowing rivers. It is difficult to insert the value of a child catching 
a salmon on the river, and it is a big flaw in the system. However, after a 
decade-long process that involved discussing such values, the agency 
decided for first time that it would order Edwards Dam to be taken down. 
That decision has enabled the most successful and inspiring stories of river 
restoration in this country, about a river and its response and how it is 
showing many people the benefits. 
The dams on these rivers are made of logs and rocks, so removal is easy – not like 
the huge technical feat that is the removal of Glines Canyon Dam. Seventeen miles of 
the river is free flowing, and fish have access, for the first time in 200 years. There are 
still about 100 dams in the system, so some fish do not have necessary spawning 
habitat, but the river level dropped 10 feet and the banks revegetated before long. A 
new island has popped up, the substrate has changed, and the area supports the first 
commercial fishery in 100 years. Alewives serve as bait for the lobster fishery, and 
during the first year the lobstermen harvested 100,000 fish. 
Other immediate benefits relate to water quality improvements, as indicated by the 
presence of macroinvertebrates. The previous system had difficulty maintaining a 
Class C rating for water quality, but it has been reclassified to a Class B – it would be 
Class A were it not for the dams. Although some have been opened up, the bulk of the 
salmon habitat is above the other dams. The Lockwood Dam has a fish lift and the 
Fort Halifax dam is proposed for removal, but three dams between the Indian nation 
and the ocean are structures of concern. Although the nation’s territory has 
encompassed both rivers for more than 10,000 years, the Federal treaty rights are 
essentially meaningless. Fish can get up to the reservation, but not to the islands in 
Penobscot; those that do make it are highly contaminated because of the pulp mills 
in the river above the Indian islands. Their rights are fully enforceable, but they are 
not helpful in terms of nutrition or religious ceremonies. 
The river is closed to fishing because of the endangered species listing, but recently 
there was an experimental salmon season. The tribe didn’t support the fishery 
because 80 percent of the salmon habitat is above four dams – the amount of habitat 
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available to them is less than three percent of what is necessary for salmon and 
sturgeon to spawn. They are very close to extinction. 
Getting a FERC decision in favor of dam removal requires evidence that the fish 
are there. For the first time in 30 years, about 75 of them were found right below the 
dam in the summer of 2006. To obtain a favorable decision it is necessary to gather 
data about the fishery, to investigate anecdotal evidence, and not to discount the 
resilience of these systems if given the chance. An important element is that all the 
stakeholders involved – conservation groups, the tribe, the Department of Interior, 
the National Park Service and the State of Maine – had this information and got 
together to find a solution instead of battle for 30 years. 
An important element is that all the stakeholders involved – conservation 
groups, the tribe, the Department of Interior, the National Park Service and 
the State of Maine – had this information and got together to find a 
solution instead of battle for 30 years. 
The challenge was to find a solution that everyone could agree on that would allow 
some energy generation while allowing fisheries to rebound. In the decision, several 
dams were re-licensed for 40 years. One is the Veazie Dam, which makes a lot of 
power and money and therefore is low on the FERC priority list for removal. 
However, because there was a back river that bypassed it, the company repowered the 
dam on the bypass channel and took out the Veazie Dam. The compromise allowed 
the company to maintain its energy base and made the project politically supportable 
from a number of perspectives. The project, which will provide more than 500 miles 
of improved habitat, now has a lot of partners – it is the people that will make it 
happen. The dams will be purchased in the next five years, until June 2009, funded by 
private, state and federal sources. 
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Panel: Fisheries and Ecological
Impacts of Dams 
Dr. David Skelly, Yale University – Moderator 
Dr. David Post, Yale University – Effects of Dams on Inland Ecosystems 
George Lapointe, Maine Department of Marine Resources – Dams, River Agreements, 
and Fish Passage in Maine 
Steve Gephard, Connecticut Department of Environmental Protection –         
Challenges of Fish Passage Technologies 
Summary by Christopher Meaney 
The diverse perspectives of the panelists provided a substantial overview of issues 
surrounding dams and fisheries, albeit primarily through a Northeast lens. The 
presentations and discussion extended beyond ecological principles, as social values 
in decision making and restoration techniques were highlighted. 
Dr. David Post, Yale University – Effects of Dams on Inland Ecosystems 
Dr. Post’s presentation emphasized that the disruption of spatial connectivity is the 
greatest impact that dams have on riverine systems. Evolution/gene flow, nutrient 
flux, and food web stability are three ecological aspects of riverine systems most 
affected by dams. Citing his research in coastal Connecticut focused on alewives, an 
anadromous fish found from Canada to Georgia, Dr. Post demonstrated how these 
ecological aspects are affected by dams. 
The alewife is an important link between marine and freshwater systems. Dams may 
change alewife life history, as evidenced by drastic differences in the size of adult 
alewives: those in spatially open systems linked to the coastal ocean develop to a greater 
size compared to those in closed land locked systems, which tend to be much smaller. 
Dams also affect the incidence of fish, which can have an impact on fish community 
structure and the growth and abundance of top predators. In addition, closed systems 
prevent the transfer of nutrients and may result in changes to system dynamics. Dr. 
Post indicated that returns of anadromous fish to open systems in Connecticut may 
exacerbate processes like eutrophication, whereas in the Pacific Northwest restoring 
anadromous fish species may return valuable nutrients to an ecosystem. 
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George Lapointe, Maine Department of Marine Resources – Dams, River Agreements 
and Fish Passage in Maine 
George Lapointe provided a watershed assessment of various efforts taken by the 
State of Maine to restore anadromous fisheries. He indicated that balancing 
anthropocentric needs with ecological restoration is the greatest challenge to efforts 
addressing fisheries and dams in Maine. In many scenarios of competing uses, 
ecological values differ, complicating these efforts. Lapointe discussed what he calls 
“lakophilia,” the public’s affinity for a landscape consisting of lake-like conditions 
resulting from dams. 
One problem on large rivers is the cumulative efficiency of fish passages – as the 
number of dams increase along a river, the number of fish making it through 
consecutive dams decreases (See Figure 3). Part of the Kennebec Hydro Agreement’s 
1988 amendments addressed this by basing upstream fish passage requirements on 
the Kennebec and Sebasticook Rivers on fish numbers passing at dams below. 
Another amendment included the removal of the Edwards dam. 
Figure 3 Graph of Fish Passage Efficiency Effect 
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Citing the Kennebec and Penobscot rivers as examples of successful restoration 
efforts, Lapointe made clear that in order to achieve success, case-specific approaches 
utilizing varied restoration tools are the most desirable approach to balancing 
competing needs. 
Steve Gephard, Connecticut Department of Environmental Protection – Challenges 
of Fish Passage Technologies 
Steve Gephard of the Connecticut Department of Environmental Protection 
provided an overview of technological and design challenges associated with linking 
systems in the context of fisheries. When forced to live with dams, Gephard stated 
there are four means to linking systems via fishways: pool and weir, roughened chute, 
fish lifts or elevators, and semi-natural bypass channels. Although none are believed to 
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be a panacea solution to the negative effects on fisheries, they are most successful when 
collaboration between hydrological engineers and fish biologist exists. Remaining 
challenges for restoration efforts presented by Gephard are increasing the efficiency of 
fishways – noting escapement as a major issue, addressing timing concerns in relation 
to fish reproduction and energy requirements, and developing methods to meet the 
needs of many species that may use a passageway at any given time. 
discussion 
The questions that followed the panelist presentations varied in accordance with the 
diverse perspectives presented by the panel members. The discussion shifted between 
restoration efforts and fishway design, to downstream impacts on habitat and current 
dam policy in New England. 
Appropriately measuring fishway design success was a notable interest of the 
audience, and the panelists were asked to elaborate on efforts designed to analyze 
what happens beyond the end of the fishway. Acknowledging other hurdles exist apart 
from reaching the top of a fishway for fish, the panel led by Mr. Gephard noted the 
need for increased effort to address injury to fish during passage as well as meeting 
the needs of those species whose life history requires downstream migration. 
When asked to discuss impacts to downstream habitat by dams, Dr. Post suggested 
that in his research focused on the alewife, he was unaware of any changes, while Mr. 
Lapointe opined that there is minimal change other than that associated with water 
quality. An audience member voiced disagreement with the panel’s response, citing 
head of tide dams in New Hampshire that alter dissolved oxygen and water chemical 
properties that impact species such as smelt, also noting that the management of flow 
impacts wetland ecology and species other than fish. 
Moving away from the restoration and habitat discussion, an audience member 
requested that the panel discuss local, state, or federal policies focused on new 
dam construction. Indicating a low likelihood on the East Coast for new dam 
construction, the panel noted that old dams are the main focus of current policy. 
Elaborating on this point, two members of the panel commented that re-licensing of 
old dams provides the greatest opportunity to take action to mitigate the negative 
ecological impacts of dams. 
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Panel: First Nations/Tribes and Dams 
Dr. Steve Rhee, Yale University, School of Forestry & Environmental Studies, alumnus – 
Moderator 
Chairman Rebecca Miles, Nez Perce Tribe – Salmon, the Nimiipuu (Nez Perce) and 
the Columbia/Snake River Dams 
Catherine O’Neill, Seattle University School of Law – Dams, Tribal Health, and 
Environmental Justice 
Joy Kovnats, Manitoba Hydro – Wuskwatim: A Respectful Best Case 
Summary by Kara DiFrancesco 
Notes taken by Sara Bushey 
Chairman Rebecca Miles, Nez Perce Tribe – Salmon, the Nimiipuu (Nez Perce) and the 
Columbia/Snake River Dams 
Chairman Rebecca Miles began her talk by emphasizing the complexity of the issues 
in the Northwest. Dams are a hostile issue in this area due to the political climate in 
conjunction with the environmental and social conflicts. Nonetheless the speaker 
remained hopeful that dams could be removed someday. Events such as this 
conference which bring together all stakeholders and address how dams positively 
and negatively affect different communities build a greater understanding of the 
diverse viewpoints towards dams. 
The Nimiipuu (Nez Perce) tribe’s culture, everyday life, and economy are 
connected to the salmon and ecological health of the area in which they live. There is 
a universal understanding in all generations of the tribe, including the many younger 
people involved in decision-making, that this interconnection calls for balance in 
order to achieve stability. 
Traditionally, the Nimiipuu lived off the earth, supporting themselves with 
gathering and fishing. Although people would like to continue that lifestyle today, 
many changes have occurred since Lewis and Clark explored the area in 1805. The 
tribe once occupied four states (Washington, Montana, Oregon, and Idaho), yet that 
area shrank drastically in the fifty years after Lewis and Clark stepped foot on the 
land. As part of an 1855 treaty, the tribe ceded land to the U.S. government in 
exchange for fishing rights. In 1863 even more land was transferred to the 
government, reducing the land to the present day boundaries. 
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At the time, the tribe believed that these land exchanges would help protect their
culture and lifestyle for future generations. The Nimiipuu and other tribes relied on
the salmon as well as other wildlife species for survival. These resources, which were
worshipped by the tribe, had always flourished, and the tribe wanted to do what they
could to protect them for the future – resource management was not done in an
attempt to conquer nature, but rather to coexist with it.
These resources, which were worshipped by the tribe, had always
flourished, and the tribe wanted to do what they could to protect them for
the future – resource management was not done in an attempt to conquer
nature, but rather to coexist with it.
The resources, which are so important to the tribe, have been depleted by dam
building in the area. The Dalles Dam on the Columbia River flooded the Celilo Falls,
which were a sacred set of falls and a huge hub of tribal commerce. Although the
dams built in the area provided a lot of jobs and cheap electricity, they also resulted
in the plummeting of the salmon population. There is now a large push to rebuild the
run, but the entire basin needs rehabilitation. Even though the local tribes are
thinking in the long term of 100 years from now, the speaker expressed the need to
get politics to see beyond just the here and now if rehabilitation is to take place.
Despite the fact that the Supreme Court case U.S. v. Winans of 1905 protects the
tribe’s fishing rights as guaranteed by the 1855 treaty, the Endangered Species Act
(ESA) threatens to inhibit the tribe’s fishing abilities. Several salmon species in the
area are already listed on the Endangered Species List including the sockeye, Chinook,
and Coho as well as steelhead trout. The tribe is trying to elevate the numbers of these
species, as well as increase the population of other species, in order to avoid listing
under ESA.
A plan for rehabilitation requires tribal input to be stable and sound. In the
speaker’s view, the government’s position is legally flawed and based on the
perspective that, “Dams are now part of the environmental baseline.” Chairman Miles
closed by stating, “We want our children, grandchildren, and great grandchildren to
look back and see that we did our best to preserve our heritage and the environment.”
Chairman Miles closed by stating, “We want our children, grandchildren,
and great grandchildren to look back and see that we did our best to pre-
serve our heritage and the environment.”
Catherine O’Neill, Seattle University School of Law – Dams, Tribal Health, and
Environmental Justice
In an effort to affect dam decision-making, Catherine O’Neill portrayed the
disadvantages of dams which greatly impact communities, especially American
Indian tribes. Dams can have profound cultural, economic, and social impacts which
jeopardize the health of these peoples. These impacts are often unique to tribes and
their members, and include spiritual and political dimensions. In order to ensure the
rights of tribes, their sovereign governments need to be respected.
To illustrate these points the speaker gave several examples of dams that have
negatively impacted tribes. When the Grand Coulee Dam was built on the Columbia
River amidst the Colville reservation, it drowned fisheries, settlements, graves and
more. In addition, it blocks the passage of salmon which were relied upon by the
Colville and Spokane tribes. Similarly, the impact of the lower Snake River dams
resulted in a loss of tribal fisheries and stream-side locations traditionally used by
tribes for hunting and harvesting.
Hydropower dams on the Klamath and Columbia Rivers also present serious
environmental and social issues to the surrounding tribes. The lowest dam on the
Klamath, the Iron Gate, prohibits upstream fish passage, blocking hundreds of miles
of spawning habitat. The significant changes in the flow regime have injured the
willows and other culturally important plants, which the tribes are now no longer
able to use for basket weaving and other products.
In addition to the Iron Gate Dam, the other dams in the Klamath system also
negatively impact communities – together these dams affect every part of tribal life.
The physiological health and well-being of the tribes and their members have
deteriorated as a result of losing the fish, which were traditionally a staple of their
diets. According to a recent study, members of the Karuk Tribe historically consumed
450 lbs. of fish per person per year, but that number has been reduced to just five lbs.
per person per year. These changes in diet, combined with a decrease in physical
activities such as hunting and fishing, have led to a huge increase in diet-related
illnesses among the Karuk, including diabetes, obesity, hypertension and heart
disease.
These changes in diet, combined with a decrease in physical activities such
as hunting and fishing, have led to a huge increase in diet-related illnesses
among the Karuk, including diabetes, obesity, hypertension and heart
disease.
The dams also seriously impact the economic and social well-being of the tribes in
the Klamath Basin and elsewhere. Social bonds traditionally built through fishing,
and preparing and consuming traditional foods, are threatened when the tribes are
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denied access to these traditional foods. Some tribal communities have been isolated
from each other through the building of dams which fragment the landscape. The
loss of culturally important resources and areas has diminished the tribes’ inheritance
and their ability to pass down history. In the Klamath basin, Karuk tribal members
are 50 percent poorer, in terms of material wealth, than other populations living in
the six Klamath Counties. The psychological impact of all of these issues is severe,
manifested, among other things, in an increased suicide rate among tribal members.
Social bonds traditionally built through fishing, and preparing and consum-
ing traditional foods, are threatened when the tribes are denied access to
these traditional foods.
The tribes are tireless advocates for fisheries like that at Celilo Falls, also mentioned
by the previous speaker. Tribes fought for Celilo when the Army Corps of Engineers
were planning the dam, but lost. The dam was justified by the Corps based on a cost-
benefit analysis; however, a disproportionate amount of the cost falls on the tribes.
Legally, the building of dams undermines rights enshrined in treaties and flouts
other legal protections. For example, Executive Order 12898 directs federal agencies to
incorporate environmental justice issues, such as those surrounding dams, into law
and public policy. However, E.O. 12898 has limited applicability and does not give
affected populations enforceable legal rights. Further, independent agencies, such as
the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC), are exempt from abiding by the
Order. And although the National Environmental Protection Act (NEPA) directs
heightened attention to the mitigation of disproportionate impacts, it provides no
guarantees. The speaker did acknowledge the potential of NEPA analyses to influence
public opinion and increase involvement in negotiations.
In practice, environmental justice efforts have produced mixed results. Different
agencies and individuals respond very differently to claims for environmental justice.
Overall, Environmental Impact Statements (EIS) tend to be less than robust.
Although tribes input their opinions and suggestions, they are rarely incorporated.
The protection provided by these laws and regulations is fragmented and ill-suited to
truly protect tribes. Nonetheless, the speaker saw as a source of optimism tribes’
efforts to restore salmon runs and the efforts of some individuals within the agencies
fighting to secure justice.
Joy Kovnats, Manitoba Hydro – Wuskwatim: A Respectful Best Case
Joy Kovnats offered hope in regard to how to improve upon the legacy issues which
were spoken about by the first two speakers. Manitoba Hydro began exploring the
hydroelectric potential along the Winnipeg River as early as 1906. At that time smaller
projects along the Winnipeg, which flows east into Lake Winnipeg, were contracted
for pulp and paper companies and the City of Winnipeg. Following these projects,
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significant development occurred in the mid-1960s at Grand Rapids where the
Saskatchewan River enters into Lake Winnipeg. After Lake Winnipeg regulation,
development continued at Churchill River Diversion, and the hydraulic potential on
the Lower Nelson River began being developed in the mid-1970s and continues today.
Through experience, Manitoba Hydro became more appreciative of the
importance of environmental assessment and respectful consultations with First
Nation peoples. Manitoba Hydro, along with the Senior Governments of Canada and
the Province of Manitoba, entered into The Northern Flood Agreements with five
First Nations in 1977. These agreements provide direct compensation for impacts
from hydroelectric projects, including social and cultural effects. However, through
this process the company found that there was a huge difference in the views of the
scope of magnitude of impacts. These, in combination with fractious litigation,
inhibited the development of positive relationships between the Corporation and the
communities.
Through experience, Manitoba Hydro became more appreciative of the
importance of environmental assessment and respectful consultations
with First Nation peoples.
Manitoba Hydro, seeking to establish and maintain the basis for an on-going
relationship concerning current and future projects, undertook many steps to build a
positive relationship with First Nation peoples. The company realized the need to
address legacy issues and made the decision to work with communities to create
comprehensive implementation agreements. Through these discussions and
agreements, conflicts were resolved and responsibilities were clarified. Negotiations
were based on the criteria that there would be “no worse condition” than prior to the
projects. Currently there is $599 million committed to remedial works, compensation
and mitigation.
The Wuskwatim projects are still in the final stages of licensing and construction.
Two other new projects are being considered and explored along the Lower Nelson.
In each of these projects Manitoba Hydro is either in the process of, or plans to,
collaborate with local First Nations to assess and negotiate the impacts and benefits
of the projects and how these can be distributed equitably.
In addition to using the companies’ methodologies, techniques and employees,
efforts have been made to directly incorporate traditional knowledge and First
Nations in the projects. Along with professionals, local tribal experts conducted the
EIS for the Wuskwatim projects. The company also tried to increase economic
opportunities by providing training programs to prepare local people for new trades
and skills. Local contractors were hired for the projects and jobs were provided for
tribal people.
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In addition to using the companies’ methodologies, techniques and
employees, efforts have been made to directly incorporate traditional
knowledge and First Nations in the projects.
discussion
 The requirements of the regulatory review must assess areas of burial and
important tribal artifacts.
 Question in regards to collaboration.
 Rebecca Miles: If there was a consultation process in earlier years, there
would not be the years of a hostile environment where interests are
competed over. In addition, the current generations would not have to
fight so hard now. Tribes no longer want to just settle – they are tried of
settling, but often times need to. They want action; want something
done. Collaboration with scientists has really helped the tribal stance.
 Catherine O’Neill: There are many opportunities for collaboration,
especially in the future. New efforts that combine Western and
traditional efforts and technologies are very hopeful. Although many
existing laws are fragmented and partial, some are powerful and set
groundwork for collaboration on equal grounds as equals.
 Joy Kovnats: The history of dam building has not typically been in favor
of First Nations, but Hydro Manitoba wants to go beyond the legal
regulations to confirm a development planning process which ensures
that the First Nations will be in a better position with the new projects
in place than would have otherwise been the case.
 Is collaboration overrated? Are other methods better?
 Rebecca Miles: As a sovereign nation, collaboration is a conscious choice.
Consultation is different, though; for a proposed action such as a dam,
there must be consultation prior to project. This affects the outcome of
the announcement that goes out for a public comment period. In
different situations, the choice must be made to collaborate on dams
rather than to be left out of the process.
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1 See Plater, Multilateral
Development Banks,
Environmental Diseconomies,
and International Reform
Pressures on the Lending
Process: The Example of Third
World Dam Building Projects,
9 B.C. Third World Law Journal
169 (1989), http://lsr.nellco.
org/bc/bclsfp/papers/169.
Panel: Laws and Dams
Bradford Gentry, Yale School of Forestry & Environmental Studies – Moderator
Professor Zygmunt Plater, Boston College Law School – The Snail Darter and TVA’s 
Tellico Dam: How Can Rational Accountability Be Brought to the Pork Barrel 
World of Dams?
Steve Mashuda, Earthjustice – The Endangered Species Act, the Columbia-Snake 
River System, Washington, Oregon, and Idaho
Lois Young, Association of Concerned Belizeans – Why the Chalillo Dam Was Built in 
Belize: The Jaguar vs. The Dollar
Summary by Rachel Goldwasser
Zygmunt Plater, Boston College Law School – The Snail Darter and TVA’s Tellico Dam:
How Can Rational Accountability be Brought to the Pork Barrel World of Dams?
Professor Plater addressed three issues in his presentation: (1) The problems
associated with dams; (2) Why dams continue to be built; and (3) What role law can
play in avoiding repetition of past mistakes.
The Problems Associated with Dams 
Virtually all dams present problems less obvious than the risks in building the dam,
and risks of dam breaks. Some problems, like sedimentation, corrosivity, and
destabilization are problems caused by the dam project itself, undercutting the
specific purposes and functions of the project itself, yet often ignored by dam
proponents. Other effects are like the Aswan Dam’s spreading of schistosomiasis,
offsite problems directly caused by a project — economically tangible in national or
local terms although also often not considered in project accounting before or after
the fact. Still further consequences include system effects like the loss of indigenous
cultures, historic or sacred places, or of an endangered species, effects not generally
tangible in national or local economic terms, but affecting human and ecological
values, aesthetics, or planetary health.1
The Tellico Dam, the focus of a classic case from the 1970s, was the last dam to be
built on the Tennessee River system. The river was clear and shallow. Its valley was the
historical heartland of the Cherokee who continued to return there to collect
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medicine even in the 1970s. It had rich agricultural soils and lay near the Smokey
Mountains. The site was too marginal to justify the dam, which had no generators, as
a hydroelectric project. Instead the federal agency promoting the project, Tennessee
Valley Authority (TVA), claimed project justifications in recreation, and “shoreline
development,” in the sale and development of private lands condemned from the
families who owned and farmed them. The official record is now clear. The project
never made economic sense, and the condemnation of more than 300 family farms,
most of which would not be flooded but retained as developable land for resale to
industry, was a fundamentally bad idea. But it is difficult to resist the political
momentum of a powerful public-private establishment, or to bring a realistic
economic accounting to the pork barrel projects they promote.
But it is difficult to resist the political momentum of a powerful public-
private establishment, or to bring a realistic economic accounting to the
pork barrel projects they promote.
There are of course affirmative reasons why some well-planned, well-designed,
well-analyzed dams should be built. The amazing reality is that for most built dams
there is little prospective overall accounting, and virtually never any retrospective
analysis of the overall net public effect of these dams. For many dams it has become
patently and frustratingly clear that they produce more public losses, in terms of
direct and indirect public costs and resource losses, than public benefits.
For many dams it has become patently and frustratingly clear that they
produce more public losses, in terms of direct and indirect public costs and
resource losses, than public benefits.
Why Do We Build Dams Ignoring Their Negative Externalities?
There are three categories of reasons for building dams in spite of their negative
externalities: First, the simplistic conventional wisdom supporting dam building is
that dams are seen as progress, without consideration of the full range of actual
human, economic, and ecological outcomes. Second, there is a professional hesitancy
amongst the dam building/government establishments to acknowledge externalities
and dubious benefit-cost calculations because of the narrowed benefits that these
projects bring them. Members of Congress, agency bureaucrats, and the private
marketplace all reap benefits from dam building and the economic expenditures
associated with it.
First, the simplistic conventional wisdom supporting dam building is that
dams are seen as progress, without consideration of the full range of actual
human, economic, and ecological outcomes. Second, there is a professional
hesitancy amongst the dam building/government establishments to
acknowledge externalities and dubious benefit-cost calculations because
of the narrowed benefits that these projects bring them.
Another driver for dam building may be that dams are cool. It seems to give many
dam boosters an atavistic sense of pleasure, power, and mastery to hold back the
mighty forces of nature, releasing them according to our own design in majestic
plumes of cascading waters, as well as putting our names on something grand. So per-
haps it’s something in the human psyche that pushes us, especially males, to build the
highest, heaviest, broadest, largest dam.
Another driver for dam building may be that dams are cool.
What Role Does the Law Play in Assessing and Regulating Dams?
Like most politically powerful governmental projects, there often may be no realistic
way for citizens to bring legal process to bear on dubious public works projects. But
there are several legal tools available to attempt the task.
First, there is the National Environmental Policy Act, which requires federal
agencies to prepare Environmental Impact Statements when they take major federal
actions. Regarding the Tellico Dam, the TVA claimed that it did not need to do an EIS
because it was an “emergency agency,” due to its creation to address the Great
Depression. The courts, however, required an EIS, necessitating at least a procedural
cataloging of the harms that would be caused by the project.
Second, the Endangered Species Act proved coincidentally to provide a legal basis
for questioning the Tellico Dam. The dam directly threatened the extinction of a
small endangered fish, the Snail Darter , and under §7 of the Endangered Species Act
(which Congress surely never intended to bring scrutiny upon such projects) – the
ESA was applied to protect the river from the dam. After TVA lost TVA v. Hill, the
“God Squad” did an economic review of the entire project, where they found that the
dam had never made sense.
The epilogue for the project, however, was a congressional amendment – an
appropriations rider – which repealed all laws and ordered the immediate
completion of Tellico Dam. Thus, after 42 seconds, seven years of citizen effort was
reversed. Now the farmers are gone from their lands, only their silos still sticking up
from the shallow lake running down the middle of the project, the water that was
supposed to be recreational is contaminated with algae, and McMansions are being
built by a subsidiary of the Walmart fortune on the farmlands around the reservoir.2
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2 See Plater, “The Snail Darter,
The Tellico Dam, and
Sustainable Democracy —
Lessons from a Classic
Environmental Law
Controversy,” <http://lsr.nellco.
org/bc/bclslp/papers/4/≥.
Actual size of snail darter
The epilogue for the project, however, was a congressional amendment – an
appropriations rider – which repealed all laws and ordered the immediate
completion of Tellico Dam. Thus, after 42 seconds, seven years of citizen
effort was reversed. Now the farmers are gone from their lands, only their
silos still sticking up from the shallow lake running down the middle of the
project, the water that was supposed to be recreational is contaminated
with algae, and McMansions are being built by a subsidiary of the Walmart
fortune on the farmlands around the reservoir.
Silos sticking out of the reservoir formed by the Tellico Dam 
Other statutes exist that may allow collateral attacks on the economics and
common sense of destructive dam projects, some of which are discussed later in this
panel and in other panels.
Conclusions
We can’t reverse human nature, so we should use it. We have to find ways of teaching
the political system to build a better pork barrel so that we do not have incentives to
build uneconomical and irresponsible projects. We also need to have greater public
awareness of science, economics, and ecology. The media (which, despite the citizens’
best efforts, never understood the Tellico Dam and saw it merely as “ecology versus
economics”) also needs to be better educated about these issues.
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Photo credit: Zygmunt Plater
Steve Mashuda, Earthjustice – The Endangered Species Act, The Columbia-Snake
River System, Washington, Oregon, and Idaho
There are a number of environmental laws that play a role concerning dams (e.g., the
procedural elements of the National Environmental Policy Act or the substantive and
procedural requirements of the Clean Water Act) but the most important statute thus
far has been the Endangered Species Act (ESA). This is because the ESA has strong
substantive protections for species. Protecting species such as salmon is vital not just
to the salmon but also to the people who rely on it for food supply, recreation, and
tourism.
The Snake River
The history of fish on the Snake River is a sad one. The Snake is the largest tributary
to the Columbia and holds the greatest potential for salmon and steelhead recovery
in the Columbia River Basin. There used to be 16 million fish traveling back to the
mouth of the Columbia River each year, now only one to two million make it. By the
early 1990s, there were three ESA-listed threatened stocks of salmon in the Snake
River. The National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) started consulting with a
number of agencies, including Bonneville Power Administration, the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers, and the Bureau of Reclamation under Section 7 of the ESA in an
attempt to determine how to operate the series of dams on the Columbia/Snake
system without driving salmon and steelhead to extinction.
In 1993, NMFS put out a Biological Opinion stating that dams don’t jeopardize
fish. Idaho then led a lawsuit joined by other states, environmentalists, and Native
Americans. The result of this suit was that the judge required NMFS to do the
Biological Opinion a second time. In this second round, the 1995 NMFS finding was
that dams do jeopardize the fish. That second Biological Opinion put in place interim
measures – such as augmenting river flows and spilling water over the dams – to
speed juvenile fish to the ocean while the agencies studied a long-term solution.
An independent process during the Clinton Administration then concluded that
four dams on the lower Snake River must be removed to protect the fish. Towards the
end of the Clinton Administration, the agency disregarded the scientific input from
that process and decided instead to try an aggressive non-breach strategy that required
the Forest Service, the Bureau of Land Management, and private and state landowners
to cooperate. NMFS believed that these habitat mitigation measures could solve the
problem and protect the salmon. The courts threw out this Biological Opinion.
Then again, in 2004, the agency came out with a Biological Opinion stating that
dams do not harm the salmon. NMFS did some fairly complex legal gymnastics to get
to this remarkable result, but the key finding was the contention that dams are
permanent, they are part of the natural environment that cannot be changed.
According to NMFS, it wasn’t fair to hold the agencies that operate them accountable
for the past harms caused by the dams. When you take that harm out of the picture,
NMFS argued, the only thing you have left to consider are the effects of their current
operations.
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But when it then looked at those current operations in isolation, NMFS threw in
the additional hurdle that it would only consider operations that it deemed “within
the agency’s discretion.” Because Congress authorized these dams for navigation,
hydropower, and irrigation, NMFS reasoned that virtually everything the agencies did
to satisfy those purposes was off the table. Together, these two legal arguments take
about 95 percent of the harm caused by dams off the table.
Not surprisingly, NMFS determined that the harm caused by the current discre-
tionary acts of the agencies considered by itself was not great enough to jeopardize
salmon.
The District Court rejected this determination and in April 2007, the Ninth Circuit
Court of Appeals affirmed the district court’s ruling in a strongly-worded opinion. The
Circuit Court called NMFS’s approach “little more than an analytical slight of hand,
manipulating the variables to achieve a ‘no jeopardy’ finding. Statistically speaking,
using the 2004 BiOp’s analytical framework, the dead fish were really alive.” The Court
added that NMFS’s approach would mean that “a listed species could be gradually
destroyed, so long as each step on the path to destruction is sufficiently modest. This
type of slow slide into oblivion is one of the very ills the ESA seeks to prevent.”
When it sent the Biological Opinion back to the agency this time, the District
Court stated that the agency had to listen to the state and tribal biologists who co-
manage the fish when constructing a new Opinion. That Opinion is anticipated
sometime in the late summer or fall of 2007.
This ongoing battle shows that creative government lawyers can come up with all
sorts of arguments to justify continuing the status quo. That status quo isn’t working
for fish or the people who depend upon them. This case has been like a merry-go-
round, with inadequate agency determinations resulting in multiple court rejections.
The courts have had to continuously send agency decision back for re-consideration.
Meanwhile, these species are sliding towards extinction without anyone consciously
making a decision through the God Squad to let them go extinct. There is a growing
sense in many corners of the Northwest that the fish are running out of time and that
the government is running out of justifications for perpetuating the status quo.
This case has been like a merry-go-round, with inadequate agency
determinations resulting in multiple court rejections. The courts have had
to continuously send agency decision back for re-consideration. Meanwhile,
these species are sliding towards extinction without anyone consciously
making a decision through the God Squad to let them go extinct. There is a
growing sense in many corners of the Northwest that the fish are running
out of time and that the government is running out of justifications for
perpetuating the status quo.
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Lois Young, Association of Concerned Belizeans – Why the Chalillo Dam Was Built in
Belize: The Jaguar vs. The Dollar
Among the many issues and stories that can be told about the fight to stop Chalillo
Dam in Belize, there is an interesting story concerning the use and development of
administrative law in a country that is still developing its administrative law practice.
This case demonstrates the judiciary’s reticence in making substantive decisions
when they can rely on executive agencies for substance and restrain themselves to
dealing with merely procedural matters.
Building the dam required flooding ten square kilometers of land bordering the
Chiquibul National Park. This location includes unique vegetation, and historical
ruins, and several endangered and threatened species such as jaguars. The dam would
be owned by Fortis, Inc., a Canadian company; Becol and Belize Electricity Limited
(BEL), both subsidiaries of Fortis, would generate and distribute the electricity.
In Belize, the procedure required that the National Environmental Appraisal
Committee (NEAC) advise the Department of Energy concerning the adequacy of an
Environmental Impact Assessment for the dam. After the NEAC voiced their approval
for the project, Belize Alliance for Conservation NGO’s (Bacongo) argued that the
Environmental Impact Statement created for the dam was deficient and that Belize’s
NEAC should not have approved it.
Bacongo challenged the decision in court, arguing that it is ultra vires, irrational,
and lacks proportionality. The debate boiled down to whether the federal agencies
had acted outside of the law, and, as the case wound its way to the Privy Counsel in
England, to what extent the Privy Counsel would attempt to dictate law to the
government of Belize.
The losers in this case were the Belizeans. The complicated corporate agreements
between Becol (the producer of the energy), BEL (the distributor of the energy), and
the government of Belize provided that BEL had to purchase all energy produced by
BCOL, trumping any other producer, for the next 55 years. The sense was that the
agreement would decrease Belize’s electricity rates, but this claim has been completely
unsubstantiated.
discussion
 Future success requires ideas about new projects and ways of showing
alternatives that do not just say “no” to development, but instead provide
positive ideas and take human nature into account.
 Deciding to dismantle dams often comes with unforeseen consequences. For
example, society may need to choose between wetlands that have been
created behind the dams (providing habitat) and taking down dams to allow
certain fish species to live.
 There are often problems separating those who are trying to protect the
public interest from the private interests that are trying to develop dams.
This is the case in Belize – there was a lack of competition and the Public
Utility Commission was unable to foster competition.
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 Administrative cases are extremely difficult to win; in Belize, history suggests
that more success can sometimes be found when issues of liberty can be
raised.
 The National Environmental Policy Act provides process, which means that
it often stymies projects that should not go through. However, it is not
substantive, and cannot be relied on as such.
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Panel: Snake River Case Study
Zachary Donohew, Yale School of Forestry & Environmental Studies, Moderator
Gilly Lyons, Save Our Wild Salmon Coalition
Chairman Rebecca Miles, Nez Perce Tribe
Dr. John Williams, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration – 
National Marine Fisheries Service 
Summary by Kara DiFrancesco
Notes by Lauren Hopkins
Zachary Donohew, Yale University – Moderator
The four dams on the lower Snake River looked at by this panel were constructed
between 1962 and 1975. These dams, which are operated by the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers, produce five percent of region’s total electricity, and provide some
irrigation and flood control.
The significance of the dams, and the reason they are an issue, revolves around the
possible extent of their impact on the salmon runs. Adult salmon must find and pass
ladders at each dam to reach the spawning grounds, and young must navigate the
reservoirs and pass the dams during their migration to the ocean. After their initial
construction, salmon numbers dramatically decreased. In the mid-1990s salmon
stocks above the dams were listed as threatened or endangered under the U.S.
Endangered Species Act (ESA). This prompted Biological Assessments by action
agencies that operate the dams and reservoirs of the Federal Columbia River Power
System (FCRPS) to provide alternatives to the current situation and Biological
Opinions by the National Marine Fisheries Service to determine if the alternative
actions would cause jeopardy to the listed stocks. This has led to an emotional public
debate involving indigenous tribes including Nez Perce.
Gilly Lyons, Save Our Wild Salmon Coalition
Save Our Wild Salmon is an alliance of 55 different groups that include conservation
organizations, commercial and sport fishing associations, businesses, river groups,
and taxpayer advocates, mostly from the Northwest. Gilly Lyons described the
organization’s perspective on the lower Snake River dams and their efforts to restore
salmon populations.
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Before endorsing dam removal, Save the Wild Salmon spent a significant amount
of time discussing the alternatives to removal. There was a lot of debate and internal
conversation and contention about whether to endorse the removal of the four dams
on the lower Snake River. It was not until 1998 when a lot of new scientific information
emerged that the organization determined that dam removal was the best alternative
to support their goal of restoring Pacific Northwest wild salmon populations.
The Snake River Basin is about the size of France, and it is the largest tributary to the
Columbia River, which is the most dammed river in the U.S. and among one of the heav-
iest dammed areas in the world. In this talk the speaker focused on the lower portion of
the Snake River, where four of more than 220 total dams in the Basin are located.
There are several mechanisms by which salmon are harmed by the dams on the
lower Snake and other rivers. The reservoirs behind dams are often too warm for
salmon that require cool, fast moving water. In addition there are other problems
with the levels of dissolved gases and other water parameters in reservoirs, which
might not always be thought of as pollutants. Although most people think of the
impediments dams present to upstream migration, it is actually the downstream
migration that is fatal to salmon. The current federal Biological Opinion (BiOp) for
the lower Snake River allows hydropower systems to kill upwards of 90 percent of the
fish that pass through them.
Although most people think of the impediments dams present to upstream
migration, it is actually the downstream migration that is fatal to salmon.
The current federal Biological Opinion (BiOp) for the lower Snake River
allows hydropower systems to kill upwards of 90 percent of the fish that
pass through them.
Although there is a natural ebb and flow to salmon populations, there have been a
number of deep declines after the construction of dams (see Figure 4). The decline
begins to level off in the 1980s and '90s when the Endangered Species laws really came
into effect. The highest returns in recent years occurred in 2001 as a result of optimal
ocean conditions, but since then numbers have declined back to 1991-92 levels.
The four species of the Snake River salmon are particularly in jeopardy or already
extinct. Both the Chinook and steelhead salmon are listed as threatened species. Only
three sockeye salmon returned this year, and it will take “pretty heroic measures” to
bring this species back. Unfortunately the Coho is already extinct.
Although the current problems facing salmon survival and recovery were created at a
time when we didn’t understand the situation, we now have the data and the wisdom to
address the situation – we should think about using some of that wisdom. The speaker
emphasized that it has gotten to the point where we’ve backed ourselves into a corner
with salmon. The result has meant resorting to measures such as vacuuming salmon out
of the river and replacing them downstream so they don’t go through turbines. Dam
removal needs to be addressed in order to restore the salmon populations.
Figure 4 Wild Chinook Returns and Dam Completion Dates on the Lower Snake 
Source: Idaho Dept. of Fish and Game, Adult Returns of Wild Salmon to the Uppermost Dam on Lower Snake
River
Although the current problems facing salmon survival and recovery were
created at a time when we didn’t understand the situation, we now have
the data and the wisdom to address the situation – we should think about
using some of that wisdom.
The four dams on the lower Snake River present a huge impediment to the salmon,
while providing few public services or benefits. Relatively speaking, these dams are
less valuable to the Pacific Northwest and the U.S. than other dams. They are not
authorized for flood control and cannot store lots of water behind them – the river
essentially goes through them, though the water might be slowed a little bit. Only one
of the four dams, Ice Harbor, provides irrigation and only to 13 farms. Should the
dams be removed, water rights to the water would not be affected. Continuing to
irrigate would require extending the pumps, however, costing $421 million at most. A
less expensive option would be to just buy the farmers out. Although the dams were
originally built for transportation and to produce navigable waterways, turbines were
added as an afterthought for energy production. Because these are run of the river
dams, they are only capable of producing as much energy as they have water running
through them – most water rushes through in late spring when it is least useful for
energy. As for the original purpose for the dams, there are cost effective alternatives,
such as rail cars to move the goods.
Although a lot of money can be saved in the event of dam removal, and the science
demonstrates that removal would be beneficial and feasible, politics are hampering
the process. There are a few legal venues to break the political stalemate, though. The
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dams violate the Clean Water Act for temperature and dissolved gases, as well as the
Endangered Species Act. If there is no feasible and prudent alternative to protecting
the endangered species, the God Squad, composed of six cabinet level officials and one
representative from the states, will be called in to decide whether it is in the best
interest of the nation to let these species go extinct. Although the present
administration may not be too receptive to saving the salmon, if the God Squad was
called in, it would be a public relations nightmare to say that a species isn’t worth
saving.
In addition to the legal venues, there are several congressional venues being
explored to protect the salmon. Considering the amount of money being spent on the
current process, there is interest from fiscal conservatives to remove the four dams. A
bill now in Congress, the Salmon Planning Act, would require Congress to ask
questions about what is working and what is not. In answering these questions,
further studies would need to be conducted so that all of the information is available.
There are also regional dialogues, which bring everyone together to talk through
the options and come to a resolution.
In the end, Save the Wild Salmon is actively looking into all three of these avenues:
legal, congressional, and regional, to figure out what is the best way to restore and
protect salmon populations in the Pacific Northwest.
Chairman Rebecca Miles, Nez Perce Tribe
Chairman Miles spoke about the long connection between federally recognized tribes
and endangered species. Since time immemorial, salmon have been connected to the
way of life for the Nez Perce. The speaker recounted growing up fishing with her
brother and depending on the salmon, because her family was very poor. At that time
beef was a luxury, but the tribe now longs for the fish that are scarce.
Since time immemorial, salmon have been connected to the way of life for
the Nez Perce.
The exploration of early settlers into the Western U.S. dramatically affected the
Nez Perce way of life. The tribe once occupied the land that is now five modern states.
In 1855, just 50 years after the Nez Perce had seen their first white person, they were
negotiating an agreement for the exchange of thousands of acres of land for the right
to live their life. In negotiating the Nez Perce Treaty Rights, the U.S. government
recognized the tribal government structure as demonstrated by the bands that make
up the Nez Perce, each with their own chief. There has been no question about any of
the land that was ceded to the U.S. – the Nez Perce know exactly who owns that
property. Yet, somehow every single word in the clause of the treaty has been litigated
and this is a trust obligation that tribes feel has been breached.
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Image 2 N’chiwana (Columbia): Celilo Falls
Source: U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
There has been no question about any of the land that was ceded to the U.S.
– the Nez Perce know exactly who owns that property. Yet, somehow every
single word in the clause of the treaty has been litigated and this is a trust
obligation that tribes feel has been breached.
One perspective that only a tribe could bring was the respect for the spirituality of
the area, in particular the area of the Celilo Falls on the N’chiwana (Columbia River).
The tribe didn’t just look at the science when contemplating treaties – water was the
most sacred thing and salmon was second. The 1855 Treaty was meant to protect these
things, yet policy makers concluded that the construction of the Dallas Dam below
the Celilo did not impinge upon the rights granted in the 1855 Treaty. The tribe’s
elders emphatically said it would be too painful to see the falls flooded and advised
against signing an agreement for the construction of the dam. Nonetheless many
chiefs signed a treaty providing a monetary settlement for the dam – this has divided
the Nez Perce people.
The meaning and substance of the Treaty Right has been called into question in
several federal court cases. In U.S. v. Winans (1905) the court recognized that the fish-
ing rights were “not much less necessary to the existence of the Indians than the
atmosphere they breathed.”1 This decision implies that non-Indian development and
changes in non-Indian technology cannot deprive the Tribes of the substance of the
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fishing rights they reserved in the Stevens Treaties, yet jurisdiction continues over the
Tribes’ fishing rights. U.S. v. Oregon (1983) entitled Tribes treaty to a “fair share” of
the fishery, whereas a fair share was later determined to be a 50-50 split of the fishery.2
Image 3 N’chiwana (Columbia) flooded by the Dalles Dam – today’s view
Source: Chairman Rebecca Miles
Today, species using every run passing the Nez Perce’s usual and accustomed places
are listed under the Endangered Species Act (Snake River: sockeye, spring/summer
Chinook, fall Chinook, steelhead, Coho (extinct)). As resources dwindle humans
begin squaring off against each other – salmon are a striking example of the politics
of scarcity. The treaties were made to protect Indians from non-Indians, and now col-
laboration is the last hope for saving these species. Otherwise there will be a winner
and a loser, or lots of winners and lots of losers.
The best science and economics support the breaching of the four lower Snake
River dams, which have compromised the river’s ecological health. The loss of
ecosystem functions is demonstrated in the present condition of the populations
most species. Although the abundance of resources in the area once garnered it the
label “Commerce of the West,” that commerce no longer exists.
As go the salmon runs, so go the Nez Perce. Poverty, unemployment, per capita
income, and death rates are much worse for the Nez Perce than the Idaho average. To
help the Nez Perce, salmon and steelhead need to be restored to healthy, harvestable
levels. The Nez Perce way of life revolves around harvesting fish and the tribe is
aggressively working on habitat restoration and using hatcheries as a tool to assist in
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rebuilding the natural runs. However, impediments, such as dams that correspond
directly with the declines in the runs, threaten the tribe’s survival. There is a need to
invest long-term in local communities in order to implement a comprehensive and
sustainable restoration package.
The Nez Perce way of life revolves around harvesting fish and the tribe is
aggressively working on habitat restoration and using hatcheries as a tool
to assist in rebuilding the natural runs. However, impediments, such as
dams that correspond directly with the declines in the runs, threaten the
tribe’s survival.
Chairman Miles closed by reiterating the Nez Perce Tribe’s support for breaching
the four Lower Snake River dams and investing in local communities: “The extinction
of salmon is not the legacy we want to leave to our future generations.”
“The extinction of salmon is not the legacy we want to leave to our future
generations.”
Dr. John Williams, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Association – National Marine
Service Fisheries
Dr. John Williams utilized the data and science of the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) to illustrate the historic and present trends of
salmon populations in the Columbia-Snake River Basin. Rather than advocating a
particular perspective, the presentation focused on data and numbers. Dr. Williams
began by quoting John Adams: “Facts are stubborn things; and whatever may be our
wishes, our inclinations, or the dictates of our passion, they cannot alter the state of
facts and evidence.”
Rather than advocating a particular perspective, the presentation focused
on data and numbers. Dr. Williams began by quoting John Adams:“Facts are
stubborn things; and whatever may be our wishes, our inclinations, or the
dictates of our passion, they cannot alter the state of facts and evidence.”
At one time the area which is now the Columbia-Snake River Basin was covered
in ice sheets, and there weren’t any salmon. As the ice retreated a small amount of fish,
the spring Chinook salmon, populated the lower Snake River. Although they were
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nowhere else in the northwest at the time, they eventually repopulated the entire area.
This is just one incident which illustrates the elasticity in the fish stocks.
The presenter posed the question of whether it is necessary to choose between
dams or salmon, or whether it is possible to have both. To answer this question,
decision makers need to know: (1) whether dam removal is required to save the
salmon and (2) whether dam removal is sufficient to ensure the fish’s survival.
Information to answer these questions was provided throughout the presentation.
Dams deleteriously affect anadromous fish stocks, but it is not clear that they limit
the ability of stocks to survive. Estimated returns of adult wild Chinook salmon
(which are similar to other salmon) shows an inverse relationship between dams
going in and stocks going down (see Figure 5). When a species is going extinct, the
Endangered Species Act (ESA) helps conserve the ecosystems on which species are
dependent in an attempt to prevent extinction. For all other species the goal is to get
species to recover. However, for salmon in the Pacific Northwest the goal is to get
species to recover under the pressures of high rates of harvesting.
Figure 5 Wild Snake River Spring-Summer Chinook salmon
For all other species the goal is to get species to recover. However, for
salmon in the Pacific Northwest the goal is to get species to recover under
the pressures of high rates of harvesting.
Several changes have been made to the hydropower systems to mitigate the
harmful affects dams have on adult and juvenile salmon. Juvenile bypass systems were
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developed for dams so that fish avoid turbine passage and some fish are transported
by barge to avoid the dams all together. Changes have also been made in water storage
and flood regulation in an attempt to more closely mimic the natural flows. Since fish
tend to pass at night, turbines now operate 24 hours a day to provide a continuous
flow through the reservoir and water is routed through spillways  designated for fish
passage. As a result of these improvements juvenile survival of Chinook salmon is as
high, or higher, than before dams were in place.
In addition to the dams, there are other natural fluctuations and changes that have
taken place in the basin which impacted the salmon. The Pacific Decadal Oscillation
changed from a cold to warm phase in the late 1970s and back to a cold phase in the
late 1990s (see Figure 6). The smolt to adult return rate has also varied over time and
cannot be directly correlated to hydropower system survival.
Figure 6   Wild Snake River  Spring-Summer Chinook salmon
Some salmon species have also faired better than others. There was a significant
increase in fall Chinook returns to the Lower Granite Dam beginning in 2000, and sum-
mer-spring Chinook returns also rose from 2000-2003. On the other hand, there were
not very many Sockeye salmon to start with and there still aren’t many now. This species
is functionally extinct, and it is not clear that anything would be able to change this.
Fish stocks naturally fluctuate and historical harvest rates have been high. As such,
the data do not clearly support that decreases in Snake River fish entirely result from
dam construction. The presenter described a model which predicted the recent
declines in fish with an R2 value of 0.71, independent of anything associated with
hydropower.3 In addition to natural fluctuations, historic harvest rates on adult fish
often exceeded 50 percent. These rates are now down to 10-15 percent for the steelhead
and spring-summer Chinook. Without dams though, adult salmon could probably be
harvested at higher rates.
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The tough question to ask is whether recovery is limited by dams, since the answer
may depend on whether recovery is interpreted under ESA or recovery for
harvestable levels. Maintaining salmon populations sufficiently high to assure their
survival will likely require a trade-off between hydropower production, if dams
remain in place, and salmon harvest. Society will need to make decisions on how to
allocate mortality to stocks – scientific data can inform the debate, but will not
provide the answer. If the evidence were clear, the debate would not rage.
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Endangered Rivers and the
Conservation Movement
Tim Palmer, author and photographer; Rivers of America, Lifelines: The Case for
River Conservation, and other books.
Summary by Jennifer McIvor
Tim Palmer, noted author and photographer, spoke about the “big picture” of rivers
and dams. Palmer has been involved in river conservation for 30 years, mostly in the
United States and western Canada.
Our country enjoys a rich environmental history, and the conservation and
preservation movement in American essentially began with river conservation in the
Hetch Hetchy debate, said Palmer. That controversy was the first great environmental
debate in our nation, and it involved the question of whether rivers should be
protected in their natural state or used for urban water supply. In the wake of Hetch
Hetchy a great movement sprang up to protect rivers all across the country. Palmer
noted the special motivation for river conservation: losses of natural rivers owing to
dam construction are absolute because unique places completely disappear when a
dam is put in place. The threats posed by dams motivated people in ways that other
environmental problems had failed to do, according to Palmer.
Although John Muir and his supporters lost the battle to save Hetch Hetchy, that
precedent did not last for long. Soon anglers added another element to the river
conservation movement, as did wilderness supporters, wildlife advocates, landowners
along streams, state park activists, biologists concerned about the Endangered Species
Act, and people using the rivers for recreation. River conservation wasn’t just about
natural and scenic rivers anymore; it was about the ways people interact with rivers
in their daily lives. New organizations focused specifically on river conservation were
founded and American Rivers began lobbying Congress during appropriations
hearings for large dam projects. These efforts in the 1970s, Palmer said, eventually
brought the age of big dam construction in America to a halt.
The last battle river conservationists lost at an epic scale was the debate over
building a dam on the Stanislaus River in California in the 1970s. Conservationists
and other activists opposed the dam because the Stanislaus was one of the most
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outstanding threatened rivers of the decade, and it was valued as the deepest
limestone canyon on the West Coast with excellent white water rafting. Ultimately,
the battle to prevent the dam was lost. Palmer noted that the momentum to build the
dam was too great and the opposition started in their efforts too late for success. But
the dam on the Stanislaus became a turning point in American environmental history
– river conservationists resolved that a place as precious as the Stanislaus Canyon
would not be lost again.
But the dam on the Stanislaus became a turning point in American
environmental history – river conservationists resolved that a place as
precious as the Stanislaus Canyon would not be lost again.
As the threats posed by large dams subsided, Palmer said the opportunity grew for
a “second generation” of river conservation. Now, river activists could address more
pervasive issues, such as depleted flows, riparian habitat, endangered species, water
quality, polluted runoff, etc. In Palmer’s estimation, these issues are more complicat-
ed than opposing large dam construction, and they affect rivers almost everywhere.
As the river conservation movement has progressed, the issue of dam removal has
come to the surface. Groups across the country are working to get rid of thousands
of dams that no longer serve a purpose because they are old, antiquated, and danger-
ous to downstream communities.
Palmer closed his talk by urging students and everyone to become involved in the
great questions involving the future of our rivers and our environment, and he asked,
“Where are we headed with river conservation and all its myriad components?” To
him, this question must be answered in the context of population growth. “We
recognize that river conservation today is difficult, but with the population of
America doubling every 60 years or so, how will we protect rivers in the future? Even
the most optimistic scenarios for reform will fail and the significant gains in
environmental improvements will be undone if we don’t cut population growth and
the unlimited demands that it puts on our rivers and water supplies.”
The future of river conservation is intricately tied to its rich past. Palmer quoted
from his history of rivers, saying, “In the fight to save rivers, no tactic can be ignored.
River activists must become involved in science, in history, in economics, and in
education.” He concluded by saying that “The worst thing about an uneducated
society is that it is easily duped, and we are seeing the results of this at a massive scale
today. It’s essential that the public be informed and also involved in the decisions
affecting our rivers and our environment.”
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part two:
dam construction around the world
Dam building around the world has a history of varied trends and expectations.
Much as in the United States, without dams, communities would be unable to
cultivate agriculture, have reliable surface water supplies, access electricity, or
would be flooded out. As in the North American dam case studies, these benefits
also come at a high cost of social and environmental damage. These dams,
however, tend to be newer and are being built much larger. Many countries are
now grappling with issues of poverty alleviation and sustainable development in
light of these costs. The biggest question seems to be whether or not we are able
to provide the benefits accrued from large dams without generating great harm.
With the development of these projects, entire communities are forced to resettle,
ecological hotspots and crucial habitat are flooded, local communities are unable
to access the benefits due to loan repayments, local stakeholders are not included
in decision processes, and environmental and risk assessments are not capturing
full costs. All of this is happening at an ever more global scale of awareness and
involvement, with fluctuating climate conditions that threaten to change our
understanding of the hydrologic regimes large dams try to control. Are these risks
and negative impacts worth the benefits of large dams? In contrast to the previous
day’s discussions about a trend in dam decommissioning in the United States, the
Conference’s second day of talks included several presentations that tried to
address why dams are being built more often, and even larger, around the world.
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See full text of talk by Jacques
Leslie in the Additional Papers
section of this volume.
Deep Water: A Narrative Approach to
Large Dams
Jacques Leslie, Author of Deep Water: The Epic Struggle over Dams, Displaced People,
and the Environment
Summary by Laura Jensen and Jacques Leslie
Jacques Leslie graduated from Yale in 1968. At that time, he focused only on
humanities coursework. The fact that he, a product of humanities and social sciences,
spoke at the Global Perspectives on Large Dams Conference is a measure of the
gravity of the world’s environmental problems.
Jacques Leslie’s interest in dams started about seven years ago when he wrote a
piece for Harper’s Magazine on global water scarcity. It became apparent to him that
at the heart of every water conflict is a dam. Leslie became so interested in this
important issue that he wrote Deep Water: The Epic Struggle over Dams, Displaced
People, and the Environment.
The prologue of Mr. Leslie’s book begins with the primal dam, the Hoover Dam.
As America’s Great Pyramid, Hoover provides 90 percent of Las Vegas’ water. Despite
he fact that more than 200 women died during is construction, the dam has become
one of the nation’s most popular exports. The prologue continues by describing how
the dam also spawned Las Vegas, several other dams in the American Southwest, as
well as major cities in the region, shifting the country’s economic power from the East
to the West Coast. He continues by describing the environmental and social damage
that dams along the Colorado River have inflicted and what removal would inspire.
Killing over 200 workers during construction, the dam has become one of
the nation’s most popular exports.
Deep Water is an example of narrative nonfiction writing; in it the author has
constructed a story that is entirely factual, but borrows from fiction technique in order
to hold readers’ attention with a story. The World Commission on Dams (WCD)
provides great characters for this approach. The WCD was created to alleviate
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frustrations between World Bank officials. It was an independent commission charged
with making recommendations on how dams should be built. In the mid-1990s the
World Bank reluctantly agreed to the WCD’s creation, while dam opponents expressed
enthusiasm. The WCD consisted of 12 commissioners drawn from three groups
representing pro-dam advocates, dam opponents, and those in the middle of the road.
Those monitoring the WCD expected it to be riddled by conflict. But the group
pulled together, and in 2001, issued 26 recommendations for how dams were to be
built in the future. Regardless, the World Bank turned its back on the WCD’s
suggestions, calling them too stringent. Now, six years later, few institutions have
embraced all of the WCD’s recommendations; they remain a set of best practices on
which these institutions can draw.
The WCD provided an ideal structure for Leslie’s book. He chose one
commissioner from each of the three categories, and portrayed each of them as they
dealt with the consequences of dams. From this exercise, great characters emerged,
each with unique quirks. Medha Patkar, a world-known anti-dam activist, tried to
drown herself in rising reservoir waters to oppose the Sardar Sarovar Dam from being
built. Middle-ground Thayer Scudder, an academic who embraces the development
benefits of dams while hotly contesting the displacement of people during their
construction, claims that the official number of 40 to 80 million people displaced by
dams is lower than the actual number. Finally, Don Blackmore, chief executive of the
Murray-Darling Basin Commission in Australia, who provided a pro-dam
perspective, struggled to put in place an environmental flows regime for Australia’s
most important river basin.
In the chapter One Good Dam, Thayer Scudder is described as not wanting to go
with Jacques Leslie to Kariba, the World Bank’s largest dam at the time of its
construction in 1958. The project had resettled most of the local population, and Mr.
Scudder, in studying the displaced people, had found himself chronicling a social and
environmental disaster, causing him intellectual and emotional distress. Mr. Leslie
continues by describing how this distress spread to disillusionment with the World
Bank. And so the character is left searching for one good dam.
With his stories, it is conceivable that Leslie is suggesting that dams not be built. If
dams had not been built, though, American history would have taken an entirely
different path. Those who built the dams had no idea of the environmental and social
damage their creations would do. So the question remains: Should we continue to
build dams around the world? Dams have lost their legitimacy in the current era in
of environmental crisis. Without legitimacy, there must be research on possible
successors to dams – new solutions that do not overwhelm nature.
Mr. Leslie’s conclusion states, “We erect dams assuming that they are eternal . . . yet
all dams will die.” He asks us to imagine these constructions after their useful lives
have ended, when they have filled with sediment, or have been decommissioned, or
have crumbled into the river beds from which they rose. He imagines that onlookers
centuries from now will be awed by their technology and unimaginable cost.
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Dam Benefits and Rationales for Dam
Development
Wayne Edwards, P.E., W.D. Edwards Consulting, LLC
Summary by Kathryn Woodruff
Notes by Rachel Gruzen
Wayne Edwards has spent his career ensuring that dams are safe, hydrologically
sound, and structurally stable. He is on the board of directors for the U.S. Society on
Dams (USSD) whose vision is, “to be the nation’s leading organization of
professionals dedicated to advancing the role of dams for the benefit of society.” The
original focus of USSD was to build dams, though today the Society is focusing more
and more on the environment, dam safety, public awareness and dam
decommissioning. The Society also provides support to the International
Commission on Large Dams (ICOLD), which was formed in 1928. Like USSD, the
focus of ICOLD has shifted from building large dams to one centered around the
effects of aging dams, dam safety, and monitoring, as well as environmental impacts.
There are three large dams in California that Wayne Edwards has reviewed for
safety that illustrate the benefits received from dams. Built almost 40 years ago, Don
Pedro Dam, New Bullards Bar Dam, and the New Exchequer Dam have provided
significant benefits in flood control, water supply, hydropower, and recreation. All
three dams replaced earlier smaller dams and continue to operate safely. In addition,
new dams are still being built in California, as well as globally.
The Don Pedro Dam was built by the Turlock Irrigation District in Tuolumne
County, California, in 1971. At 585 feet high and 1,900 feet long, with a clay core with
filters and coarser zoned earth and rockfill, Don Pedro Dam provides over two
million acre-feet of water storage. Flood control is also a key element, since the snow
pack melt creates a major flood surge. In the January 1997 flood, there was a 121,000
cfs peak inflow with a 50,000 cfs spill. Despite some damage caused by erosion
downstream of the spillway, the dam has essentially performed well.
In 1955, the levees protecting Yuba City from similar flood events failed, killing 40
people. The impetus was to build New Bullards Bar Dam, and in 1970, the dam was
completed at 645 feet high, 2,323 feet long, with a double-curvature arch, storing
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almost 1 million acre-feet. East of Merced, California, the New Exchequer Dam was
constructed in 1964-66, replacing the original 1926 concrete gravity dam with a
concrete-faced rockfill design. At 492 feet high, 1,400 feet long, and storing 1,024,000
acre-feet, the dam fill was not originally compacted, so over time the material has
settled with some leaks due to cracks in the joints. After repairs to the concrete face
slab were completed in 1986, this dam has performed well overall. The technology to
avoid leaks with concrete-faced rockfill dams is also being revisited after Brazil’s 202-
meter-high Campos Novos Dam crushed along the center of the dam.
Image 2 High levels of outflow from the Don Pedro Dam, January 2, 1997. Heavy snow melts created a
major flood event in 1997. The dam has performed well, minimizing damage.
Source: W. Edwards
Dams such as the Don Pedro and New Exchequer, have a long life if they are well
maintained. It is important to monitor safety under normal, flood or seismic loading
conditions, and this is an ongoing process. Sedimentation of the reservoir and
inadequate spillway capacity are also a concern of dam safety and operations. The
Wloclawek Dam, an earth dam in Poland, has a huge reservoir that receives an annual
sediment load of 1.5 million cubic meters, limiting the amount of power able to be
generated. Sediment accumulation and lowered tailwater also lead to seepage through
the embankments and reduce stability of the weir. There are multiple agencies
responsible for the project that are looking into options for rehabilitating the dam.
In addition to ongoing maintenance with older dams, there are new dams being
built in California. These are not our grandparents’ dams. They are in offstream
locations, reliable against earthquakes and droughts, and help improve water quality.
Surface storage is part of the California water plan to improve reliability and quality
of water supply. The Olivenhain Dam was built in six months, in 2002, with roller
compacted concrete put in like earth material. It is the largest roller compacted
concrete dam in North America. Pumps are required to get the water to the dam, but
the dam was constructed for emergency purposes in case the primary water sources
are cut off during an earthquake. The Diamond Valley Dam was filled in 2002,
holding 810,000 acre-feet of water. The Los Vaqueros Dam was completed in 1998 to
improve the water quality. During dry years there are low flows into the delta,
increasing saltwater intrusion that the dam will protect against. There are several
other new dam projects and dam enlargements planned that will also increase surface
water supply in California.
Image 3 The New Bullards Bar Dam with double-curvature arch, Sierra Nevada Mountains in
California, USA
Source: Photo from Yuba County Water Agency
These are not our grandparents’ dams. They are in offstream locations,
reliable against earthquakes and droughts, and help improve water quality.
Internationally, there are 50,000 large dams, storing an average of 3 million cubic
meters. The peak of large-dam development worldwide was experienced from 1970-
79, as it was in the U.S. What is driving continued development of dams? Since the
peak era, the World Bank estimates that there are still 1.4 billion people without access
to clean water, 2.6 billion people without basic sanitation, 2 billion people without
access to electricity and about 2 million people affected by natural disasters and by
floods or droughts. India is the leader in new dam construction, according to the
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World Commission on Dams report  (2000), and there are an estimated 160-320 new
large dams constructed every year in India.
Overall, as stated in the World Commission on Dams report, these projects have
made a significant contribution to human development. However, those affected do
need to be involved, and stakeholder agreements need to represent basic needs. All
issues need to be taken into account. The public is calling for involvement in the
process, environmental protection and mitigation, equal distribution of benefits, and
a watershed approach. In the future, major hydrologic projects will be built in
developing countries, such as China, India, Russia and Vietnam. California’s projects,
as discussed, serve as a good model – from a developed country – as how to best
approach dams. The projects should look to increase storage offstream and operations
should be modified to address concerns while maximizing dams’ human benefits.
Image 4 The Olivenhain Dam. The largest roller compacted concrete dam in North America. San Diego
County, California, USA
Source: American Society of Civil Engineers
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discussion
Q: Can California meet its demands by pump storage?
A: Yes, this strategy is working. Pump storage is a hydrologic design that involves two
reservoirs; water is passed to the lower reservoir, generating power during the day, then
pumped back to the upper reservoir at night. If we are going to get water from a free-
flowing supply, we need to take it during times of plenty and store it offsite, off the river.
Q: Regarding financing, there are two different camps when it comes to dams. Some
financing institutions have turned to involving NGOs and dam critics to preempt the
debate between these opposing groups. Have you involved similar tactics by
addressing opposition early on?
A: Yes, it is important to get people involved early on, defining the problem, what the
possible alternatives are, and communicating with the public. Otherwise, the entire
project comes to an impasse. Yes, this is the new approach. Engage early on,
everything is a compromise for everyone. There is pressure to develop, pressure to
remove dams, but we need to look at the alternatives equally. We need to look at the
alternatives without over-inflating the benefits. Otherwise, the funding phase gets
stalled.
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Are Dams Avoidable? A Supply-Side
Conundrum
Ramaswamy R. Iyer, Centre for Policy Research, India
Summary by Monisha Gangopadhyay
In the drama of the debate on dams in India, Ramaswamy Iyer has been an actor in
several capacities. Having extensive experience in the Indian government, he is a self-
proclaimed bureaucrat, turned scholar, turned social activist. In his talk at the
Conference, Professor Iyer described the evolving nature of mainstream Indian
attitudes – of which he includes those of the media, technocratic entities and India’s
intelligentsia – to dams in four stages: The first stage is one of complete
embracement; the second, of growing disenchantment; the third, the beginning of
enlightenment; and the fourth, a retreat from enlightenment and increasing
skepticism.
He describes these stages as not strictly defined, but rather as general patterns.
Citing former Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru’s skepticism in the late 1940s,
Professor Iyer explains India’s tendency towards gigantism and large development
projects. Generally, mainstream attitudes have shaped the history of dam building in
India to varying degrees of success, particularly in the fourth stage.
Initially, dams were considered a source of pride for India, a site for pilgrimages,
for students a symbol of modernity. During its early stages of development, India
built 42 dams. By 1950, another 250 dams were added and within the decade of the
1980s, the period of the third ‘enlightenment’ stage, about half the total of the world’s
dams were built in India. The impetus for these projects lay in water resources issues
in country, namely the inconsistency of water availability both geographically and
seasonally. Dams were built to bring water from wet areas to dry areas and to store
water from monsoon rains for use during annual dry seasons.
However, as a result of financial and managerial shortcomings, the failure of dams
to bring about desired results, a widespread perception of corruption, and the
emergence of environmental concerns, the national consensus on dams began to
break down. Further, there was a growing national concern about the displacement
of people in dam construction areas and resettlement practices. The late 1980s
ushered in the stage of skepticism.
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However, as a result of financial and managerial shortcomings, the failure
of dams to bring about desired results, a widespread perception of
corruption, and the emergence of environmental concerns, the national
consensus on dams began to break down.
By the late 1990s, clashes between civil society and the government on three major
dam projects – The Sadar Dam Project, TERI Hydroproject and the Narmada Dam
Project – began to capture international attention. A polarization of attitudes began
to emerge. Despite international attention, civil society lost in the courts. The
movement back-lashed with the Indian national government taking a defensive
stance and rejecting criticism, including a report produced by the World Commission
on Dams. Dissention was considered a relic of the ‘old mindset’ and the ‘enemy of
development’. India’s liberalizing economic policies, which abandoned socialism and
embraced capitalism, ran in the same vein as these attitudes, whereby inflow of
private investment was encouraged as well as engaging in large development projects.
In 2004 and 2006 policies were taken to dilute regulation and controls to encourage
foreign investment. With current projects of interlinking India’s rivers, with over 30
links, involving multiple dams and reservoirs, Professor Iyer believes the spirit of
gigantism is resurging in water resource management. The India polity has looked to
China, having built the Three Gorges Dam without the plague of mass criticism, as
an ideal.
On the other hand, there has been a tremendous upsurge of civil activity over these
issues, leading to other possible alternatives. Led by Hazari and Rajendra Singh, local
social mobilization of previously uncommon rain harvesting has gained currency. On
a grander scale, these practices have transformed villages, improved livelihoods and
helped people to cope with three to four years of drought. This is slowly becoming a
significant part of national planning for water resource supplies.
In the last decade, water issues have been framed as a crisis of availability. There
has been a growing perception of a water crisis as a result of increasing pressure on
limited resources. Hence, the immediate response is to increase production, or create
supply-side solutions. The World Bank has subscribed to this notion, encouraging
production growth through trading and world markets.
In Professor Iyer’s view, however, the water issue is not a crisis of availability, but a
crisis of mismanagement. He therefore embraces the need for incorporating demand-
side policies, along with supply-side solutions. By increasing efficiency of water use,
future demand for water can be reduced in great magnitude.
As for supply-side solutions, he suggests a combination of three ways to augment
water availability: dam projects, rainwater harvesting, and groundwater drilling. All
augmentations should be done in moderation. All three of these suggestions have
highly adverse impacts in high doses; large development projects disrupt lives and
livelihoods with unacceptable outcomes. Usually those that suffer the costs of dams
do not receive benefits and total cost to total benefit ratio is uncertain, making it
difficult to ascertain true benefits. Groundwater drilling, which was very popular in
the 1970s and '80s, with widespread installation of residential tubewells, leads to
depletion of the groundwater table. Rainwater harvest en masse disrupts the natural
hydrological cycle by intercepting water in upper catchment areas, reducing the
supply to rivers and streams. This begs the questions of whether to impede rivers
from flowing or to dam them.
As for supply-side solutions, he suggests a combination of three ways to
augment water availability: dam projects, rainwater harvesting, and
groundwater drilling. All augmentations should be done in moderation. All
three of these suggestions have highly adverse impacts in high doses; large
development projects disrupt lives and livelihoods with unacceptable
outcomes.
It is necessary to explore all possibilities of meeting future needs. Dams may not
be avoidable but harm from them should be minimal. According to Professor Iyer, we
cannot afford to paralyze ourselves by a conundrum of adverse effects from
alternatives. Wise use of all alternatives, in moderation and in a sensible
conglomeration, will help to reduce impairment. The primacy afforded to supply-
side solutions should be shifted to restraining demand and increasing equity. This
will require another transformation in thinking about water management and
development. In many ways, notes Professor Iyer, it is much easier to build a dam, but
the seemingly realistic course is not necessarily the wiser one. It will not bring us out
of disaster.
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International Impacts of Damming the
Mekong River
Dr. David S. Woodruff, University of California, San Diego 
Summary by Dr. David S. Woodruff
Notes by Kathryn Woodruff
The Mekong River rises in Tibet and flows through Yunnan, China, then through five
downstream countries: Myanmar, Laos, Thailand, Cambodia and Vietnam. It is
among the top dozen most productive large rivers in the world, and its artisanal
fisheries, riverside farming, and river-associated trade currently sustain over 73
million people. Freshwater fish diversity is the second highest of any riverine
ecosystem in the world. Many if not most of the 1,200 fish species in the Mekong are
migratory and leave the mainstream channel to feed and breed in tributaries and on
floodplains. This cycle and the ecosystem’s overall high productivity depend on an
annual flood-pulse cycle. Humans have also adapted to the river’s natural fluctuations
by creating “riparian flood-pulse communities” of great antiquity. In the middle and
lower reaches the river rises and falls 10-30 m annually, depending on locale.
A number of hydropower dams have been built on the Mekong tributaries in
Thailand, Laos and Vietnam, but the mainstream itself was not dammed until 1993
when the Chinese government completed the 126 m Manwan Dam in Yunnan. Three
more mainstream dams have been built or are under construction in Yunnan. The
largest of this proposed cascade of 8-12 dams, Xiaowan, will be the world’s second
largest dam after Three Gorges, and impound a reservoir 169 km long behind a 300 m
high wall. To put the environmental issues posed by these mainstream dams into
context, Dr. Woodruff first reviewed the history of the Pak Mun Dam in Thailand.
This small 15 m run-of-river dam, completed in the early 1990s with World Bank
funds, became the center of both national and international controversy and is now
widely viewed as an avoidable ecological, economic and social disaster.
The Report of the World Commission on Dams (2000) singled the Pak Mun Dam
out for in-depth review and all involved with development projects in Asia should
study the published Case Study. The Thai government proceeded to construct the
dam over the muted objections of Thai academics and the stronger protests of local
people. The government used a seriously flawed Environmental Assessment (EA)
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prepared in 1982 (for a different dam) and ignored their own recommendations for
the mitigation of the predicted public health, resettlement, social, economic and
environmental impacts. The claims made in the EA for the dam’s benefits were later
shown to be demonstrably false and based on inappropriate economic models.
Nevertheless, the World Bank Staff Appraisal Report found no problems with the
project and strongly supported the borrower’s position. Unfortunately, only the Thai
government and the World Bank had access to the EA and any other documentation;
Thai and international scientists, and local people and their advisors, could only
speculate about the dam, its size and impacts. This changed when the U.S. Agency for
International Development (USAID) Affirmative Investigation, a requirement for the
use of U.S. funds by the World Bank, discovered the facts and determined that the U.S.
would have to oppose the loan. The U.S. position was that the borrower had presented
a faulty EA and ignored the World Bank requirement for broad and transparent
consultation with all affected parties, the risks of water associated diseases, the impact
on the rich fishery, the predicted social costs, and even its own mitigation proposals.
In a dramatic series of reversals, the World Bank then backed out of the loan and then,
in the first split vote (7:4) of the World Bank Directors, approved the loan a few
months later. The dam was built. It transpired that 10,000 families were affected, not
200 as the original EA reported, the fishery collapsed, local family incomes declined
from US $40 to US $1 per day, token resettlement efforts failed, the power generated
was only 21 MW not the projected 136 MW, and the project’s costs doubled. Today,
about 15 years later, the dam gates are left open for months to placate the local people.
In retrospect, many avoidable mistakes were made, and in fairness to the Thais, it
should be noted that the bitter fight over the dam has produced a stronger and more
democratic society, and a more transparent process for the review of both government
and private project environmental assessments.
Many of the details surrounding the Pak Mun are unfortunately, of course, typical
of dam projects around the world. Three things, however, were unusual and relevant
to the following discussion of the probable impact of the much larger Chinese dams.
First, in 1991, biodiversity per se had no standing at the World Bank. The
endangerment of a global hot spot in riverine fish and invertebrate diversity was not
relevant to the decision matrix used by bank officers. Although the U.S. Endangered
Species Act would have effectively blocked construction of a dam like this in the U.S.,
there were no such constraints or sentiments in Thailand or at the Bank. The fact that
the local fishery has dropped from 256 to 12 species is of concern only to local people
and a few ichthyologists. Biodiversity conservation and species endangerment as
factors in EA preparation are rarely considered in this part of the world and the
linkage between biodiversity and ecological services is widely unappreciated.
Second, the nations in this part of the world have yet to develop much sense of
their ecological regionalism or inter-relatedness. Both the Thai government and the
World Bank ignored the transboundary impacts of the Pak Mun Dam. The Bank, in
1991, did not require borrowers to examine the international environmental impact
of their projects. The head of public relations for the Electricity Generating Authority
of Thailand put this succinctly when he stated: “It’s best that Thailand use this water
as it is only wasted if it flows to Laos.” The Thai word “pak” in Pak Mun translates as
“mouth” and refers to the dam’s location at the mouth of the Mun River, the largest
tributary of the Mekong in Thailand. The dam sits a few kilometers from the Mekong
and the border with Laos. The dam had an immediate but completely undocumented
impact on an international reach of the middle Mekong and the downstream fish
communities. Thailand, with the World Bank’s blessing, could ignore such
transboundary impacts. In fact, if the Bank had not been the funding agency, even less
could have been done to address the problems created by this so-called development
project. If the dam had been built without US $54 million in international funds, or
by private lenders, its environmental and social impacts could have been far worse.
Third, it should be noted that it was during the period when much regional and
international attention was focused on the Pak Mun controversy that the Chinese
government constructed its first mainstream dam, the Manwan, in 1993.
The Mekong mainstream dams in Yunnan are funded directly by the Chinese
government. The immediate goal of providing cheap hydropower to China’s
Southern Power Grid has already been achieved and the fourth dam (Jinghong,
scheduled to come on line in 2010) will provide a surplus capacity of 3,000 MW that
the Thai EGAT has already contracted to buy. Another four to eight dams (of the 12
originally proposed) will presumably be built in the next decade. The upper Mekong
flows through some still lightly populated areas in Yunnan. The dams will displace
75,000 people, mostly minorities. The development of the western Yunnan is a
government priority and the Han population of the region has increased from seven
percent to 29 percent in the past 20 years. The river provides a gateway to the markets
of Southeast Asia and since 2001 the Chinese government has blasted 51 rapids and
shoals along 300 km of river south of Jinghong to permit 300-ton boats to reach the
Thai border. A Chinese EA was prepared for this extra-territorial channelization
project at the insistence of the Asia Development Bank but it is unlikely that Laos or
Myanmar could have objected, had they even wanted to.
The nature and quality of the Chinese EA’s for the individual dams are unknown.
In the absence of hydrological data, NGO’s and others can only speculate as to the
environmental and social impacts of this cascade. Fears have been expressed as to the
risks associated with the placement of such large dams and reservoirs in a seismically
active area. In particular, it is unknown if lower dams could withstand the
catastrophic failure of the largest upstream dam. A second problem involves excessive
turbidity, which will clearly reduce the operational life of the dams and their turbines.
But the real problem with this cascade of dams does not lie in China, it lies thousands
of kilometers away in the downstream communities. The impacts of the altered flow
of the Mekong are only just being recognized as an eco-catastrophe in the making.
The Chinese government’s position is that their dams will bring direct benefit to
the downstream countries and their riparian communities. Once the reservoirs are
filled, they promise to be able to regulate the flow of water into the middle Mekong
so as to remove the threat of the annual flood. They propose to even out the river’s
flow by reducing the flood flow by 25 percent and increasing low-water discharge
rates by 25-70 percent. Cheap hydropower for industrial development and freedom
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from the flood create a “win-win” situation according to the Chinese government.
Such benefits are not yet realized in Thailand, where average river levels have fallen 25
percent since 1993 and become abnormally erratic, fluctuating by meters overnight. A
long list of problems are now emerging in the middle Mekong including: reduced
aquatic productivity, loss of upstream migratory fish habitat and declines in species
diversity, declines of fish catches by up to 50 percent. The rapid changes in river levels
in the dry season have devastated riverside vegetable cropping and soil fertility
declines are being reported. The contamination of the river with toxic chemicals of
Chinese origin is feared. It should be noted, however, that much of this is speculative
as the Chinese government has not joined the Mekong River Commission and shares
hydrological data for the flood season only, and only since 2002, ten years after they
began regulating the flow. Nevertheless, it is already clear that the upstream dams are
negatively impacting the middle Mekong with its two million ton annual fishery.
But the real problem with this cascade of dams does not lie in China, it lies
thousands of kilometers away in the downstream communities. The
impacts of the altered flow of the Mekong are only just being recognized as
an eco-catastrophe in the making.
The multiple ecological effects on the middle Mekong are significant but not as
serious as the threats to the lower Mekong. In particular, the Great Lake or Tonle Sap
of Cambodia may be doomed by the regulation of the Mekong’s flow. The Tonle Sap
is the largest freshwater lake in Southeast Asia. It covers 250,000 hectares in the dry
season but 1.6 million ha in the flood when lake levels rise from 1-2 to 9-11 meters on
average. For most of the year the lake drains slowly through the Tonle Sap River into
the Mekong River near Phnom Penh, but when the Mekong floods, the Tonle Sap
River reverses direction and refills the lake. Currently, 50 percent of nutrient sediment
load and 16 percent of the Mekong’s annual flow enter the Tonle Sap during this
reverse-flow flood period. This annual cycle enables large populations of fish and
shrimp to feed on the rich flood plains; currently the fishery sustains 1.2 million
people and provides 50 percent of Cambodia’s fish and 25 percent of its animal
protein. Evening out the flow of the Mekong and preventing the annual flood
threatens to destroy the Tonle Sap ecosystem. In turn, this will have further significant
negative impacts on the productivity of the downstream Mekong Delta in Vietnam.
Hydrological modeling of this potential eco-catastrophe is severely compromised
by the lack of reliable data on Chinese Mekong flow management. Nevertheless, it is
thought that within Cambodia, 20 percent of the annual flow and 45 percent of the dry
season flow would originate in China. It has now been predicted that the natural
reversal of the Tonle Sap River will cease, the lake will quickly fill with sediment, the
fishery will collapse, the globally significant migratory bird wetland will disappear, and
floodplain agricultural productivity will decline in both wet and dry seasons. Current
guesses have the Great Lake ecosystem’s destruction occurring over the next 30 years.
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Predictions for the fertile delta region of Vietnam are less precise and one can only
speculate as to the impact of the Mekong flood on rice cultivation there when the
Great Lake no longer sequesters a significant fraction of the floodwaters and releases
them over a period of six months following the flood crest. The Chinese
government’s promise of a “win-win” seems fatally flawed.
It has now been predicted that the natural reversal of the Tonle Sap River
will cease, the lake will quickly fill with sediment, the fishery will collapse,
the globally significant migratory bird wetland will disappear, and
floodplain agricultural productivity will decline in both wet and dry
seasons. Current guesses have the Great Lake ecosystem’s destruction
occurring over the next 30 years.
This possible eco-catastrophe has been set in motion because of a failure of
regional and international environmental governance to recognize the
transboundary impacts of development projects. Southeast Asia is replete with
examples of large development projects that require a real consideration of
international environmental and social effects. In the case under discussion, the large
upstream dams and river channelization projects may enhance the Chinese economy,
but at the expense of tens of millions of poor and politically marginalized people
living far downstream. International law does not yet provide the necessary
instruments to encourage or require the assessment and mitigation of transboundary
impacts in Southeast Asia. The Aarhus Convention, the Espoo Convention, the UN
Convention on the Non-navigational Use of International Watercourses are
promising but have yet to be used in this region. Growing regionalism still amounts
to the exploitation of poorer nations by their more powerful neighbors. On the face
of it, the Chinese dams appear to threaten the basin with irreversible ecological and
societal damage. Regional ecological and social sustainability are being traded for
short-term national economic development and private profit. To date, there has
been a failure of international institutions and civil society to reverse the apparent
Chinese government disregard for regional well-being. It is probably not too late to
avoid, reduce or mitigate the worse predicted transboundary consequences of the
Chinese government’s plans. Clearly, such impacts were largely ignored during the
peak of human dam-building activities in the last century. It therefore falls to us in
the 21st century to develop ways of ensuring that national self-interests are not
advanced at the expense of predictable transboundary environmental and social
disasters. Hopefully, an appreciation of the fact that all who live in the Greater
Mekong ecosystem are environmentally interdependent will soon become a central
axiom for sustainable national and regional planning and development.
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Impact of Dams on the Health of
Columbia River Tribes: Fish
Consumption, Nutrition and
Contaminant Exposure
Dr. William Lambert, Oregon Health and Science University 
Summary by Femi Adetona
Dr. William Lambert, Associate Professor in the Department of Public Health and
Preventive Medicine at Oregon Health and Science University, opened the discussion
about the human health effects resulting from the construction of large dams. He
specifically presented the health impacts on the Columbia River Basin tribes after
several dams had been built in the watershed. Using his research to illustrate points,
Dr. Lambert discussed the tribes’ risks and benefits associated with the consumption
of fish caught from the contaminated, dammed river and associated reservoirs.
The Columbia River currently has approximately 40 dams along its course. The
watershed is also home to multiple Native American tribes who have lived in the
region for 10,000 years or more. A large part of the tribes’ culture is based upon the
life cycle of the salmon, which historically is the major source of protein in their diet.
Although the tribes still fish for salmon and other subsistence fish, the dams along the
Columbia River system have greatly impeded the movement of anadromous fish to
the ocean and back to their spawning streams, and essential fishing sites have been
flooded and lost. As a result, tribal people on the Columbia River are less able to eat
fish than they were before the Depression and the building of the dams as part of
federal public works programs. For example, Celilo Falls, the major fishing site on the
Columbia River, was lost in 1957 when the Dalles Dam was constructed. Current runs
of salmon are now greatly reduced. Tribes have fought in the courts to protect their
rights to harvest the remaining stocks, and salmon remains an important part of their
diet and livelihood. Indeed, many of the tribes operate multimillion dollar hatchery
operations to supplement the salmon runs.
Contamination of the river also threatens the fish populations. As of 1989, a
national survey of dioxins had shown that levels in the Columbia River were amongst
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the highest in the country. Subsequently, a more comprehensive survey demonstrated
widespread contamination of fish with polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), dioxins
and furans, polyaromatic hydrocarbons, DDT and its breakdown products (DDD
and DDE), and metals (arsenic and mercury). Understandably, the tribes were
concerned about cancer risks associated with eating these toxins in fish foods. At the
same time, the tribes are protective of the central role of salmon in their spiritual and
cultural survival.
Employing a community-based participatory research approach, the team of
university and tribal scientists was able to look into the trade-offs of health benefits
and toxic risks involved in the consumption of the fish caught from the contaminated
river. A diet survey of 500 adults from the Umatilla, Warm Springs, Nez Perce, and
Yakama Nation established a high level of fish consumption among tribal members.
Fish is a high quality source of protein in their traditional diet and provides omega
fatty acids and other nutrients. Over the past four decades, the tribal diet has shifted
towards contemporary foods. The current diet tends to be high in fat and low in fiber,
a profile which is associated with increased risk cardiovascular disease. A return to the
traditional diet of fish, venison, elk, roots, and berries, supplemented by appropriate
analogs in commercial foods (e.g., roots, corns, potatoes, beans) would potentially
reduce health risks faced by the tribes. However, the toxic risks posed by the chemical
contaminants in fish foods had to be considered.
Risks associated with fish consumption are mainly due to the toxicity of
bioaccumulation from the polluted river. Ninety-two chemicals were detected among
the 132 tested in composite samples of fish collected from the river; including DDE,
arochlors, chlorinated compounds and dioxins. While 14 metals were detected, no
radionuclide was found in any of the samples. The study was also able to establish
that andronomous fishes caught from the river were less contaminated than resident
fishes in the river. Salmon, the most desired fish of the tribes for food, was also found
to be one of the cleaner species.
It was found that careful preparation of the fish can help reduce the amount of fat-
soluble contaminants in the fish. The traditional cooking method that allows fat to
drip away from the fillet, in addition to cutting away fat deposits before cooking, has
been found to reduce levels of fat-soluble contaminants, such as PCBs and dioxins.
However, this method will not effectively remove contaminants such as methyl
mercury, which is stored in the muscle (e.g., fillet) of the fish. Throwing away internal
organs, eggs, and fish heads can also reduce exposure to toxins sequestered in bone,
organs, and central nervous system.
To examine occurrence of cancer, the team performed medical record reviews and
linked tribal enrollment lists with state cancer registries. Cancer rates were not found
to be significantly different from those observed in other Northwest tribes. This
finding was in agreement with quantitative risk analyses that forecast lifetime excess
cancer risks in the range of 1-in-10,000 to 1-in-1,000 for the most toxic contaminants.
One of the limiting factors in the study, though, was the small size of the tribal
population (less than 10,000); however, excess cancer risks, if present, are likely to be
small.
The study concluded that the nutritional benefits of eating fish, particularly
salmon, far outweigh the risks of toxic exposure. The risks of heart disease and
diabetes are on the order of 1-in-10, versus the risks of cancer at 1-in-10,000 to 1,000.
Public health interventions to improve diet and increase the amounts of traditional
and whole foods are being implemented by the tribes. Even so, further pollution of
the river must be minimized, and cleanup of contaminated sites must occur.
Therefore, the tribes are working with federal and state agencies to strengthen laws
and the enforcement of regulations. The tribes are working on a variety of
conservation fronts, to protect salmon runs against hazards associated with large
dams and hydropower operations, agricultural run-off, and habitat loss.
Strengthening state water quality standards to account for the high consumption of
fish by the tribes is occurring in Oregon. Further, information is being disseminated
to the general tribal membership through video programs, posters, and pamphlets.
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Panel: Climate Change and Dam
Construction
Roger Ballentine, Green Strategies, Inc. – Moderator
Dr. Shimon Anisfeld, Yale School of Forestry & Environmental Studies – Reservoir 
Greenhouse Gas Releases
Dr. Casey Brown, International Research Institute for Climate and Society Earth
Institute, Columbia University – Effects of Climate Change on Dam Operations
Thomas G. Huntington, U.S. Geological Survey – Impacts of 20th and 21st Century 
Climate Change on Hydrologic Regimes with Emphasis on Implications for 
Large Dams
Summary by Alexander DeWire
Roger Ballentine, Green Strategies, Inc. – Moderator
Over the next decade, global climate change will likely become the most intractable
and important problem to humankind. With an atmospheric concentration of CO2
at 450 ppm, it is projected that we have a 50-50 chance of seeing a rise of global
temperatures of 2˚C over the next 100 years. In order to reach a lower emission level,
we would have to reduce energy emissions globally by one third. In attempting to
meet these challenging goals we need to explore every avenue. Hydropower, one
option by which to meet these goals, avoids 142 metric tons of CO2 emissions
annually, a carbon tax value of US $7.1 billion.
Dr. Shimon Anisfeld, Yale School of Forestry & Environmental Studies – Reservoir
Greenhouse Gas Releases
While hydropower has been lauded as being free of greenhouse gas emissions, it
actually has a significant amount of these emissions. Greenhouse gases like carbon
dioxide (CO2) and methane (CH4) are produced from the decomposition of organic
matter in the reservoir. This organic matter includes both the material that was
flooded by the reservoir creation (often trees, other vegetation, and soil) and the
organic matter that is washed into the reservoir or is produced in the reservoir.
Three processes lead to the release of the greenhouse gases to the atmosphere:
diffusion, ebullition, and degassing. Diffusion is a more significant source for CO2,
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while all three processes can be important sources of methane emissions. CH4 is
formed as a result of decomposition in anaerobic conditions. Ebullition tends only to
be a significant source in shallow reservoirs, since methane produced in deep
reservoirs will likely be oxidized before it reaches the surface. Degassing occurs when
the greenhouse-gas-rich, deep waters are exposed to the surface. This happens
frequently in hydropower reservoirs as the turbine intakes are often located near the
bottom of the dams to insure flow in droughts and build up more head. When
released, this low-oxygen water can cause downstream fish kills. To reduce this
possibility, the water is often oxygenated, which causes even more methane to be
released to the atmosphere; at one site, an estimated 92 percent of the total methane
was released. New reservoirs tend to have much higher greenhouse gas emissions
because of the large amount of organic matter decomposing.
The amount of greenhouse gases being released varies dramatically by climate, as well.
Tropical climates release as high as 10,000 mg m-2 day-1, while temperate climates average
about 1,400 mg m-2 day-1. Some have estimated that reservoirs worldwide (including
both hydropower dams and others) account for seven percent of total greenhouse gas
emissions, while hydropower produces 2.2 percent of the global primary energy.
There is an emerging consensus that temperate hydropower plants have lower
greenhouse gas emissions than comparable fossil fuel plants, but there is much dispute
over whether this is true for tropical hydropower, with some arguing that tropical
hydropower can actually be “dirtier” (from a greenhouse gas perspective) than natural
gas (or possibly even coal). These estimates vary greatly by facility, though. Power
density should be used as a measure of when to build a hydropower facility. If the
power density is above a certain level, then a hydropower facility might be appropriate.
Nonetheless, more definitive studies about methane production are needed.
Dr. Casey Brown, Earth Institute, Columbia University International Research
Institute for Climate and Society – Effects of Climate Change on Dam Operations
Climate changes. Recent changes and the linkage with anthropogenic influences on
climate have brought increased awareness to changeable climate. More confidence
exists in projections of the warming trend than in projections of the future
characteristics of precipitation. The challenge for water managers is resolving the
risks associated with changing climate amid the other changes they face, such as
changing water demand that accompanies socioeconomic changes. Ultimately, dams
manage hydrologic extremes, smoothing variability, so the characteristics of extremes
in the future are important subjects for research. We argue for characterization of the
climate challenge and a climate risk management approach: focusing on managing
present variability to facilitate adaptation to future changes.
Climate change models predict small increases over a long time period. Looking at
trends in temperature over the past 50 years, decadal variability is larger than the
trend and interannual variability is larger still. In general, this larger variability, at
decadal and interannual timescales can be more skillfully predicted, and this
information can be useful in water resource management. Probabilistic forecasts of
seasonal flood or drought can facilitate management strategies, although forecasts
alone are not enough. Climate risk management consists of identifying vulnerabilities
to climate variability and designing the means to enhance resilience. One more clear
impact of climate change is a decrease in the storage of water as snowpacks and
glaciers. This will be a large issue for high latitude and high elevation societies.
Countries that face the largest decadal and interannual variability in climate are
highly correlated with those countries with the lowest GDP per capita. In addition,
countries with low GDP per capita tend to have less reservoir storage per capita.
Unfortunately these developing countries will also be facing the majority of the risks if
climate change continues forward as predicted. Thus, climate risk management is not
only an adaptation strategy, but also a critical need for development strategies. That is,
many countries need not only prepare for climate change, but need to also manage
their current variability. Through climate risk management, they address both issues.
Dams collect water to remove flow variability while providing flood storage and
preventing drought. Over the years, the traditional response to increased variability
has been more infrastructure, and bigger infrastructure, with more storage. Many
innovative opportunities for better dam construction and water resources manage-
ment do exist. Water supply can be can be better adapted to climate change by using
seasonal forecasts and other predictive data. Flood control can be better achieved
with early warning systems and a better flood insurance system. While significant
strides in demand management have been made, many more opportunities exist to
remove excess use with better water pricing and alternative supplies.
Thomas G. Huntington, U.S. Geological Survey – Impacts of 20th and 21st Century
Climate Change on Hydrologic Regimes with Emphasis on Implications for Large Dams
Evidence supporting climate change as having a significant influence on the
hydrologic cycle is mounting. These changes should be accounted for when planning
a new dam or operating current water resource control structures.
First, in New England, ice-out times on lakes, or the date on which ice goes out in the
spring, has advanced, or become earlier by an average of 10-15 days during the last 100
years. This is happening fairly uniformly among lakes in New England and is strongly
correlated with late winter/early spring surface air temperatures. Also over the past 70
years there has been a 20-day decrease in the time ice is on rivers, as measured by the “ice-
affected flow”. A 46 percent decrease in the thickness of the ice on rivers has also been
recorded, along with a decreasing trend in the ratio of snow to total precipitation.
In general, the hydrologic cycle has been intensifying. The warming air has
triggered an increase in evaporation, rainfall, and runoff. An increase in specific
humidity closely correlated to temperature rise has been measured. In New England
and in the northwestern US, streamflow trends have also been affected, resulting in
earlier snowmelt-dominated spring runoff by about one to two weeks in the last 75
years. There have also been an increasing number and intensity of droughts in some
areas. Modeling predicts that wet areas are likely to get wetter while dry areas are
likely to get drier. Cumulative water inflows to dams are expected to decrease, when
projected decreases in rainfall and increases in evaporation, transpiration, and
consumptive use are taken into consideration.
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Panel: Dams in Central America
James Leslie, Yale University – Moderator
Ari Hershowitz, Natural Resources Defense Council – The Chalillo Dam Case Study
Dr. José Rodrigo Rojas M., Instituto Costarricense de Electricidad – Dams in Costa 
Rica: An Integrated Perspective
Summary by Yuliya Schmidt
James Leslie, Yale University – Moderator
James Leslie of Yale University opened with general remarks about dam development
in Central America and highlighted countries’ interest in seeking more affordable
types of energy. In Central America, in addition to hydropower, oil is still the primary
source of fuel. Dams are seen as a way to drive down energy prices.
Sustainable development as a whole is a challenge in the region. There are a host
of stakeholders in the dam-building process including the local landowners, the
World Bank and other multi-lateral lending institutions, the national, regional and
local governments, among others. Dr. Rojas from the Costa Rican Electric Company
conducts environmental studies of dams and is currently working on two new dam
projects in Costa Rica. Ari Hershowitz, the second speaker, works for the Natural
Resources Defense Council and led the campaign against the Chalillo Dam in the
Macal River Valley in Belize. The Privy Council, the highest court in Belize, heard the
Chalillo Dam case. Both these speakers will help illustrate some of the issues with
dam construction in Central America.
Ari Hershowitz, Natural Resources Defense Council – The Chalillo Dam Case Study
In 2000, Mr. Hershowitz and the National Resources Defense Council (NRDC) got
involved with the Chalillo Dam in Belize. On a small scale, the dam represents the
issues discussed in this conference. The situation with respect to dams in Belize is very
different from Costa Rica. In 1928, Costa Rica revoked private ownership of dams and
made them public. Belize went the other way and, in 1998, privatized dams without
competition. Mr. Hershowitz had earlier worked in neuroscience, and in that field,
small-model systems provide insights into larger systems and projects. To understand
the complex system of large dams around the world, it is helpful to look at a simple
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system, such as the relatively small Chalillo Dam, in a small country, like Belize.
Figure 7 Chalillo Dam in Belize, Central America
Source: Ari Hershowitz
The dam has been built on the Macal River in Belize and provides a good case
study about construction decision-making. As a frame of reference, the Three Gorges
Dam in China is a $20 billion project while the Chalillo Dam is a $30 million project,
producing at most 5.3 megawatts of energy. There was one government official
behind the project, only one company that would own the dam, and one contract
between the government and the company that would guarantee the profits for the
next 50 years. Due to the contract, the company will realize returns even if the dam
does not produce any electricity.
However, the project includes large impacts on the local environment, such as
flooding habitat of the jaguar and scarlet macaw nesting grounds. With the flooding
of their nests, the scarlet macaw would no longer produce offspring, and within a
generation there will be no more scarlet macaws in Belize. This project would also
have large economic impacts on Belize. Electricity in Belize is already the most
expensive in Central America and the dam is the largest infrastructure project ever
built in Belize. Due to these impacts, the Chalillo Dam sparked the biggest public
debate in the country’s history.
Belize used to be a British colony and people still retain the colonial mentality of
not complaining about the government. The government provides for the people,
gives jobs and structure. Yet, with the dam project, people started to raise concern.
Lois Young, for example, was a private attorney who started speaking out against the
dam. A number of other activists got involved: Sharon Matola who is a scarlet macaw
biologist and founded the Belizean zoo; Kemo Jolly who was an outspoken
schoolteacher and lost his job for speaking with students about the impacts of the
dam; and Ambrose Tillet who is an energy engineer who used to work for the power
company.
There were several controversies surrounding the project. The dam proponents
claimed that there was a granite foundation where the dam would be built while it
was actually found that the site was made up of sandstone and shales. The
misperceptions only continued from there. One powerful politician essentially
controlled all infrastructure decisions in the country and wanted the dam to be built.
Some ask: if local activists were fighting the project, why did international
organizations get involved? Should Belizeans not be allowed to decide their issue? The
truth of the matter is that the dam is international by nature, as the accompanying
map shows. The Chinese Sino-Hydro Company that built the Chalillo Dam brought
workers from China to the site in Belize, a number of whom were reported to have
died during the construction. These workers were very poorly paid and not given
adequate food, which led many to poach in the area. Also, many of the Chinese
workers just wanted an opportunity to go to the U.S., after crossing the border into
Mexico.
Figure 8 International scope of the Chalillo Dam, Belize
Source: Ari Hershowitz, power point presentation at the Conference
Sierra Leone was also involved in the case. The chief justice who oversaw the case
in the Belize Supreme Court is from Sierra Leone. He was a high-level official, but
when there was a revolution in Sierra Leone, he fled the country and went to England.
England brought deportation proceedings against him, which he fought by bringing
a famous amnesty case before the courts. He lost, and later was recruited to Belize as
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a chief justice. The challenges raised against the Chalillo project were that the
environmental assessment was faulty and that there was no public hearing. Although
the chief justice required a public hearing, the dam construction was allowed to go
forward. Now, similar cases will have standing to be brought to court.
Amman, Jordan was also involved in this case. At the World Conservation
Congress, held in Jordan, the Chalillo Dam case was discussed. A resolution was
passed stating that the government of Belize had to consider the consequences of the
dam being completed. Moreover, if the government could not show that the project
does not bring harm against the environment then the project should be canceled.
This resolution had no effect.
The case was felt in Canada, the United States, and in Australia as well. The
company that owned the dam and determined the rates of production was based in
Newfoundland, Canada. The rates the company charged in Belize were much higher
than any rates it charged in Canada, because there was essentially no regulation in
Belize. Activists in Canada got drawn into this dam controversy as well, protesting the
company. North Carolina in the U.S. is also involved. There was already one dam on
the river where the Chalillo Dam was to be built. The Chalillo Dam would be a
storage dam adding just three-megawatts to the existing dam. That dam was owned
by Duke Energy of North Carolina. Duke Energy ended up pulling out of the project.
Finally, Australia was involved because the lawsuit was brought before a court using
the British Commonwealth system. Before the Supreme Court in Belize Australian
cases were argued because they have the worst environmental precedent.
The Chalillo Dam project has influenced and been influenced by places all over the
world – starting with the dam’s owners in Canada. In this international context, the
participation of international organizations such as NRDC provided a balancing
influence.
Dr. José Rodrigo Rojas M., Instituto Costarricense de Electricidad – Dams in Costa
Rica: An Integral Perspective
Focusing on three aspects of dams, economic, social, and environmental, Dr. Rojas
presented an integral perspective on dams in Costa Rica. There are hundreds of short
high-gradient streams in Costa Rica. Projects capturing these flows ensure water for
several uses, between them domestic and agricultural uses. They also store water for
additional purposes, control flooding, and provide general electricity. Costa Rica’s
population is growing and more water is necessary for many of these uses. In
investigating the past, current, and future development of dams in Costa Rica, each
case study can be evaluated from an economic, social, and environmental perspective.
Historically, dams in Costa Rica arose differently from the rest of the world. They
were built solely as structures for the generation of electricity and not for other
common purposes. The Aranjuez Dam, for example, was inaugurated in 1884 – the
first little dam of Costa Rica. It is near the center of the capital, San Jose, and was used
to provide electricity to the public. Operation yielded good results that attracted
investment. In a few years, ten additional dams were built, all for power generation.
All ten were in a single basin, on five different rivers. Between the years 1900 and 1948,
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the installed capacity was 7.6 megawatts. At this time, there were three electricity
companies that were controlled by one national electricity company.
However, the dams did not generate enough power for the demand. Consequently,
the dams went from private to public administration. By 1928 the three private com-
panies became one national company. After the nationalization of the electricity
industry, more dams were constructed. In 1945, the National Association for the
Defense of the Consumer was created. Soon after, in 1949, the Instituto Costarricense
de Electricidad (ICE), the Costa Rican Electric Company, was established.
Image 5 Rio Canasta, Costa Rica
Photo Credit: R. Rojas-ICE
Today, there are about 50 dams in Costa Rica that can be categorized as large
storage dams. These blockades use the rivers’ natural flow to generate electricity;
water is diverted into an artificial channel, used to generate electricity, and then
discharged downstream. The ICE owns most of these dams and there are dams in
almost all parts of Costa Rica. In addition to the ICE, there are currently cooperatives
that also provide electricity.
The biggest dam constructed is the Arenal Dam. With the reservoir establishment,
the project created the first artificial lake in the country and the dam generates 158
megawatts of electricity. The Arenal Dam depends upon water from several rivers:
Arenal, Chiquito, Fortuna, Caño Negro, and others.
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Image 6 Rio Canasta
Photo Credit: R. Rojas-ICE
Recently, the Genio Dam, a small dam, was built on the Cocos Island, which is in
the middle of the Pacific Ocean. It generates 70 kilowatts of electricity and uses the
Genio River as a water source. The Genio Dam is the first project with a fish ladder.
Located in the Cocos Island National Park, about 300 miles off Costa Rica, the
tropical island and its ecosystem provides an ideal laboratory for the study of
biological processes and dams.
Image 7 Isla del Coco, Costa Rica
Photo Credit: R. Rojas–ICE
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Image 8 Laguna Los Chocuacos
Photo Credit: R. Rojas-ICE
The Genio Dam is the first project with a fish ladder. Located in the Cocos
Island National Park, about 300 miles off Costa Rica, the tropical island and
its ecosystem provides an ideal laboratory for the study of biological
processes and dams.
Since the site is in a national park, and therefore a national heritage site, the ICE
completed a thorough environmental impact assessment. From this, the ICE
recommended that the first fish ladder be included. The fish ladder was built in 2002
and since has worked well. The fish ladder allows migration up and down the streams,
mitigating the dam’s obstruction. There are endemic fish species in the Genio River
that have been monitored for Dr. Rojas for last few years and there have been no
changes in the diversity or abundance of these fish.
There are numerous benefits from hydroelectric dams in Costa Rica. About 98
percent of people in Costa Rica have access to electric services, an important quality of
life indicator. Dams also improve roads, economic activities and economic
opportunities during and after the construction. As they are dependent on natural flow
for their energy source, they decrease the burning of fossil fuels. The Arenal Dam is also
a popular destination for tourists; recreation opportunities increase with the presence
dam reservoirs. Forests are protected upstream and downstream from dams, and
payments have increased incentives for landowners not to clear forest near dam basins.
Costa Rica started to address dam problems in the mid-1990s. Up until then, water
management was done solely by engineers and only from a hydrological point-of-
view. The most common ecological impact of large dams is the alteration of the
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abundance and distribution of aquatic biota by blocking movements within the river.
This is especially detrimental to migratory fish.
Image 9 Montañas, Savegro
Photo Credit: R. Rojas-ICE  
In general terms, ecological impacts of dams include the fragmentation of streams,
alteration of ecosystem processes such as downstream transport, strong flow
reductions, changes in quality and quantity of habitat, as well as other hydrological
alterations. Socio-economic impacts include: displacement of communities, changes
in livelihood activities, social interactions between the local communities and power
station employees, loss of community control over water and alteration of streams.
Faced with these problems, Costa Rica has changed dam construction and
management. A new law of water has been proposed, a dialogue has been started for
identifying research needs, a determination was made of environmental flows in the
Reventazon and Savegre Rivers, and river ecology was incorporated into the
Environmental Impact Assessment process. As most dam sites are archaeologically
important, the archeological aspect is also included in decision-making.
Furthermore, community members have been included in the process. The
government now undertakes outreach activities and education, including the
production of books for children and teachers.
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Image 10 Rio Savegre, Costa Rica
Photo Credit: R. Rojas-ICE  
discussion
Q: America’s and other Western nations’ outsider involvement did not help in India with
the Narmada Dam protest. It actually increased the resolve of the Indian government to
continue with the project. Would this also be true for Costa Rica and Belize?
Ari Hershowitz: This is always an issue: the government’s best tool to build a project
is always nationalism. Everyone coming from the outside must be careful. NRDC’s
particular campaign targeted the Canadian agency. The campaigning in Belize was
done primarily by Belizeans and the campaigning in Canada was done primarily by
Canadians. It is important to keep these movements local; the issue is won or lost on
whether it is perceived as a Belizean dam or a Canadian dam.
Dr. Rojas (in translation by James Leslie): Up until 10 years ago, local people had no
power to influence the decision-making process. But, in the last several years, there
have been two projects that the government of Costa Rica has decided not to do
because of pressure from both the inside and the outside. A couple of lessons learned:
to respect democracy and the democratic process; and to base decision-making on
technical, social, and environmental concerns. What is important is that from now
on, in the decision process, the effect on the local people is considered, because the
service from the government is for the people and not for a company.
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Q: What changed in the last 10 years that allowed for more direct participation in
Costa Rica and was there any influence from international institutions that allowed
for this?
Dr. Rojas: There has been a complete change in the last 10 years. Now there is a lot of
participation. Prior to that, decisions were engineering decisions. There are different
phases of the project and at the end of each phase there is a process of decision-
making wherein different stakeholders are brought in. This did not occur before.
Q: Does the Costa Rican government want to carry out projects dealing with
sediment build-up and moving sediment downstream to benefit organisms?
Dr. Rojas: Until 10 years ago, there was no pressure and no government plan for the
removal of sediment. Currently we are looking into the environmental impacts of
sediment released. ICE is looking for answers to questions like: What species are
affected, how many, and what are the escape rates?
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Panel: Sustainable Development and
Dam Construction
Alessandro Palmeri, World Bank Corporate Quality Assurance and Compliance Unit – 
Moderator
Aly Shady P.E., International Water Resources Associates and the Canadian 
International Development Agency – Damning the Dams or Feeding the World:
The Development Paradox
Gráinne Ryder, Probe International – The Under-reported Social Costs of Dams
Dr. Peter Bosshard, International Rivers Network – Corruption in Dam Development
Dr. Yvonne A. Braun, University of Oregon – Development Trade-Offs in Africa: Dam 
Building in Lesotho
Summary by Paula Randler
Aly Shady, International Water Resources Association and the Canadian
International Development Agency – Damning the Dams or Feeding the World:
The Development Paradox
Human beings are an endangered species due to lack of adequate resources to
support lifestyles that are marred by inequitable distribution of access, use, and
availability of these resources. On one end of the scale a small portion of world
population is enjoying unlimited access and use of these resources while the majority
are languishing in shortages, denied access, and suffering from lack of real help. We
must balance world hunger, land uses, water resources and future resource challenges.
To complicate these balances, global population will increase to 9-12 billion people in
50 years. A critical aspect of planning the future balance of resources is reducing
poverty – more than three billion people live on less than US $2 a day at present. The
United Nations Millennium Development Goals, including halving poverty by 2015,
do not matter at this point, as we are already falling far short. At present, more than
900 million are suffering from chronic hunger and millions more are
undernourished, a shame that cannot be tolerated in a world full of wealth and
excesses. A third of all land mass is forested, a third is unusable for either crops,
livestock or forestry, leaving only one-third to be under cultivation to produce food
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and fiber for the ever-expanding world population. Any expansion of the cultivated
lands to meet the food needs will have to be at the expense of forests or in the marginal
or unsuitable lands – both options are fraught with difficulties, consequences, and
heavy environmental impact. Much of this fraction of land is unsuitable for farming,
susceptible to erosion or in need of expensive improvements. Irrigation development
over the last half century has made a sizable impact in contributing significantly to
the green revolution. Irrigation development has been tapering off in some countries
while in other countries the irrigated area is increasing. It should be noted that water
productivity to produce food crops could be increased up to four fold for irrigated
crops over those under rain-fed conditions, for the same crops under the same
climatic conditions. Hence irrigation, despite common misunderstanding, is a very
efficient way to produce food with high reliability under a wide range of climatic and
soil conditions.
The overall demand for food and fibers in the world is making more of a demand
on the scarce land and water resources. During the next 50 years we face the need to
double the food production using the same available lands and almost the same water
resources available today.
Water presents many challenges, as it is often vulnerable to scarcity, lack of acces-
sibility, poor quality, fragmentation of management, declining financial resources,
and lack of public awareness. Water supplies susceptible to these challenges also may
risk endangerment of peace and security, especially for shared rivers. To mitigate
these hindrances, there is a great need for water storage. The storage must take into
account the seasonal variability as well, as the need for water varies during different
times in the year. Dams of all sizes, small, medium and large, are the only economic
means to store large volumes of water needed for irrigated agriculture. This will guar-
antee an efficient flow regulation and supply of water to the plants when it is needed
the most and keep the cost within the affordable level. To meet these challenges in
balancing world resources to ease poverty, humans must do so collectively: let’s fight
hunger and let’s fight it all together.
Gráinne Ryder, Probe International – The Under-reported Social Costs of Dams
Gráinne Ryder has two decades of professional experience in Southeast Asia, working
with water resources and later developing regional activism. With Probe
International, a Canadian foreign aid watchdog, Ryder is well-experienced in
carefully critiquing the distribution and degree of benefits from large-scale dam
development in the region.
The World Bank’s new dam-building model is evident in the Nakai Plateau
Highland Watershed on the Mekong River in Laos. Here is the first major dam to be
financed by the World Bank on a Build-Own-Operate-Transfer project basis. The
project is driven by the World Bank’s efforts to leverage private capital into large-scale
infrastructure projects. Nam Theun 2 (NT2) is a 50-meter high hydropower dam on
the highland plateau, diverting water from one tributary of the Mekong River, the
Nam Theun, and discharging into another tributary, the Xe Bang Fai.
Image 13 Tropical forests are cleared to make way for the Nam Theun 2 hydro project in highland Laos.
Photo credit: International Rivers Network
Image 14 The World Bank-financed Nam Theun 2 dam under construction. The project will flood
450 km2 of highland forest and valleys.
Photo credit: International Rivers Network
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The power generated from the project will be sold to Thailand’s state utility, which
has agreed to buy the power at a fixed rate for the first 25 years of operation. Laos’
government relies heavily on hydro export revenue. Under the guidance of the World
Bank, expected revenues of $2 billion are supposed to go to poverty alleviation
programs in Laos. Some additional revenue is meant for conservation. Unfortunately,
this engineer’s dream is unrealizable and unbankable.
The Lao government, a formerly communist and uncreditworthy regime, was unable
to attract commercial financing on its own, even with Electricité de France as the lead
stakeholder. The World Bank made a mission of raising the financing for NT2 by
offering special risk insurance and loans to offset the dam’s social and environmental
costs. The public had no part in the contractual negotiations involving the Bank, the
Lao government, equity stakeholders, and the power purchaser. Only later were local
people brought in to give a superficial appearance of community participation.
Image 15 Nam Theun 2 resettlement site. 6,200 indigenous people will be forcibly resettled onto land
unfit for growing rice.
Photo credit: International Rivers Network
The human and ecological risks are great. Nearly 500 square kilometers of the
plateau will be flooded, displacing thousands of ethnic minorities. The fisheries in the
two tributaries will collapse, affecting the fishing and farming livelihoods of the local
communities. When the reservoir fills, wildlife will be stranded, displaced,
submerged, or killed by poachers; the grassland and wetland habitat on the plateau
can never be replaced. Additionally, 10,000 workers will be brought into the area for
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the project, further affecting the local environment. How is this scale of damage
justifiable? The World Bank has justified it by working with the NT2 investors to
ensure that $30 million annually will be set aside to manage what’s left of the Nam
Theun watershed. And with rural development loans from the World Bank and Asian
Development Bank, the government has promised to triple the income of resettlers
within the project’s first eight years of operation.
Had the World Bank rejected Nam Theun 2 as too environmentally damaging ten
years ago, Laos might have taken a very different approach to hydro development.
Had the Bank displayed more economic prudence and less zeal for subsidizing what
would otherwise be an unbankable hydro venture, the rivers and people of Laos
might not be so threatened by dams as they are today.
Dr. Peter Bosshard, International Rivers Network – Corruption in Dam Development
Dams are providing substantial benefits in terms of irrigation and electricity
generation. As the World Commission on Dams has found, their social and
environmental impacts have, however, often been unacceptable. Dams have displaced
40-80 million people, and have turned freshwater into the ecosystem with the highest
rate of endangered species.
The “epicenter of extreme poverty” is the 500 million small farming families that
usually live far away from modern irrigation systems and electrical grids. There is now
a growing consensus that small, decentralized water and energy projects offer a more
promising way to reduce poverty than large, centralized dams. This has been confirmed
by the UNDP’s 2006 Human Development Report, the World Bank’s 2006 report on
Reengaging in Agricultural Water Management, and the UN Millennium Project.
In spite of this wide consensus, much larger resources are still invested in dams
than in decentralized solutions. Corruption and the vested interests of decision-mak-
ers are an important reason for this trend. According to Transparency International,
public infrastructure works are considered the world’s most corrupt sector. Capital-
intensive investments such as large dams offer more political prestige, bureaucratic
clout, contracts and kickbacks than small, bottom-up solutions. They are thus
favored by decision-makers from the very beginning of the development planning
process. Yet alternatives to solve the world’s water and energy crisis exist if accounta-
bility in the planning process can be ensured and vested interests checked.
Dr. Yvonne A. Braun, University of Oregon – Development Trade-Offs in Africa: Dam
Building in Lesotho
The Lesotho Highlands Water Project (LHWP) is a multi-dam water scheme
designed to sell water from Lesotho to South Africa. The Basotho people subsidize the
project with their labor, money, and diminished nutritional status. LHWP is one of
the five largest dam projects currently under construction in the world today. The
Katse Dam of the LHWP is the largest dam in Africa and there will be five dams in all
at the completion of the project. The two main project objectives are to capture water,
sell and deliver it to South Africa, and create a hydropower station that will eventually
provide Lesotho with domestic electricity.
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A third obligation of the large scale project is not to worsen the livelihood of the
people affected. The highlands areas chosen for construction are home to some of the
poorest people in the region. As a result of the LHWP, as many as 4,000 households
will be resettled and over 40,000 will be impacted. The historical dominance of South
Africa over Lesotho has set the stage for Lesotho’s participation in the project.
Through the LHWP, water becomes an international commodity; Lesotho’s annual
revenues from the sale of this water through LHWP’s reservoirs and tunnels were
estimated to be $55 million per year, but they have actually been about $18 million per
year. To the development authorities and the government of Lesotho, this project
seems to be an effective use of a previously under-utilized resource. But it hides some
of the ways this transformation serves to shift the value of this rural resource away
from the subsistence needs of the rural population and towards the larger goals of the
government of Lesotho as a nation state and the needs of the urban areas of both
Lesotho and South Africa.
A sociological analysis reveals the ways the Lesotho Highlands Water Project
(LHWP) serves to re-organize and commodify rural resources for the benefit of the
nation-state. Based on interviews of 263 rural households conducted during thirteen
months of ethnographic fieldwork in Lesotho, the ways in which common and
accessible rural natural resources, such as wild vegetables/herbs and water, are re-
organized during the development process of the LHWP away from rural
populations and towards the benefit of the nation-state are examined as a way to
understand the experiences of those most intimately impacted by such large-scale
dam projects.
The importance of wild vegetables to households in Lesotho has been
underestimated by the development authorities. Many households collect them; they
are considered collective resources used to supplement household resources and
nutrition. On average, women and children would spend 5-15 hours per week
collecting wild vegetables. Access to these low-cost and nutritious food sources was
considered good, and many people relied on them heavily. After relocation, many
households lost access to the vegetables and now some spend 12-24 hrs per week
looking for new sources of food in dealing with scarcity, increasing women’s and
children’s workloads. These changes were quite often the most significant for those
resettled, as relocation has lessened most resettlers’ ability to be self-reliant. Even
those not resettled were impacted because many sources of vegetables were inundated
by the project reservoirs.
A number of local sources of water were also negatively impacted by the LHWP
and, ironically, rural households affected by the LHWP often had changed access to
water. Many villagers at all three dam sites mentioned this as one of the greatest
hardships they endured during the LHWP. Prior to the LHWP, most rural
communities in the dam areas used the rivers, streams, or springs for various
purposes, such as bathing, washing clothes, household water, cooking, drinking,
livestock, gardening, and irrigation. Access was limited by seasonal variations, others
people’s use, labor requirements for collection, and natural changes in the
environment.
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The construction of the three dams and the subsequent creation of their reservoirs
radically changed the ecological system of the riverine valleys. Some local
communities lost access to many drinking water sources such as springs that dried up
as a result of the damming of the river (typically these are downstream tributaries).
Some villagers in the Katse area reported the loss of a spring that had been there for
generations – the next closest clean, plentiful water source was, in some cases, 2-4
times as far away or up to 2.5 miles roundtrip. Since most households reported
collecting water at least twice a day, these increases are quite significant in terms of
the additional labor burdens borne by women and children.
In all, the project makes many of the impacted people’s lives more difficult, despite
stated goals to the contrary. In fact, the LHWP impacted people effectively subsidize
this international project with their environmental resources, labor, money, and, in
some cases, their nutritional status.
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Closing Remarks: John Muir Meets
Michael Milken: Bringing Free-Market
Discipline to the Global Stockpile of
Dams
James G. Workman, DamBroker, Ltd. and former member, Secretariat World
Commission on Dams 
Summary by David Griffith
James Workman comes to the conference with an interesting perspective: he helped
pioneer obsolete dam removal in America, then moved to Africa to help the World
Commission on Dams improve water and energy development globally. In each case
he saw that beneath dams’ cultural, ecological, moral, social, and political rhetoric,
dams were more accurately investment properties seen through an economic lens. To
reduce controversy, he said, dams should be treated as “bonds,” subject to open
marketplace transactions.
From this perspective, Workman argues that the question of whether dams should
be built or removed depends on whether their marginal benefits exceed their
marginal costs, a central tenet in economics. Most dams initially start as ‘liquid assets’
that yield positive impacts like irrigation, recreation, electrical power and flood
management. But with age dams accumulate ecological, economic and social costs;
they grow physically weaker and less functional due to leaks, evaporation and
sediment; they devalue like any investment and require ever more expensive and
frequent upkeep until becoming “fixed liabilities.”
Who decides how long dams are kept alive, cared for, or when to we pull the plug?
Workman prefers to leave that question in the invisible hand of the market: when the
benefits of removal outweigh the costs, the once-performing high-grade dams
degenerate into “junk bonds,” and should come out. In addition, the cost of removal is
usually a third of repair costs. Thus, if driven by the market, many more dams would go.
Workman shows us the rising then declining number of commissioned dams over
the last 50 years and suggests that what drives this Kuznets-like trend is not that all
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the best dam sites were taken or that environmental activism took hold. Rather, the
number of dams decreased with the rise of the globalization, affluence, complexity
and liberalization of political economies. His maxim: “Free markets plus free people
equals free rivers.”
Freedom opens new options in rich and poor democracies. For example, Namibia
can invest billions in a new hydroelectric dam, develop offshore natural gas fields, or
rent power more cheaply from its neighbor’s grid. Finally, if it chooses the new dam
option, Namibia can reduce its overall national costs to human and natural habitats
in one place by mitigating impacts through purchase and removal of obsolete dams
elsewhere.
So, can anyone acting alone unilaterally decide if dams are good or bad, whether
we need more or less, and where removal is preferable? Workman believes the answer
is no. But if all parties – pro and anti-dam, public and private – start negotiating
impacts and offsets through an overarching market, we can all collectively answer and
decide, together.
Workman concludes by comparing dams to elk herds in Yellowstone. The free
market, like the wolf, acts to cull sick, old and weak individuals. Yet this is mutually
beneficial and improves the health and integrity of the overall herd. Workman argues
America must unleash the same kind of predatory force on its aging, risky national
stockpile of dams.
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1 Cross-disciplinary refers to
multiple problem orientations
developed from several
different disciplinary areas
brought together to more
wholly examine the defined
thematic area of interest, in
this case, perspectives on
large dams. Rather than
pigeonholing conversation in
one disciplinary arena, we
hope our approach will create
and enrich dialogues in
pursuit of better problem
orientations.
The Future Debate about Large Dams –
Finding Common Ground with
Problem-Orientation
Kathryn Woodruff, Yale School of Forestry & Environmental Studies 
The goal of our conference on Global Perspectives on Large Dams was to gather
together as many professionals as possible and create a cross-disciplinary1 forum for
discussion that they and others could partake in and learn from. The purpose of this
report is to further summarize the perspectives given at the conference, analyze the
possibility of re-orienting the discussions, and finally, to recommend methods for
more effective discussions about large dams in the future.
The conference and this publication have introduced us to the histories, world-
views, and the controversies provoked by today’s decisions to build large dams. We
were introduced to several examples of dams both “going up” as well as “coming
down,” and their benefits as well as negative impacts. As James Workman pointed out,
however, the conference alone is unable to answer the tough questions about whether
dams are good or bad. Most of our speakers (self-selecting group of participants as
they were) did mention that there seems to be a lack of consensus on this topic. As
former U.S. Secretary of the Interior Bruce Babbitt noted in his keynote address,
We don’t seem to have any kind of consensus about criteria by which we,
meaning all of the effective groups . . . can move toward the kind of
understanding we’ve achieved with the deconstruction of small dams.We
haven’t got it, and it’s threatening to run out of control.
Whether the consensus concerns the development of a dam or its removal, an
understanding of shared interest across participants would alleviate much controversy.
James Workman closed our conference, addressing Bruce Babbitt’s concern with hope:
But if our anti-dam and pro-dam interests were collectively locked in the
same room and told to start horse-trading, I believe we would quickly find
innovative ways to link agendas . . . They’ll evolve with the rivers to which
they belong. And that, perhaps, is something . . . all of us could agree is a
worthy aim.
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Process: A Practical Guide for
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New Haven: Yale University
Press: 13.
3 Op.cit. :14.
4 World Commission on Dams
(WCD), “Dams and
Development: A New
Framework for Decision-
Making,” November 2000,
http://www.dams.org,
accessed March 2007.
Common ground is a worthy goal and alternative solution. And herein lies one of
the largest policy problems concerning large dams – the lack of a forum in which to
find a common interest.
It is our hope that the conference and this publication can serve to promote more
informed decision-making about large dams. Our speakers all embraced the concept
of open, integrated and comprehensive debate by participating in the conference, and
this report is meant to engender this commitment in others. Either the debate will (1)
remain stagnant with many different perspectives defending their distinctive value
outlooks with little room for discovering shared interest, (2) encourage participants
to re-orient the debate to be more civic-minded, or (3) create more, new and better
space in which stakeholders can openly discuss and clarify sustainable common
interest. A divergence from the status quo and movement toward alternatives (2) and
(3) are advocated here.
We, the editors, are graduate students with an objective to go beyond our
disciplinary training, to break down and analyze the debates surrounding large dams,
and to identify areas of possible improvement in the discussion. Our backgrounds are
just as diverse as those of the people who participated in the conference. We hope that
the stakeholders share our values of sustainable human and environmental justice.
More than an academic exercise, we hope to demonstrate a possibility for better
interaction and decision-making. In this report, we (1) discuss the concept of
common interest and how it may be sought through better problem-orientation; (2)
discuss this concept in terms of large dams with a survey about problem definition;
and (3) conclude with an appeal for more better communication, more problem
orientation, and more forums that promote effective and sustainable change in both
the processes and participation involved.
common interest
Common interests are, “those that are widely shared within a community and
demanded on behalf of the whole community.”2 Common interest is productive and
necessary to promote sustainable use of environmental resources. Without a secure
resource supply, basic human rights are otherwise impossible to maintain.3 The
debates surrounding large dam development have never been easily bifurcated into
black and white, but rather there will always be special interests and complex issues
that make everything much more difficult to consider in light of common ground. As
the World Commission on Dams (WCD) Report suggested in “Five Key Points,” the
process could be improved by “bringing to the table all those whose rights are
involved . . .” and by
. . . negotiating outcomes that will greatly improve the development
effectiveness of water and energy projects by eliminating unfavorable
projects at an early stage, and by offering as a choice only those options that
key stakeholders agree represent the best ones to meet the needs in question.4
It is here we argue, as does the WCD, that participants should be more process-
focused rather than solution-driven in finding common ground. Solutions should
not be the immediate goal at the expense of thoughtful dialogue. With the belief that
a common perception will be achieved through a process that includes extensive
dialogue, alternatives will follow that will accommodate all participants involved.
Solutions should not be the immediate goal at the expense of thoughtful
dialogue. With the belief that a common perception will be achieved
through a process that includes extensive dialogue, alternatives will follow
that will accommodate all participants involved.
How to Identify Common Interest
There are three questions that can help determine whether or not a process and its
outcome are serving the common interest: (1) Is it inclusive and open to broad
spectrum of participants? (2) Does it meet the valid expectations of participants? (3)
As the policy is implemented, is it responsive and adaptable in achieving the goals as
the context changes?5
Communication can be a big impediment in this evaluation as it often does not
account for values and perspectives. Communication can vary in terms of what is
being communicated, how, and, to whom. For many of us, communicating our issue
has been central to our campaign, blurring progress towards an effective goal. We have
become so focused on our niche of understanding and its vital importance that we
often begin to lose ourselves for our cause and risk championing a special interest. This
becomes an issue of problem-ownership or even of inadequately identified problems.6
Today’s world experiences a luxury of global awareness that was not available to
previous conservation movements. No longer should awareness be the center of our
campaigns, as this often limits the discussion only to solutions. Rather, awareness
should be the entry point to a much grander endeavor. We can now separate ourselves
from the discussion and reorient our goals towards shared interest. With this,
communication takes on a higher meaning. Elevated communication implies an
openness, both from the speaker and from others who join them.7 This creates a
capacity to develop mutual respect and trust,8 leading to the understanding and
tolerance needed among participants9 to pursue the debates in an effective,
sustainable manner.
Our conference included many personal narratives about very specific parts of the
debate, each speaker shedding light on a particular issue related to large dam
development, employing particular disciplines and doctrines to describe how the
issue should be perceived. Many speakers defined problems during their
presentations, offering solutions based upon their valued goals. Many of the policy
processes used to make decisions about large dams, however, do not include this level
of goal cognition. Nor has an all-inclusive, continuing forum, during which
participants may pursue this clarification and elevated communication with each
other, been acknowledged thus far.
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9 David Mattson, Common
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Becoming Problem-Oriented
Each of these stakeholders shape the debate and add to the complexities in every case
discussed. Often, the need to simplify drives the demand to bifurcate those that are
pro-dam and those that are anti-dam. From here, a participant may frame the debate
in terms of their issue and work to promote awareness of their issue’s importance to
the process. It is at this stage in the process that a problem is defined (based on goals,
trends and conditions), and adequate solutions can thereby be formed (See Table 1).
A difference between stakeholders’ definitions of problems will often lead to severe
disagreements.
Table 1 An Overview of the Five Intellectual Tasks of Problem Orientation and Some Questions to Ask
in Carrying Them Out10
Tasks Problem-Orienting Questions
Clarifying goals What goals or ends, both biological and social, does 
the community want? Are people’s values clear?
Describing trends Looking back at the history of the situation, what are 
the key trends? Have events moved toward or away 
from the specified goals?
Analyzing conditions What factors, relationships, and conditions created 
these trends, including the complex interplay of 
factors that affected prior decisions? What models,
qualitative and quantitative, might be useful at this 
stage to explain trends?
Projecting Developments Based on trends and conditions, what is likely to 
happen in the future? Project several scenarios and 
evaluate which is most likely. Is this likely future the 
one that will achieve the goals?
Inventing, evaluating and If trends are not moving toward the goal, then a
selecting alternatives problem exists and alternatives must be considered.
What other policies, rules, norms, institutional 
structures, and procedures might move toward the 
goal? Evaluate each in terms of the goals.
If the problems or solutions are constructed without consideration for the context,
then merely collecting perspectives will not lead to common interest.11 Thorough
discussion of contextualized problem definition may highlight common goals (e.g. to
best meet the needs of the people) “Problem-minded” participants that consider
historical and future trends, as well as biases and values, should be encouraged.12
Inclusion and participation will be imperative to any such deliberation, as called for
by many of the conference’s speakers, as well as by the WCD’s report, and the
discussions that ensue should be primarily problem-oriented.13
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finding common problem definitions: the large dam
survey 
Problems are constructed temporally, based on participants’ perspectives, including
their biases. Following the conference, a Large Dam Survey was sent to all the speakers
and organizers of the event to better gauge the diversity of problem definitions and
whether there was similarity in how problems were defined. The survey revealed three
components: (1) it identified shared interests; (2) it highlighted shared values across
interest groups; and (3) it exposed a polarized undercurrent within the group of
participants. Specifically, hostile reactions from the stakeholders pointed to
discontent with past and current forums and processes.
Beyond the personal narratives, are these participants all calling for similar things?
Our goal originally was to identify areas of possible consensus in the problem
definition from which future conversations may develop, either by problem category
or stakeholder type. This would serve to focus the debate by establishing common
ground. The goal was not to state the most important issues regarding large dams, but
to break down assumptions about similarities or differences. As the survey was
administered, we expanded the study to include analysis of responses incited by the
survey.
Survey Design and Response
The survey was a modified Q-sort survey used in Q-Methodology14 and modeled after
David Mattson’s study on common ground in large carnivore conservation.15 The
survey assumes that responses are contextualized for the participants and it provides
data on subjective viewpoints.16 Using each student-written summary from the
presentations, as well as the few speaker-written papers that we had, we generated a
list of 33 issue statements encompassing most of the problems directly defined in our
data. We used short, simple problem statements that allowed for a lot of generality
and bias in perspectives. We wanted to receive feedback on our problem statements
and survey prior to the administration, but time was a limiting factor.
We sent out 46 surveys to the conference moderators, speakers, publication
contributors and the student organizers, asking them to relatively rank each problem
statement from the most important problem in the large dam debate to the least
important issue. The response rate was 48 percent and data was summarized using
MiniTab. Factor analysis was used with PQMethod software, as well as simple corre-
lation tests.
In addition to the survey responses, we categorized the speakers according to the
data they offered in their talks and written materials. Using stereotypes used to
bifurcate debates, each speaker was defined based on stakeholder type and the scope
of their debate. As mentioned, it is important to analyze these differences as they
often yield disparities in problem definition, and the logical solutions that follow. The
stakeholder groups were: international organization member, government member,
NGO member, private sector member, academic, and activist, focusing on a scope of
local, national, international (transboundary), and global (world-wide). The survey
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problems were also classified by type: environmental, social and cultural,
governmental and political, economic, and technical and skill-related issue
statements. Respondents fairly represented each of our generally classified
stakeholder groups and scopes (See Table 2).
Table 2 Participants and their scopes were generally categorized based on the subject or their presen-
tations, their biographies and their stated affiliations. Some participants were categorized in
more than one category.
Participated in Responded 
Conference to Survey
Stakeholder Type
International Organization 5 5
Government 9 4
Private or for-profit 6 4
NGO or nonprofit 3 2
Academia 11 3
Activist 7 2
Student Organizers 7 3
Scope Focus
Global (worldwide) 10 6
International (across border) 8 4
National 11 6
Local 9 2
We further attempted to identify a central focus of each presentation, based upon
what the speaker had identified as problems, goals and possible solutions to see how
interrelated the problem-orientation from the presentations were with the survey
results. These central focuses were used to contrast to see if what speakers were
communicating was similar to what they value, assuming the survey would yield
priorities. E-mail correspondence with speakers added more robust understanding
about the participants’ clarity in communicating these definitions. All this evaluation
was used to determine how much presenters were currently aimed at finding a shared
interest, how much they were divided, and how cognizant they were of what interests
they were communicating.
Survey Findings: Common Interest Across Boundaries
Overall, the survey revealed little statistically-significant correlation. When the
categories of participants and the problem statements were considered separately,
however, there were a few points of interest. Considering the six categories of
stakeholder type, all types, save the international organization members, valued
environmental issues slightly higher than others (see Figure 9). International
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organization respondents gave the most varied rankings within a stakeholder
category and without any correlation to scope. There was not much consensus over
issues relatively ranked “least important” among the stakeholder types. Scope was
then similarly analyzed based on four categories. Issue rankings by international and
global participants were evenly distributed across the survey grid. Participants with
local and national scopes, though, showed a trend in valuing environmental issues as
more important than others and governmental issues as less important.
Figure 9 Mean and spread of results per statement. Element numbers correspond to the issue
statements listed in Appendix B. Here, the issue statemenents are grouped by type where
averages colored green are for environmental issues, yellow are for social and cultural issues,
blue are for governmental issues, purple are for economic issues, and red are for technical
issues.
Considering the type of problems, there were 12 environmental issues statements,
five social and cultural issue statements, seven governmental and political issue
statements, five economic issue statements, and four technical and skill-related issue
statements. For the environmental issue statements, “Fragmentation of natural
resources” was ranked as significantly more important by almost every stakeholder type
and scope. The issue statements “Overall, interrelated environmental issues” and
“Biodiversity loss” were also ranked as significantly more important, if not most
important, for the majority of categories. For social and cultural problem statements,
“Displacement of poor or indigenous people” received the highest average rank overall,
receiving mostly a rank of three or four (relatively most important) from the
respondents (see Figure 10). Every category of stakeholder and scope ranked this issue
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Average Rankings of Problem Types with Ranges
Issues are catagorized as environmental, social, political, economic, and technical, from left to right.
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as more important than any other social and cultural issue and the academics ranked
this issue higher, on average, than all other issues. Activists and NGO participants
ranked “Aversion to change” and “Demand-side concerns” as the least important issues
overall. Other economic issues were also ranked low, with “Supply-side concerns” also
being ranked significantly low by most categories of participants (See Figure 11). In
contrast, “Uneven distribution of costs and benefits” was ranked the most important
economic issue by all types of respondents.
Figure 10 Highest Ranking Problem Statements
Figure 11 Lowest Ranking Problem Statements
While we do not hereby conclude that these are how issues should be prioritized,
we do point out several areas of common interest being expressed. Also evident was
the overlap of common interest between stakeholder types and the scope that they
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were utilizing, yielding common interests even where special interests might be
assumed. This should motivate an approach to the problem beyond claims and
towards identifying shared interests.
Findings Beyond the Survey: Failure of Current Processes
The survey did incite some varied responses. Successful Q-sorts usually involve
meetings organized around creating a forum with face-to-face discussion. All
participants are directly involved with forming the problem statements which they
then rank and finally discuss. The participants of our Q-sort were not told that their
presentations would be treated as data sources for problem definitions, nor were they
invited to discuss the survey face-to-face. This created a great deal of negativity
towards the survey. Many participants were initially wary of a survey designed to
analytically study bias. There was concern for the statements being too general and
many commented that the problems they had discussed in their presentation during
the conference had not been adequately included in the 33 problem statements we
had generated. Additional statements suggested were: coastal flooding concerns,
siting concerns, disease, and western aid and subsidies that drive dam development.
We did receive feedback that our word-choice suggested an a priori assumption that
all dams were problematic and quickly re-named all “problem” statements as “issue”
statements, terms that are used interchangeably in this report. Finally, many speakers
cited time constraints and opted not to complete the survey. One speaker chose not
to complete the survey after communicating with us great concern about the
implications of ranking one issue as more important than other valid issues. Most
participants that completed the survey did so without much commentary.
The commentary is very indicative of participants’ previous alienation from a
process oriented around common interest. Either they have been exposed to
inadequate decision-making processes or an arena that did not fairly account for
standpoints and values. Though there were weaknesses in the survey administration,
the overtly defensive feedback speaks to how much the current system of debate is
failing its participants. This failure is the ultimate barrier to common interest.
Study Conclusions: Common Interest is Possible
Naturally, all problem statements are important, as they were originally mentioned in
the presentations and we have not requested participants to rank an issue as “not
important”. We did find that many speakers had focused on issues of environmental
and human justice in their presentations’ problem, goal and solution clarifications.
This focus reiterates the “Five Key Points from the WCD Report” mentioned in the
introduction. As this also relates to the survey results, many speakers are able to
communicate their problem definitions. There is ample evidence, as well, that
participants of all kinds map across the spectrum of problem definitions, indicating
many opportunities to tap into a shared interest, if the discussion is not purely
solution-oriented or too polarized to do so. The aggressive responses from some
contacted participants about not fully understanding their presentations suggests
that there also existed a communication gap between participants’ intended messages
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and audience perceptions. The evidence of distrust in defining the problems suggests
that participants in the large dam debate are not engaging in problem-oriented
discussions, as outlined by Table 9. Furthermore, it can be concluded that the trusted
forum of the conference that was deferential to speakers’ opinions and expertise
could not also be extended to a closed survey aimed at critiquing these standpoints.
There is a great need for better forums.
Similar studies employing the Q-Methodology and Q-sorts have gone on to
consider solutions as well. Such an exercise would be limited in this case as not all
speakers are in agreement about what the problem is. Creative and flexible
alternatives were called for throughout the conference. These will become more easily
attained with dialogue focused on finding common perspectives about problem
definitions. These perspectives will become more apparent with less defensive
communication and a greater awareness of not only a given issue, but of personal
goals and problem orientation.
overall conclusions: call for new forums
Our conference goal was to disseminate information about the perspectives on large
dams in a respectful, cross-disciplinary forum. Our purpose of the publication was to
continue pursuing this goal by refocusing conversations to foster higher-level
communication pursuant to achieving common ground. We call for:
 Open, inclusive, thoughtful dialogue.
 Problem orientation before solution negotiation.
 Forums to encourage this dialogue and problem orientation.
Participants who are well versed in large dam debates should stand back and
analyze their personal goals that ultimately drive problem definitions and appropriate
solutions. This awareness will help to promote open, clear and cross-disciplinary
communication, as Yale’s conference aimed to do. Beyond this, though,
communication needs to include receptive listening, both to understand the
subtleties in the debate, and to gauge how well the intended information is being
perceived.
New and better forums are needed that draw civic-minded participants who are
problem-oriented and clear on standards to evaluate valued goals. The WCD
formation was a forward attempt to create a better forum and better standards for
large dams, though many have yet to embrace these standards completely. There is a
behavioral change necessary to help drive this paradigm shift as well as an
understanding that problems are created circumstantially, as are the solutions.
Moreover, it must be accepted that long-term goals are hard to be a part of but lend
to the patient and in-depth changes suggested here. None of these alternatives require
additional resources, and if all are carried out completely, shared interests will be
inevitable. All our contributors have indicated an initial willingness to make changes
and to them, and future debates, we turn for clarification of shared interests.
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part three:
additional papers
The two days of conference talks touched on many issues regarding large dams in
the U.S. as well as around the world. These, however, did not touch on every
possible view in the debate about whether to continue building large dams. In an
attempt to broaden the scope of the conversation, additional papers were
contributed, some from participants, elaborating upon their presentations, others
from participants unable to attend the conference. The debate is complex and
these contributors offer several important considerations.
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Using “Safeguards” to Integrate Social
and Environmental Considerations into
Dam Building 
Georg Caspary*
introduction to safeguards in dam building and
financing
This brief article will discuss the role safeguards may play in mitigating the negative
social and environmental impacts of dams. To this end, it will outline the concept of
safeguards and then discuss the various mechanisms available for dam builders and
financing institutions to integrate social and environmental safeguards into dam
building and operation at the institutional and project levels, respectively.
Dams may provide a number of benefits in the form of power, water for irrigation,
or flood control. While a number of commentators (see e.g. McCully 1996) have held
that dams are inappropriate measures to deliver these benefits, as they often ‘under-
deliver’ on them or deliver them with too strong side effects, some dam building is
undoubtedly here to stay. Notably, if countries have vast hydropower resources that
can be exploited at comparatively low cost vis-a-vis other energy sources (e.g. Brazil),
they are likely to continue building dams at least in the medium term, as are those
countries where recurrent floods are perceived as necessitating dams for flood con-
trol (as e.g. the Chinese government argues for some large dams it is building).
While the case for a particular dam on the basis of the above potential benefits may
be more or less strong (depending, for example, on the scope for exploiting
opportunities for electricity or water demand management in the country in ques-
tion, rather than building new dams), clearly all dams are being built with one or sev-
eral of these benefits in mind. In most cases, therefore, the decision about whether to
build and dam, and how to build it (its precise location or size, for instance) will
depend on the size of the benefit (actual benefits, which may diverge from predicted
benefits) compared to the cost (financial, environmental, or social) – bearing in mind
that some of these costs may be mitigated. (The distribution of these costs clearly
matters considerably as well, and should be included among relevant decision criteria.)
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Stakeholders include:
 Dam builders, who are ultimately the entities that will build the dam in a
more or less socially or environmentally costly way;
 Beneficiaries (notably those who will have access to the services the dam will
provide – e.g. electricity provision);
 Local communities, who are (in good dam design) also sharing in the
benefits of the dam, but are also frequently negatively impacted by it, for
example, through having to resettle, or through having their natural liveli-
hoods affected by the dam building and reservoir filling;
 Financial institutions that, by tying their financing to certain environmental
or social ‘safeguards’, have leverage on whether dams are built in a more or
less socially or environmentally friendly manner;
 Civil society organisations representing local communities or having
another justifiable claim to being a stakeholder in the debate (for instance,
external expert organisations on, say, biodiversity issues, where biodiversity
is threatened by the dam in question).
what are safeguards? 
‘Safeguard’ systems or policies provide a mechanism for integrating environmental
and social concerns into (financial) decision-making. In general, they ensure that (a)
potentially adverse social and environmental impacts affecting the physical
environment, ecosystem functions and human health, are recognised; (b)
unavoidable adverse social and environmental impacts are minimised or mitigated to
a feasible extent; and (c) timely information is provided to stakeholders, who have the
opportunity to comment on both the nature and significance of the impacts and the
proposed mitigation measures (World Bank 2002).
While social and environmental impacts are arguably central to the ‘safeguards’
discussion, safeguards may be seen to encompass a much broader range of issues. The
World Bank provides the most comprehensive list of potential safeguards issues, list-
ing Environmental Assessment, Natural Habitats, Forests, Pest Management, Cultural
Property, Involuntary Resettlement, Indigenous Peoples, Safety of Dams, Disputed
Areas, and International Waterways (see www.worldbank.org/safeguards). All of
these safeguard issues may be said to be relevant for large dams, with the likely excep-
tion of Pest Management and Disputed Areas.
mechanisms for dam builders and financing
institutions to integrate social and environmental
safeguards 
Among the above-mentioned institutions, it is in institution building and financing
the dams that safeguards have to be integrated.
Institutional Level 
The following list presents key examples of mechanisms by which social and
environmental safeguards can be integrated into decision-making about dams at the
institutional level. By ‘institutional level’, we mean integration into the policy or
strategy documents of the institution in question, and therefore into its regular
decision-making processes.
It should be noted that this is neither an exhaustive list nor a list that should be
interpreted as a recommendation for best practice for any institution.
 Obligatory environmental screening of proposed projects and taking into
account the results of this screening in project design.
 Taking into account downstream or cumulative effects in the environmental
screening process.
 Site visits to be able to thoroughly judge the environmental and social
impacts of dam projects.
 Monitoring and evaluation of compliance with previously agreed-upon
environmental and social requirements.
 Institutional guidelines on mitigation of environmental and social effects of
large dams.
 Support with the strengthening of institutional capacity on monitoring and
mitigation where this capacity is inadequate at the start of the project.
 Ensuring that information is made available to affected communities in a
timely fashion, is translated into appropriate languages, and is made easily
accessible.
 Obligatory public consultation, where at least parts of the results from
public consultation lead to appropriate changes in project design.
 Ex-post evaluation of social and environmental impacts of the institution’s
dam portfolio.
 Establishing a mechanism of ‘recourse to justice’ for affected individuals or
groups, e.g. legal recourse, an Inspection Panel or an Ombudsman.
Project Level 
The following list presents key examples of mechanisms by which social and
environmental safeguards can be integrated into decision-making about dams at the
project level. By ‘project level,’ we mean integration into decision-making about
specific/individual dams.
As noted above, this is neither an exhaustive list nor a list that should be inter-
preted as a recommendation for best practice for any institution. In particular, the
advisability of any of these measures being applied or not may depend on local
circumstances of the dam project in question.
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 Adequately assess environmental and socioeconomic impacts of the project:
a. Quality of impact assessment to be judged by its thoroughness, breadth
and timing (environmental impact assessment, social impact assessment,
as well as strategic impact assessment, or cumulative impact assessment
where warranted) 
 Construction phase impacts 
– Environmental (e.g. through blasting activities) 
– Social (e.g. through expropriation and resettlement) 
 Filling and operation impacts 
– Environmental (e.g. loss of land used for agricultural production) 
– Social (e.g. risks to public health) 
_ Put in place adequate environmental and social impact mitigation
and mon-itoring mechanisms:
 Construction stage mitigation programs 
– Environmental (e.g. environmental management plan for the con-
struction site) 
– Social (e.g. degree of fairness of the compensation and resettlement
program) 
 Filling/operation stage mitigation programs:
– Environmental (e.g. agricultural management plan for changes in
flooding patterns downstream) 
– Social (e.g. livelihoods program for local population) 
 Monitoring programs:
– Environmental (e.g. water resources monitoring program) 
– Social (e.g. monitoring of quality of life of the resettled population) 
_ Provide for adequate public consultation.
_ Provide an adequate information policy.
_ Be responsive to criticism by PFI-affected population and by civil
society.
conclusions 
Given space constraints, this article could only briefly discuss some of the main
options for mitigating the negative social and environmental impacts of dams.
Clearly, doing so effectively and across a wide range of institutions will require
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extensive efforts. By means of a conclusion, we will highlight two here that will likely
be particularly central:
First, sound judgment will be called for to decide when the more complex (and
hence expensive) assessment, mitigation or monitoring mechanisms are warranted.
For instance, strategic impact assessment is such a complex and costly tool that it
might only be warranted in those cases where initial screening suggests that indeed
broader ‘strategic’ issues will arise from the dam (e.g. when the dam will affect an
entire region; or will affect a country’s international commitments, e.g. those made
to the biodiversity convention) (OECD Development Effectiveness Group 2005).
Second, there is a need for coordination for coherent approaches on these issues
(and establishment of best practices, especially for the dam builders and financing
institutions that have less experience and capacity with complex safeguards systems).
Such co-ordination would hopefully lead to coherent approaches among stakehold-
ers in addressing the social and environmental impacts of dams. Recent coordinated
international efforts in this respect include, notably, the IEA Implementing Agreement
for Hydropower Technologies and Programmes and the World Commission on Dams.
However, these two initiatives differ considerably in that the IEA favours a central role
for governments in the relevant decision-making process-es (to which critics have said
that these would perpetuate the injustices suffered by affected communities that were
marginalised in many past dam projects), whereas the WCD appears to reject this idea
in favour of a consensus-based approach (to which many critics have said that these
would delay new dam projects indefinitely). A move towards greater agreement on
these question appears, therefore, to be the necessary next step if social and environ-
mental considerations are going to be taken more into account in the building and
operation of future dams than they hitherto have been.
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* U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
Dams and Dam Removal Projects
in the New England District of the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
Larry Oliver, Paul Marinelli and Nick Forbes*
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers has been a partner in the development and
management of New England’s water resources since the early 1800’s. The New
England District of the Corps of Engineers (NAE) has water resources
responsibilities in a 66,000 square mile area including parts of all six New England
States and 13 major river basins. The Corps’ mission in water resources is centered on
navigation, flood control, and environmental protection and restoration.
The Corps of Engineers follows the Economic and Environmental Principles for
Water and Related Land Resources Implementation Studies (the Principles and
Guidelines for short), which were established for federal water resources agencies in
1983, in planning and evaluating its civil works projects. More recently, the Corps
reaffirmed its commitment to the environment by formalizing a set of
“Environmental Operating Principles” applicable to all its decision-making and
programs. These principles foster unity of purpose on environmental issues, reflect a
new tone and direction for dialogue on environmental matters, and ensure that
employees consider conservation, environmental preservation and restoration in all
Corps activities. The Environmental Operating Principles listed below help the Corps
define its role in ensuring environmental sustainability.
 Strive to achieve environmental sustainability. An environment maintained
in a healthy, diverse and sustainable condition is necessary to support life.
 Recognize the interdependence of life and the physical environment.
Proactively consider environmental consequences of Corps programs and
act accordingly in all appropriate circumstances.
 Seek balance and synergy among human development activities and natural
systems by designing economic and environmental solutions that support
and reinforce one another.
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 Continue to accept corporate responsibility and accountability under the law
for activities and decisions under our control that impact human health and
welfare and the continued viability of natural systems.
 Seeks ways and means to assess and mitigate cumulative impacts to the
environment; bring systems approaches to the full life cycle of our processes
and work.
 Build and share an integrated scientific, economic, and social knowledge
base that supports a greater understanding of the environment and impacts
of our work.
 Respect the views of individuals and groups interested in Corps activities,
listen to them actively, and learn from their perspective in the search to find
innovative win-win solutions to the nation’s problems that also protect and
enhance the environment.
These principles apply equally to new projects and the operation of constructed
water resources projects.
Flood Control Dams
The New England District has constructed 35 flood control dams within New
England. A total of 31 of 35 reservoir projects are operated and maintained by the
Corps, while the remaining four projects are operated and maintained by the State of
Connecticut. NAE operates and maintains 10 of the 31 reservoirs for flood control
only. Another 17 are operated primarily for flood control, and seasonally for
recreational activities, under general authority of the Flood Control Act of 1944 (PL
78-534). The remaining four reservoirs are operated as multipurpose projects,
including flood control, water supply, recreation, non-Federal hydropower, and
fishery storage. A total of 28 of the 31 reservoirs, operated and maintained by NAE, are
staffed projects, while the remaining three are unstaffed, have fixed opening outlet
works, that do not require any daily or periodic operation. NAE reservoirs are not
operated for irrigation or navigation; however, non-Federal hydropower facilities
have been installed at seven sites on Corps-owned lands.
There has been quite a history of significant flooding in New England that has
resulted in the construction of Corps flood control dams. Corps dams were
Congressionally authorized as a result of devastating floods of 1927, 1936, and 1938,
then more recently during the floods of 1955. The oldest dam is the Surry Mountain
Dam constructed in October 1941 located on the Ashuelot River in Keene, New
Hampshire and the newest is the Black Rock Dam constructed in July 1971 located
within the Naugatuck River watershed in Thomaston, Connecticut. The highest dam
is the Ball Mountain Dam in Vermont which has a static height of 247 feet. The largest
drainage area is 1,000 square miles behind the Franklin Falls Dam in New Hampshire.
All NAE dams are earth-filled dams with concrete spillways.
Flood control is the primary function of all NAE dams; therefore, almost all
storage is allocated to this purpose. Other limited reservoir uses include water supply,
hydropower, conservation, fishery storage, and recreation. Winter pools are
maintained at many dry-bed reservoirs to submerge flood control gates and prevent
them from freezing.
Flood control damages prevented for all 31 dams, cumulative through 30
September 2006, is approximately $2.4 billion with cumulative dam-construction
costs of $194 million.
Programs and Authorities
The Corps of Engineers has a broad range of programs to meet the water resources
needs of states, municipalities, and other organizations. Over the past several decades
the focus of Corps programs has shifted from dam construction to restoration of
riverine habitats where dams are no longer providing the benefits for which they were
constructed. Through Congressionally authorized water resources investigations,
known as General Investigations, the Corps is planning, designing, and implementing
projects to restore aquatic ecosystems by modifying or removing dams.
Congress has delegated authority for smaller projects to the Corps under a number
of authorities collectively referred to as the Continuing Authorities Program. The
Corps has constructed aquatic and ecosystem restoration projects including river
restoration, fish passage and dam removal. Two Continuing Authorities Programs are
particularly pertinent to dam removal, dam modifications and river restoration.
Section 206 of the Water Resources Development Act of 1996 authorizes the Corps
of Engineers to carry out aquatic ecosystem restoration projects that will improve the
quality of the environment, are in the public interest, and are cost-effective.
Individual projects are limited to $5 million in federal costs and non-federal sponsors
must contribute 35 percent of the cost of construction and 100 percent of the cost of
operation, maintenance, replacement, and rehabilitation. Section 1135 of the Water
Resources Development Act of 1996 authorizes modifications of projects constructed
by the Corps of Engineers to improve the environment. Non-Federal sponsors are
responsible for 25 percent of the project cost and usually 100 percent of the operation,
maintenance, replacement, and rehabilitation. The federal per project limit is $5
million. These programs have been applied to study and implement dam removal,
river restoration and dam modification projects.
The Planning Process
The Corps’ approach to aquatic ecosystem restoration is consistent with the
Principles and Guidelines, the Environmental Operating Principles, and our
Ecosystem Restoration Policy. In applying these guidelines, the Corps takes a systems
view that recognizes the interactions and dynamic nature of natural systems. The
approach seeks to address the problems of habitat fragmentation and piecemeal
restoration of habitats by considering projects in a systems or watershed context. The
intent of the ecosystem restoration policy is to encourage projects that partially or
fully reestablish the attributes of natural, functioning, and self-regulating systems.
Our ecosystem restoration projects most often attempt to return an ecosystem to a
close approximation of its condition prior to disturbance. In many cases, this may not
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be feasible. In these cases, partial restoration to significant functioning may be
possible. For instance, where a dam is maintaining a reservoir important to water
supply, a fishway can provide partial ecosystem restoration benefits in terms of fish
passage. The Corps of Engineers uses trade-off analysis and a procedure called cost
effectiveness/incremental cost analysis to aid in making decisions among alternative
restoration plans, including partial and full restoration.
Cost effectiveness/incremental cost analysis is a framework for comparing changes
in costs and benefits progressing from smaller to larger plans. A team develops
estimates of the financial cost of alternative restoration plans and their ecological
benefits, which can be represented by acres restored, numbers of fish passed, or some
representation of habitat units. Plans that are not cost effective are eliminated from
consideration. Plans are not cost effective if the same amount of benefit could be
produced by another plan at less cost or a larger amount of benefits can be produced
at the same or lower cost. The incremental analysis considers the change in cost
relative to the change in benefits for each plan. For instance, a fish ladder may be
capable of passing 100,000 fish at a lower cost than dam removal, but dam removal
might pass 150,000 fish, and allow the river channel to be restored, at some greater
cost. The decision on whether to remove the dam is based on an evaluation of the
added benefits compared to the added cost. The costs and benefits for each plan are
assembled to clearly display the change in costs and benefits for each plan under
consideration.
The team considers the results of the incremental analysis along with other
information relevant to plan selection to recommend a plan for implementation.
Some of the key considerations in dam removal and fish passage projects are the
existing uses of the dam and impoundment, aesthetics, condition of the dam, quality
of habitats behind the dam, potential downstream effects, presence of contaminated
sediments, overall project cost, historic and archaeological resources, including the
historic value of the dam itself, and other environmental effects. All of this
information is considered in partnership with the non-federal project sponsor and
other stakeholders to develop a recommendation for implementation.
Projects
The New England District is currently pursuing twelve dam removal, river
restoration, and fishway projects throughout New England in partnership with state
and local agencies and stakeholder groups. Potential solutions span full range of
potential restoration measures. The projects briefly described below demonstrate
some of the trade-offs and key decision-making factors considered in these projects.
The Fisherville Dam on the Blackstone River in Massachusetts is an example of a
project where the value of existing habitats upstream of the dam is greater than the
potential benefits of dam removal. The Fisherville Dam maintains an important
waterfowl habitat and anadromous fish passage potential is low because of the large
number of dams downstream of the project. In this case, the team is pursuing
measures to reduce the effects of contaminated sediments and restore the value of
habitats behind the dam to waterfowl.
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Anadromous fish passage to spawning habitat on the Ten Mile River in East
Providence, Rhode Island is obstructed by three dams. In this case, the planning
analysis for this project recommended fish ladders at each of the dams to restore fish
passage because of substantial cost of removing contaminated sediments if the dams
were removed, the historic value of one of the dams, and the presence of a backup
water supply behind another. The fish ladders will provide a substantial contribution
to river herring and American eel populations in upper Narragansett Bay.
Wiswall Dam on the Lamprey River in Durham, New Hampshire blocks
anadromous fish passage to upstream spawning habitat. The project partners
considered fish ladders, a nature-like bypass channel, and dam removal as options to
restore fish passage. Based on the results of an incremental analysis and trade-off
analysis, the partners are currently pursuing the nature-like bypass channel option
because of its efficiency of fish passage and the fact that the impoundment behind the
dam serves as a backup town water supply.
The Smelt Hill Dam at the head of tide on the Presumpscott River in Falmouth,
Maine obstructed fish migration to upstream spawning grounds for over 200 years.
The dam supported a non-operational hydroelectric power generating facility that
was damaged during a major flood. In this case, dam removal was selected as the
restoration plan over an option of repairing a damaged fish lift. There were relatively
few constraints on dam removal in this case because the fact that the dam and the
impoundment were no longer in use, there was no contaminated sediment behind
the dam, and the dam had been substantially altered so that it was not historically
significant.
Summary 
The New England District has constructed 35 flood control dams and operates 31
within New England. These dams provide substantial benefits to the region in flood
damages prevented and recreational opportunities. Request for projects submitted to
the New England District show an increasing trend toward fish passage, dam removal,
and river restoration projects. The Corps of Engineers has several programs in place
to meet this growing need. Each project implemented by the Corps of Engineers is
evaluated based on the opportunities and constraints at the site to identify a cost
effective plan to restore ecosystem quality.
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Deep Water: A Narrative Approach
to Large Dams 
Jacques Leslie* 
Full text of presentation at the Global Perspectives on Large Dams Conference,
Yale School of Forestry & Environmental Studies, November 3-5, 2006
I graduated from Yale in what now seems like an ancient time, the 1960s, and I toiled
entirely in the humanities and social sciences. If you had told me then that four
decades later I would be invited back to the campus to give a talk at the School of
Forestry & Environmental Studies, I would have been astounded and alarmed at the
apparently perverse turn in my life’s path that this indicated. I consider it a measure
of the gravity of environmental crises that now confront us that I’m here today and
delighted to have been invited.
My introduction to dams and their impacts occurred about seven years ago, as I
was researching a long piece for Harper’s Magazine on global water scarcity. Again
and again I discovered that at the heart of every major water conflict is a dam —
indeed, they are magnets for conflict. I found the issues revolving around water so
important and compelling that when the magazine piece was finished, I decided to
go more deeply into the subject, by writing a book on dams. That book, Deep Water:
The Epic Struggle Over Dams, Displaced People, and the Environment, was published
last year by Farrar, Straus & Giroux, and is out in paperback this month. (In fact,
copies are available at this conference.) Here is how the book’s prologue begins:
Start with the primal dam, Hoover. The first dam of the modern era is
America’s Great Pyramid, whose face was designed without adornment to
emphasize its power, to focus the eye on its smooth, arcing awe-inspiring
bulk. Yet the damn nods to beauty, with a grace that grows more precious
year by year: its suave Art Deco railings, fluted brass fixtures, and a three-
mile-long sidewalk’s worth of polished terrazzo-granite floors are the sort of
features missing from the purely utilitarian public works projects of more
recent decades. Hoover is a miraculous giant thumbnail that happens to have
transformed the West. Take it away, and you take away water and power from
twenty-five million people. Take it away, and you remove a slice of American
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history, including a piece of the recovery from the Depression, when news of
each step in the dam’s construction — the drilling of the diversion tunnels,
the building of the earth-and-rock cofferdams, the digging to bedrock, the
first pour of foundation, the accretion of five-foot-high cement terraces that
eventually formed the face – heartened hungry and dejected people across
the country. And you take away the jobs the dam provided ten or fifteen
thousand workers, whose desperation compelled them to accept risky,
exhausting labor for $4 a day – more than two hundred workers died during
Hoover’s construction.
The dam and Las Vegas more or less vivified each other; if Hoover evokes
glory, Las Vegas, only thirty miles away, is its malignant twin. Even now,
Hoover provides 90 percent of Las Vegas’ water, turning a desert outpost into
the fastest-growing metropolis in the country — by all means, take away Las
Vegas. Take away Hoover, and you might also have to take away the Allied
victory in World War II, which partly depended on warplanes and ships built
in Southern California with its hydroelectric current. And take away modern
Los Angeles, San Diego, Phoenix: you reverse the twentieth-century shift of
American economic power from East Coast to West. Take away Hoover and
the dams it spawned on the Colorado — Glen Canyon, Davis, Parker,
Headgate Rock, Palo Verde, all the way to Merelos across the Mexican border
— and you restore much of the American Southwest’s landscape, including a
portion of its abundant agricultural land, to shrub and cactus desert. Above
all, take away Hoover, and you take away the American belief in technology,
the extraordinary assumption that it above all will redeem our sins. At
Hoover’s September 30, 1935 dedication, Interior Secretary Harold Ickes
exactly reflected the common understanding when he declared, “Pridefully,
man acclaims his conquest of nature.”
Hoover’s image became one of the nation’s most popular exports: after
it, every country wanted dams, and every major country, regardless of
ideology, built them. Between Hoover and the end of the century, more than
forty-five thousand large dams — dams at least five stories tall — were built
in 140 countries. By now the planet has expended $2 trillion on dams, the
equivalent of the entire 2003 U.S. government budget. The world’s dams have
shifted so much weight that geophysicists believe they have slightly altered
the speed of the earth’s rotation, the tilt of its axis, and the shape of its
gravitational field. They adorn 60 percent of the world’s two hundred-plus
major river basins, and the water behind them blots out a terrain bigger than
California. Their turbines generate a fifth of the world’s electricity supply,
and the water they store makes possible as much as a sixth of the earth’s food
production. Take away Hoover Dam, and you take away a bearing, a
confidence, a sense of what nations are for.
Yet in a sense, that’s what’s happening. Even if Hoover lasts another
eleven hundred years (by which time Bureau of Reclamation officials say
Lake Mead will be filled with sediment, turning the dam into an expensive
waterfall), its teleological edifice has already begun to crumble. In seven
decades we have learned that if you take away Hoover, you also take away
millions of tons of salt that the Colorado once carried to the sea but that have
instead been strewn across the irrigated landscape, slowly poisoning the soil.
Take away the Colorado River dams, and you return the silt gathering behind
them to a free-flowing river, allowing it again to enrich the downstream wet-
lands and the once fantastically abundant, now often caked, arid, and refuse-
fouled delta. Take away the dams, and the Cocopa Indians, whose ancestors
fished and farmed the delta for more than a millennium, might have a
chance of avoiding cultural extinction. Take away the dams, and the
Colorado would again bring its nutrients to the Gulf of California, helping
that depleted fishery to recover the status it held a half century ago as an
unparalleled repository of marine life. Take away the dams, finally, and the
Colorado River returns to its virgin state: tempestuous, fickle, in some
stretches astonishing.
The kind of writing I most like to do is narrative nonfiction, in which many of the
techniques of fiction are borrowed to construct a story that is nevertheless in all
respects factual. Like fictional stories, works of narrative nonfiction have dramatic
arcs and richly detailed characters, and in, of all things, the World Commission on
Dams, I found magnificent characters for Deep Water. The commission arose in the
mid-1990s out of the World Bank’s frustration in building dams. By then the
enormous social and environmental damage that dams cause was becoming well-
known, giving rise to substantial opposition to dams, and the Bank was finding that
this opposition was sometimes strong enough to stymie its projects. Desperate for a
way to subdue its opponents, it finally agreed to dam opponents’ long-standing
demand for the creation of an independent commission that would review the
impacts of the Bank’s dam projects and make recommendations on how they should
be built in the future. The Bank reluctantly accepted this idea, with one key proviso:
instead of reviewing Bank-financed dams, the Commission would review all large
dams, apparently so that no spotlight would be focused on the Bank’s many dam
fiascos. Dam opponents, who believed the evidence gathered by an independent
commission would corroborate their claims of dams’ destructiveness, enthusiastically
agreed to the commission’s creation, and the commission that was formed was truly
independent. Its twelve commissioners were drawn from three categories: pro-dam,
mixed, and anti-dam, with four Commissioners selected from each group. Many
people thought that the Commission would be so riddled by conflict that it would
never agree on anything, but instead, over two and a half years, with the assistance of
a large serious-minded Secretariat that carried out the most thorough study of large
dams’ performance ever conducted, the Commission produced a unanimous report
that was surprisingly critical of dams and gave 26 recommendations for how they
ought to be built in the future. Indeed, so rigorous were these recommendations that
the Bank took one look at them and said “Never mind!”— it turned its back on its
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creation. Despite this, the commission report has not suffered the fate of most
commission reports, to fade quickly into oblivion. Six years since its publication, few
institutions have embraced all the report’s recommendations, but it has become a
standard, a compilation of best practices, against which less rigorous approaches are
measured.
For a writer, the Commission has an additional benefit, in that the manner in
which it was created offered an ideal structure for a book. In the interests of writing
a book that would reflect a broad spectrum of views about dams, I chose one
Commissioner from each of the three categories that guided the Commissioners’
initial selection— pro-dam, mixed, and anti-dam — and portrayed each of them as
they contended with dams’ consequences. Characters are as important to narrative
nonfiction books as they are to fiction, and in these three people, I had fabulously
energetic, outspoken, smart, driven, and quirky characters for my book. From the
anti-dam group, I chose Medha Patkar, the world’s foremost anti-dam activist, a
woman who has gone on hunger strikes of up to 26 days and has tried to drown
herself in rising reservoir waters in protest against the Sardar Sarovar Dam on India’s
fifth-longest river, the Narmada. The “mixed” Commissioner is Thayer Scudder, an
anthropologist and river basin development specialist who is considered the world’s
leading authority on dam resettlement. I traveled with him to southern Africa, where
he has done the bulk of his research. And from the “pro-dam” group, I chose Don
Blackmore, until recently the chief executive of the Murray-Darling Basin
Commission, which manages Australia’s only major river system, the severely
depleted Murray-Darling.
Here’s a passage from the book about Patkar, which begins by describing her giving
a speech at the World Bank-sponsored World Water Forum at the Hague in March
2000. She had followed Arundhati Roy, the Booker Prize-winning novelist and anti-
dam campaigner, to the podium, and I was under the mistaken impression that Roy
was the more impressive of the two:
Medha was formal, ideological, impersonal, and unceasingly serious: she
was the frumpy, graying scold in the faded sari. Many of her comments took
the form of denunciations — of dams, the World Bank, globalization— all
pieces of what I later understood as [her organization’s] Gandhian/
Chomskian/feminist/Mother Teresan worldview. She did not flirt. She made
no one smile. Her speeches were variations on The Little Engine That Could:
she spoke softly at first, as if headed uphill, then huffed and puffed, seeming
to draw energy from the act of oration, until the pistons churned and her
hoarse voice grew loud and the accusations flew. She said privatization didn’t
acknowledge the contribution of local people, the people who tended the
forest and got displaced by dams, because they weren’t investors. She said
privatization rewarded cash crops, which meant that poor people, who
depended on subsistence agriculture, went hungry. Nearly yelling, she said,
“States now are puppets of the World Bank and the International Monetary
Fund!” Then, the mountain climbed, the point made, she stopped.
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It wasn’t until a year later, when I spent a month in Cape Town, the
headquarters of the World Commission on Dams, that I began to suspect I’d
gotten things backward. The commission’s Secretariat members were mostly
water experts, few of whom believed that the dam debate was as one-sided as
Medha did, and they weren’t noted particularly for humility or guilelessness
— yet they spoke about Medha with awe, a hint of reverence, as if
simultaneously acknowledging her stature and vulnerability. Everyone called
her by her first name. Even the engineers and capitalists across the
ideological abyss, who are as enthusiastically pro-dam as Medha is anti-,
treated her gently. It was understandable, they said, that Medha would fight
for displaced people, but their plight did not invalidate dams. Most people
spoke of her toughness, her determination, her willingness to suffer. I was
told that at the World Commission on Dams’ first meeting in Washington,
D.C., when the twelve commissioners stood tensely in the same room for the
first time, Medha quickly dispensed with small talk. In front of Göran
Lindahl, a fellow commissioner from Sweden, she spread out recent
photographs of police beating protesters at Maheshwar Dam, another
conflict-laded Narmada Valley project; Lindahl was president and CEO of
ABB Ltd., one of the world’s largest industrial concerns, which owned a stake
in the dam. (According to a third commissioner, Lindahl’s response was a
dismayed “Enhhhhhh.”) I learned that Medha declined to eat her meals
during a flight to a commission meeting in Cairo, and gave the food to Cairo
street children after disembarking. I was told that Medha attended one
commission session immediately after a week-long hunger strike, and threw
up everything she ate. (A staff member eventually found her some plain
yogurt, which she kept down.) And I was told that during the heated last
weeks of negotiations over the commission’s final report, Medha was the only
commissioner who won, as the price of her signature, the placement of an
individual “comment” at the report’s end, in which she bemoaned the
commission’s refusal to consider dams’ relation to the “unjust and destructive
dominant development model” — globalization. Of the commissioners,
Medha was the best known, the most outspoken, the most politically sharply
defined, yet, against all the odds, she was the most admired and, in a certain
way, cared for. The impression I gleaned from the staff members in Cape
Town was that while Arundhati Roy wrote passionately about the immorality
of the Narmada dam project, Medha embodied morality.
People are not the only characters in a book like Deep Water because of its focus,
dams, rivers, and landscapes deserve equal billing. Here’s an example, from the
beginning of the section about Blackmore and the Murray-Darling Basin in Australia:
On a long driving trip from one end of Australia’s River Murray to the
other, I turned off the highway near the town of Loxton to stretch my legs
and found myself at a riverside campsite, staring at a singular river red gum
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tree. It was surrounded by irrigated lawn and distinguished from other red
gums closer to the river by a square log railing around it. Red gums are the
continent’s emblematic tree, the most prevalent of more than six hundred
eucalyptus species that have thrived by evolving strategies to cope with
Australia’s sere surroundings. The red gum’s advantage is its intricate root
system, both shallow and deep, that enables it to take water from floods in
the minority of years when they occur and to absorb groundwater the rest of
the time. They’re hardy trees that live hundreds, possibly thousands, of years;
the sweep of Australian history, from Aboriginal to European domination, is
etched on their trunks. Though still living, some are called “scar trees”
because they bear the vacant outlines of canoes, shields, and plates that
Aboriginals carved from their trunks, and others display the survey markings
of the basin’s nineteenth-century European explorers.
The tree I beheld was a majestic specimen, eighty or ninety feet tall; its
branches were wide enough to create an amphitheater's worth of shade, and
its thick trunk, in the midst of a peel, resembled an urban wall layered with
weathered posters. The storied Murray some twenty-five yards beyond the
tree looked disappointingly tame. The pale green water that moved through
it at a stately pace would never be confused with a torrent, and the red gums
along its shallow banks were dwarfed by the tree in front of me. . . . [It]
looked grandfatherly, as if protectively extending its limbs over the camp-
site’s inhabitants. TREE OF KNOWLEDGE, a wooden sign said, and beneath
that, in smaller letters, FLOOD LEVELS.
When I moved closer, I saw that the trunk’s lower third was arrayed with
small metal placards, each labeled with a different year. The fifteen placards
represent three-quarters of a century of significant River Murray floods, and
each placard’s location on the trunk denotes the height of that year’s flood.
“1970” was posted just a couple of inches off the ground, barely visible
beneath the wooden sign. A cluster of placards appeared up to a yard above
the sign, connoting the small and medium once-a-year to once-every-ten-
year floods, the engines of biological health that replenish the Murray Basin’s
creeks, lakes, and groundwater. Farther up, six or eight feet above the ground,
loomed the big flood years of 1974, 1975, and 1931, and, towering over them,
at the astonishing height of twenty-five feet or so, the placard for the once-
in-a-century 1956 flood, which in some places lasted two years.
It’s indicative of Australia’s breath-swallowing aridity that the Murray
constitutes the largest channel of the only major river system on the
continent, yet its yearly flow is less than a day of the Amazon’s. Nevertheless,
the Murray Basin is Australia’s heartland . . . its Mississippi Valley, where
Aboriginals lived for fifty or sixty thousand years before colliding
disastrously with European settlers, and where the settlers’ farms and ranches
overtook the landscape to the extent that many Australians still think of their
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country as agricultural. I’d already noticed that quite a few riverfront towns
possess some version of the Tree of Knowledge, usually in the form of flood
years and heights posted on building exteriors — they reflect an
understanding that floods and droughts write the region’s history. Staring up
at the 1956 sign on the Tree of Knowledge, the most casual onlooker might
have tried to imagine how water could rise so high over the broad
floodplain’s flat terrain. A more attentive observer might have noticed that
the last flood memorialized on the tree occurred in 1993, more than a decade
earlier, but without an understanding of the Murray’s recent history, he
could not have appreciated the ominous significance of the gap.
That gap, of course, has everything to do with the dams and other water diversions
upstream that have deprived this terrain of its life-giving small- and medium-sized
floods.
Finally, I’ll read you a selection from the last pages of the book:
. . . We erect dams assuming that they are eternal, as if they’ll never
topple over or be dismantled or fill with sediment or lose their financial
rationale. Yet all dams will die. All that remains unknown is the manner of
their passing: whether they will be drained and safely put out of operation —
“decommissioned,” in the lingo — or will, out of indifference or
misjudgment or an act of war, collapse, to the enormous peril of all beings
downstream. Dams are, of course, loaded weapons aimed down rivers,
pointed at ourselves; they’re proof of the gambling nature of the societies
that build them. . . .
Imagine these dams in five hundred or a thousand years, after their
useful life has ended, when an earthquake from the fault line beneath Sardar
Sarovar fractures it, or the bankruptcy of Zambia and Zimbabwe leads to
Kariba’s fatal neglect, or Three Gorges fills with sediment, or Katse gets too
expensive to maintain – and when every one of them suffers from an altered
hydrological regime as a result of climate change. Take your pick of mortal
scenario: cumulatively, they’re more plausible than the assumption that
megadams will be successfully financed, adroitly managed, and properly
maintained into perpetuity. Some dams will crumble into the basins from
which they rose, while others may still be intact but no longer storing water,
which instead runs over or through or around them. They’ll be relics of the
twentieth century, like Stalinism and gasoline-powered cars, symbols of the
allure of technology and its transience, of the top-down, growth-at-all-costs
era of development and international banks, of the delusion that humans are
exempt from nature’s dominion, of greed and indifference to suffering. If
there are tourists then, they’ll circulate through the ruins as they now inspect
the Pyramids, awed by the structures’ technological prowess and
unimaginable cost. The people who lived around the dams will have been
dispersed, of course, and their cultures shattered, and the rivers and their
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valleys may still be depleted. But the dam’s ephemerality, not the rivers’, will
then be on display. They’ll be reminders of an ancient time when humans
believed they could vanquish nature, and found themselves vanquished
instead.
I’m sometimes asked whether I’m suggesting that dams such as Hoover and Grand
Coulee, which transformed the American West, should never have been built. It’s a
vexing question, because it’s clear that American history would have taken an entirely
different path without its dams, but I think it’s also the wrong question. The builders
of these dams had no inkling of the environmental damage they would cause, and
they vastly underestimated their social destructiveness. Now that we possess that
understanding, the much more important question is, should we keep on building
large dams? To my mind, they’re an Industrial Age solution, brimming with brute
force, that has lost its legitimacy in the current era of environmental crisis. We
desperately need new solutions that do not overwhelm nature, but instead aim
towards harmony with it.
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I am delighted to be here and grateful to the organizers for inviting me to participate
in this Conference. I shall try to give this distinguished audience an idea of the nature
of the debate on dams in India, the vicissitudes that it has undergone over time, and
where it stands at the moment, and then proceed to place it in the larger perspective
of the Indian concerns in relation to water and a conundrum that they present.
I am a former bureaucrat turned an academic turned half an activist. What I am
going to present today is not a piece of scholarship or research but a firsthand
account of developments in which I have been a direct participant at different stages
and in different capacities, official and non-official.
Broadly speaking, we can discern four stages in the mainstream Indian attitude to
dams: (i) uncomplicated belief in the rightness of dams; (ii) growing disillusionment;
(iii) slow emergence of a degree of understanding of perspectives other than
engineering and the formulation of guidelines reflecting the new concerns; and (iv)
a retreat from enlightenment and the strident re-assertion of the technocratic point
of view. (By ‘mainstream’ I mean not merely the official world at the political,
bureaucratic and technocratic levels, but also the ‘mainstream’ of the intelligentsia,
the general public and the media. At all times, there are of course diverse non-
mainstream views and opinions and even maverick ones.) 
Stage I
India has a long history of water management, but we need not go into that history
now, because it changed with the advent of the British period and of ‘modernity’. The
induction of Western engineering ushered in the era of large dams. India has over four
thousand ‘large dams’ as defined by The International Commission on Large Dams. At
the beginning of the twentieth century India had 42 large dams; by 1950 a further two
hundred and fifty had been added; the rest came up in the second half of the last
century; and a large number of them, roughly half of the total number of large dams in
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the country, were undertaken in the period 1970 to 1989. Why were these dams built?
The answer is clear. The primary reason was that there were wide variations, both
temporal and spatial, in the availability of water in the country. These variations led to
proposals for the storing of river waters in reservoirs behind large dams (a) for
transferring water from the season of abundance to that of scarcity (as also from good
years to bad), and (b) for long-distance water transfers from `surplus’ areas to water-
short areas. There were other considerations too, but this was the principal one. It
seemed highly persuasive. As I said earlier, that was a period of uncomplicated belief in
the rightness of dams: school children were taken on visits to dams; dams and reservoirs
attracted tourists; one might almost say that they became places of pilgrimage! They
inspired a sense of awe and of national pride, and symbolized modernity and the
application of Science and Technology to the pursuit of development. Dams came to be
regarded as the “temples of modern India” in Nehru’s famous phrase.
Stage II
However, disenchantment with large projects began to set in fairly early. Over a
period of time, the tacit national consensus on such projects began to break down.
Why did this happen? The answer lies in a convergence of dissatisfactions with such
projects from diverse points of view. There were financial, economic and managerial
concerns over ‘time and cost overruns’, an insatiable demand for resources, and
failures to deliver the promised benefits in full measure; widespread perceptions of
corruption and of the influence of vested interests in the planning and
implementation of projects; and the perception of serious inequities in the incidence
of costs and benefits. From the 1970s onwards, environmental and ecological
concerns began to emerge, and the realization that big dams were major interventions
in nature with serious impacts and consequences slowly sank in. There was also a
growing concern about the displacement of people and a dissatisfaction with
rehabilitation policies and practices. All these strands were important, but the
environmental and displacement aspects were particularly so. Of these two, the
displacement issue was even more important in India than the environmental aspect.
By the late 1980s big dam projects had become highly controversial.
(Incidentally, Nehru’s phrase ‘temples of modern India’ occurring in an address to
the Central Board of Irrigation and Power in 1948 came to be widely and repeatedly
quoted, but his caution against the disease of ‘gigantism’ uttered to the same body in
1958 is not often mentioned. Let me do him justice and quote his words:
“For some time past, however, I have been beginning to think that we are
suffering from what we may call, “disease of gigantism”. We want to show that
we can build big dams and do big things. This is a dangerous outlook
developing in India . . .. the idea of having big undertakings and doing big tasks
for the sake of showing that we can do big things is not a good outlook at all.
We have to realise that we can also meet our problems much more rapidly
and efficiently by taking up a large number of small schemes, especially when
the time involved in a small scheme is much less and the results obtained are
rapid. Further, in those small schemes you can get a good deal of what is
called public co-operation, and therefore, there is that social value in
associating people with such small schemes.”
Stage III
Beginning with the Stockholm Conference of 1972, at which the Prime Minister of
India Mrs. Indira Gandhi was a prominent participant, India too was influenced by
the growing international awareness of environmental and ecological issues. The
Water Pollution Control Act was passed in 1974, and the Forest Conservation Act in
1980. The Ministry of Environment and Forests was established in 1985, and the
Environment Protection Act was passed in 1986. All major projects needed clearances
from the Ministry of Environment and Forests. There was much discussion of the
environmental impacts of dam projects. Environmental Impact Assessments began to
be undertaken. These emerging concerns spread from environmentalists and social
scientists to the engineers and bureaucrats concerned with the formulation and
implementation of dam projects. To the existing Guidelines on the Preparation of
Feasibility Reports for Irrigation and Multi-Purpose Projects, new guidelines on
environmental aspects were added. There were Guidelines by the Ministry of
Environment as well as by the Central Water Commission. In the mid-1980s, there
were many seminars and workshops on the environmental impacts of dam projects.
The planners and designers of such projects began to emphasize the importance of
these aspects and the need to ‘internalize’ them in project-planning. In parallel, there
was also a growing awareness of the trauma of displacement and the importance of
satisfactory resettlement and rehabilitation policies and packages. The Award (1979)
of the Narmada Waters Dispute Tribunal broke new ground by dealing not only with
the inter-State water-sharing dispute but also with the resettlement and rehabilitation
of project-affected persons. Non-Government Organizations (NGOs) began to
mediate between Governments and project-affected persons and to bring about more
humane and enlightened policies and packages. A debate began on a National
Rehabilitation Policy. The late 1980s and early 90s were thus a period of the
beginnings of enlightenment.
Stage IV
Unfortunately, from the late 1990s onwards there has been a retreat from that
enlightenment because of two factors.
(i) First, two major projects, namely, the Sardar Sarovar (Narmada) Project
on the Narmada River in Gujarat and the Tehri Hydro-Electric Project on
two tributaries of the Ganga in the Himalayan region became the centres
of fierce controversy on environmental and displacement issues. The
popular movements in these two cases, and in particular the Narmada
Bachao Andolan (Save the Narmada Movement), became internationally
known. The prolonged battle over these projects between the project
authorities and the State and Central Governments on the one hand and
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the NGOs on the other resulted in a sharp polarization of attitudes and
in the generation of much hostility and bitterness. Those who were firm
believers in the need for and virtues of dams (politicians, bureaucrats,
planners, engineers) felt that their life-work (indeed development itself)
was threatened, and became angry and defensive. There was a hardening
of official attitudes, a loss of some of the widening of mental horizons
that had begun to take place in the 1980s, and a growing intolerance of
criticism and opposition. The polarization, far from being reduced, was
accentuated by the establishment of the World Commission on Dams in
1997. The WCD was regarded with greater suspicion and hostility in India
than in most other countries, and the Government of India’s response to
its Report (2000) was one of comprehensive rejection and the emphatic
declaration of the intention of adding 200 BCM of storage in the ensuing
25 years. There was a strident re-assertion of the engineering point of
view and a downgradation of other concerns, and a volte face on the
principles and guidelines that had been laid down earlier on
environmental, equity and social justice aspects. Two decades of slow
emergence of enlightened thinking were washed away in the flood of
rhetoric against what was perceived as an international conspiracy to
prevent India from developing. That hardening of attitudes has remained
unchanged ever since.
(ii) The second factor was the changing economic philosophy. Without
attempting a detailed and nuanced account of the change, let me say very
simply that with some hesitation at first, but with growing stridency over
time, India abandoned its long-held quasi-socialism and embraced the
capitalist philosophy. This was part of the triumphal resurgence of
capitalism all over the world. Economic growth at 8% or 10%, the
performance of the stock market, and the rate of inflow of foreign private
investment: these became the prime Indian mainstream concerns. Lip-
service continues to be paid to environmental and social or human
concerns, but with no real conviction. What the draft National
Environment Policy 2004 and the draft National Rehabilitation Policy
2006 aimed at was making things easier for domestic industry and
facilitating foreign private investment. In that ambience, anyone who
argues for restraint on interventions in nature or the rights of project-
affected persons is apt to be regarded as an enemy of development and
the possessor of an old ‘mindset’.
As a result, there is now a return to the brazen advocacy of big projects. This was
brought out very clearly in the dramatic announcement of a massive project for the
inter-linking of rivers by the previous NDA Government and the reluctance of the
present UPA Government to abandon that monstrosity. That Project in its complete
form envisages 30 links, many of which will involve a multiplicity of big dams and
reservoirs, and several long canals for water-transfers over considerable distances.
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One hopes that it will never get fully implemented, but whatever happens to that
project, the important point is that the spirit of gigantism, quiescent for a while, is
now resurgent in the Indian Water Resources Establishment. To many (though not to
all), development means large dams, big highways and flyovers, an exploding
automobile population, huge high-rise buildings, massive apartment blocks, grand
shopping malls, and so on: our cities must become as resplendent as Singapore or
Beijing or any big city in America. If people have to be pushed around for this, so be
it. One aspect of this is an envy of China. The argument may go as follows: “Look at
China. They decided to build Three Gorges and they went ahead and did it, even if it
meant displacing over a million people. They were not plagued by criticisms and
popular movements as we are.” I am not caricaturing the mainstream position; I have
heard remarks of that kind.
Well, that is one India, but it is not the whole of India: there are other Indias. If
India went in for big projects, India was also the home of two impressive movements
against such projects. The movements against the Tehri and Narmada Projects caught
the imagination of the world. The Narmada Bachao Andolan (NBA) in particular was
the most important mass movement that independent India has seen. These
movements may not have had much success in the corridors of power or in the
Courts, but they have forever changed our understanding of big projects and what
they do to people. That is a major achievement. Similarly, if India went in for state
control, centralization and bureaucratization, India has also seen a tremendous
upsurge of civil society initiatives for the mobilization and empowerment of the
ordinary people vis à vis the state. There is an enormous number of NGOs, not all of
them good, but quite a number with solid achievements to their credit. That is too
large a subject to be gone into here, but I must say a few words about non-official
initiatives in the area of water. Local social mobilization for the harvesting of
rainwater and micro-watershed-development as a means of enhancing livelihoods,
often led by remarkable leaders such as Anna Hazare or Rajendra Singh, has
transformed a number of villages, brought about significant increases in agricultural
activity, made destitute villages prosperous, and enabled them to cope with three or
four years of drought. There were only a few isolated success stories to begin with, but
the movement is gathering strength and spreading. There is still a long way to go, but
the achievements are solid enough to show what can be done locally in many areas.
It is increasingly possible to say with confidence that for making drought-prone areas
livable and even prosperous, the answer in most cases lies in local efforts and not in
long-distance water transfers, though there may indeed be a few areas where
rainwater-harvesting will not work and water from elsewhere may be needed. Such
local augmentation of water need no longer be regarded as small or minor or
secondary; it is slowly becoming a significant component in national water-resource
planning. The National Commission on Integrated Water Resources Development
Plan devoted a whole chapter to this theme in its Report of 1999.
Let us now view this debate from a larger perspective. During the last decade or
more there has been a growing perception of a water crisis looming on the horizon
because of the finiteness of the resource and the increasing severity of the pressure on
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that resource exerted by an expanding demand as a result of the growth of population
and the processes of economic growth. Viewed thus, the crisis is one of availability. If
so, the answer would lie in increased ‘production’ (as in the case of consumer or
industrial goods), i.e., increasing the availability of water for use, i.e., in bringing
more of the finite quantum of water available in nature into the ‘usable’ category
through supply-side solutions in the form of big projects. That is the engineer’s and
the bureaucrat’s response. In the World Bank’s language, we need additional water
infrastructure. Another answer, also favoured by the World Bank (and by ADB and
some of our own economists), is water markets. The recommendation is: “define
water rights, and allow trading”. There are many issues here, but in the present
context, we need merely note that this is also a supply-side answer: if the state steps
back and leaves water to market forces, the expectation is that supply will match
demand. The need for supply-side solutions arises from projections of future
demand. Those projections are based on current patterns of water-use with some
modest adjustments for possible improvements in economy and efficiency.
In my view, what we face is not a crisis of availability but one of gross
mismanagement (in the Indian context) and of rapacity (in the global context).
Major economies and improvements in the efficiency of water-use are necessary and
possible in every kind of use – agricultural, industrial, municipal, domestic. If these
are brought about, the future demand for water may be a significantly lower figure
than current projections, and the need for supply-side projects may be greatly
reduced. The emphasis must therefore shift from the augmentation of supply to
severe restraints on the growth of demand. I have written about these matters
elsewhere, but cannot elaborate them here within the scope of this lecture. I can only
state my point categorically.
However, the reversal of emphasis that I have proposed does not mean that we can
rule out supply-side augmentation altogether: some action on the supply side may
still be necessary. If so, do dams have a place in it? Are dams avoidable? There is a
conundrum here, which I shall now proceed to set forth for your consideration.
There are only three ways in which water available for use can be augmented: large
projects, groundwater drilling and rainwater-harvesting. Each of these would have its
impacts and consequences. Let me state them very briefly.
(i) Big dams: These are major interventions that alter geography and local climate,
have serious environmental/ecological consequences, and disrupt the lives and
livelihoods of large numbers of people. They also involve questions of control, equity
and social justice. The benefits (irrigation, hydro-electric power) that they bring often
come at an unacceptable cost (as the WCD found). And the benefits go to one set of
people, while the ‘social costs’ (a euphemism for suffering) are borne by another lot.
Not all their impacts and consequences, environmental, social and human, can be
remedied or mitigated or compensated for, or even foreseen fully. Environmental
Impact Assessments and Cost-Benefit Analyses are highly flawed as the basis for
project decisions. The balance between total costs and total benefits (financial,
economic, ecological, social and human; direct and indirect; immediate and distant;
primary and secondary/tertiary; quantifiable and non-quantifiable) is difficult to
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ascertain. The costs will be definitely incurred and may turn out to be higher than
foreseen, whereas the benefits are uncertain and may fall short of expectations. Shall
we then simply say: “No more big dams”? Let me merely place the question before
you and defer it for the time being.
(ii) Groundwater: Up to the 1970s, irrigation largely meant dams and canals, but
from the 1980s onwards there has been a veritable explosion of groundwater use.
There were dramatic short-term results, but in recent years the reckless exploitation
of groundwater and the consequent depletion and/or contamination of aquifers in
many parts of India have begun to cause serious concern. Today India is the largest
user of groundwater in the world. There is widespread agreement that this cannot go
on and that the aquifers must be protected from pollution/contamination and from
destructive exploitation, but no one is able to say how this can be done. There are
some 20 million tubewells in India, most of them privately owned for private use;
they are not part of any supply system. Under those conditions, and given the legal
position under Indian law that the ownership of groundwater goes with the
ownership of land, the regulation of groundwater-extraction presents formidable
difficulties. However, the task cannot be given up as impossible. It is necessary to
reduce the exploitation of groundwater resources substantially.
(iii) Rainwater-harvesting: The mainstream engineers, bureaucrats and their
political masters were strong believers in the virtues of big projects, and were apt to
dismiss local efforts at water-harvesting as minor and of no great significance.
However, over a period of time the advantages of this course came to be recognized;
and it has at last begun to be accepted even in official thinking that this needs to be
promoted. Unfortunately, while these ideas have barely begun to make some
headway, some critics have already started cautioning us against extensive recourse to
this option. The point that they make is that it will reduce the run-off to downstream
areas and to streams and rivers.
There seems to be a dilemma here. On the one hand, local rainwater-harvesting, if
carried too far, may (according to some) reduce the run-off that eventually goes to
form rivers; and on the other, once the river is fully formed and flowing, a dam on it
has a damaging impact on the river regime. The dilemma can be dramatically posed
as follows: shall we intercept the run-off through rainwater-harvesting and impede
rivers from forming, or shall we let the rivers form and flow and then kill them with
a dam? 
It is an unreal dilemma. Local rainwater-harvesting, if carried out judiciously and
with proper hydrological guidance, need not reduce the run-off significantly or have
any perceptible impact on river-flows. Given the fact what is available in nature is not
just the river-flow (1,953 BCM in India, as estimated by the National Commission)
but rainfall which is a much larger figure (4,000 BCM over the Indian landmass), we
can hypothesize that prima facie, and speaking subject to correction, there is some
scope for capturing a little more of the rainfall, adding to the availability of water for
use. This is a matter for research, but Dr. Kanchan Chopra and Dr. Biswanath Goldar
of the Institute of Economic Growth, Delhi, have projected a figure of ‘additional
run-off capture’ of 140 BCM. That number may be questioned, but it is not a small
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number and seems to corroborate my statement that local augmentation can add to
the availability of water for use.
Let me now return to the deferred question of whether big dams are avoidable.
Given all their adverse impacts and consequences, I would have liked to give the
simple answer that big dams are bad and should be avoided. Unfortunately I find it
difficult to do so. Large dams are only one aspect or feature of the modern world. It
is possible to marshal an impressive array of evidence against dams; but it is equally
possible to build up a strong case against other symbols of ‘development’: coal-
burning and nuclear power plants; metallurgical, chemical, hydrocarbon and petro-
chemical industries and mining complexes; monstrous megalopolises; the exploding
automobile population; vast networks of railways and highways built by trenching
into flood-plains, drainage channels, fields, forests and wildlife habitats, and by
blasting hillsides and tunnelling through mountains; the onslaught on aquatic life by
giant trawlers and whaling vessels; the staggering global trade in oil and the ever-
present threat of oil-spills; and so on. All these are manifestations of a certain
conception of ‘development’ and a related attitude to nature. We can say ‘No’ to big
dams, but we must also be willing to say ‘No’ to a number of other things. Our whole
understanding of what constitutes ‘development’ will have to undergo a
transformation. Such a transformation is indeed necessary, but at the moment it is
difficult to see how it is going to be brought about. For the time being, then, and as a
second best solution, we could perhaps consider what can be done in practical terms
and in limited contexts. From that point of view, and in the context of water
resources, it seems very necessary to explore all non-dam possibilities of meeting
future needs before we consider recourse to large-dam projects. The answer to the
question whether big dams are avoidable is that they may not be wholly avoidable,
but that recourse to them should be exceptional and minimal.
In any case, if we rule out big dams because they have serious impacts; if we rule
out rainwater-harvesting because it disrupts runoff; and if we rule out groundwater-
extraction through power-driven tubewells and borewells because of the danger of
resource-depletion; then what options are left? We cannot afford to paralyse ourselves
with that kind of conundrum. The right answer is that all these means may be used
but wisely, in moderation, and in a sensible combination. How is that excellent
prescription to be translated into practice? And what would constitute a sensible
combination?  
My own recommendation would be the treatment of local, community-led
augmentation as the first choice, with big dams and long-distance water transfers as
projects of the last resort, to be adopted only where they seem prima facie the unique
option or the best of available options, and only after the most stringent examination
and evaluation; and the imposition of severe restraints on the exploitation of
groundwater.
(Incidentally, my remark about the need for the most stringent examination and
evaluation of big projects implies serious reservations about the kinds of
Environmental Impact Assessments that are now being carried out; the time
constraint prevents me from elaborating that statement.)
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What is the justification for my recommendation of a reversal of the long-
established thinking that treats big projects as the first choice? First, if (as I have
argued) the approach of local augmentation holds promise of some addition to
availability, then special emphasis needs to be laid on it; that will not happen so long
as the orientation continues to be towards big projects. A change in that orientation
is therefore necessary. Secondly, the option of local augmentation, where available,
seems preferable to bringing in water from large and distant storages, with related
costs, losses and other problems. Thirdly, while small local interventions may have
their impacts and consequences, these are far more manageable than those of big
projects.
While accepting the need for some augmentation of supply, it needs to be repeated
that the primacy that we have so far given to supply-side thinking must be shifted to
the restraining of demand, the maximization of value (i.e., utility or benefit) from
each unit of water, the minimization of waste, and the remedying of injustice and
inequity; and that this must be accompanied by a transformation of our ways of
thinking about water.
Bringing about such a transformation would of course be very difficult. It would
be much easier to build a dam or drill deep for water. However, the easier or
seemingly more realistic course is not necessarily the wiser one. That kind of thinking
has brought us to the brink of disaster; persistence in it will merely hasten our passage
across the brink; it will not lead us out of disaster.
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Evidence from direct instrumental observations and consistent geophysical and
biological responses from many locations around the world indicate ongoing climate
change. Hydrologic responses to climatic changes include increases in precipitation,
runoff, evapotranspiration, tropospheric water vapor content and a variety of
changes in the timing of hydrologic events. Additionally, there is mounting evidence
of increasing variability in precipitation amount and intensity. Historical 20th century
hydrologic responses across New England, and in other northern temperate regions,
include earlier lake and river ice-out dates and fewer days during the winter when
rivers are ice-covered. Earlier snowmelt and a decreasing ratio of snow to total
precipitation are associated with significantly earlier high spring flows in northern
rivers. There are fewer days during the year when snow covers the ground and less
total snowfall in New England. From a global perspective, hydrologic trends are
consistent with an ongoing intensification of the hydrologic cycle and an increase in
variability and extremes. Various indicators, including continental water balance and
plant phenological responses, suggest longer growing seasons and increases in annual
evapotranspiration.
Global climate model projections for the 21st century indicate that these 20th
century trends are likely to continue at rates that will be dependent on future
emissions. Future hydrologic trends are likely to emerge in the Northeast U.S. and
elsewhere, including an increase in the frequency and duration of droughts, decreases
in summer low flow, and a lengthening of the summer low flow period. Projections
for New England indicate that low flows are likely to decrease whereas median and
higher flows are likely to increase. Global projections suggest that most areas will
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experience an increase in precipitation intensity, increases in runoff, and increases in
the proportion of land area in drought.
A case study in southwestern Australia illustrates how climate change could affect
reservoir design and operation. Recent evidence shows a weakening of the tropical
Pacific atmospheric circulation (Walker circulation) attributed to anthropogenic
forcing during the 20th century. It has been observed that during strong ENSO years
(sustained negative values of the Southern Oscillation Index) the Walker circulation
weakens as the pool of warm water shifts eastward in the southern Pacific. Under
these conditions, rainfall decreases over areas of Australia. As this circulation
weakened during the 20th century total annual inflows to the impoundments near
Perth declined by more than 50 percent from 1911 through 2002. The most likely
explanations for these declines are reductions in rainfall and increases in evaporation
and evapotranspiration that may be augmented by increases in consumptive use.
Recent climate projections indicate a further weakening of the Walker circulation, on
the order of 10 percent is likely by the end of the 21st century, suggesting the likelihood
of further reductions in inflows to impoundments near Perth. Changes such as these
will further increase pressures for the development of costly alternative water sources
like groundwater and desalinization.
The implications of ongoing and predicted future changes in hydrologic regimes
for the design and operation of large dams are wide ranging. Climate variability and
change will add to the challenges of managing water resources for multiple uses
including water supply, flood control, aquatic habitat, and hydroelectric power. The
assumption that future hydrologic regimes can be predicted by drawing from the
same statistical distribution as the past (stationarity) is becoming increasingly
tenuous. Alternative strategies for assessing potential future hydrologic regimes may
require climate modeling coupled with mechanistic hydrologic models to better
inform design and operation of dams in the future.
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abstract
The article advances the hypothesis that the seasonal and inter-annual variability of
rainfall is a significant and measurable factor in the economic development of
nations. An analysis of global datasets reveals a statistically significant relationship
between greater rainfall variability and lower per capita GDP. Having established this
correlation, we construct a waterresources development index that highlights areas
that have the greatest need for storage infrastructure to mitigate theimpacts of
rainfall variability on water availability for food and basic livelihood. The countries
with the most criticalinfrastructure needs according to this metric are among the
poorest in the world, and the majority of them are located inAfrica. The importance
of securing water availability in these nations increases every day in light of current
populationgrowth, economic development, and climate change projections.
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1. introduction
The impact of climate change on water availability could have deleterious effects on
large segments of human society. The IPCC Third Assessment, Working Group II,
summarizes recent work on climate change and the consequences for water resources
(IPCC, 2001). The report paints a complicated hydrologic picture, with many of its
model projections not substantiated by observed trends, and a high degree of
uncertainty regarding the interactions between temperature, precipitation,
evaporation, plant water use and human population growth and development. While
the magnitude and direction of regional precipitation changes, inter alia, are uncertain,
inter-annual and intra-annual variability appears likely to increase. Changes in
streamflow are likely to be small in comparison to current natural variability, except in
basins where snowmelt is an important component of runoff (Barnett et al., 2005). This
article will demonstrate that rainfall (and streamflow) variability is correlated with the
economicdevelopment of nations. Hence, increases in variability may have adverse
socio-economic impacts, particularly for many developing economies already limited
by climate factors. Possible water sector mitigation strategies are also explored.
Studies of the causes of disparity in the level of economic development between
the wealthiest countries and the poorest have overlooked a fundamental difference
between these sets of countries: the availability of water. The amount of rainfall, and
in particular its temporal variability, presents challenges to food production, trade
and infrastructure development.
Although rainfall variability is most prominent in the least developed parts of the
world, it has not been considered explicitly in previous studies of economic
development. Studies of geographic effects on economic development have used coarse
surrogates for the “tropical effect” that do not directly capture the climatic causes of
underdevelopment (Rodrik et al., 2004; Sachs, 2003; Easterly et al., 2003; Masters and
McMillan, 2001). Promoters of the primacy of institutions then use these same coarse
factors to provetheir irrelevance. Within this literature, only Sachs (2001) has argued for
more nuanced measures of the tropical effect, but rainfall variability is still overlooked.
Several studies have found institutions, broadly defined, to be the most significant
variable explaining the discrepancy in the relative economic development of nations.
Easterly and Levine (2003) use the average of six institutional measures from
Kaufman et al. (1999a, b): settler mortality, religion and linguistic diversity, and as
geographic variables, latitude and binary variables for landlocked countries, and the
presence or absence of several crops and minerals in a regression model of log per
capita income. They find that institutions dominate the other variables. Acemeglou
et al. (2001) use settler mortality rates as an exogenous measure of institutions and
arrive at similar results. Climate enters in the form of temperature highs and lows,
and humidity highs and lows, which are statistically insignificant. Finally, Rodrik et
al. (2004), in a very comprehensive study that follows the methodology of previous
efforts and incorporates several tests of robustness, finds again that the quality of
institutions is the most important explanatory variable and that geography as
measured by their preferred instrument, distance from the equator, does have an
effect, albeit weaker. Perhaps surprisingly, this literature finds that colonial
domination and military conquest are not significant factors relative to the causes
cited above (see Sachs, 2001).
Many other studies argue in favour of the significant impact of geography (Sachs,
2001; Masters and McMillan, 2001; Olsson and Hibbs, 2000; Mellinger et al., 1999;
Gallup et al.,1998; Diamond, 1997). Sachs (2001) describes the tropical disadvantage in
agriculture as being due to poor soils, the presence of pests and parasites, higher crop
respiration rates due to warmer temperatures and difficulty with water availability
and control. However, studies investigating the impact of geography on development
have not included any measure of water availability in general or water variability in
particular. Sachs (2001, 2003) argues that measures of geography must be more
nuanced than simply distance from the equator, a favourite choice of some authors
(Rodrik et al., 2004). Accordingly, the use of percentage population living within the
Köppen-Geiger ecozones (see Geiger and Pohl, 1954) categorized as tropical or
temperate is probably the best representation of climate as an independent
explanatory variable within this literature. No previous cross-country analysis
includes the temporal variability of rainfall, a fundamental factor in the tropical effect.
Recent country-level studies suggest that the impacts of hydrology and rainfall
variability on economic development are significant (World Bank, 2004; Grey and
Sadoff, 2006). In Ethiopia, a study using an economy-wide model, that included
hydrologic variability effects, found that the occurrence of droughts and floods
reduced economic growth by more than one third (Grey and Sadoff, 2006). Losses in
Kenya due to flooding associated with El Niño in 1997–1998 and the La Niña drought
in 1998–2000 caused annual damage ranging from 10–16% of GDP during this
period. Interestingly, the most damage was not incurred by agriculture. Transport
losses represented 88% of flood losses and foregone hydropower and industrial
production totalled 84% of the drought losses (World Bank, 2004).
Many parts of the world experience a high degree of intra-annual rainfall
variability. This is typical of the tropics, marked by the cycle of wet and dry seasons:
too much water in oneseason followed by too little in another. The impacts on
economic activity are widespread. A season of concentrated heavy rainfall can
inundate the means of transportation, which in turn limits trade potential and
communication, and can flood homes and offices. The rainfall in a typical wet season
exceeds the infiltration and storage capacity of soils and a large portion is lost as
runoff. Flooding rivers, inundated roads and landslides in mountainous regions
hinder movement, transport and trade. In the dry season, agriculture is constrained
by lack of water and high temperatures. An extended dry season may bar crop
production and reduce the flow of surface waters that could otherwise provide
irrigation, navigation and hydroelectricity production. Rivers flow only seasonally.
Aquifers can be tapped throughout the year, but the required well boring technology
is a recent development.
Living in these areas, one can expect to receive all the year’s rainfall in a spell of
about four months. Agriculture is tuned to this rhythm, planting crops to coincide
with the arrival of the rainy season. Farmers in monsoon climates that are marked by
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a distinct transition from dry to wet seasons face difficult decisions regarding when
to plant their crops. Plant too early and the seeds may not germinate without
adequate rain; plant too late and the wet season may end prior to the end of the crops’
growth. Farmers in areas with less variability in the annual cycle of rainfall do not face
this dilemma. This sensitivity to the timing of the arrival and departure of the rainy
season requires different methods than those used in regions where rainfall is more
equally distributed throughout the year, and where the key variable is a more gradual
temperature progression. AsSachs (2001) suggests, difficulty in food production may
have been a key factor in the slower economic developmentof the tropics.
Inter-annual variability, i.e., large differences in total annual rainfall in different
years, may be caused by quasi-periodic phenomena, such as the El Niño/Southern
Oscillation (ENSO), or longer-term climate shifts, such as those that caused the Dust
Bowl in the American Midwest during the1930s and have caused drought in the
African Sahel sincethe 1970s. The economic impacts of such events are well
documented. In the United States, drought was until recently the most costly form of
natural disaster, averaging $6–8 billion annually (FEMA, 1995). Globally, drought is
the largest single cause of death due to natural disasters, accounting for
approximately 50% of the total (World Bank, 2005).
The tropics experience the strongest effects of ENSO. Since many tropical areas
receive rainfall in a single season, a “failure” of this wet season can leave a country dry
for over a year — a significant setback to agriculture in any country. The World Bank
study of the Ethiopian economy found that a single drought in a 12-year period
reduced economic growth over those 12 years by 10% (Grey andSadoff, 2006).
Therefore, countries with high intra-annual variability (rainfall concentrated in a
single season) and inter-annual variability (typically symptomatic of ENSO or
longer-term climate shifts) can be expected to lag in economic development.
Furthermore, the affected countries typically lack the most common response to
hydrologic variability in industrialized countries — water storage infrastructure.
During the last century, the most prominent response to drought and dry season
water scarcity was the construction of dams. Dams also provide flood control and can
assist navigation. Toward the end of the century, a re-evaluation of the benefits and
costs of dam construction and a lack of suitable locations led to a consensus shift
away from this approach (World Commission on Dams, 2000). Management
alternatives and efficiency improvements, including the adjudication of water rights,
privatization of water supply companies, development of water markets, and
investment in water saving technology, were heralded as the preferred methods for
solving water scarcity issues. In nations that lack water infrastructure, such
recommendations have been received with scepticism. The debate between the need
for investment in infrastructure and investment in stronger water institutions
continues. One may consider it an extension of the debate described above, where the
demand for infrastructure mirrors a “geography” argument for the cause of water
scarcity and improved water management represents “institutions”.
These arguments have not incorporated the role of climate variability and the
impact of variability on the performance of infrastructure or management initiatives.
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Several studies have addressed the question of present and future water scarcity
without considering variability. Postel et al. (1996) estimated water usage to be 54%
of accessible runoff which could rise to over 70% by 2025 due to population growth.
Vorosmarty et al. (2000) assessed the relative impacts of climate change and
population growth on global water resources using output from general circulation
models and annual figures for water demand and availability. The results indicate that
the impacts on water availability from projected population growth and economic
development are even greater than the estimated impact from climate change.
Falkenmark (1997) found that, in parts of Africa and Asia, the volume of water
estimated to be required for agriculture to support future populations was not
available.
Annual precipitation averages, as used in the above studies, mask the actual
availability of water, and especially the seasonality of rainfall. If the water were to fall
equally throughout the year, as is the case in Europe and North America, these
statistics would characterize the level of water scarcity actually faced. However, in
many parts of Africa, Asia and South America, rains arrive in excessive quantity
during the rainy season and then cease, leaving regions dry for months. Therefore,
evaluating the proper response to water scarcity requires a country-by-country
approach that incorporates the variability of rainfall and distinguishes between water
scarcity due to shortages in mean climate conditions and scarcity due to variability.
This article suggests that water scarcity due to mean normal climate conditions
should be solved through water management and institutional measures, while
addressing scarcity due to variability often requires additional storage. Possible water
management responses to climate variability include the use of economic
instruments to mitigate the risk of vulnerable groups and early warning systems
based on the use of inter-annual and seasonal climate forecasts (Lenton, 2002).
This study does not make a comparative evaluation of institutional approaches
versus geography or climate methods. Rather, it attempts to demonstrate that climate
variability in the form of rainfall variability is a significant factor in economic growth,
and importantly, that its impacts can in many cases be mitigated. The authors
explored the hypothesis that the amount and the variability of rainfall were
significant factors in the development of early agricultural economies and
contributed to the differences in the wealth of nations since the early 19th century.
Using selected statistics of rainfall and a binary variable that accounts for war,
approximately 60% of the variance in per capita GDP across countries is explained.
We also suggest approaches for achieving resilience to this variability through an
investigation of whether water storage is needed to meet food needs, or whether
improve deficiency or trade in water is needed, at country level.
The hypothesis of this paper is that climate variability is important and translates
directly into a need for water infrastructure as a key factor in global development. We
use global datasets of rainfall, temperature and per capita GDP to reveal the role of
rainfall variability in the economic well-being of nations and to prescribe appropriate
responses at the national level to achieve resilience. We propose that (1) rainfall
variability is a key factor explaining the geographic influence on national wealth and
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(2) appropriate methods for achieving resilience to water scarcity must incorporate
the stochastic properties of rainfall in addition to the usual measures of average
supply and demand. We test the first hypothesis using a multivariate regression to
model the variation in cross-country GDP growth data and develop the second by
assessing the reliability of water availability on a national basis relative to demand,
accounting for seasonal and inter-annual variability in rainfall. This analysis
produces two indices, the “hard water” need, representing water demand that can be
met through construction of reservoirs, and the “soft water” need, representing the
volume that could be gained through management methods or trade. This
terminology echoes that of Gleick (2002) and others and was introduced to promote
policy and conservation as alternatives to traditional infrastructure investments. The
data used for this analysis consist of a gridded (2.5°  2.5° cells) global dataset of
monthly temperature and rainfall, the NOAA Climate Prediction Center (CPC)
Merged Analysis of Precipitation (CMAP) (Xie and Arkin, 1996) along with GDP data
for 1979–2004 from the UN online statistical database, and food crop data from the
FAO online database, Aquastat.
2. analysis 
2.1 Regression analysis of climate and GDP 
A regression model was developed to explore how per capita GDP (average value of
1979–2004) of nations may relate to a suite of climate attributes. Factors considered
included:
 mean annual temperature;
 mean annual precipitation;
 intra-annual rainfall variability;
 inter-annual rainfall variability; and 
 spatial variability of rainfall within the country.
In addition, a binary index was used to identify whether a nation had experienced
a major war or revolution over the 25-year period of analysis. Data for 163 nations was
analyzed.
Intra-annual or seasonal variability is defined through a “normalized” spread of
average monthly rainfall over the year. Formally, this is defined as the coefficient of
variation (CV) of 12 average monthly rainfall values for the country (k), defined as
CVMk = _(Pj,k)/µ(Pj,k); i.e., as the ratio of the standard deviation of calendar month
(j) average rainfall to its grand mean across all calendar months. Figure 1 shows the
global distribution of intra-annual rainfall variability as measured by the coefficient
of variation of monthly rainfall calculated on a grid cell basis. India and Pakistan,
sub-Saharan, eastern and southern Africa, Mexico and parts of Australia are
prominent.
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Figure 1 Intra-annual variability of rainfall as measured by the coefficient of variation of monthly rain-
fall totals (CVM). Higher values, as seen in South Asia, Australia, and western Africa     indicate
large variability in month to month rainfall.
The second measure of temporal variability we discuss is inter-annual variability.
This corresponds to the degree to which the total annual rainfall for a country differs
from year to year. This measure is defined as CVIk = _(Pt,k)/µ(Pt,k) where Pt,k is the
total annual rainfall in year t for country k. Figure 2 shows the global distribution of
inter-annual rainfall variability as measured by the coefficient of variation of annual
rainfall totals. Higher values indicate areas with greater variation in the total amount
of rainfall relative to the average amount received. When the total annual rainfall is
much less than is expected, regardless of the absolute magnitude of rainfall, an area
will likely suffer from a possible water shortage, i.e., drought. Where the climate
variability index (CVI) is high, droughts are more frequent. Familiar cases stand out,
such as the Greater Horn of Africa, where drought has spawned famine in Ethiopia
and perhaps ethnic strife in Sudan, and the Sahel region of western Africa, where the
decline in rainfall has been well documented. The North-East of Brazil, one of the
poorest regions of the country, also bears the mark of strong inter-annual rainfall
variability. Mexico, Australia, Argentina, Pakistan and southern Africa also exhibit
high CVI values.
Spatial variability of rainfall within a country was com-puted as CVSk =
_(Pn,k)/µ(Pn,k) where _ is the average of all months of the spatial standard deviation
over n grid cells for each country. This variable indicates the degree to which the two
previous statistics are representative of the country as a whole or whether there are
large differences within the country. The full regression model is presented in Table 1.
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Figure 2 Inter-annual rainfall variability as measured by the coefficient of variaton of annual rainfall
total (CVI). Higher values indicate areas where the annual rainfall total varies widely from
year to  year
Table 1 Regression results for predictors retained by bidirectional, exhaustive stepwise regression
Regression Statistics
R. Square 0.52
Standard Error 1.03
Observations 163
Independent Variable                                 Coefficients              t Stat P-value
Intercept 11.41 24.44 0.0000
Mean Monthly Precipitation –0.011 –5.67 0.0000
CV – Monthly Precipitation –2.63 –5.87 0.0000
CV – Annual Precipitation –0.14 –0.67 0.5
War/Revolution –1.45 –7.26 0.0000
Spatial CV –2.13 –5.02 0.0000
Interaction CV annual and spatial 0.523 4.15 0.0001
The statistical significance and fraction of variance explained with this model are
comparable to those of previous efforts, which relied on endogenous variables, such
as the strength of institutions and the rule of law (Rodrik et al., 2004). The most
important variable was CVM, supporting the notion that intra-annual rainfall
variability presented a significant challenge to early agriculture. Next in significance
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was the interaction term between inter-annual variability (CVI) and spatial
variability (CVS). This is likely due to the effects of extended droughts on economic
activity and rural livelihoods. Inter-annual variability is not statistically significant on
its own, probably due to the varying sizes of nations and the smoothing induced by
taking spatial averages of rainfall for entire nations. Graphical analysis presents an
enhanced view of the complex relationship between these variables. Figure 3a shows
that countries that are well off tend to have lower  CVM and moderate annual rainfall
averages, while the less well off have higher CVM. Figure 3b indicates that the most
well off countries have low values of CVI while less well off countries may have high
or low CVI. The figures suggest a climate of low CVI, low CVM and moderate rainfall
favours prosperity. These results are consistent with the hypothesis that rainfall
variability is a determining factor in economic development.
Figure 3 Scatter plot of mean annual precipitation (P, x-axis), the coefficient of variation of monthly
rainfall (CVM, y-axis) and the (a) inverse of per capita GDP and (b) per capita GDP (size of
circle). Colour is for the countries that rank in the bottom half (light) of inter-annual
coefficient of variation (CVI) and that rank in the top half (dark). In (a) it can be seen that
nations with lower GDP (large circles tend to have higher CVM than those with high GDP
(small circles). In (b) it can be seen that most wealthy nations (large circles) tend to have low
CVI (light). The three nations with high CVI, high CVM and high GDP (large dark circles in
figure b) are the small oil producing states Kuwait, Oman, and United Arab Emirates
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2.2 Water storage development vs. efficiency need screening 
Addressing water scarcity is a major challenge of this century (Postel et al., 1996;
Falkenmark, 1997; Vorosmarty et al., 2000). There has been much debate on the
appropriate approach to solving water scarcity, notably between the viewpoints
supporting improved water management efforts and those arguing for greater
infrastructure development, including the building of dams. The preceding analysis
implies that mean annual precipitation and intra-annual variability are key
hydrologic factors for per capita GDP growth. Water policy responses intended to
engender economic growth at the lowest fiscal and environmental cost will benefit
from discerning between the causes of water shortages and the appropriate response.
Where the cause is intra-annual variability, storage is needed to transfer water from
wet seasons to dry seasons. Alternatively, where water shortage is due to lower than
needed mean annual precipitation, efficiency gains or alternative water sources,
including the importation of virtual water, are the preferred option.
This section presents water storage requirements and water efficiency needs
calculated on a country-by-country basis and identifies those countries that are most in
need of action. The calculations were based on rainfall and agricultural data and some
simple assumptions to develop a framework for identifying which approach is favoured
in each country analyzed. The model is described fully in the Appendix. We proceed by:
 estimating water demand on a national basis;
 calculating the intra-annual water balance;
 calculating the annual water balance; and 
 using these numbers to calculate the water storage requirement (“hard
water”) and water efficiency needs (“soft water”) for each nation.
In general, if the estimated annual demand exceeds the average water availability
in a year, the shortfall should be met through soft water. Alternatively, if there is
sufficient water on average, but the seasonality or inter-annual variability cause
shortfalls during certain months or years, then storage can transfer excess to the
needed time periods and thus hard water is needed.
National water requirements were calculated as the amount needed to feed a
country’s population on an annual basis. This method allows for calculating water
demand independently of use efficiency and socio-economic status of the users.
Annual per capita water demand for each nation based on food requirements was
calculated using standard assumptions for caloric need, crop water requirements and
crop yield data. Since the vast majority of water is used for the evapo-transpirative
needs of crops, both rainfed and irrigated, the food requirement represents the bulk
of a nation’s water needs.
The intra-annual (i.e., seasonal) water balance for each nation was calculated
based on the average annual cycle of precipitation, that is the average monthly
precipitation. The storage requirement is then calculated as the volume of water
needed to be transferred from wet months to dry months. This volume is termed the
seasonal storage index (SSI). The storage requirement is based fundamentally on the
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food requirement for the population, the agricultural land area and the rainfall. Need
for storage is identified when a nation does not have enough land area to grow all the
food requirements during the seasons that have enough rainfall. In cases where more
agricultural area is not available, storage is required to make another season possible
on the existing agricultural area. Nations with positive seasonal storage indices are
listed in Table 2 and shown in Figure 4.
Table 2 Seasonal Storage Index (SSI). The seasonal storage index indicates the volume of storage
needed to satisfy annual water demand based on the average seasonal rainfall cycle. The
GDP’s of countries lacking adequate storage in comparison to the SSI are notably low 
Seasonal Storage SSI as % of % Hard Water Current Storage GDP 
Index (km3) Annual Volume (of total) (% of SSI) ($, 2003) 
India 356.60 21% 17% 76% 555 
Bangladesh 62.28 41% 40% 33% 385 
Ethiopia 40.99 10% 100% 8% 91 
Nepal 29.86 47% 100% 0% 233 
Vietnam 27.64 10% 100% 3% 471 
North Korea 23.32 45% 100% 0% 494 
Senegal 22.30 40% 100% 7% 641 
Malawi 18.98 34% 100% 0% 158 
Algeria 6.60 6% 100% 91% 2,049 
Tanzania 5.50 1% 33% 76% 271 
El Salvador 5.45 37% 100% 59% 2,302 
Haiti 3.73 25% 79% 0% 300 
Guinea 3.71 2% 100% 51% 424 
Eritrea 2.75 11% 15% 3% 305 
Burundi 2.64 19% 27% 0% 86 
Albania 2.64 23% 100% 21% 1,915 
Guinea-Bissau 2.48 11% 100% 0% 208 
Sierra Leone 2.21 3% 100% 0% 197 
The Gambia 2.14 56% 100% 0% 224 
Rwanda 1.38 9% 3% 0% 185 
Mauritania 1.34 2% 100% 66% 381 
Swaziland 0.98 15% 100% 59% 1,653 
Bhutan 0.40 1% 13% 0% 303 
Each nation listed here needs water during dry seasons and has water available to
be captured during wet seasons. Additional storage could be obtained by constructing
surface water reservoirs or by exploiting groundwater, both of which have economic
and ecological consequences. Of the 23 nations on the list, 14 (61%) are located in
Africa.
Almost half the countries in Figure 4 can satisfy their water needs solely through
seasonal storage. The average GDP of countries with hard water requirements is US$
601. In contrast, the average GDP of countries with soft water needs is US$8,477. The
soft water requirement is the volume of water that is needed in excess of what can be
captured from internal renewable water sources. This need can be met either by
improving the productivity of water, or by importing ‘virtual water’, i.e., grain, cereal,
maize and other necessities that require water for their production (Allan, 1993).
Nations that do not have sufficient renewable water resources can relieve their water
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scarcity through imports. Barriers to such imports include trade restrictions,
subsidies and an inability to afford imports. Political considerations, such as a policy
of self-sufficiency in food supply and other concerns may also bar such imports. In
fact, there are cases of water-scarce countries exporting water. The value of exports
may justify it. At a minimum, a comparison of the value of water in exports versus
the opportunity cost of water in competing demands should be computed. Table 3
lists the soft-water needs of each country. Soft-water require-ments include a current
estimate of net virtual water exchange (Ramirez-Vallejo and Rogers, 2004).
Figure 4 Countries with positive values of the seasonal storage index (SSI), reflecting intra-annual
variability (CVM). Colour shading indicates the current storage capacity of each country as a
percentage of the estimated storage requirement. South Asia and west Africa standout.
The correlation between the percentage of estimated storage requirement achieved
and average GDP is 0.55 for countries requiring hard water. This implies that there is
a connection between a nation’s wealth and its infrastructure inventory relative to
need. For this reason, the construction of infrastructure to create hard water is often
funded by development aid from wealthy nations. However, our estimates imply that
the strategies appropriate for building resilience to water variability in these less
wealthy countries, listed in Table 2, may be quite different than methods used in
wealthier countries, mainly oriented towards soft water. Funding provided by wealthy
nations is often geared toward soft-water strategies, rather than towards hard water
solutions, reflecting a choice of strategy appropriate in the donor country, but not
necessarily for the recipient. In many water-scarce nations, such as those listed in
Table 2, hard water strategies may be more appropriate.
The storage required to satisfy the drought-year water deficits characteristic of
areas with high inter-annual variability by capturing surpluses in years relatively
more abundant, has been calculated using 1979–2004 rainfall data. The water deficit
or surplus for each year of the record was then used to calculate the storage required
to provide water during droughts using the mass curve method (McMahon, 1993).
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The required storage for mitigating droughts depends on whether droughts tend to
be single or multi-year. Both the maximum one year deficit and the maximum
cumulative (consecutive year) deficit were calculated. We designate the larger volume
as the inter-annual shortfall index (ISI).
Table 3 Soft Water Requirements. These countries face water shortages that should be met through
soft water methods, including policy reformation and conservation. In some cases, this is addi-
tional to estimated hard water requirements (infrastructure), and the percentage of the total
estimated requirement represented by soft water and hard water is listed 
Soft Water Virtual Water Requirement % Hard % Soft
Index (km3) (km3) beyond virtual Water Water
water (km3) (of total need) 
India 504.11 (9.06) 513.16 41% 59% 
Pakistan 321.05 4.50 316.55 0% 100% 
China 219.20 12.93 206.28 83% 17% 
Turkey 146.79 7.37 139.42 0% 100% 
Germany 121.50 8.38 113.13 0% 100% 
France 114.33 5.26 109.07 0% 100% 
Ukraine 84.84 (18.16) 103.00 0% 100% 
Italy 97.83 9.04 88.79 1% 99% 
Egypt 115.21 27.71 87.51 0% 100% 
Uzbekistan 87.05 0.45 86.60 0% 100% 
Spain 89.15 5.50 83.66 0% 100% 
Bangladesh 70.68 7.36 63.32 50% 50% 
Kazakhstan 57.54 (5.01) 62.55 0% 100% 
Morocco 66.68 8.46 58.22 0% 100% 
United Kingdom 65.51 10.67 54.84 10% 90% 
Poland 52.00 (2.03) 54.04 0% 100% 
Malaysia 4.62 (45.57) 50.19 0% 100% 
Rwanda 47.40 0.12 47.29 3% 97% 
Iraq 54.19 7.94 46.25 0% 100% 
Syria 43.90 2.54 41.36 0% 100% 
Romania 34.00 0.68 33.32 0% 100% 
Yugoslavia 32.98 0.10 32.88 0% 100% 
Japan 148.57 116.46 32.11 0% 100% 
Hungary 15.54 (9.72) 25.27 0% 100% 
South Korea 57.00 40.45 16.55 40% 60% 
Eritrea 16.03 NA 16.03 15% 85% 
Czech Republic 15.74 0.32 15.42 0% 100% 
Bulgaria 13.76 0.15 13.61 0% 100% 
Azerbaijan 14.64 1.08 13.55 0% 100% 
Sri Lanka 14.19 2.26 11.92 0% 100% 
Belgium 15.52 5.54 9.97 2% 98% 
Kenya 11.31 2.80 8.52 0% 100% 
Israel 14.93 6.82 8.12 0% 100% 
Belarus 8.91 1.59 7.32 4% 96% 
Jordan 10.94 3.90 7.04 26% 74% 
Burundi 6.98 0.00 6.98 27% 73% 
Tunisia 12.08 5.16 6.92 0% 100% 
Moldova 6.76 (0.12) 6.87 0% 100% 
Lebanon 7.41 1.31 6.10 3% 97% 
Lithuania 5.95 0.21 5.74 0% 100% 
Peru 9.27 3.56 5.71 0% 100% 
Latvia 4.83 0.28 4.55 0% 100% 
Armenia 4.75 0.25 4.50 11% 89% 
Papua New Guinea 3.51 (0.78) 4.29 0% 100% 
Greece 3.14 (0.76) 3.90 51% 49% 
Slovakia 3.35 (0.47) 3.81 6% 94% 
Denmark 7.01 3.28 3.73 0% 100% 
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Soft Water Virtual Water Requirement % Hard % Soft
Index (km3) (km3) beyond virtual Water Water
water (km3) (of total need) 
Bhutan 2.7 NA 2.74 13% 87% 
Tanzania 4.21 1.55 2.66 67% 33% 
Ecuador 3.71 1.27 2.44 0% 100% 
Congo, DRC 2.0 0.31 1.64 0% 100% 
Macedonia 2.0 0.44 1.61 13% 87% 
Switzerland 3.06 1.56 1.50 0% 100% 
Haiti 2.6 1.62 1.01 79% 21% 
East Timor 0.3 NA 0.28 0% 100% 
Figure 5 shows the nations with positive ISI values that indicate they experience
annual deficits due to inter-annual variability. Table 4 lists the ISI volumes and
shortfall as a percent of average annual precipitation. This provides an indication of
the storage needed to provide water during single or multi-year droughts. The
median GDP of these nations is US$853. Several of the nations with the greatest need
for resilience to rainfall variability are among the poorest in the world, and therefore
do not have the financial resources to take the necessary measures. Some of the
deficits listed in Table 4 are very large in comparison with the annual average rainfall,
and the indicated nations may need to consider meeting their deficit with soft water
methods. The construction of storage volume that greatly exceeds the annual average
flow risks significant environmental impacts and evaporative losses. For purposes of
comparison, the largest total reservoir storage for single river basins in terms of
percent of annual flow is the Volta River (428%). The Colorado (250%) is the largest
in North America (Nilsson et al., 2005).
Figure 5 Countries with positive values of the inter-annual storage index (ISI), reflecting inter-annual
variability (CVI). Colour shading indicates the magnitude of the requirement.
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Table 4 Inter-annual Shortfall Index (ISI) 
Inter-annual Annual Shortfall % deficit Current
Shortfall Water as % of years Storage Soft
Index (km3) Available (km3) Ann Ave (1979–2004) (% of index) Water
India 1,630 1,704 96% 52% 17% x 
Eritrea 51 24 211% 56% 0% x 
Armenia 23 7 312% 68% 5% x 
Germany 21 138 15% 20% 20% 
Haiti 11 15 74% 32% 0% 
Algeria 10 113 9% 8% 46% 
The Gambia 0.58 4 15% 8% 0%  
Note: The ISI indicates the volume of the annual rainfall deficit in comparison to
the annual demand for a given country. While storage may enable some countries to
meet demand by holding over water from year to year, in the cases of India, Eritrea
and Armenia, soft water methods recommended since deficits occur in more than
50% of the years and the shortfalls are very large in comparison to annual rainfall
volume.
Figure 6 Soft water requirements. Shaded countries have water requirements that should be met
through soft water, i.e., improvements in water efficiency and increasing imports of virtual
water. The presence of European countries is likely due to underestimation of the water use
efficiency and current trade of virtual water in Europe.
South Asia stands out as a water hot spot. It needs both seasonal and inter-annual
storage, as well as “soft” water. Given that this is a region with some of the highest
population densities in the world, and high rainfall variability, this is not a surprise.
The interlinking of rivers, an increase in the number of storage projects, and rampant
groundwater mining continue to be approaches currently considered in the region.
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Groundwater has provided a precious buffer to climate variability in the past, but the
withdrawal of water at rates much greater than recharge is reducing the resilience of
this resource (Singh and Singh, 2002). China faces similar concerns, but does not
emerge in the same way in our country level analysis. A higher spatial resolution
would probably reveal the differences in water availability and its variability between
regions and might explain China’s ambitious infrastructure investments, such as the
South to North transfer project and the Yangtze storage projects.
3. conclusion 
This study has provided insight regarding the potential impact of increased climate
variability on national economies and priorities for mitigation of adverse effects.
Increased rainfall variability is an expected impact of climate change. We tested the
hypothesis that the economic development of nations was affected by the amount of
rainfall and its variability. This hypothesis follows the reasoning of Sachs (2001) that
difficult conditions for early agriculture have impacted economic development
significantly. This article proposes that rainfall variability should be considered as a
critical factor in agriculture and in early economic development. The results of this
analysis support that inter-annual and intra-annual rainfall variability are significant
variables that heretofore have been overlooked in analyses of the economic
development of nations. To the extent that solutions are available in the form of water
infrastructure (irrigation systems, dams, groundwater wells) and policy (water rights,
trading, efficiency incentives), these are heartening results, for they imply that
increased resilience to rainfall variability is likely to enhance economic develop-ment
and also to mitigate some expected impacts of climate change.
The variability of rainfall has been overlooked when evaluating strategies for
managing current water scarcity. The physical availability of water relative to domestic
water demand was used to determine, on a country-by-country basis, whether the
most appropriate way to mitigate climate variability would be to increase water storage
through investment in infrastructure (hard water), or increase the efficiency of water
use (soft water). These results indicate that several countries face critical water stress,
as their current capacity is only a small fraction of their estimated requirements. These
countries are also overwhelmingly poor. While the majority of these coun-tries are
located in Africa, where the general need for infrastructure is accepted, several, such as
Haiti, Nepal and El Salvador, are not often mentioned. Investment in seasonal water
storage could solve these water short-ages, but in many cases would likely depend on
foreign aid. There are many more countries that could solve water shortfalls primarily
through water efficiency gains. In all cases, we recommend that the principles of
integrated water resources management be applied (see www.gwpforum.org),
especially in view of the uncertainty of future climate change.
The results also suggest that wealthy nations typically require soft water while
those less developed tend to require hard water solutions. Development aid may be
unduly influenced by soft water strategies, which are more appropriate in the donors’
home countries than in recipient countries. This study does not address the costs or
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benefits of dam construction in general or in any particular country. The recipe to
mitigate water scarcity for any individual nation should consider the specific effects
of climate variability in that nation. A priori paradigms of manage-ment or
infrastructure should be avoided.
Given that industrial water needs (4%) and drinking water needs (2%) are
typically a small fraction of the human water consumption (Postel et al., 1996), they
were not considered in this study. However, where water supply is under stress,
failures in industrial and drinking water supply may also be anticipated. Examples of
this are seen in South Asia. Instream requirements were not considered as
consumptive water use, although in many nations there will be demand to do so.
Where this is true, our methods underestimate water requirements.
This study did not address shortages due to spatial variability of water, although it
is indicated as a statistically significant factor in economic development. Both India
and China have ambitious plans to address this issue through the linking of rivers.
The results of this study are also dependent on the quality of the data, which are likely
to have errors in areas with sparse observations. Nonetheless, we are surprised at the
strength of the story and the clarity of the message of these results.
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appendix 
Regression 
Regression variables were developed using global datasets of climate data and GIS
analysis performed with the IRI Data Library.
Regression Model (evaluated Stepwise).
The spatial average of precipitation and temperature over a nation’s borders was
calculated using monthly totals. Mean monthly temperature (Tm) and mean total
monthly precipitation (Pm), mean total annual precipitation (PA), the standard
deviation of monthly total (Pm) and annual total precipitation (Pm) and finally the
coefficient of variation on monthly (CVM), and annual (CVI) timescales and also the
spatial coefficient of variation (CVS) were calculated for each country. An interaction
term (CVI*CVS) between CVI and CVS was introduced due to the expected
smoothing effect of averaging rainfall in large countries. These climate statistics were
evaluated as explanatory variables for the log of mean per capita GDP over 1979 to
2004. The initial regression model listing each potential predictor is shown below. An
index variable (W) was introduced to indicate countries that had experienced
significant wars or revolutions during the 25 years of analysis, such as Iraq, Rwanda,
and the former Soviet republics. The regression model summarized in Table S1
includes the 6 predictors retained after stepwise linear regression. Mean temperature,
used to parameterize climate in previous studies (e.g., Masters and McMillan) is not
retained, while the variables retained were mean monthly precipitation (Pm), the
monthly coefficient of variation (CVM), the annual coefficient of variation of rainfall
(CVI ), the spatial variation of rainfall (CVS ), an interaction term between the CVI
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and the CVS, and the index variable for nations that experienced war or revolution
during the 25 year period of analysis.
Table S1 
Calculation of Water Demand 
The water requirement is based on a 3000 kcal/day diet and an average nutritive
value for cereal crops (wheat, rice, maize, barley, sorghum, rye and millet) of 3400
kcal/kg (FAO, Source: Aquastat online database, http://www.fao.org/ag/agl/aglw/
aquastat/dbase/index.stm). An average water requirement for these crops of 550
mm/ha was used. Crop yield was specified by country using FAO data based
conserva-tively on a low input scenario. The number of required growing seasons to
meet annual national food needs was compared with long term average precipitation
for each calendar month. Assuming a four month growing season, four consecutive
months of rainfall above the crop requirement was counted as a season. The number
of growing seasons required was calculated by dividing the annual national food
requirement by the yield and then again by the area of cropland and assuming a 4
month growing season for cereals.
The calculation of water requirement on this basis reveals a trade-off between
providing water for an additional growing season on existing cropland or converting
non-cropland to agricultural uses. Since most arable land is already in production,
the latter alternative poses dire consequences for the natural environment (Tilman et
al., 2001). Lack of water availability may be an incentive for this potentially
destructive livelihood alternative.
Calculation of Water Balance and Storage Requirement
The seasonal water balance (SB) is the difference of water needed per season to meet
crop demands and the maximum total rainfall for a four month period. If the
number of seasons with adequate water (on a monthly basis) exceeds the number of
seasons required to feed the population, the amount of estimated storage or
management/efficiency gain is zero. Otherwise, water storage or efficiency require-
ments are calculated.
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Model: Log GDP = βixi + ε
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The seasonal water balance is calculated by comparing the water demand to the
four month (season) period with maximum available water. This is repeated for the
number of seasons required by a nation. Positive values indicate excess water that may
be stored. Negative values indicate water deficits; these may be met with excess water
from other seasons if storage is available. Available water is quantified as the rainfall
multiplied by a factor representing the available fraction, α (α = 0.5, assumption
based on references such as Postel et al., 1996 and Falkenmark and Rockstrom, 2006).
The inter-annual water balance was calculated as the difference between available
fraction of total annual rainfall and the annual water demand. This was calculated
using average values and monthly values from 1979 to 2004.
In general, SB is negative but the annual balance (ABave) is positive, then seasonal
storage that captures the excess rainfall in wet months may provide the necessary
water in the dryer months. The potential water storage is the cumulative total of
excess water from each month. If the annual balance is not adequate to provide excess
water during dry months, then storage will not alleviate water scarcity and other
mechanisms must be considered. The volume of water that must be gained through
efficiency measures is the shortfall between the annual demand and the annual water
input from rainfall minus losses.
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Yale School of Forestry & Environmental Studies, November 3-5, 2006
The best way to begin the discussion today is at the end, when the challenge by the
Belize Alliance of Conservation Non-Governmental Organizations to the
construction of the Chalillo Dam came before the Lords of the Judicial Committee of
the Privy Council in England. The Judicial Committee of the Privy Council is Belize’s
highest court of appeal. There is now a Caribbean Court of Justice, headquartered in
Trinidad, but Belize has not changed its Constitution to legally adopt this Court as
our last avenue of appeal. Therefore, our highest court remains the Judicial
Committee of the Privy Council.
The Belize Alliance for Conservation NGO’s (BACONGO) took its challenge up
through the Courts of Belize – the Belize Supreme Court and then Belize’s Court of
Appeal, I was privileged to be one of the two lawyers for BACONGO. BACONGO was
unsuccessful in its challenge and as the case progressed through three courts.
The decision of the Privy Council was delivered on the 13th day of August 2003.1
Three judges found against BACONGO and two found in favour of BACONGO, in a
stinging minority decision.
Lord Hoffmann delivered the majority judgment, and, subject to my reservations
about the accuracy of his statements in paragraph 3, I can do no better than to quote
the opening paragraphs of his judgment, so far as material, viz.:
Belize
[1] Belize lies on the Caribbean coast of Central America, bounded by Mexico
in the north and Guatemala in the south and west. It is slightly larger than
Wales but much less densely populated.
[2] Modern Belize has a population of some 260,000.
* Association of Concerned
Belizeans
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Electricity
[3] The sole supplier of electricity in Belize is Belize Electricity Ltd. (BEL), a
subsidiary of Fortis Inc. of Newfoundland. [Until about ten years ago, it
generated about half the electricity used in Belize in diesel-driven power
stations, using imported oil. The rest was supplied by the Mexican state-
owned Comision Federal de Electricidad (CFE) under a longer-term
agreement. But the capacity upon which Belize can call is limited to 25MW,
the price is linked to world oil prices and during peak periods is five times
higher than the ordinary rate. The result is that Belizean residents pay about
twice as much for their home electricity as their neighbours in Guatemala
and Mexico. In any case, the CFE agreement expires in 2008 and Mexico’s
own increasing requirements make it uncertain whether it will be renewed.]
[4] In 1992 BEL decided to construct a hydro-electric power station to
supplement the diesel generators. It built a plant on the Macal River at
Mollejon. The Macal is a river which rises in the Maya Mountains to the
south and flows north of Mollejon near the town of San Ignacio. The
generator has an installed capacity of 25.2 KW but it is a ‘run of the river’
plant, that is to say, no water is impounded and generation is dependent
upon the seasonal flows of the river. In the dry season there is little water in
the Macal and therefore little generation of electricity, exposing consumers
to high Mexican rates or power cuts or both.
The Chalillo Dam
[5] Fortis Inc. has now embarked on a more ambitious hydro-electric scheme.
It proposes (through another subsidiary called Belize Electrical Co. Ltd.
(BECOL) to construct a 49.5 m high dam further up the Macal River at
Chalillo. This will hold back the waters of the Macal and its tributary the
Raspaculo to create a lake which will extend about 20 km up the Macal and
some 10 up the Raspaculo. The object is to provide a permanent source of
water which can enable both the Mollejon plant and a new 7.3 MW plant at
Chalillo to generate electricity throughout the year.
[6] The Chalillo dam proposal has aroused strong opposition from
environmentalists, not only in Belize but in Fortis Inc.’s home country of
Canada, in the United States and indeed throughout the world. The dam
will flood nearly 10 square kilometers of land on the border between the
Mountain Pine Ridge Forest Reserve and the Chiquibul National Park.
These are areas which Belize has designated for preservation as national
environmental resources on account of the importance of the plants and
animals which are found there. During the last century Central America has
lost 70% of its forests to human exploitation but the Belize National Parks
now provide a safe habitat for many indigenous species which are
threatened with extinction elsewhere. The area has the highest density of
the surviving big cats (jaguar, puma and ocelot) in Central America.
Morelet’s crocodile (a rare species) lives in the rivers. Shy and secretive
tapirs lumber through the woods. Gorgeous Scarlet Macaws of which only
about one thousand still exist anywhere in the world, nest in the trees by the
river banks.
[7] It might be thought that 10 square kilometers more or less is not a great deal
in comparison with the 1,073 square kilometers of the Chiquibul National
Park alone. But the narrow floodplain along the banks of the Macal and the
Raspaculo has been described as having a unique vegetation which makes it
‘one of the most biologically rich and diverse regions remaining in Central
America.’ This riverine habitat will of course be drowned when the dam is
full.
[8] The area has also been only lightly explored for archaeological sites. Traces
of Mayan settlement have been found in the valleys. There is nothing to sug-
gest the presence of an important site like the nearby Mayan city of Caracol,
discovered by loggers some kilometers to the north in 1938, which is thought
once to have held more people than Belize City does today. But no one can
be absolutely certain of what may be there.
[9] Despite these potential environmental losses, the Government of Belize has
decided to give its approval to the construction of the dam. It considers that
the losses are outweighed by the advantages to the community in being able
to generate more of its own electricity. That is a decision which the
government is entitled to make. Belize is a sovereign state, having gained its
independence from the United Kingdom in 1981. It has a Constitution
which safeguards democracy and human rights. But the question of
whether or not the dam should be built raises no issue of human rights. It
is a matter of national policy which a democratically elected government
can decide.
The statements in the last paragraph, were ladies and gentlemen, what decided the
case against BACONGO. The majority in the Privy Council was saying, essentially:
Belize is a sovereign country and if Belize’s government has decided to destroy a
portion of its pristine environment, who are we to say otherwise?
A legal challenge to an Executive decision is always difficult. In Belize by its written
Constitution, as in Britain by convention, there is a constitutional separation of
powers – the Executive, the Legislative and the Judicial.2 When in the year 2002
BACONGO brought its challenge to the construction of the Chalillo Dam to the
Supreme Court of Belize, it did so by way of an application for Judicial Review.3
Practically, this is an application to a court of law to review the decision of an
Executive body, to determine whether that decision is lawful. The limbs of potential
challenge are, basically, that the decision is ultra vires the empowering statute,
procedurally wrong, irrational, or lacks proportionality. It is my understanding that
this procedure of Judicial Review is very similar to the procedures codified in the
Administrative Procedures Act here in the United States.
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2 Claim No. 338 of 2005 – Jeffrey
J. Prosser, Bobby Lubana,
Belize Telecom Ltd. et al. v. The
Attorney General et al.
3 Supreme Court of Belize-
Action No. 61 of 2002;
Department of the
Environment ex parte Belize
Alliance of Conservation Non
Governmental Organization
(BACONGO).
Although Belize has since 2005 enacted rules to govern Judicial Review
proceedings,4 the common law of Britain and the Commonwealth continues to
inform the process.
“Ultra vires” is a principle borrowed from company law involving a body acting
beyond its prescribed powers. Because  of the need to maintain the principle of
separation of powers the concept of “ultra vires” is sometimes used as a single
umbrella to validate most, or indeed all grounds for judicial review. There has been a
raging academic debate in Britain about whether the function of the Courts in
Judicial Review proceedings is indeed only to uphold the will of Parliament (the
Legislature in Belize), by ensuring that public bodies behave in the way the Legislature
intended when conferring power on them. Some scholars maintain that that is all the
Courts can do – interpret the law. Others maintain that in Judicial Review
proceedings judges do more and actually impose their own standards of what is right
and fair, irrespective of the law.5
Professor Christopher Forsyth described the theory, that in Judicial Review
proceedings, a Court’s function is to make sure that the law is followed by the
Executive, as a fig-leaf. In his article entitled “Of Fig Leaves and Fairy Tales: The ultra
vires Doctrine, the Sovereignty of Parliament and Judicial Review”6 Professor Forsyth
had this to say in defence of his fig-leaf metaphor:
“The point about the fig-leaf metaphor (and why it is so apt) is that fig-leaves
do not deceive anyone as to what lies beneath them. The fig-leaf, like the
swimming costume on a crowded beach, is to preserve the decencies. It
enables individuals to interact in an appropriate manner without threatening
the social order. The doctrine of ultra vires plays a similar role in public law.
No one is so innocent as to suppose that judicial creativity does not form the
grounds of judicial review; but by adhering to the doctrine of ultra vires the
judiciary shows that it adheres to its proper constitutional position and that
it recognizes that Parliament is free to dispense with the judicially developed
principles of judicial review.”
Thus in Judicial Review proceedings, because of the separation of powers
principle, Judges are constrained not to concern themselves with the merits of the
decision being challenged and careful not to substitute their decision for that of the
Executive body.
BACONGO claimed that the decision of the National Environmental Appraisal
Committee given on the 9th day of November 2001 to recommend environmental
clearance for the Chalillo Dam, was unlawful. Further, BACONGO claimed that the
decision of the Department of the Environment on the 5th day of April 2002 to grant
environmental clearance, was unlawful.
The allegation of unlawfulness stemmed from the failure, in BACONGO’s
submission, by the National Environmental Appraisal Committee (“NEAC”) and the
Department of the Environment, (“the DoE”) to require of the developer that the
EIA it was mandated to assess and make recommendation on, was complete, and that,
with a deficient EIA to evaluate, NEAC decision to recommend the project was
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Procedure) Rules 2005 – Part
56.
5 Michael Fordham Judicial
Review Handbook, 3rd Edition,
Paragraph 46.2; 45.3.
6 1996 Cambridge Law Journal.
irrational and requirements of the Environmental Protection Act, Chapter 328 of the
Laws of Belize 2000,7 (“the Act”), and the Environmental Impact Assessment
Regulations 1995,8 (‘the Regulations’) made under the powers contained in the Act.
As correctly stated by the Privy Council, “In summary, the Act and regulations
provide that anyone undertaking a project which may ‘significantly affect the
environment’ must cause an environmental impact assessment (‘EIA’) to be carried out
and submit it to the Department of the Environment (‘DoE’). The Act and Regulations
prescribe the form and content of the EIA and establish an expert advisory body, the
National Environmental Appraisal Committee (‘the NEAC’), to advise the DoE on the
adequacy (or otherwise) of an EIA. Work on the project may not proceed until the DoE,
after considering the advice of the NEAC, has approved the EIA.”9
BACONGO complained that10 (1) NEAC was evaluating the EIA without
previously approved Terms of Reference to the developer from the DoE; (2) NEAC
had not held public hearings before coming to its decision and instead decided to
hold a public hearing after recommending the project; (3) Maya sites would be
flooded by the reservoir before their extent or value ascertained; (4) a head-on
conflict existed over the geology of the dam; the developer said the rock was granite,
while geological studies said it was sandstone; (5) the EIA lacked mitigation measures
for the threatened flora and fauna; (6) the hydrological information in the EIA on the
capacity of the Macal River was incomplete; (7) the EIA had no mitigation measures
for ammonia contamination of water. (8) NEAC members and the DoE were biased
because the Government made no secret that it was in favour of the project.
The judges in all three courts embraced the principle that it is not for judges to
decide on the merits of a project, but only on the legality of the decision authorising
the project. Throughout the trial, at both Courts in Belize, and at the Privy Council,
I would respectfully say that the judges sought refuge in this principle, in the face of
what the evidence clearly showed was a bad project for Belize, but a good deal for
Fortis Inc. of Canada.
As an example, Lord Hoffman11 in answer to the submission by BACONGO’s
counsel that the project (Chalillo dam) “would generate a relatively small amount of
extra electricity: ‘enough to supply two or three hotels’.” that, “the question of whether it
was sufficient to justify proceeding with the scheme was a political decision, not
reviewable in a court of law.”
Against this background of facts and legal principle three Lords of the Privy
Council rationalized away those points which the appeal process had distilled out.
Despite the fact that the design of the dam depended on the nature of the rock, and
that that design should have been in the public domain for public input, their
lordships of the Privy Council did “not consider that the geological error in the EIA was
of such significance as to prevent it from satisfying the requirements of the Act or forming
a proper basis for approval by the DoE”.
Another deficiency of the EIA, complained of by BACONGO was its failure to
investigate and evaluate fifteen Maya settlements that the developer Fortis Inc. knew
were in the area. As Lord Hoffman12 pointed out, “The archaeological section of the EIA
describes the project area as ‘one of the least understood regions within the known Maya
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Chapter 328.
8 Statutory Instrument No. 107
of 1995.
9 Lord Hoffman in [2004] 3 LRC,
94 at 102 [11].
10 Belize Supreme Court Action
No. 61 of 2002.
11 Lord Hoffman in [2004] 3 LRC,
94 at 102-103 [14].
12 Lord Hoffman in [2004] 3 LRC,
94 at 111 [50, 59, 60].
area of Belize”. Instead, the NEAC accepted the developer’s submission that
archaeological surveys could be done during construction, and at higher elevations
even after the dam had been filled.
Another deficiency of the EIA was that it had no, or inadequate mitigation
measures for the admitted damage to the wildlife. Lord Hoffman summarized the
evidence and BACONGO’s position on this as follows:
“The report commissioned by Amec from the London Natural History
Museum pulls no punches in its description of the potential damage to the
wildlife which is said to depend on the riverine habitat for sustenance and
shelter.”
In evidence before the court was a letter from Lieutenant Colonel Alastair Rogers,
a consulting editor in the production of the museum’s report, sent to all members of
NEAC, who wrote:
“It is absolutely clear that constructing a dam at Chalillo would cause major,
irreversible, negative environmental impacts of national and international
significance and that no effective mitigation measures would be possible.
The project would destroy the vast majority of a critical and unique habitat,
threatening the last viable population of many vulnerable and endangered
wildlife species in Belize and removing vital feeding grounds for migrating
birds.”
And the Court confesses at paragraph 60 of the judgment, that:
“The EIA did not offer much comfort in the way of proposed measures to
mitigate the impact of the dam.”
Another deficiency of the EIA was the lack of mitigation measures for damage to
rare plants. In the judgment at paragraph 64 Lord Hoffman acknowledged that the
EIA made no provision in relation to the two plant species which were internationally
classified as being at risk. No transplantation programme had ever been undertaken
in relation to them.
BACONGO’s position was that these matters needed to be resolved before the EIA
was approved and that it was unlawful to leave resolution of these matters until later.
BACONGO also alleged before the Courts in Belize that because of the public
eagerness of the Government of Belize to see Chalillo constructed, that the NEAC
members were biased.
In spite of these complaints, three lords of the Privy Council13 upheld the decision
of the Supreme Court of Belize and of Belize’s Court of Appeal, and found that:
“It is not necessary that an EIA should pursue investigations to resolve every
issue. This is not only common sense but contemplated by the terms of the
Belize legislation itself. Thus, regulation 5(f) says that an EIA should include
an indication of ‘gaps in knowledge and uncertainty which may be
encountered in computing the required information’ and regulation 19(b),
prescribing the form of an EIA, says it should contain a summary which
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highlights the conclusions, areas of controversy and issues remaining to be
resolved.”
Lord Hoffman went on to say that because their Lordships were of the view that
environmental control in Belize was “an iterative process which does not stop with the
approval of the EIA”, it would be “wrong to approach an EIA as if it represented the last
opportunity to exercise by control over a project which might damage the environment.”
After it was all over, there was a consensus in the legal field, that this finding by the
Privy Council is seriously detrimental to future environmental challenges to the
adequacy of an EIA. But, its impact on Caribbean jurisprudence was tempered
somewhat by Mr. Justice Sykes in his judgment in the Pear Tree Bottom Case from the
Supreme Court of Jamaica, delivered in June of 2006.14
The Pear Tree Bottom Case involved “a bit of land nestled by the sea, just outside of
Runaway Bay, in the parish of St. Ann. It is rich in biodiversity. It is known as Pear Tree
Bottom. . . . It teems with wildlife ranging from potoos and patoos to yellow snakes and
yellow-billed parrots.”
The finding by the Privy Council in the Chalillo case to the effect that an EIA is
allowed to have gaps and need not be complete, was urged on Mr. Justice Sykes who
rejected it and pointed out that “Lord Walker’s [minority judge] view of the matter led
him to think that the revelation about the bedrock made a fundamental difference to the
weight to be given to the EIA because it changed the complexion of the information in
possession of the authorities.”
Mr. Justice Sykes stated, in relation to the Chalillo challenge that, “I much prefer the
approach to the minority judgment to the issue than that of the majority. Concealment
of material information could hardly be said to enhance good administration. Lord
Walker emphasized that in the context of the Belizean legislation and Regulations the
design of the dam was required to be included in the EIA and should have been subject
to public consultation and public debate before approval.”
As I said before, two of the law lords were in favour of allowing the appeal and
stopping the project. Lord Walker of Gestingthorpe delivered a forceful minority
judgment15 with which Lord Steyn (a most senior judge), said he was in ‘complete
agreement’.
Both judges were of the view that the withholding of information by the DoE from
the public and from BACONGO as to the true geology of the dam site, with
conflicting and unsustainable affidavit evidence from the DOE, resulted in a “most
unsatisfactory state of affairs”. “The geology in the EIA was seriously wrong, as both Mr.
Fabro [DoE] and Dr. Merritt [BECOL] now accept.”
On this basis, Lord Walker said he “would therefore have allowed the appeal and
quashed the DoE’s decision to grant environmental clearance for the project. I would
have done so on the ground that the EIA was so flawed by important errors about the
geology of the site as to be incapable of satisfying  the requirements of the EIA and
the Regulations.”
The importance of the challenge to the Chalillo dam ultimately, I would like to
think, is that Belizeans have become far more environmentally aware, and
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appropriately wary of foreign investment. As a trustee of the Association of
Concerned Belizeans, I have advocated for public understanding of issues which
affect our future, and for responsible and legal behavior of decision makers, in order
for Belize to achieve sustainable development. The final words from Lord Walker16
merely sum up a portion of one side of this equation:
“Belize has enacted comprehensive legislation for environmental protection
and direct foreign investment, if it has serious environmental implications,
must comply with that legislation. The rule of law must not be sacrificed to
foreign investment, however desirable (indeed, recent history shows that in
many parts of the world respect for the rule of law is an incentive, and
disrespect for the rule of law can be a severe deterrent, to foreign
investment). It is no answer to the erroneous geology in the EIA to say that
the dam design would not necessarily have been different. The people of
Belize are entitled to be properly informed about any proposals for
alterations in the dam design before the project is approved and before work
continues with its construction.”
What Lord Walker failed to say, is that most Belizeans were woefully uninformed
of the truth about the Chalillo Dam. To begin with, the EIA was a quagmire 1,500
pages long, and it was put into the public domain for only 30 days. Secondly, the
implications of Chalillo could only be appreciated if there was some knowledge about
the “Third Master Agreement” signed between BECOL, BEL and the Government of
Belize dated the 21st November 2001, well before construction started on Chalillo.
Nestled in this agreement is an amendment to the Power Purchase Agreement
between the same parties which provides for a “Priority Dispatch” clause. Clause
2.1(d):
“During any Operating Year, the Utility [BEL] agrees not to purchase Electric
Energy or power from any third party source unless the Utility has first
purchased all Project Energy for such Operating Year”.
What this clause means is that, until the year 2050, BEL is obligated to purchase
from BECOL all the electricity produced by Chalillo and Mollejon, in priority to any
other source of electricity. This clause effectively displaces any other cheaper energy,
as for example, off-peak power from Mexico. Chalillo adds only 2.9 megawatts of firm
capacity, that is to say, energy which is reliable and constant for close to 100% of the
time. What a deal for the shareholders of Fortis Inc. Fortis Inc. owns the company
that owns Chalillo until 2050, and Fortis Inc. owns BEL the company that purchases
electricity from its sister company BECOL.
But why did the Government of Belize agree to these terms? There existed an
unexplained “identity of interests” between the developer and the Government. Lord
Walker refers to this closeness, albeit in the context of the duty of the developer,
BECOL, to make candid disclosure to the court,17 viz:
“Although BECOL has been put forward as an independent commercial
concern, it is clear from the evidence (including the franchise agreement
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forming part of the so-called third master agreement dated 21st November
2001, which contains unusually wide waivers and indemnities entered into by
the government in favour of BECOL) that there is a very close identity of
interest between these parties.”
This collaboration, or myopia, continued into the DoE which failed in my view, to
advert to the requirement of section 20 (4) of the Environmental Protection Act that
“Every project, programme or activity shall be assessed with a view to the need to protect
and improve human health and living conditions and the need to preserve the
reproductive capacity of ecosystems as well a the diversity of species.”
Thirdly, there was a misapprehension among Belizeans that Chalillo would result
in lower electricity rates. This misconception prevailed despite clear public
explanations from various persons, including Ms. Sharon Matola, the manager of the
Belize Zoo, that Chalillo will not generate sufficient electricity to result in a lowering
of our costs and that if that were to have been the case, she would have supported the
project despite the environmental damage. The messenger was publicly attacked for
such statements. When Belize’s Prime Minister was interviewed by the Canadian
Broadcasting Corporation in May of 2002, he was asked why it was that the
Government of Belize supported construction of the Chalillo Dam. The Prime
Minister replied that he supported Chalillo because it would result in lower electricity
rates for the people of Belize. In the same interview, the CEO of Fortis flatly denied
that electricity rates would go down. When Chalillo was commissioned at a grand
ceremony in November of 2005, BEL’s Chief Executive officer and a director of
BECOL, announced that BEL would be applying to the Public Utilities Commission
for an increase in electricity rates.
Modest quantities of oil have now been found in Belize. But we are saddled with
the Chalillo/Mollejon facility, constructed for redundancy purposes, while we
continue to purchase most of our energy from Mexico. The destruction to pristine
environment has been worth nothing to Belizeans in terms of improving health and
living conditions.
Today, four years later, I think most Belizeans realize the truth behind the
BACONGO challenge. It is an irreversible story.
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One hallmark of environmental injustice is the maldistribution of environmental
benefits and burdens among various groups within a society. Such distributive
inequities are seldom as stark as those that attend the damming of this continent’s
rivers. Whereas the advantages of irrigation, cheap hydropower, and recreation accrue
mainly to the dominant society, the price for these advantages is paid in large part by
American Indian peoples, whose homelands, resources, and lifeways have been
indelibly affected. The impacts on the tribes and their members are not only different
in degree, however; they are also different in kind. This is a particular hallmark of
environmental injustice in the tribal context: the harms must be understood to have
multiple and unique dimensions, with impacts in terms of physiological, economic,
social, cultural, spiritual, and political health.
The federal agencies whose decisions today determine how – and whether – the
dams in the United States will operate are governed by various legal commitments
that, taken together, might secure justice for affected tribes and their members.
Among these, Executive Order 12898 speaks specifically to environmental injustice
and directs federal agencies to address injustice in their decisions, programs, and
policies. The obligations stemming from this Executive Order, however, are of limited
applicability and enforceability. Nonetheless, environmental justice provides an
important conceptual and analytical lens through which agencies might assess the
impacts of their decisions regarding dams. Some tribes have recently sought to
impress this point upon agency decision makers, albeit with mixed results. Other
sources of legal obligations – including treaties, environmental laws, and cultural
heritage laws – might also be called upon in the service of environmental justice for
affected tribes. To date, however, the laws of the dominant society have been
interpreted such that they largely fail the American Indian peoples: the protections
these laws have offered are fragmented, partial, and, ultimately, ill-suited to address
the multiple and interrelated dimensions of injustice in this context.
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The main purpose of this analysis is to present briefly the past, current and future of
knowledge about dams in Costa Rica, all of them under a social, economic and
environmental perspective.
Historical perspective of dam’s emergence: Dams in Costa Rica do not arise like in
other places around the world; these are not structures for flood control, channel
water for irrigation or water supply in summer. Dams in Costa Rica have only one
name indeed – “accumulation of water to produce hydroelectricity.” We can say that
dams are the core of the economic development of the country. The construction and
operations of dams in Costa Rica date back about 120 years. The first little dam of
which we have knowledge was Aranjuez, inaugurated in 1884 and located near the
center of the capital. In 1889, six dams were working and with the arrival of the new
century, they had added four new dams, all of them for electricity generation.
Dams in Costa Rica do not arise like in other places around the world; these
are not structures for flood control, channel water for irrigation or water
supply in summer. Dams in Costa Rica have only one name indeed –
“accumulation of water to produce hydroelectricity.”
Dam building companies were interested mainly in obtaining dividends; they did
not have any intention of collaborating with the country, specifically with solutions
related to areas like poverty, employment opportunities, social development, and
commitment to environment conservation. Nevertheless, a group of Costa Ricans
recognized this disadvantageous situation, and decided to found the Civic League.
One of the most significant achievements of the Civic League was the creation of the
National Electric Service in 1928, the state entity in charge of the construction,
operation and maintenance of new hydro-dams. A few years later, in 1949, the ICE
was created (Instituto Costarricense de Electricidad – Costa Rican Electric
Company), the government entity in charge of building and operating dams, as well
as producing and distributing electric energy and telecommunications services. Some
of the duties were solving the country’s electric power shortage problem through the
construction and startup of more hydroelectric dams, with their corresponding
distribution networks, and preserving and defending the country’s hydraulic
resources through the protection of river basins, riverbeds, and streams. In addition,
ICE has other actions oriented to integrated management of dams, for example,
planning for sustainable use of the renewable sources of energy, environmental and
socioeconomic studies starting with the early stages of identification of projects,
environmental impact assessment integrating the participation of the communities
potentially affected by the dams, and conservation and recovery of natural resources
throughout reforestation, soil conservation, and environmental education programs
in the areas affected by the dams.
how many dams exist in costa rica nowadays?
Currently, we have about 52 dams, of which 80 percent are the property of ICE and
the rest of private companies. Dams in Costa Rica vary in terms of size, mode of
operation, and location. We have two general kinds of common hydropower dams:
large storage dams (e.g. Arenal, Cachí and Angostura) and small, run-off river plants
(e.g. La Garita, Peñas Blancas and Cacao and almost all private ones). Large, storage
dams can be defined as having a height  15 meters and spillway heights between 5
and 15 meters. Small, run-off river dams use the river’s natural flow to generate
electricity. Water is diverted from the river at the dam site into an artificial canal,
tunnel or pipeline; transported to an off-channel reservoir; stored until hours of peak
electricity demand; sent via pipeline to a powerhouse; used to generate electricity;
and then discharged into the river downstream.
benefits of hydro-dams in costa rica
In Costa Rica, 98 percent of the residents have access to electrical services. To cover
these needs the country must produce about 1840 MW, 70 percent of which comes
from hydro-dams. With Costa Rica’s wealth of freshwater resources, dams provide a
reliable source of electricity that imparts several benefits. In rural areas, construction
of dams has facilitated the improvement of roads, local development, economic
activation, and new employment possibilities. Some dams in Costa Rica also function
as multipurpose facilities; for example, the reservoir for the Arenal Dam in
northwestern Costa Rica is a popular destination for national and international
tourists, and after being used to generate electricity, water from the reservoir is used
for irrigation of croplands. From an environmental standpoint, Costa Rica’s
dependence on hydropower generation translates into a decrease in the burning of
fossil fuels for electricity generation. Forest protection in watersheds up and
downstream from dams has emerged as an indirect beneficiary. Public and private
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hydropower companies have engaged in voluntary payment for environmental
services programs through the Costa Rican government’s National Forestry Fund.
Payments made have been used to provide economic incentives to landowners for
forest protection in river basins. These agreements are based on the assumption that
natural forest provides the environmental services of capturing and retaining water,
and preventing excessive soil erosion in areas with steep slopes.
Ecological consequences. Our experience indicates that dam construction leads to
loss of forest cover, migration of resident fauna, and interruption of biological
corridors. The magnitude of dam-related impacts, for both large and small dams, is
generally expected to be greater on the mainstream of large rivers.
Social and economic impacts. There has been increasing recognition that the
social and economic impacts of dams are complex. In Costa Rica, as in many
countries, construction and operation of dams have produced social negative
impacts.
Lessons have been learned. Costa Rica has been characterized as having
development in harmony with the environment. In recent years and specifically on
dam development, we have made substantial changes. Among the most important are
the development of a wide investigation of ecological flows carried out by a team of
specialists from ICE, the incorporation of river ecology into environmental impact
assessments for dams projects, social participation in the prioritization of
environmental measures to mitigate or to compensate for the construction of dams
and to make the public feel involved in the planning process and decision making.
Costa Rica faces the challenge of achieving a balance between its number of
inhabitants, whose needs are increasing, and the base of natural resources on which
most development depends. Therefore, actions must be directed towards finding
alternatives leading to sustainability and to the survival of both human beings and
natural resources.
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Good afternoon. I’d first like to thank the organizers for the opportunity to
participate in this very timely conference. Based on my experience monitoring aid-
financed large dams and working with dam affected communities over the last twenty
years, I firmly believe the world needs fewer large dams, and that our multilateral
development banks and aid-donor governments must stop subsidizing them.
To make my case, I decided to focus on one large dam in particular, called the Nam
Theun 2 (NT2) Dam in Laos, a former French colony in Southeast Asia. NT2 was
approved by the World Bank last March after an aggressive public relations campaign
led by the Bank to persuade donor governments that NT2 would not be a develop-
ment failure, but would set a new standard for dam builders.
The Bank tells us that NT2 is Laos’ best chance to earn revenue for reducing
poverty. By selling power to neighbouring Thailand, the dam is expected to generate
nearly US$2 billion for the Lao government over 25 years. That money, according to
the Bank, will go to poverty alleviation and it will help preserve the 4,000-square
kilometer Nakai-Nam Theun watershed, one of Asia’s few remaining intact tropical
rainforests and wildlife habitats.”
NT2 sounds like a miracle dam. According to Dr. Lee Talbot, former U.S.
presidential advisor and member of the Nam Theun 2 Panel of Environmental and
Social Experts, “Large dams in our experience are almost never environmentally
benign or beneficial, nor do they end up benefiting the local people involved.
However, because of the cooperation between the [Lao] Government, the [Nam
Theun 2] developers, and the World Bank . . . planning and preparation is different
for this project.”
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And Dr. Talbot is right, NT2 is different. But does it set a new standard for the dam
building industry? Or is just another billion-dollar disaster in the making?
World Bank: Financing the Unbankable Dream 
Well, first it’s important to understand why and how NT2 is different.
Unlike Bank-financed dams in the past, which were usually state financed and
owned, NT2 is structured as a Build-Own-Operate-Transfer project. The Nam Theun
2 Power Company is a multinational entity, only one-quarter owned by the Lao gov-
ernment. The rest is owned by the French utility giant, Electricité de France (EdF), a
Thai power company, and a Thai construction company. (A Canadian firm, Klohn-
Crippen, has the construction supervision contract, and much of the powerhouse
equipment is expected to come from the same countries that supplied export credit
– i.e., Sweden, Germany.) 
NT2 was financed using what’s called limited recourse or project financing. The
shareholders first contribute some equity then link with debt providers. If the project
fails, the lenders have limited recourse to the company shareholders’ assets. For com-
mercial lenders to commit funds on this basis they need two things: guaranteed cash
flow and a carefully negotiated risk allocation scheme. Both took many years and
many lawyers to negotiate; the public had no part in these negotiations. Staged con-
sultations with local people came much later in the Bank’s PR campaign, well after
the most important decisions had already been made.
Key NT2 Contracts include:
 the concession agreement – this gives the NT2 company the rights to
develop, own, finance, construct, and operate the dam, and then transfer it
back to the Lao government after 25 years. It identifies impacts and who will
assume responsibility for the project’s resettlement and environmental
mitigation programs. It also caps the company’s financial contribution to
those programs. So the risk of rising costs and/or failure to improve affected
people’s lives or mitigate damages is allocated to the Lao government, not the
power company.
 the power purchase agreement – this obliges Thailand to buy most of the
dam’s output at a fixed price over 25 years, on a ‘take or pay’ basis. This means
Thailand’s Electricity Generating Authority (EGAT) guarantees the
company’s cash flow even if it doesn’t need the power, and even in dry
months of the year when the dam’s output is low or even zero. So Thai
ratepayers are paying for NT2 regardless of its performance, or whether they
need the electricity or not. This contract is further guaranteed by the Thai
government in the event that EGAT were to terminate the power purchase
agreement or do anything to jeopardize NT2’s debt payments.
 the construction contract – between the power company and its head con-
tractor, EdF. It caps engineering and construction costs, thereby allocating
the risk of cost overruns to EdF, not the lenders or the Lao government. So
French taxpayers are on the hook for any cost overruns incurred by EdF.
So the entire web of NT2 contracts is designed to assure lenders there will be no
surprise liabilities, and that the power company’s cash flow is secured against key risks
(i.e., government interference, less water than estimated, geotechnical surprises,
construction cost overruns, and open-ended costs associated with resettling people
and trying to minimize the environmental impacts of the dam’s operations).
World Bank: Providing Comfort to Commercial Lenders  
In addition to the contractual arrangements, the World Bank then had to arrange
special risk insurance. Otherwise, commercial lenders were unwilling to risk their
capital in Laos. They not only wanted insurance against the traditional political risks
of currency inconvertibility, expropriation, war and civil disturbances, they required
protection from breach of contract on the part of either the Lao government or the
buyer of NT2 power, EGAT.
So here’s how it works: if there is a default on loan payments to the commercial
lenders due to any kind of contract breach, the World Bank, the Multilateral
Investment Guarantee Agency, and the Asian Development Bank have committed a
total of US$183 million that would be paid out in compensation to the commercial
lenders. Those funds would be retrieved from the Lao government later. In theory,
this gives the Lao government a strong incentive not to run off with the dam’s revenue
while giving commercial lenders what the Bank calls “comfort.”
So while commercial lenders take comfort from NT2, Laotians have a great deal of
discomfort ahead. First, their land and two major rivers have been effectively
expropriated for the benefit of single power company. The dam will flood 450 square
kilometers of the highland Nakai Plateau, displacing 6,000 ethnic minorities, and
destroying some of Asia’s last habitat for elephants, tigers, and dozens of rare and
endangered bird and wildlife species. Fisheries in the two affected river systems will
collapse – as water from one Mekong tributary (Nam Theun) will be diverted to a
powerhouse and then discharged into a second Mekong tributary (Xe Bang Fai).
Anywhere from 40,000 to 100,000 people living downstream will lose all or part of
their fishing and farming livelihoods.
To my knowledge, at no time did the World Bank advise the Lao government or
the developers to consider less damaging alternatives – and by the way Laos has
dozens of potential hydro sites. The Bank consistently argued that no other dam
could generate the kind of revenue NT2 promises – with its installed capacity of 1075
MW – and therefore NT2 is Laos’ best option for revenue-generation. In other words,
the Bank has no environmental limits: no dam is too destructive as long as the
revenue stream is big enough.
The Bank’s social and environmental staff were also determined to “get one right”
this time, their idea being that with enough aid and consultants cruising around the
Nakai Plateau, nobody will be left worse off. So far this has generated enough
paperwork to dam the Mekong.
The resettlement plans call for tripling the incomes of six thousand resettlers
within the project’s first seven years (that’s equivalent to the national average income
of US$1,200 a year) plus health care, education, electricity, schools, roads, community
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forests, land title, you name it. Same for the tens of thousands of affected people
downstream . . . there are to be no dam victims this time, just satisfied project
beneficiaries.
The problem is restoring people’s livelihoods, turning victims into beneficiaries, is
much easier said than done. Just last month, the Asian Development Bank reported
that: “Full development of sustainable livelihood programs remains the biggest
challenge.” Turns out, the new farm plots for resettlers are unsuitable for rice
production, there isn’t enough grazing land for people’s livestock. Reservoir fisheries
will take years to develop if ever. The economics of pulpwood plantations isn’t there.
Same for pumped irrigation. None of the so-called “livelihood options” bandied
about by consultants come with any evidence of economic viability or guaranteed
results. As the company noted before NT2 was approved, there is “uncertainty
whether livelihood programmes will be able to deliver the targeted income levels. . . .
[And] if the plans fail, if only in part, [resettlers’] lives will be impacted negatively in
a very direct way as they bear the risks disproportionately.”
They bear the risks disproportionately. And this is precisely why NT2 should not
be subsidized with public funding. Tens of thousands of people, not just those reset-
tled, bear the risks disproportionately. And they do so involuntarily without knowing
the full extent of those risks. Make no mistake Laotians have been told only what the
proponents want them to hear.
How do the World Bank and ADB respond to this? They say don’t worry, we have
safeguard policies, we will not let NT2 fail. What this means is the banks are ready to
drive Laos further into debt with more loans to throw at problems created by NT2.
Clearly, this is no cause for accolades.
As for biodiversity conservation, dams like NT2 destroy habitat they don’t protect
it. Yet the Bank says NT2 is a model because US$30 million will be set aside by the
power company for managing the dam’s watershed. Under the Bank’s Natural
Habitats policy, this is what’s known as an “offset”: meaning it’s OK to flood half the
Nakai Plateau as long as money will go to conservation of the rest of the watershed.
Regrettably, Western conservation groups working in Laos jumped on that band-
wagon 10 years ago. As a director for the New York-based Wildlife Conservation
Society once said, “It’s all about money, money to train people, hire staff, for vehicles,
buildings, for all kinds of things which do not exist in that area one bit right now.” So
today’s NT2 watershed management budget of more than US$8 million includes money
for boats and boat drivers, cooks and mechanics, solar-powered refrigerators, binocu-
lars, air-conditioned offices, satellite TV, portable computers, ranger stations. . . . every-
thing to accommodate visiting wildlife biologists.
Will any of this save wildlife? Not likely. The plans clearly state: “When the reservoir
fills, wildlife will be drowned, displaced or stranded on the islands formed.” The con-
servationists know animal rescue programs don’t work. They know once the Plateau’s
special mix of grassland and wetland is flooded, it can not be recovered. They know that
once the watershed is opened up by highways and up to 10,000 construction workers
and their families, loggers and poachers won’t be far behind. And they know that ani-
mals that aren’t drowned will either starve or be eaten by prey or killed by poachers.
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Instead of standing up for wildlife, a few conservationists struck an illegitimate
bargain with the dam builders. Illegitimate because the 6,000 indigenous people
living inside the new protected area were not party to this deal-making. Their rights
as guardians of the watershed are nowhere close to being recognized by the Lao
government. They will soon face so many restrictions on their resource use, my guess
is many will quickly join the ranks of loggers and poachers just to survive. And the
wildlife so globally prized will disappear along with the forests.
It didn’t have to be this way. Laos could have opted for economic reform sooner
rather than later instead of pinning the country’s economic future to an aid-depend-
ent power export scheme. And Thailand has plenty of better options for generating
electricity at home.
Had the World Bank rejected NT2 as too environmentally damaging ten years ago,
it would have sent an important signal to the Lao government that large dams are
unacceptably risky, especially for the poor. The NT2 developers might have sought
out smaller scale alternatives. The Lao government might have introduced competi-
tive bidding and an open hydro licensing system that respected citizens’ rights. Aid
agencies in Laos might have decided it would be better to help the poor before they
become dam victims. And Western conservation groups might have decided to work
with indigenous people to save wildlife habitat rather than take money from those
who would destroy it.
Had the World Bank shown more economic prudence and less zeal for “getting one
right,” the world’s rivers and the people who depend upon them might not be so
threatened by large dams as they are today.
Notes
1. “Under current market conditions, NTPC would be unable to mobilize the
required amount of foreign currency debt without guarantee support from
ADB and others,” said Mr. Robert Bestani, Director General of the ADB’s
Private Sector Operations Department (“ADB to Support Nam Theun 2
Hydroelectric Project in Lao PDR,” ADB Press Release, April 4, 2005).
2. MDB risk insurance includes US$91 million from MIGA, US$42 million
from IDA, and US$50 million from ADB.
3. The NT2 financiers include: export credit agencies in France, Sweden and
Norway, the Nordic Investment Bank (US$30 million), European
Investment Bank ($55 million), nine international commercial banks, and
seven Thai commercial banks.
4. The company has allocated roughly US$100 million for resettlement and
environmental mitigation. Much of this will be paid for with MDB loans
borrowed by the Lao government: US$20 million from the World Bank’s
soft loan arm, IDA; US$20 million from the ADB. The company is also
receiving an additional US$50 million loan from the ADB, and US$36 mil-
lion from the French bilateral aid agency, Agence Francaise de
Developpement.
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5. The company has incorporated a number of best practice features into NT2
design and operation – for example, real-time monitoring of river levels
downstream so in the likelihood of damaging floods, operations can be
adjusted; monitoring of groundwater and surface water quality; and re-
oxygenation of water discharged into Xe Bang Fai river (for more details, see
the Nam Theun 2 Environmental Assessment and Management Plan,
www.namtheun2.com).
6. The United States was the only donor government to NOT vote in favour of
Nam Theun 2 last March due to concerns about social and environmental
risks. The US Executive Director’s office released a statement as follows: “In
accordance with Treasury Department instructions, the U.S. ED abstained
from the vote on NT2. Our abstention was based on reservations about the
outstanding risk related to environmental and social issues, the Lao PDR’s
macroeconomic conditions, and recourse measures if the NT2 project is not
implemented as planned. There are also defects in the environmental
assessment process, which ran afoul of US legislation regarding MDB projects
that have a significant environmental impact” (the defects include inadequate
baseline data i.e., fisheries in Theun and Xe Bang Fai).
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Over the last couple of days we have talked a lot about the construction of dams, the
decommissioning of dams, the importance of addressing ecological impacts of dams,
and so on. All of these are important discussions to have and, yet, significantly absent
are the experiences of local communities that absorb the majority of social and
environmental impacts. Today I will be talking about the ambitious Lesotho
Highlands Water Project (LHWP) from the experiences of some of the local Basotho
people who were impacted by the project and with whom I worked.
The LHWP is a dam project unlike most: it is a multi-dam water scheme designed
to sell water from one country to another, from Lesotho to South Africa. As a result
of the LHWP, as many as 4,000 households will be resettled and over 40,000 will be
impacted.
In 2000 and 2001, I lived in Lesotho and conducted interviews with 263 households
in rural Lesotho who were impacted in various ways by the LHWP. I will share with
you today some of the experiences of those affected using two simple, yet significant,
natural resources – wild vegetables and water – as examples through which we can
understand the social and socio-environmental changes brought on by the LHWP.
These examples will also illustrate the ways in which the impacted people effectively
subsidize this international project with their environmental resources, labor, money,
and, in some cases, their nutritional status.
For those of you unfamiliar with Lesotho, it is a small country landlocked within
South Africa as a result of colonial wars and politics. Lesotho has historically been a
labor reserve enclave economy for the gold and diamond mines of South Africa, and
in many ways, it is still largely dependent upon its dominant neighbor (Bardill and
Cobbe 1985; Eldredge 1993; Epprecht 2000; Hassan 2002; Sechaba Consultants 1995;
United Nations 2003). Almost everything in Lesotho is an import from South Africa,
including most electricity. However, Lesotho does have one thing that the Gauteng
region of South Africa desperately needs: water.
Figure 1 Map of Southern Africa  
Source: Christian Aid 2005
lesotho highlands water project 
The abundance of water in Lesotho seemingly provides a logical foundation for the
implementation of the Lesotho Highlands Water Project (LHWP), one of the five
largest dam projects currently under construction in the world today. The LHWP is
an $8 billion, multi-dam development project between Lesotho and South Africa,
based on a treaty signed in 1986 between the two countries.
There are essentially two main objectives outlined by their agreement. The first is
to capture and deliver water from Lesotho’s Senqu River and its tributaries to the
Gauteng industrial region of South Africa. The second objective of the project is to
create a hydroelectric power station to allow Lesotho to create electricity
domestically.1 An important documented obligation of the project is for its
implementation to not worsen the current standards of living2 of the project affected
peoples (LHDA, 1986). And it is important to note that the highlands areas chosen for
construction (Katse, ‘Muela, Mohale) contain some of the poorest communities
within Lesotho, with some of the highest rates of unemployment and destitution
(Sechaba Consultants 1994: 59; Tshabalala and Turner 1989: 6).
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1 The small number of
households that were
electrified prior to the LHWP
imported electricity from
South Africa. Preliminary
figures suggest that even
after the operation of the
‘Muela hydropower station,
the cost of setting up
electricity has prohibited new
consumers and the small
proportion that had electricity
prior to the LHWP continue to
import it from a South African
company since it remains
more cost effective to do so.
2 “Current” meaning the time
of the first intervention at
each site. See Panel of
Environmental Experts (POE),
1991.
‘development’
The prospect of large dams as a development strategy for Lesotho has periodically
been voiced since the 1950s, but only in the late 1970s and early 1980s did it begin to
be seen as viable. For South Africa, the challenge was to identify an extensive water
source for the prospering commercial and industrial sectors of the Gauteng region
(including Johannesburg). In contrast, Lesotho was seen as having almost no other
development options.3 Ironically, the convergence at that time of the needs of the
apartheid South African state and the military government of Lesotho, and the his-
torical dominance of South Africa’s relationship with Lesotho seems to have set the
stage for Lesotho’s participation in the LHWP (Bardill and Cobbe 1985; Nkomo 1990;
Santho and Sejanamane 1991; Tsikoane 1991).
The water collected in the dam-induced reservoirs is being sold and transported
via tunnels from Lesotho to Johannesburg, South Africa. Lesotho’s annual revenue for
the sale of this water was estimated to be $55 million (USD) a year, but is reported to
be closer to $18 million (Hassan 2002; United Nations 2003). This water, then, is no
longer simply a river, or a community resource for the local villagers, but rather an
international commodity with monetary value attached by the liter and sold to the
municipality of Johannesburg.
While to some this may seem like an effective use of a seemingly abundant natural
resource, it hides some of the ways this transformation serves to shift the value of this
rural resource away from the subsistence needs of the rural population and towards
the larger goals of the government of Lesotho as a nation state (and the needs of the
urban areas of both Lesotho and South Africa).
natural resources re-organized
I’d like to use my remaining time to present some interview data to illustrate some of
the changes impacted people experienced in their access to natural sources of water
and wild vegetables/herbs during the LHWP.
Wild Vegetables 
Many rural households in Lesotho collect wild vegetables and herbal medicines from
the natural environment. These are collective resources used on a frequent basis to
supplement household resources, and for many this creates a low-cost (time and
energy only), very nutritious food source for their families. In some of the most
remote communities in my study, and typically the most poor, people reported
spending 5-15 hours a week collecting wild vegetables for food prior to the LHWP
(Braun 2005c). These respondents considered their access to these vegetables very
good and relied on them as significant food resources, not as luxuries. As I’ll detail in
a minute, after the LHWP, people reported losing access to all or some of these
resources, and increased pressure on remaining resources. Many reported having to
walk further to find new sources of vegetables, up to 12-24 hours a week.
These vegetables, mostly varieties of Swiss chard-like greens such as moroho oa
Sesotho and sepaile, are the main part of a typical Basotho meal along with corn
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3 Lesotho was not seen as hav-
ing other development
options because: the majority
rural population is engaged in
primarily subsistence-oriented
agriculture; Lesotho suffered
from not having a viable mar-
ket as exported crops could
not compete with those of
South Africa; and male labor
migration rates to the mines
of South Africa peaked during
this period.
porridge. They grow in particular environments, often adjacent to water, in valleys,
and near forests. As a collective resource, they have been carefully managed so that
they have been able to reproduce and remain available over generations.
The range and density, if not complete availability, of the various wild vegetables
used by rural households were often negatively affected by the construction of the
LHWP. One resettled man from the Mohale dam area described how life in his new
place was very hard compared to his home of origin, and he is now more reliant on
money. He said,
We . . . lack something to make fire with, we do not have food, and – and you
know in the mountains there was lots of food lying around, we would go to
the veld and collect vegetables, we cultivated, we survived by food we – that
we grow. Now here when you have got no money, everything is money.
Many of his new neighbors, and other resettled households, voiced similar
concerns. This loss of access to wild vegetables coupled with the loss of their
agricultural lands (without replacement) created a serious challenge for them to meet
their nutritional needs. It had the effect of increasing their dependence on cash for
food (without much opportunity for employment), lessened their ability to be self-
reliant, and increased their likelihood of being food insecure.
A greater number of households were impacted by the construction of the LHWP,
but not necessarily resettled. The areas where wild vegetables and herbs tend to grow
– near water – were likely to be inundated as they were transformed into reservoirs
or the flow of water was altered in some other ways. One woman in Katse describes
the differences in access prior to the LHWP and after:
It has changed . . . because most of our resources we used to find them at the
river here. So . . . as the dam has covered things . . . grass and others are no
longer available.
One woman in the ‘Muela area described the ways in which the transformation of
“their river” to a reservoir affected her access to these everyday resources.
. . . Down there at the dam . . . there are herbs . . . that I used to dig up from
there, now . . . that place is covered. I no more get those medicines – I mean
a particular herb will be found at a particular place . . . they don’t just grow
– I mean they chose where to grow. I no more get them. We collected wood.
We dug up soils and we painted like the Basotho people . . . those soils are not
there now, they are finished . . . the [LHWP] and the dam has covered up
those soils.
And another woman in Katse finds the loss of these resources affecting the
economic livelihood of her household:
We would get Loli [from the river], making baskets and sifters. Now it has
closed our things, which we knew that when we have made them, we would
go to the lowlands and they would buy them [and] we would make a living.
. . . So now we don’t know what we [will] do . . . [to] make a living.
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Access to resources also changed due to increased pressure on existing resources
through migration or loss of some access; some sources were lost altogether from
changes in ecology; and some lost access through resettlement. In the latter case,
resettlers had the stress of going through resettlement and then the potential addi-
tional burdens of losing access to some natural resources without compensation. For
example, one woman resettled in Mohale reported:
We get nothing, there is really nothing, even the medicines we were used to
digging up ourselves, to make ourselves feel better, are not available here . . .
we live by going to the chemist to buy medicines.
In her statement, she reveals the ways in which this burden of lost resources has
health and economic implications. The stress of resettlement makes these resettlers
especially vulnerable to health risks, and the decreased access to medicines
exacerbates these risks. The necessity to now buy medicines, if possible, creates extra
financial burdens on households already likely to be in poverty. The increased
reliance on cash was a theme that resonated throughout my interviews and had
differential implications for men and women. Ironically, the construction of the
LHWP has the potential to create economic, nutritional, and environmental
consequences that exacerbate the existing poverty of particular households and
people rather than serving to mitigate their poverty as the official project goals state.
Water
At the same time, many rural households affected by the LHWP had changed access
to water. In my interviews, many villagers at all three dam sites mentioned this as one
of the greatest hardships they endured during the LHWP (Braun 2005a, b, c, 2006).
Prior to the LHWP, most rural communities in the dam areas used the rivers, streams,
or springs for various uses as bathing, washing clothes, household water, cooking,
drinking, livestock, gardening, and irrigation. Access was limited by seasonal
variations, others people’s use, labor requirements for collection, and natural changes
in the environment.
The construction of the three dams and the subsequent creation of their reservoirs
radically changed the ecological system of the riverine valleys. As an example of how
dramatic this is, prior to the damming of the Senqu River at the Katse site, the river
was at most places and at most times easily crossable by foot. In other places, and at
particular times (after the rains, for example) it was a rushing river that took more
skill to cross. After being dammed, it is a reservoir that is 160 meters deep at times and
2 miles across, crossable only by boat.
Some local communities lost access to many drinking water sources such as
springs that dried up as a result of the damming of the river (typically these are
downstream tributaries). Some villagers in the Katse area reported the loss of a spring
that had been there for generations – the next closest clean, plentiful water source
was, in some cases, 2-4 times as far away or up to 2.5 miles roundtrip. Since most
households reported collecting water at least twice a day, these increases are quite
significant in terms of the additional labor burdens borne by women and children.
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One interview from the Katse area continues to strike me when I think of these
issues. This interview was with an older couple resettled who had been moved from
their home after a reservoir-induced earthquake struck their village. This interview,
in particular, strikes me because of the specific issues that the couple raised, but also
because of how clearly this couple’s experiences highlight and represent the
intersection of so many aspects of ‘development’ as experienced by LHWP affected
people in Lesotho.
Malefetsane: There is nothing we cross by . . .
Malijeng: Because this water now has closed on us.
Malefetsane: Even our children are over there. We are unable, even when they
are sick, it’s a disaster, to go around there on foot, we are no longer able. We
will just be here when it is being said a child has been buried. Your child has
been buried, we no longer have anything to do.
Malefetsane: [The dam] has brought [change] because now our springs have
vanished which we used to draw water from, which were near, have vanished.
So it’s a change because our springs have vanished, we are leading a hard life
. . . Coldness is very much . . . Since the existence of the dam there is no
summer, there is no winter . . . It is very cold . . . It’s cold, we never put [heavy
clothes] down. It's very cold.
In this interview, the Nthako couple encapsulate many of the issues of importance
to so many other villagers with whom we spoke. Throughout, they remind us how
these aspects of change and their consequences are of direct importance to this
family’s way of life and their well-being: whether it be their ability to visit their
children and participate in social life, their access to water or grasses for basketry, the
threat to their means of livelihood and increased uncertainty, or changes in climate
that require more dependence on cash, possibly limit activities, shorten growing
seasons, and simply present new challenges.
As the Nthako couple point out, some people now lived next to a very large
reservoir/lake, and others (often downstream) lived next to a diminished river. Both
lost access to water for different reasons – those near the reservoir were at danger to
try to use it, with steep slopes going into a very large pool making it inaccessible (not
to mention not being able to cross it anymore to visit other villages), while the other
had so little water to make it unusable.
As part of a resettled household in Mohale that has lost access to springs, one
woman questions the effects of development more generally:
I can’t see where . . . development is – you see because here there are no
resources like those we had where we were before. The things we use here are
different from those I had before . . . because the rivers here are far . . . I was
much nearer to water sources there, water was thus nearer to me, from
springs . . . now here there is no chance to go there and any other place for
those rivers.
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To the development industry and often governments, projects such as the LHWP
are seen as converting previously underutilized resources – in terms of value – into
resources that bring value to the state. As the urban residents and industries of
Johannesburg receive water from the dammed rivers through hundreds of miles of
tunnels, some local Basotho lose access to water at the source – the irony was not lost
on anyone in the impacted villages with whom I spoke.
We asked one Chief, whose traditional inherited authority was currently being
challenged under the implementation of this internationally financed development
project, whether he thought the LHWP would benefit Lesotho and his fellow people.
His response highlights much of the politics that have led to the situation he now
faces as a resettled person, a chief losing part of his village, and the challenge to his
job as leader, advocate, and resource manager for his community.
I don’t think it can be beneficial [to us], even if the [LHWP] has benefited Lesotho.
But now the advantage [of the LWHP] is hurting us, the Basotho here, since we don’t
get our rightful compensations as its supposed to come to us. So we are supposed to
survive, so [the LHWP] benefits  - those it benefits, as for us who are affected we don’t
benefit, we are wrongly treated.
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Unlike the authoritative speakers we’ve heard so far, I lack expertise. I’m no
hydrologist, scholar, climatologist, fisheries biologist, activist, development specialist,
civil engineer or tribal leader. So why was I honored to close this important and
timely conference?    
Well, the organizers reminded me that for the final six years of the last century I
helped our keynote speaker Bruce Babbitt tear down hundreds of obsolete American
dams. Then they pointed out how I spent the first six years of this century in Africa
and Asia helping governments develop water and energy. Since I appeared to
simultaneously hold two diametrically opposed pressures in my mind – to dam and
to un-dam – they felt I could easily reconcile this conference’s split identity.
In short, they needed someone schizophrenic . . . to offer up his personal road to
recovery.
I must be schizophrenic, because I honestly believe we can take our two contrary
trajectories, bind them in marriage like horse and carriage, and show how the rise
and fall of dams need not be mutually exclusive, but productively interdependent.
~
My perspective appeals not to heartstrings but to purse strings. It looks not to science
or ethics but to market economics. But before I say how let me tell a true story that
shows where I’m coming from.
Last year I landed at JFK International during an anti-terrorist ‘Orange Alert.’ An
immigration official asked,
“Where ya traveling from?”
“Africa.”
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He glanced up. “What part?”
“Egypt. Zimbabwe. All over. I’ve been living out of a Land Rover.”
He scoured my passport. “How long ya been away?”
“Six years.”
His eyes narrowed, searching my eyes, “So…what brings ya back?”
I paused. The truth was I would spend a month in rural Montana with a rad-
ical band of environmental libertarians helping me develop plans to effi-
ciently blow up hundreds of American dams for profit. . . .
“To explore a new business opportunity,” I answered, honestly. He waved me
through.
~
A business of river liberation? What have I got against dams? Nothing, personally. But
as we heard, dams have a lot going against them: seismic shifts shake them from
below; water pressures scour them from behind; silt fills them upstream; the sun
evaporates faster than cities can drink; methane emissions accelerate a fast-changing
climate that brings drought followed by deluge on scales for which dams were not
built to cope.
All of which makes us face hard facts: dams are mortal. Their average lifespan is 50
years. If no one can afford to cover their health care costs, it is time to ‘pull the plug.’
To be sure, we have also heard how the day of reckoning can be delayed. Public and
private dam owners may finance required fish ladders, costly repairs, and eternal
upkeep, and that’s fine. Our bottom line question is: Who pays, how much, and for
what reasons?
~
There was nothing more dramatic than joining my former boss and mentor, Bruce
Babbitt, as he took wrecking balls to dams. But our dirty little secret is that not one
dam was toppled by force of our will, or due to nationwide conversion,
environmental advocacy or political dictate. All came down for one reason: marginal
costs of propping up the dam outweighed marginal benefits of removing it forever.
Since on average the costs of removal are one third of the cost of repair, the dilemma
– maintain it or drain it? – was a no-brainer. Call it a cold economics or a social contract
but in each case, a market transaction took place among owners and stakeholders,
buyers and sellers, and a decision was made. It’s that simple, and that boring.
But it’s also that helpful. My argument running through these remarks is that if we
are to make clear and disciplined decisions about dam building or dam busting we
must step back out of box, look past the perspectives of political will or emotional
attachment or developmental pressure or conservation morality, and consider the
rise and fall of dams through the lens of free market transactions.
~
Our starting point is the same: the physical dam. Beneath all our metaphors
comparing dams to temples or tools or pyramids or monuments – dams are, and
always have been, property.
Whether public or private property, every dam represents a significant financial
investment. In the last century, people looked at their options and took a decision,
45,000 times around the world, that a dam would provide some economic benefit,
somehow, to some people – and, for some length of time, dams did just that. Dams
helped turn water mills. Dams allowed barge transport. Dams irrigated crops. Dams
stored drinking water. Dams generated power. Dams provided recreation.
Unfortunately, as we learned, the capital, dividends and yields of our dam
investment can diminish rapidly. Like a car or a boat, dam devaluation starts the
moment it is commissioned.
On top of the physical stresses of aging, and devaluation, new and existing dams
face a far more powerful market pressure: competition.
~
Dams are fixed in place while the dynamic economy evolves around them. Those old
mills become shopping malls; transport canals become freeways; farms became
subdivisions. Today more irrigators pump groundwater than tap dams. In arid Africa
and Asia water is more securely stored in cool, clean aquifers than on hot, polluted
surfaces. Cleaner – and sometimes cheaper – power comes from wind, sun,
geothermal or wave energy than from methane-producing warm, stagnant reservoirs.
Whitewater recreation is more lucrative than flat ponds; bass fly-fishing rather than
catfish spin casting.
All of these messy and complex economic changes, options, opportunities and
forces are elegantly illustrated by something called an Environmental Kuznets Curve.
Without going into details, the EKC hypothesis holds that there is an “inverted U’
relationship between economic development and environmental degradation.
Development may be measured in per capita income, political freedoms, marketplace
activity, legal rights, access to education, public health, etc. But allowing for local
wrinkles, the curve applies to all societies.
Figure 12 The environmental Kuznets Curve
Evidence for the Kuznets Curve is
compelling, if not absolute. Statistical
analyses from developing countries show
it is appropriate for key issues like safe
water and sanitation; urban air pollutants;
concentrations of water pollutants;
fisheries endangerment; municipal waste;
even water consumption . . . all these
negatives have declined after societies
cross an invisible threshold of economic
development.
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One glaring weakness is that the curve does not, or has not yet, applied to
greenhouse gas emissions. More specific to our discussion, the Curve is neither
inevitable nor proof, as one self-proclaimed Skeptical Environmentalist claims, that
“See? People need to get rich first through dams before they can afford to care about
a functioning environment later.”
That’s a false market choice.A salmon netter on the Columbia, a fishmonger on the
Mekong, a shrimper at the Zambezi mouth, a floodplain Nile farmer, a Narmada
weaver – none are rich. But all care intimately about their river’s healthy natural flow.
So the Curve, like anything out of the dismal science, is both sweepingly collective
and ethically neutral. It cares nothing about class divisions or gross inequities within
nations, where the environment worsens for a rural or ethnic minority while the
urban elite breathes cleaner air and drinks clearer water.
And yet despite these gaps – indeed because of them – the Curve is a powerful tool
for looking at the huge market of dams at the national level in America and around the
world. Why? Because dam building is typically an amoral, nation-building enterprise.
Not just the large dams – the Hoovers, Grand Coulees, Sardar Sarovars, Bujugalis,
Karibas and Three Gorges – even the millions of smaller dams, if you scratch their
surface, became possible only through market-distorting subsidies to those individuals,
collectives and municipalities who construct, own and operate them.
Figure 13 Large dams commissioned per decade in Europe
So as we apply the Curve to the national records of the pace of new dam
construction over the years we find, again and again, a strikingly similar Curve.
In the United States, France, UK, Russia, China, India, Turkey, South Africa, Spain,
Brazil, Norway, Poland . . . dam building rose rapidly as the development option chosen
by the ruling political elite. Then that dam option slowed. In many cases the choice
nearly ground to a halt. A dozen countries began reversing course by removing dams.
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Figure 14 Large dams commissioned per decade in Asia
Figure 15 Hydropower dams, by region
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Source: ICOLD 1998
Figure 16 Commissioning of large dams globally, by decade in the 20th century
Figure 17 U.S. 20th century dam removals by decade 
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Figure 18 U.S. dam removals 1980-2000
And as you scale this up by region, you see the same curve at a continental level . . .
The Curve becomes equally evident even at a global level . . .
What’s going on here? Why has the path risen and then subsided? One answer is
physics: “All the best dam sites have been taken.”
It’s not convincing. International Hydropower Association global maps show
hundreds of gigawatts of exploitable energy in river currents just waiting for
hydroelectric dams to reap the bounty. The head of the International Commission on
Irrigation and Drainage argued that the world needs 45,000 more new large dams to
double our global stockpile, and he knew just where to build each one of them. The
World Bank’s in-house authority on water gets kicked upstairs for maintaining
(despite his failures and the mounting evidence of reports he commissioned) that
nations of the earth need far more “storage,” the code word for more “large dams.”
The second explanation is the rise of a secretive and powerful mafia of
international activists who have flexed their political muscles and intimidated the
leaders of sovereign states and multinational corporations into abject submission. I
don’t buy that answer either, having seen the shoestring operation budget of the
International Rivers Network. If anything, NGO activism is rather a sign, not a cause,
of dams’ almost axiomatic slowdown as the option of choice.
My own answer as to what’s behind this curve may discomfort both sides. But I’ve
grown convinced that the curve is driven, once again, by the liberalization and
globalization and speed of market transactions. The lines curved as open markets
diversified and inclusive politics democratized.
What I mean to say is: free trade, plus free people, equals free rivers.
This is not my expression of values. It is simply that, the more open a nation’s
political economy, the more development options it has. Consider:
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 All nations need energy. Namibia wanted to build a large hydroelectric dam
on the Cunene River, but so far, it could not justify the costs of that dam
when it could buy energy from a regional grid at a tiny fraction of the price
of generating it. When it sought energy independence, competitors showed
that their companies could develop cheaper offshore gas reserves.
 All nations need to ensure their people have food. But from Egypt to
Mozambique, none can build dams fast enough to grow enough to feed
everyone. So they now import grains from rainy nations abroad far cheaper,
paying for these goods with foreign exchange generated by anything from
tourism to prawns. This trade highlights the role, and the rule, of embedded
or ‘virtual water.’
 From Zimbabwe to India, as the state fails to meet public demands, we find
non-dam options emerging to efficiently distribute water to farms, indus-
tries and citizens. These often are black-market private transactions, Adam
Smith’s “truck, barter and exchange of goods and services” for water.
Liberal water and energy markets may be no more equitable than dams. Agreed. I’m
not trying to justify one over the other, merely to explain what market transactions mean:
the more freedom of people, the more freedom of trade, the more freedom of rivers.
~
I may have persuaded you merely that “Dams: it’s all economics.” And that might
seem not only dull, but disempowering. Nothing could be further from the truth. To
harness and focus the excitement and energies of both halves of this conference, I
want to argue that expanding transactions and emerging markets can help all of us
here link dam construction with dam destruction.
I will even venture that, if we do link the two forces, we can build new dams in ways
that actually result in a net gain in free flowing rivers.
New dams that bring a net increase in fish habitat? New dams that bring a net
reduction in silt and evaporation? New dams that provide a net gain in fertile riparian
habitat? No way! Way.
First, let us agree that time and market competition mean the supply of obsolete
dams will only rise worldwide.
Likewise, let us agree that global thirst, hunger, energy needs and development
pressure will increase demand for some new dams.
Rising supply? Meet growing demand. My prediction is that dam building will
become directly contingent on, and pay for, dam removal. Why? Because any new or
re-licensed dam will need mitigation to result in a net gain in flow, in habitat, in
emissions. This mitigation market has emerged for trading wetlands, for trading
water pollution, for trading sulfur or greenhouse gas emission, even for endangered
species. Successful mitigation efforts have come through restoration of ecosystem
services. So those who finance a new dam could, through similar mitigation credits,
restore ecosystems elsewhere:
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My prediction is that dam building will become directly contingent on, and
pay for, dam removal. Why? Because any new or re-licensed dam will need
mitigation to result in a net gain in flow, in habitat, in emissions. This
mitigation market has emerged for trading wetlands, for trading water
pollution, for trading sulfur or greenhouse gas emission, even for
endangered species.
 Raising a large dam on the Narmada could, as part of its package, include the
decommissioning or removal of dozens or even hundreds of smaller stag-
nating, silted up evaporation dam reservoirs elsewhere in the watershed.
 South Africa’s new dam on the Berg River could rise through the removal of
hundreds of old, risky and disruptive farm dams, in the same watershed.
 If private banks invested in a new Latin American dam, they would be
required to liquidate old and obsolete dams in that same watershed or
country.
 China’s government has admitted that it has thousands of obsolete dams
across the country, with more dying every day. Is it so radical that a portion
of funds generated by Three Gorges pay for removal of dams upstream on
the Ganges?
Yes, you may say, this vision is way too radical. You’re talking about exchanging
costs and benefits in aquatic life! You propose transactions in earthfill and concrete!
You advocate buying and selling dams as if they were real estate, cars, stocks and
bonds!
Exactly. This is how my perspective on dams has made me appropriately
schizophrenic. Half of me follows John Muir’s spiritual crusade against dams like
Hetch Hetchy. The other half follows the amoral market approach of Michael Milken.
Yes, Milken, the convicted junk bond king. Yet his excesses and his avarice brought
badly needed discipline to soft and ignored markets.
There is no market more bloated, neglected or wasteful than the global stockpile
of dams. And markets can and will bring discipline to their construction, operation,
and removal.
There is no market more bloated, neglected or wasteful than the global
stockpile of dams. And markets can and will bring discipline to their con-
struction, operation, and removal.
Some see existing dams as necessary evils. I see old dams as undervalued
investments, the aquatic version of private and public “junk bonds” which can be
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bought cheap, broken up into pieces, and liquidated in parts – environmental
mitigation credits – at a profit to buyers who operate new, healthier, younger dams.
Said out loud, this does sound crazy. And yet it is already happening:
 In North and South Carolina, two innovative engineers who qualified for
wetlands credits have begun to make money off dam removal through
restoration and wetlands mitigation.
 When FERC required the removal of Edwards Dam in Maine on the
Kennebec River, the cost of removal was financed in large part by upstream
industrial interests and dams as part of their mitigation for environmental
compliance.
 In northern Wisconsin, the regional power company bought and removed
two weak dams in exchange for a 25-year operating license to operate three
healthier ones on the same watershed.
 Funds generated by the Bonneville Power Administration for the Columbia
River basin in Oregon are being used to pay for dam removals on its tribu-
taries.
 Lesotho Highlands Project has set aside funds for mitigation of impacts
downstream, available for, among other things, dam removal.
My business idea is not original. I’m just scaling up existing models.
~
Let’s end where we began: “Do we need more dams, or fewer?” Neither you, nor I,
nor anyone here, can answer that question alone. Nothing IRN says can prevent all
new dam construction, and nothing ICOLD says can prevent old dams from coming
down. But if our anti-dam and pro-dam interests were collectively locked in the same
room and told to start horse-trading, I believe we would quickly find innovative ways
link agendas and to turn fixed liabilities into liquid assets.
Our transactions would bring new discipline to the global stockpile of dams. By
buying and liquidating unproductive investments, our predatory approach of
markets may reduce the overall inventory.
But just as reintroduced wolves culled Yellowstone’s once numerous but sick, old
and lazy elk herds, those fewer quantities of ‘bonds’ that remain will grow
progressively stronger, tighter, healthier and more vigorous. They’ll evolve with the
rivers to which they belong. And that, perhaps, is something Muir and Milken and all
of us could agree is a worthy aim.
Thank you.
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Yale School of Forestry and Environmental Studies presents
Conference on Large Scale Water Infrastructure:
GLOBAL PERSPECTIVES ON LARGE DAMS
3-5 November, 2006 - New Haven, Connecticut, USA
AGENDA
Day 1 - Friday, 3 November, 2006
Bowers Auditorium, Sage Hall, 205 Prospect Street
4:00 - 5:00 Registration
5:00 - 6:00 Welcome Remarks
Gus Speth, Dean of Yale School of Forestry & Environmental Studies
Keynote Address: "Do We Need More Dams? Or Fewer?"
Former U.S. Secretary of the Interior Bruce Babbitt
6:00 Reception, Sage Lounge
Day 2 - Saturday, 4 November, 2006 - Dam Removal in North America
Sage Hall, 205 Prospect Street
8:00 - 9:00 Breakfast & Registration, Sage Lounge
Dam Nation: An Introduction to Dam Impacts and Dam Removal Efforts Nationwide9:00 - 9:30
Laura Wildman, American Rivers
Dam Battles9:30 - 10:15
Raymond Cross, University of Montana
Dam Mitigation and Imperiled Species Recovery in the Tennessee and Mobile River
Basins
10:15 - 11:00
Mr. Jeff Powell, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service & Dr. Paul Johnson, Alabama Department of
Conservation and Natural Resources
11:00 - 11:15 Coffee Break, Sage Lounge
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Yale School of Forestry and Environmental Studies presents
Conference on Large Scale Water Infrastructure:
GLOBAL PERSPECTIVES ON LARGE DAMS
3-5 November, 2006 - New Haven, Connecticut, USA
Subject to Change. Please check back for updated times and titles.
Day 2 - Saturday, 4 November, 2006 - Dam Removal in North America (cont.)
Session 1A: Dam Removal
Rationale, Bowers
Session 1B: Fisheries & Ecological Impacts of
Dams, Sage 24
Moderator: William Hover, GZA
GeoEnvironmental, Inc.
Moderator: Dr. David Skelly, Yale University
Speakers: Speakers:
Jim MacBroom, Yale University -
Contaminated Sediment Dam
Removal Case Studies
Dr. David Post, Yale University - Effects of Dams on
Inland Ecosystems
Brian Winters, National Park Service
- Elwha Dam Removal
George LaPointe, Maine Marine Resources - Case
Study: Penobscot, When Ladder Aren't Enough
11:15 - 12:30
Laura Rose-Day, Penobscot Partners -
Edwards Dam Removal
Steve Gephard, Connecticut Department of
Environmental Protection - Challenges of Fish Passage
Technologies
12:30 - 1:15 Lunch, Sage Lounge
Session 2A: First Nations/Tribes
and Dams, Bowers
Session 2B: Laws and Dams, Sage 24
Moderator: Steve Rhee, Yale
University
Moderator: Brad Gentry, Yale University
Speakers: Speakers:
Chairman Rebecca Miles, Nez Perce
Tribe - Effects on the Snake River
Steve Mashuda, Earthjustice - The Endangered Species
Act
Catherine O'Neill, Seattle University
Law - Dams, Tribal Health &
Environmental Justice
Zyg Plater, Boston College Law School - The
Tennessee Valley Authority v. Hill Case and the
Origins of the Endangered Species Act and Dams
1:15 - 2:45
Joy Kovnats, Hydro Manitoba -
Development Collaboration with First
Nations
Lois Young, Lawyer, Association of Concerned
Belizeans - Why the Chalillo Dam Was Built in Belize:
The Jaguar v. The Dollar
Yale School of Forestry and Environmental Studies presents
Conference on Large Scale Water Infrastructure:
GLOBAL PERSPECTIVES ON LARGE DAMS
3-5 November, 2006 - New Haven, Connecticut, USA
Subject to Change. Please check back for updated times and titles.
Day 2 - Saturday, 4 November, 2006 - Dam Removal in North America (cont.)
2:45 - 3:00 Coffee Break, Sage Lounge
Session 3: Case Study - Snake River
Moderator: Zachary Donohew, Yale University
Speakers:
Chairman Rebecca Miles, Nez Perce Tribe
Representative from NW River Partners
Nicole Cordan, Policy Director, Save Our Wild Salmon Coalition
3:00 - 4:30
Dr. John Williams, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Association Fisheries
Endangered Rivers and the Conservation Movement4:30 - 5:00
Tim Palmer, Author and Photographer of Rivers of America and America by Rivers
Day 3 - Sunday, 5 November, 2006 - Dam Construction Around the World
Sage Hall, 205 Prospect Street
8:00 - 9:00 Breakfast & Registration, Sage Lounge
Deep Water: A Narrative Approach to Large Dams9:00 - 9:30
Jacques Leslie, Author of Deep Water
History and Politics of the Large Dam Debate in India9:30 - 10:00
Dr. Ramachandra Guha, Author of Environmentalism: A Global History
10:00 - 10:15 Coffee Break, Sage Lounge
Dam Benefits and Rationales for Dam Development10:15 - 10:45
Wayne Edwards, W.D. Edwards Consulting, LLC
Are Dams Avoidable? A Supply-Side Conundrum10:45 - 11:30
Dr. Ramaswamy Iyer, India's Center for Policy Research
International Impacts of Damming the Mekong River11:30 - 12:00
Dr. David Woodruff, University of California, San Diego
12:00 - 1:00 Lunch & Book Sale by Labyrinth Books, Sage Lounge
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Yale School of Forestry and Environmental Studies presents
Conference on Large Scale Water Infrastructure:
GLOBAL PERSPECTIVES ON LARGE DAMS
3-5 November, 2006 - New Haven, Connecticut, USA
Subject to Change. Please check back for updated times and titles.
Day 3 - Sunday, 5 November, 2006 - Dam Construction Around the World (cont.)
Impacts of Dams on the Diet of Columbia River Basin Tribes1:00 - 1:20
Dr. William Lambert, Oregon Health and Science University
Session 1A: Climate Change & Dam
Construction, Sage 24
Session 1B: Dams in Central America, Bowers
Moderator: Roger Ballentine, Green
Strategies, Inc.
Moderator: James Leslie, Yale School of Forestry
& School of Management
Speakers: Speakers:
Tom Huntington, U.S. Geological Survey -
Impacts of 20th and 21st Century Climate
Change on Hydrologic Regimes With
Emphasis on Implications for Large Dams
Ari Hershowitz, Natural Resource Defense
Council - The Chalillo Dam Case Study
Casey Brown, International Research
Institute for Climate & Society, NYC -
Effects of Climate Change on Dam
Operations
Dr. Rodrigo Rojas, Instituto Costarricense de
Electricidad - Dams in Costa Rica: An Integral
Perspective
1:20 - 2:20
Dr. Shimon Anisfeld, Yale University -
Reservoir Greenhouse Gas Releases
2:20 - 2:35 Coffee Break
Sustainable Development & Dam Construction, Bowers
Moderator: Alessandro Palmieri, World Bank, Corporate Quality Assurance and Compliance
Unit
Speakers:
Aly Shady, International Water Resources Association & Canadian International Development
Agency - Damning the Dams or Feeding the World: The Development Paradox
Grainne Ryder, Probe International - The Underreported Social Costs of Dams
Peter Bosshard, International Rivers Network - Corruption in Dam Development
2:35 - 4:00
Yvonne Braun, University of Oregon - Development Trade-Offs in Africa: Dam Building in
Lesotho
Closing Remarks: John Muir Meets Michael Milken, Bringing Free-Market Discipline to the
Global!Stockpile of Dams
4:00 - 4:30
Jamie Workman, former Secretariat World Commission on Dams
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Appendix B – Large Dam Survey
After the conference, editors Kara DiFrancesco and Kathryn Woodruff compiled a list
of themes, problems defined and solutions suggested from each conference talk.
From this list, a Q-sort survey was developed to gauge how the speaker’s ranked the
problems already brought up in their presentations. A Q-sort survey is used in Q-
Methodology that was developed in 1935 by William Stephenson to analyze patterns
in viewpoints. Critical to this sort of methodology is the participants’ perspectives;
responses are assumed to be contextualized. The goal was to identify common
ground, or discover trends, in how the problems surrounding large dams are defined
by the various stakeholders involved. It would follow that better understanding of
problem definition may lead to more efficient and effective communication between
these stakeholders, and therefore more effective solutions.
A total of 46 surveys were provided to conference moderators, speakers,
publication contributors and the student organizers. In it, each survey participant
was asked to rank, or sort, 33 defined problems. The responses were then analyzed to
test patterns and correlations in the rankings, assuming that each participant is
subjective. The survey was not intended to identify the problem concerning large
dams and the problem definitions to be sorted were rather ambiguous, preventing a
conclusive argument to this end. Results were varied, but suggested that while the
debate is very charged, common interest and problem-oriented communication is
possible. Herein are the survey’s Detailed Instructions, the list of Problem Statements,
and the Q-sort instrument used for the rankings. Please read the Conclusion for a
more detailed discussion of the survey’s findings.
detailed instructions (the whole survey sort should
only take 30 min – 1 hour)
1. Read through the statement choices. You should have 33 problem statements
and one Survey grid with numbers ranging from -4 to 4. Please email us if
you are missing anything.
2. Each problem statement concerns one element, or problem, of large dams.
On November 3-5, 2006, you were a speaker at Yale’s Global Perspectives on Large
Dams Conference. During the conference you spoke to the topic, describing case
studies, histories, and central issues to illustrate part of the many perspectives on
large dams. The elements listed as problem statements were generated from these
talks. Central to elevating the discussion on large dams is defining how different
stakeholders prioritize different problems. Now you are asked to help elevate the
discussion promoted during the conference in November.
Sort the problem statements from least important to most important, indicating
which statement you agree with most as the problem with large dams.
3. Look for a minute at the diagram on the next page and at the Survey Grid.
To complete the exercise, you should organize the problem statements in the
shape indicated by the diagram: 2 statements go under the column marked
“-4: least important”, 4 statements under “-2”, 5 under “0: neutral”, and so
on. There is no difference among the importance of items as long as they are
placed in the same column.
4. Most people find it difficult to do this prioritization in one step. Instead, it
is easier to start by separating the statements into three groups: not
important (or disagree), neutral, and important. It might also be helpful to
print out a copy of the problem statements and a copy of the answer sheet
and handwrite your prioritization process. Most often this exercise is
completed using index cards labeled with each statement. The cards are
then physically sorted. This might be useful to you for completing the
survey.
5. Once you have three general columns, focus first on the “important”
column. Leave the others aside and simply try to organize the statements
you considered important into the appropriate number of slots for “1”, “2”,
“3” and “4: most important.”
6. Now turn to the general column you called “not important” and perform
the same sort.
7. Next sort out any statements you left in the “neutral” column in the
beginning.
8. You should now have a complete sort that matches the number of
statements listed on the survey. Feel free to look at the whole picture and
make any changes you want.
9. When you are comfortable with the sort, insert the NUMBER and
STATEMENT in the corresponding slot on the answer sheet.
We thank you for furthering the discussions and supporting our research. Your
time and participation is of great value and very appreciated!
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Problem Statements
1. Decline of species
2. Biodiversity loss
3. Water quantity concerns
4. Water quality concerns
5. Alteration of geography
6. Fragmentation of habitat and
resources
7. Riverbed scour and degradation
8. Sediment and nutrient regime
concerns
9. Climate change
10. Genetic exchange concerns
11. Overall, interrelated environmental
effects
12. Recreation and aesthetic concerns
13. Displacement of poor or
indigenous people
14. Uneven distribution of costs and
benefits
15. Inability to capture all costs and
benefits
16. Balancing concern of different
value systems or competing uses
17. Flooding historical land
18. Insufficient, un-enforced or biased
laws and regulations
19. Concerns of corruption and
mismanagement at decision-
making level
20. Poor planning or rehabilitation
policies
21. Aversion to change
22. Supply-side concerns
23. Demand-side concerns
24. Inadequate inclusion of
stakeholders
25. Environmental Assessment
concerns
26. Too costly in time, risk or resources
27. Data limitation concerns
28. Technical problems with
alternatives, adaptation or
restoration
29. Safety concerns
30. Too much focus on engineering
31. Perpetuating a myth about large
dams (e.g. perceived as “right”)
32. Falling short of intended spatial,
temporal or developmental benefits
33. Increasing vulnerability or civil
unrest
Answer Sheet for the Problem Statement Survey
Sort the problem statements from least important to most important, indicating which statement you
agree with most as the problem with large dams.
Insert the number and statement in the corresponding space below. Please double-
check that there is one number in each cell and no duplicates.
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Importance of Problem Statements
Least
Important
-4
-3 -2 -1 Neutral0 1 2 3
Most
Important
4
2 Statements 3 Statements 4 Statements 5 Statements   5 Statements 5 Statements 4 Statements 3 Statements    2 Statements
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Biosketches of Contributors
Shimon Anisfeld, Yale School of Forestry & Environmental Studies
Dr. Shimon C. Anisfeld received his A.B. in chemistry from Princeton University in
1987 and his Ph.D. in organic chemistry from the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology in 1993. Since then, he has been at the Yale School of Forestry and
Environmental Studies, where he is currently a Research Scientist and Senior
Lecturer, teaching courses in water resource management, environmental chemistry,
and coastal ecology. Dr. Anisfeld's primary research interests lie in understanding
human impacts on rivers and wetlands in coastal watersheds. He is involved in
research projects which attempt to answer questions like these: How do tidal marsh-
es maintain – or fail to maintain – their elevation in the face of sea level rise? How
do high anthropogenic nutrient loads change above-ground and below-ground
processes in salt marshes? What is the relationship between watershed land use and
river pollutant loads? How can isotope methods be used to trace sources and sinks of
pollutants? How does the temporal and spatial variability in river conditions impact
water quality assessments? What is the degree of success – and what are the unin-
tended consequences – of stream and wetland restoration? How do cities metabolize
water and nitrogen? His goal is to carry out integrated research that is both scientif-
ically interesting and directly relevant to management.
Bruce Babbitt, Chairman of the Board,Worldwide Wildlife Fund and Former U.S.
Secretary of the Interior
Bruce Babbitt served as Secretary of the Interior from 1993 to 2001, as Governor of
Arizona from 1978 to 1987, and as Attorney General of Arizona from 1975 to 1978.
With degrees in geology, geophysics and law, Babbitt was elected to statewide office
as Attorney General on his first foray into elective politics at age 36. He subsequently
served as Governor for nine years. As Governor, Babbitt brought environmental and
resource management to the forefront in Arizona. He personally negotiated and
steered to passage the Arizona Groundwater Management Act of 1980, which remains
the most comprehensive water regulatory system in the nation. He was also
responsible for creation of the Arizona Department of Water Resources and the
Arizona Department of Environmental Quality and a major expansion of the state
park system. Appointed Secretary of the Interior by President Clinton in 1993, Babbitt
served for eight years, during which he led in the creation of the forest plan in the
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Pacific Northwest, restoration of the Florida Everglades, passage of the California
Desert Protection Act, and legislation for the National Wildlife Refuge system. As a
certified fire fighter, Babbitt brought his front line experience to creating a new
federal wild land fire policy that emphasizes the role of fire in maintenance and
restoration of natural ecosystems. He pioneered the use of habitat conservation plans
under the Endangered Species Act and worked with President Clinton to create
twenty-two new national moments, including the Grand Staircase Escalante National
Monument in Utah. Babbitt is perhaps best remembered by American school
children as the Secretary who brought the wolves back to Yellowstone. Babbitt is the
author of “Cities in the Wilderness” recently issued by Island Press, in which he lays
out a new vision of land use in America. He currently serves as a director of the World
Wildlife Fund. Babbitt resides in Washington with his wife, Hattie, a former
Ambassador to the Organization of American States. They have two children,
Christopher, a lawyer residing in San Francisco, and T.J. a teacher in the Los Angeles
public school system.
Roger Ballentine, Green Strategies, Inc.
Roger Ballentine is the President of Green Strategies, Inc., where he advises and rep-
resents businesses, associations, government agencies and non-profit entities on
domestic and international public policy issues and business strategies, focusing on
energy, conservation and environmental matters. Roger is a Senior Fellow at the
Progressive Policy Institute in Washington, D.C. where he works to develop cutting
edge, third-way approaches to public policy challenges in the areas of energy and the
environment. He also served as Senior Advisor to the Kerry-Edwards Campaign on
energy and environmental matters.
Peter Bosshard, International Rivers Network
Dr. Peter Bosshard is the Policy Director of International Rivers Network, an
international environmental and human rights organization based in Berkeley, CA.
In this capacity, Peter Bosshard leads IRN’s efforts to strengthen the social and
environmental standards of governments, financial institutions, and the dam
industry. He was closely involved with the World Commission on Dams (WCD), and
represents civil society groups in the Steering Committee of the Dams and
Development Project, the follow-up process of the WCD housed by UNEP. Peter
Bosshard also supervises IRN’s Africa, South Asia, and Communications programs.
Peter Bosshard, a Swiss citizen, studied at the universities of Zurich, Minnesota, and
Kingston/Jamaica, and holds a Ph.D. from Zurich University. Before joining IRN in
2002, he was the director of the Berne Declaration, a Swiss advocacy organization. Mr.
Bosshard has promoted stronger international environmental standards since the
early 1990s, and has helped coordinate international campaigns against large dams in
China, Iceland, India, Malaysia, Sudan, Turkey, and Uganda. Mr. Bosshard was a
member of the Swiss government's advisory council on development policy in 1999-
2001. He has authored numerous reports and articles in books, academic journals and
the popular press.
Yvonne A. Braun, University of Oregon
Yvonne A. Braun is an assistant professor in the Department of Sociology at the
University of Oregon. Yvonne grew up in Long Island, New York, where her emerging
environmental consciousness grew in the shadow of a neighboring dump-
cum-incineration site. In college in upstate NY, she solidified her environmental and
social justice activism in challenging proposals to dispose of hazardous waste in
depleted salt mines under the campus and town. Her research, funded by the
National Science Foundation and the U.S. Fulbright Fellowship program, examines
the social and socio-environmental impacts of the Lesotho Highlands Water Project
(LHWP), a multi-dam water delivery scheme and development project in Lesotho,
Southern Africa. Yvonne has conducted over 250 surveys and interviews with people
resettled and impacted by the LHWP while living in Lesotho in 1997 and 2000-01 and
she is currently writing a book based on this work.
Casey Brown, International Research Institute for Climate and Society, Earth Institute,
Columbia University
Dr. Casey Brown is Associate Research Scientist at the International Research Institute
for Climate and Society of the Earth Institute at Columbia University. Dr. Brown
specializes in climate risk management for the water sector and sustainable
management of water resources. His current work includes developing a climate
resilient water supply system with seasonal climate forecasts for Manila, Philippines;
drought risk management for the Colombian energy system; and the development of
an integrated water resources management tool with the World Bank Institute. Dr.
Brown’s research focuses on increasing the resilience of water systems to climate
variability and change through the use of advanced climate science, including climate
prediction, in combination with innovative water resources management techniques
and economic mechanisms, including index insurance. Another area of interest is the
role of climate variability, infrastructure and water management in poverty reduction
and economic development. His work includes hydro-economic modeling and
hydroclimatologic prediction. In addition he works with water resources
practitioners and stakeholders to promote the uptake of climate risk management
and climate-informed decision-making, primarily in developing countries. Dr.
Brown teaches the course Managing Climate Risks and Adapting to Climate Change
in Columbia’s M.A. in Climate and Society program. Dr. Brown obtained his PhD in
environmental engineering science as a National Science Foundation Fellow at
Harvard University. His thesis topic was sustainable management of groundwater in
southern India and included fieldwork in India and Nepal. In addition, he has worked
on climate, water and environment issues in Honduras, Costa Rica, Malaysia,
Singapore, Indonesia, the Philippines, Thailand, Lithuania and Navajo Nation. Dr.
Brown is a licensed professional engineer in the state of Colorado. He served for six
years in the United States Air Force as a civil engineering officer including three years
teaching at the US Air Force Academy.
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Georg Caspary, World Bank
Georg Caspary has been working for ten years for numerous multilateral
organisations and private firms on infrastructure and environment issues in
developing countries. In this context, he has participated in numerous reviews on the
social and environmental risks associated with large infrastructure projects, including
several dams. Georg holds degrees from the London School of Economics, Sciences-
Po Paris and Oxford University.
R. Nicole Cordan, Save Our Wild Salmon Coalition
R. Nicole Cordan is the Policy and Legal Director for the Save Our Wild Salmon
Coalition (SOS). She lobbies on Capitol Hill and practices environmental and natural
resource law, with an emphasis in Clean Water Act, and Endangered Species Act issues.
Over the last nine years, she has spent much of her time working on salmon issues.
Prior to joining SOS, she was the Acting Director and attorney in the Western Natural
Resource Center of the National Wildlife Federation. From 1995-1997, she worked as a
staff attorney for the Pacific Environmental Advocacy Center, the environmental law
clinic at Northwestern School of Law of Lewis and Clark College, and held the Natural
Resource Fellowship position at the law school in 1995. She has written and lectured on
various topics including hydroelectric operations and their effects on salmon, Clean
Air Act, global climate change, federal and state water rights, and water quality
standards. She received her B.A. in 1988 from the University of Michigan and her J.D.
from Northwestern School of Law of Lewis and Clark College in 1995.
Raymond Cross, University of Montana, School of Law 
Raymond Cross is a professor of law at the University of Montana School of Law in
Missoula, Montana. His legal work and career in Indian Country is chronicled in a
new book entitled Coyote Warrior: One Man, Three Tribes and the Trial That Forged a
Nation (Little, Brown Publishing Co., 2004). Professor Cross returned in 1981 to serve
as tribal attorney for his tribal people, the Mandan, Hidatsa and Arikara Nation of the
Fort Berthold Indian Reservation, North Dakota. During his tenure as tribal attorney
he presented two oral arguments before the U.S. Supreme Court on behalf of his tribal
people, resulting in two Indian law opinions that opened state courts to tribal damages
actions against non-Indian defendants and reaffirmed the fundamental principle of
tribal sovereign immunity to suit. He also represented his tribal people in their long
standing just compensation claim against the United States for its 1949 taking of over
156,000 acres of reservation land as the site for the Garrison Dam, the world’s fourth
largest rolled earth dam. In 1992, Congress awarded the Mandan, Hidatsa and Arikara
Nation over $149.2 million in just compensation for wrongs imposed on the tribal
people by the Garrison Dam. Professor Cross is a 1973 graduate of Yale Law School.
Zachary Donohew, University of California Santa Barbara
Zack Donohew is a doctoral student at the Donald Bren School of Environmental
Science and Management at the University of California Santa Barbara. His interests
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are in the allocation of common-pool resources. He is currently researching the legal
and economic aspects of water allocation in the western United States. Zack earned
his B.A. from the University of Oklahoma and his MESc from the Yale School of
Forestry and Environmental Studies.
Wayne Edwards, W.D. Edwards Consulting, LLC
Mr. Edwards is an engineering consultant specializing in the safety assessment of
dams. He received his B.S. Degree in Civil Engineering from the University of
Washington and is a registered professional engineer in California and Nebraska. He
has more than 30 years of experience in the planning, design, construction, and
project management of water supply and hydroelectric engineering projects. He
began his career with Pacific Gas & Electric Company (PG&E) where he progressed
to Supervising Civil Engineer. He managed PG&E’s dam safety program with over
100 dams under the jurisdiction of the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
(FERC) and the California Division of Safety of Dams (CDSOD). He conducted or
was responsible for numerous dam safety projects, including safety reviews, seismic
stability analyses, spillway adequacy studies, installation of monitoring systems,
geotechnical investigations, and the design and construction of stability
improvements. He joined HDR Engineering in 1993 where he was Vice President and
National Technical Director of Dams and Hydraulic Structures until he formed his
own company in October 2003. He is a FERC independent consultant and has
conducted 39 Part 12 dam safety reviews. He has also facilitated Potential Failure
Mode Analysis (PFMA) workshops for 22 dams. Mr. Edwards is actively involved in
the national debate on dam decommissioning. In 2000 – 2002, he represented the U. S.
Society on Dams (USSD) in a series of meetings put on by the Aspen Institute to discuss
dam removal. The findings were published in Dam Removal – A New Option for a New
Century. He has been an active member of USSD for over 20 years and was elected to
the Board of Directors in 2004. He was Chair of the USSD Committee on Dam
Decommissioning. He is currently Chair of the recently formed Committee on
Decommissioning of Dams of the International Commission on Large Dams (ICOLD).
Nicholas Forbes, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, New England District
Mr. Forbes has been associated with the regulation and safety of New England District’s
31 flood control dams since 1975 and he has served as the District’s Dam Safety Program
Manager since the 1991. In this capacity, Mr. Forbes has arranged dam safety studies and
reports related to District dams, managed several dam safety repair projects, scheduled
and conducted regular dam safety inspections and prepared inspection reports for each
inspection. Mr. Forbes also oversees all District dam safety activities such as training
and reporting to assure that the New England District is in compliance with all Federal
and Corps dam safety guidelines. He is a graduate of Merrimack College in Andover,
Massachusetts with a Bachelor of Science degree in Civil Engineering.
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Bradford S. Gentry, Yale University
Bradford S. Gentry is a Senior Lecturer and Research Scholar at the Yale School of
Forestry and Environmental Studies, as well as Co-Director of Yale’s Center for Business
and the Environment. Trained as a biologist and a lawyer, his work focuses on
strengthening the links between private investment and improved environmental
performance. He is also of counsel to the international law firm of Baker & McKenzie,
an advisor to GE’s office of corporate environmental programs, and a member of the
advisory boards of Climate Change Capital in London and the Trust for Public Land in
Connecticut, as well as the governing board for the Institute for Ecosystem Studies in
New York. Mr. Gentry received his B.A. from Swarthmore College (Phi Beta Kappa) in
1977 and his J.D. from Harvard Law School (Magna Cum Laude) in 1981.
Steve Gephard, Connecticut Department of Environmental Protection
Steve Gephard is a supervising fisheries biologist with the State of Connecticut,
Department of Environmental Protection’s Inland Fisheries Division. He is in charge of
the Division’s Diadromous Fish Program and has over 28 years of experience with
diadromous fish species, which migrate between fresh and salt water to spawn. The
mission of the program is to conserve and restore these runs of migratory fish to the
waters of Connecticut and the main challenge is to get fish around the many dams that
dot the landscape. Steve Gephard has specialized in fish passage and has been involved
in dozens of fishway construction and dam removal projects, often working with a team
of community-based partners. Fieldwork outside of Connecticut has included studies
in Illinois and northern Spain, having received NATO and Fulbright grants to work on
salmon and fish passage issues in Spanish rivers. He has also served as an adjunct
professor at Trinity College (Hartford, CT), assisted in the teaching of courses of fish
passage for the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service, the Bioengineering Section of the American
Fisheries Society, and the University of Wisconsin; and co-authored a booklet entitled
“A Fishway For Your Stream”. Part of the specialization for fish passage includes the
provision at dams of eel passes for American eels. Steve is presently the chairman of the
Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Commission’s American Eel Technical Committee.
Other assignments include the North East Stream Barrier Task Force, Connecticut’s
representative to the Connecticut River Atlantic Salmon Commission’s Technical
Committee, chair of the Committee’s Genetics Subcommittee and Smolt Advisory
Subcommittee, member of the U.S. Atlantic Salmon Assessment Committee, and a
presidential appointment as a U.S. Commissioner to the North Atlantic Salmon
Conservation Organization, an international treaty commission dedicated to
conservation of salmon in international waters. Steve was awarded the Distinguished
Service Award by the Northeast Division of the American Fisheries Society in 2002.
Ramachandra Guha, Author
Dr. Ramachandra Guha, the author of Environmentalism: A Global History, is a
historian and biographer based in Bangalore. He has taught at the universities of Yale
and Stanford, been Indo-American Community Chair Visiting Professor at the
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University of California at Berkeley, and Sundaraja Visiting Professor in the
Humanities at the Indian Institute of Science. His books include ‘Savaging the
Civilized: Verrier Elwin, His Tribals, and India’ (Oxford University Press, 1999), and
‘Environmentalism: A Global History’ (Addison Wesley Longman, 2000). His social
history of Indian cricket, ‘A Corner of a Foreign Field’ (Picador, 2002) won the Daily
Telegraph/Cricket Society Cricket Book of the Year Award. His other awards include
the Leopold-Hidy Prize of the American Society of Environmental History. Guha’s
books and essays have been translated into more than twenty languages.
Katharine Hayhoe, Texas Tech University, Department of Geosciences
Katharine Hayhoe is a Research Associate Professor in the Department of
Geosciences at Texas Tech University. Katharine’s research examines the impacts of
human activities on the global environment, using global and regional climate
models of the earth-atmosphere-ocean system. Much of her work is driven by the
need to communicate the urgency of climate change and its impacts at the regional
scale to those who will be most impacted by them. To that end, she has led regional
climate assessments for the state of California, for the U.S. Northeast, and most
recently, for the city of Chicago, to determine the potential impacts of climate change
on human health, the economy, agriculture, water resources, and other important
aspects of the environment we live in. Her studies, published in journals including
Science, Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, and Climatic Change, have
resulted in her work being cited by the UN IPCC Fourth Assessment Report,
presented before Congress, and highlighted by state and federal agencies in support
of actions to reduce greenhouse gas emissions from human activities.
Ari Hershowitz, Natural Resources Defense Council
Ari Hershowitz is Director of NRDC’s BioGems project in Latin America. The Latin
American BioGems project joins with local communities to protect important
natural areas from Baja California, Mexico to Chilean Patagonia through multi-
faceted international campaigns (see www.savebiogems.org). Working with the Belize
Alliance of Conservation NGOs (BACONGO), Mr. Hershowitz led the international
campaign against the Chalillo hydro-electric dam in the Macal River Valley, Belize,
key habitat for jaguars and a highly endangered subspecies of Scarlet Macaw.
BACONGO’s case challenging the dam approval was ultimately heard by the Privy
Council, in London, Belize’s highest court. The court majority, in a 3-2 opinion,
allowed dam construction to go ahead, despite lingering questions about the dam’s
safety and cost. Mr. Hershowitz obtained a Bachelor’s Degree in Molecular Biophysics
and Biochemistry from Yale College and a Master’s Degree in Computation and
Neural Systems from the California Institute of Technology.
William H. Hover, GZA GeoEnvironmental, Inc.
Mr. Hover is a Senior Principal of GZA GeoEnvironmental, Inc. and manages the
firms’s Norwood, MA office. He received a B.S.C.E. from Northeastern Univ. and an
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M.S.C.E from UConn. He is a registered P.E. in six states. His practice focuses on
underpinning and lateral earth support system design, shallow and deep building
foundation design, ground improvement techniques and all aspects of rehabilitation
and decommissioning of dams. Mr. Hover has 27 years of experience and has
authored or co-authored more than 20 papers and journal articles.
Thomas G. Huntington, U.S. Geological Survey
Thomas G. Huntington is a research hydrologist with the U.S. Geological Survey in
Augusta, Maine. He took his Bachelor’s degree at Cornell University in 1974 in
biology/ecology and his Ph.D. in soil science from the University of Kentucky in 1984.
His professional career began with a postdoctoral research fellowship in the
Environmental Studies Program at Dartmouth College. He then worked as a
Research Assistant Professor at the University of Pennsylvania. In these postdoctoral
positions he studied small watershed biogeochemical processes related to the effects
of forest harvesting and acidic deposition on forest soils. In 1990, he took a position
as a research hydrologist with the U. S. Geological Survey where he has worked
through the present. He continued working on small water biogeochemical processes
relating to the effects of acidic deposition on forest soils and stream water chemistry
and began working on carbon cycling in forest soils. His research dealt with the
factors regulating carbon storage and net ecosystem exchange in forest, grassland and
agricultural soils. In more recent years his research has focused on carbon cycling at
larger river basin scales and on hydrologic responses to climate change. He has
studied hydrologic responses to climate change at spatial scales ranging from single
river basins to the global scales. His experience in this area includes both time series
analysis of historical data and projections for changes in hydrologic variables during
the 21st century. He is particularly interested in studying the processes by which
climate change influences carbon cycling in terrestrial systems. He has authored or
coauthored more than 36 research papers in peer-reviewed scientific journals, 8 book
chapters, 7 conference proceedings, and various USGS series publications including
Fact Sheets, Open File Reports, and Water Resource Investigation Reports. Tom is
currently working with a team of scientists in the northeastern U.S. that are studying
the climate impacts on hydrology that is part of the Union of Concerned Scientists
Northeast Climate Impacts Assessment (NECIA).
Ramaswamy R. Iyer, Centre for Policy Research, India
Ramaswamy R. Iyer is a former civil servant (1953 – 1990) and now an academic (1990
– 2006 and continuing). His areas of work and interest earlier were diverse, but from
1985 onwards, i.e., for the last two decades and more, he has been working on water
resource policy, planning, management, conflicts, the related social and environmen-
tal issues, and water relationships with neighboring countries. He was Secretary Water
Resources in the Government of India (1985-87). After leaving the Government, he was
Research Professor at the Centre for Policy Research, New Delhi (1990-1999). From
1999 onwards, his association with CPR is continuing in an honorary capacity. He was
a Chairman or Member of many government commissions and committees.
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Paul Johnson, Alabama Aquatic Biodiversity Center
A native of Kentucky, Paul Johnson earned his undergraduate and Master’s degrees in
Aquatic Biology at the University of Louisville. He then earned his Doctorate in
Zoology from Louisiana State University in Baton Rouge, Louisiana. His Dissertation
research focused on the microhabitat preferences of freshwater mollusks in stream
ecosystems. He completed Post-Doctoral research at the Center for Molluscan
Physiology, at the University of Texas at Arlington. In 1997, he was than hired as a
Research Scientist by the Tennessee Aquarium Research Institute, in Chattanooga,
Tennessee to develop on-the-ground recovery programs for imperiled freshwater
mollusks. These recovery programs successfully cultured thousands of imperiled and
federally listed species of freshwater mollusks. Paul Johnson took over as Institute’s
Director in 2003. In late 2005, he was hired by the Alabama Department of Natural
Resources as the Program Supervisor of the newly created Alabama Aquatic
Biodiversity Center. The new center will lead recovery and species restoration efforts
for imperiled freshwater species across the state. Paul Johnson lives in Marion,
Alabama with his wife and 3 children.
Joy Kovnats, Manitoba Hydro
Joy Kovnats is the Manager of Future Generation Impact Analysis and Monitoring
Department in the Power Planning and Development Division of Manitoba Hydro’s
Power Supply Business Unit. Her role includes supporting the understanding and
integration of sustainability best practices and promoting the acceptability of
renewable hydropower projects and operations. She was actively involved in
developing the partnership arrangement with Nisichawayasihk Cree Nation in
support of the Wuskwatim Generation Project. Joy was a Manitoba Hydro lead on
issues relating to impact management and compensation arrangements and
intensively involved in the consultation and collaboration process. Joy began her
career with Manitoba Hydro working with First Nations, aboriginal communities and
remote Northern communities working towards addressing and resolving grievances
outstanding from existing projects and operations. She spent more than a decade
developing relationships with local indigenous peoples, seeking to understand their
culture, issues and perspectives in an effort to insure that the impact management
arrangements being developed sensitively and appropriately addressed issues and
concerns. Joy also worked in senior level positions in governmental and not-for-
profit sectors, providing negotiation support for complex multi-lateral economic
development agreements and advocating in Courts of Law and before Administrative
Tribunals on behalf of the socially and economically disenfranchised. Joy’s
background includes graduate degrees in English literature and law.
Upmanu Lall
Upmanu Lall is Professor and Chair of the Department of Earth and Environmental
Engineering at Columbia University. Dr. Lall received his Ph.D. and M.S. from the
University of Texas. His principal areas of expertise are statistical and numerical
modeling of hydrologic and climatic systems and water resource systems planning
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and management. He has over 25 years of experience as a hydrologist. He has been the
principal investigator on a number of research projects funded by the USGS, the NSF,
the USAF, NOAA, USBR, DOE and State of Utah and Florida agencies. These projects
have covered water quantity and quality and energy resource management, flood
analysis, groundwater modeling and subsurface characterization, climate modeling,
and the development of statistical and mathematical modeling methods. He has been
involved as a consultant with specialization in groundwater flow and contaminant
transport modeling covering mining operations, streamflow modeling and water bal-
ance, risk and environmental impact assessment, site hydrologic evaluation, and as a
reviewer and expert on a number of other hydrologic problems. He has also taught
over 20 distinct University courses.
William Lambert, Oregon Health and Science University
Dr. Bill Lambert is an Associate Professor in the Department of Public Health and
Preventive Medicine at Oregon Health & Science University in Portland, Oregon. He
also holds an appointment as Scientist in OHSU’s Center for Research on
Occupational and Environmental Toxicology. Over the past four years, Dr. Lambert
has collaborated with fisheries biologists, health care providers, and community
leaders from the Yakama Nation, the Columbia River Inter-Tribal Fish Commission,
the Northwest Portland Area Indian Health Board to conduct NIEHS-funded
research to characterize the health benefits and risks associated with eating fish from
the Columbia River Basin. The research team has evaluated the role of fish in the diet
of the four Salmon Treaty tribes, characterized current cancer incidence, and
developed culturally respectful diet guidance and risk messages.
George Lapointe, Maine Department of Marine Resources
George D. Lapointe was appointed Commissioner of the Maine Department of
Marine Resources in September 1998. Commissioner Lapointe is a veteran state and
federal marine fisheries manager. He received his BS in Wildlife Biology from the
University of Massachusetts and holds a M.S. in Wildlife from the University of
Minnesota. Commissioner Lapointe formerly held the position of Director, Interstate
Fisheries Management Program, with the Atlantic States Marine Fisheries
Commission (ASMFC), Washington, D.C., from December 1994 - September 1998.
He directed ASMFC’s fishery management planning activities; supervised the
preparation and implementation of fishery management plans for 19 Atlantic Coast
species, seeking state based solutions to fishery management issues; coordinated
activities with state marine fisheries agencies, federal agencies, academic and scientific
organizations, conservation organizations, and members of the public to promote
efficiency, outreach and public participation in the ASMFC fishery process. Prior to
ASMFC, from 1991-94, Mr. Lapointe was Project Liaison, Proactive Strategies Project,
International Association of Fish and Wildlife Agencies, Baton Rouge, LA. From 1989 –
1991, he was Legislative Counsel, International Association of Fish and Wildlife
Agencies, Washington, D.C. From 1987-89, he was Council Liaison, Atlantic States
Marine Fisheries Commission, Washington, D.C., representing ASMFC as a non-voting
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member on three Atlantic Coast Councils. From 1985-87, he was Fisheries Management
Specialist, Virginia Marine Resources Commission (VMRC), Newport News, VA.
Commissioner Lapointe currently resides in Hallowell with his wife and two sons.
Jacques Leslie, Author
After graduating from Yale in 1968, Jacques Leslie spent two years teaching English
and studying Chinese in the Yale-China program in Hong Kong. His first full-time
job in journalism, at age 24, was covering the Vietnam War for the Los Angeles Times.
A year later he became the first American journalist to enter and return from Viet
Cong territory in South Vietnam. That story marked the beginning of a long run of
exclusive stories he wrote from Vietnam. For them, he earned an expulsion from
South Vietnam, engineered by the South Vietnamese government, as well as a Sigma
Delta Chi Journalism Society foreign correspondence award and an Overseas Press
Club citation. His astonishing year was 1975, when he covered the collapse of the Lon
Nol government in Cambodia (and left Phnom Penh in an American evacuation
helicopter); the Pathet Lao’s toppling of the coalition government in Laos; Indian
Prime Minister Indira Gandhi’s conviction on election malpractice charges and her
subsequent declaration of a political emergency (leading to the arrests of a hundred
thousand people and, two months later, Leslie’s expulsion from India); and the death
of Francisco Franco and its aftermath in Spain. After covering Chinese Communist
Party Chairman Mao Zedong’s death while stationed in Hong Kong, Leslie resigned
from the Times and began the long process of turning himself into a writer. One
outcome of that effort was The Mark: A War Correspondent’s Memoir of Vietnam and
Cambodia, published by Four Walls Eight Windows in 1995 and named one of the top
“censored” books of that year. He wrote for nearly every major American magazine:
Harper’s, The Atlantic, The New York Times Magazine, Newsweek, Mother Jones,
Wired, The Washington Monthly, Orion, OnEarth, the Columbia Journalism Review,
Salon, a couple of dozen others. As time went on, he turned more and more of his
attention to the form he finds most compelling, narrative nonfiction. He spent a few
weeks in the shop of a shoe repairman, and wrote a long essay about him that
eventually won the Drunken Boat Panliterary Award in nonfiction. In July 2000, he
published the first fruit of his current focus, which is to write narrative nonfiction
about the world’s most pressing environmental issues – a cover story for Harper’s
Magazine entitled “Running Dry: What Happens When the World No Longer Has
Enough Freshwater?” The piece was selected for inclusion in The Best American
Science Writing 2001. His interest in water issues led him to write Deep Water: The Epic
Struggle Over Dams, Displaced People, and the Environment, published by Farrar,
Straus & Giroux in 2005. It won the J. Anthony Lukas Work-in-Progress Award and
was named one of the top science books of the year by Discover Magazine.
James Leslie, Yale University
James Leslie is a third-year student in the joint MBA/MESc degree program
administered by the Yale School of Management and the Yale School of Forestry and
Environmental Studies. He graduated from Brown University in 1999 with a B.A. in
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Biology and a secondary teacher's certificate. Before coming to Yale, he worked for six
years in South America, most recently as the Program Planning Officer of the World
Wildlife Fund in Peru. Previously, he spent three years volunteering with the Peace
Corps in Paraguay, where he worked on an array of projects related to reforestation,
watershed restoration and resource-based income diversification. Here at Yale, his
program integrates skills and knowledge training in economics, science, and policy
and focuses on multi-stakeholder governance in natural resource management.
During this past summer, James was a consultant for the World Bank assigned to the
Nicaraguan Forest Authority (INAFOR). He provided technical assistance to initiate a
series of activities aimed at strengthening the governance and improving the
economic, social and environmental sustainability of the forest sector. In between his
first and second years, he carried out independent field research on participatory
governance of protected areas in Mozambique and Peru. In the long-term, James
would like to apply his management skills to the design and implementation of
market-based forest conservation strategies in developing countries.
Gilly Lyons, Save Our Wild Salmon Coalition
Gilly Lyons has been working as Save Our Wild Salmon's (SOS) Washington, DC
Representative since October 2003. Prior to joining the SOS staff, Gilly spent six years
as grassroots coordinator for the Oregon Natural Desert Association (an SOS
Coalition member) in Bend and Portland, OR, and two years as legislative advocate for
the National Public Lands Grazing Campaign in Washington, DC. Despite all those
years as a terrestrial activist, she has been enchanted by Columbia Basin salmon since
working on the Oregon Clean Stream Initiative in 1996. Gilly, who hails from New York
City, holds a masters of science in environmental studies from the University of
Montana. She's not much of an angler, but keeps intending to take lessons.
Jim MacBroom, Yale School of Forestry & Environment Studies, and Milone &
MacBroom, Inc.
Jim MacBroom earned BS and MS degrees in Civil Engineering from the University
of Connecticut and is a registered Professional Engineer in five states. He is Vice
President of Milone & MacBroom Inc, a civil and environmental engineering
consulting firm in Cheshire, Connecticut, and developed and teaches graduate
courses in River Processes & Restoration and Applied Hydrology at Yale University.
He has over 30 years of experience in watershed management, open channel
hydraulics, dam repair, design, and removal, water supply planning, computer
modeling, fluvial morphology, stream restoration, and tidal systems. Jim MacBroom
is a member of the ASCE Stream Restoration Committee and American Rivers
Technical Advisory Committee, and a speaker at University of Wisconsin continuing
education courses on dam removal and natural channel design. He is the author of
the River Book published by the CT Department of Environmental Protection and
many technical papers on water resources. Jim MacBroom has participated in
numerous stream studies concerning flow measurement, instream flow rates and
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needs, aquatic habitat, and potential impacts of diversions. He has conducted studies
and or designs for the potential removal of over thirty obsolete or unsafe dams, and
supervised the final removal of twelve low head dams. Recent projects include
removal of two obsolete dams in North Carolina, fish passage studies at three
Penobscot River basin dams in Maine, sediment scour studies, bank erosion projects,
two urban channel daylighting projects, restoration studies of the Neponset River in
Boston, the Rice Creek Dam in Michigan, Fox River restoration in Illinois, and
construction of a fish bypass channel in Pennsylvania.
Paul Marinelli, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, New England District
Paul Marinelli has been employed with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, New
England District in Concord, Massachusetts for the past 29 years. His current
position is Chief of the Reservoir Control Center and is responsible for the real-time
water management for 31 Corps dams and 2 Corps Hurricane Barriers. Utilizing real-
time hydrologic data collection via satellite telemetry provides timely data for
decision-making associated with flood damage reduction operations at these
projects. Paul Marinelli’s previous experience with the Corps included 10-years of
hydrologic/hydraulic analyses and studies. He graduated from the State University of
New York at Buffalo in June, 1972 in Civil Engineering, and attended 1-year of post
graduate studies in Environmental Engineering at City College of New York in 1974.
Steve Mashuda, Earthjustice
Steve Mashuda is the Save Our Wild Salmon Project Attorney in the Northwest Office
of Earthjustice in Seattle, Washington. Earthjustice is the nonprofit law firm for the
environment, representing – without charge – hundreds of public interest clients,
large and small. In 1998, Steve joined the Northern Rockies office of Earthjustice in
Bozeman, Montana where he focused on litigation to protect water quality and native
trout. Steve moved to the Seattle in 2000 to work on litigation to support Save Our
Wild Salmon’s efforts to recover Columbia and Snake River salmon by removing the
four dams on the Lower Snake River. That litigation has focused on Endangered
Species Act challenges to several biological opinions governing operations of 31
federal dams in the Columbia River basin. Steve received his J.D. from Vermont Law
School in 1997 and also earned a Master of Studies in Environmental Law from
Vermont in 1998. In his spare time, Steve (mostly unsuccessfully) chases after salmon
and steelhead with his fly rod and (more successfully) photographs his friends with
their catches. He looks forward to a day when wild salmon and steelhead are
recovered and abundant in the Columbia River basin so his kids won’t have to travel
to Alaska to have a shot at catching their first wild steelhead.
Rebecca Miles, Chairman, Nez Perce Tribe
Rebecca A. Miles began her career in policy and leadership early on as an
undergraduate at Washington State University advocating for Indian Tribe’s rights
and students’ rights on the campus. She graduated from WSU in 1997 with a Bachelor
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of Arts’ degree in Criminal Justice. Rebecca began working for her own Tribe, the Nez
Perce, immediately after graduation, starting as a legal research intern and then full-
time as communications specialist for the Environmental Restoration and Waste
Management Program (ERWM). The Program provides oversight and planning for
the cleanup efforts at the Hanford Nuclear Reservation. During her time at ERWM,
Rebecca began her Master’s program with Gonzaga University in Organizational
Leadership. She received her Master’s degree in 2002. Rebecca accepted a position
with the Lapwai School District as the Multicultural coordinator. Rebecca was elected
as the Nez Perce Tribe’s General Council Chairman at age 27. She held that position
while being employed with the District and was re-elected four times before she was
elected to the Nez Perce Tribal Executive Committee (NPTEC) in May 2004. In her
first year on the NPTEC, Rebecca chaired the Human Resources Subcommittee and
served as an Education Liaison. She was appointed NPTEC Secretary during this year
as well. In May 2005, Rebecca was elected by her peers as the first woman Chairman
of the NPTEC. She was re-elected as Chairman in May 2006 and is currently the
youngest to ever be elected to that position. In Rebecca’s leadership as Chairman she
has represented the Tribe, locally and nationally, on many critical issues. Among her
main focuses are water rights and fisheries issues – issues on which she has been
asked to speak to national governmental agency meetings, private organizations and
colleges and universities. Rebecca’s leadership has been featured by many national
news organizations including the New York Times. In March 2006, Rebecca was
selected the Woman of the Year by Washington State University Alumni Association.
Most recently, Rebecca was chosen to represent as an American Marshall Fellow for
the prestigious German Marshall Fund of the United States, a Memorial to the
Marshall Plan. Rebecca is motivated by, and shares her life with, her two sons,
Tommy, 9 and Ivory, 7.
Lawrence R. Oliver, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, New England District
Mr. Oliver has over 20 years of experience in environmental resources management
and ecosystem restoration. Since 2002, Mr. Oliver has been the chief of the New
England District’s Project Planning Section where he leads a team of planners and
project managers in executing the district’s ecosystem restoration programs. The New
England District’s program has over 20 active projects to restore salt marshes,
submerged aquatic vegetation and other estuarine habitats, freshwater wetlands,
rivers and fish passage. Over the past 20 years, Mr. Oliver has served as project
manager or biologist on numerous ecosystem restoration projects, including removal
of Smelt Hill Dam in Maine, restoration of endangered tern nesting habitat at an
island in Massachusetts, and restoration of salt marshes and salt ponds at various
locations throughout New England. He is currently assisting the Corps’ Baltimore
and Norfolk Districts in developing a master plan to restore native oysters to the
Chesapeake Bay. He has Master of Science in Environmental Studies from the
University of Massachusetts and a Bachelor of Science in Natural Resources from the
University of Rhode Island.
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Catherine O’Neill, Seattle University, School of Law
Professor Catherine O’Neill received her B.A. from the University of Notre Dame, and
her J.D. from the University of Chicago. After graduating, she was named a Ford
Foundation Graduate Fellow at Harvard Law School. She then worked for the
Washington State Department of Ecology in the Air Quality Program before teaching
at the University of Washington, the University of Arizona, and, currently, Seattle
University. Professor O’Neill’s work focuses on issues of justice in environmental law
and policy; in particular, her work considers the effects of contamination and
depletion of fish and other resources relied upon by tribes and their members,
communities of color and low-income communities. She has worked with the
National Environmental Justice Advisory Council on its Fish Consumption Report;
with various tribes in the Pacific Northwest and the Great Lakes on issues of
contaminated fish and waters; and with environmental justice groups in the
Southwest on air and water pollution issues. She has testified before Congress on
proposed regulations for mercury emissions from coal-fired power plants. Professor
O’Neill has published numerous scholarly articles, including Variable Justice:
Environmental Standards, Contaminated Fish, and “Acceptable” Risk to Native Peoples
(Stanford Environmental Law Journal, 2000); Mercury, Risk, and Justice
(Environmental Law Reporter, 2004); and No Mud Pies: Risk Avoidance as Risk
Regulation (Vermont Law Review, forthcoming 2007).
Tim Palmer, Author and Photographer
Tim Palmer has written twelve books on rivers and the environment. His 1999 book
The Heart of America: Our Landscape, Our Future won the National Independent
Publishers Book Award. With both text and seventy color photos by Tim, The
Columbia won the National Outdoor Book Award in 1997. Other titles include Rivers
of America Lifelines: the Case for River Conservation and America by Rivers. After
receiving a Bachelor of Science degree in landscape architecture, Tim worked for
eight years as land use planner before starting to write full-time in 1980. He has been
involved in river conservation for thirty years and received the Lifetime Achievement
Award from American Rivers and the River Conservationist of the Year Award. He has
canoed or rafted on more than 300 rivers in the United States and western Canada.
Alessandro Palmieri, World Bank, Corporate Quality Assurance and Compliance Unit 
Mr. Palmieri, an Italian national, is the Leading Dam Specialist in the Corporate
Quality Assurance and Compliance Unit. He joined the Bank in 1997. In his current
assignment he advises on technical aspects of investment lending in the water sector
(flood mitigation, water supply, hydropower, irrigation, navigation, etc.) and
provides quality management of the Bank Portfolio of Dam-related operations
(about 100 projects), including monitoring compliance with safeguard policies. Mr.
Palmieri also manages the Dams Planning and Management Action Plan to improve
the Bank’s operation building on the Strategic Priorities of the World Commission on
Dams Report, and represents the World Bank in the UNEP’s Dams and Development
Project Steering Committee. Prior to joining the Bank he worked in the private sector
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as a Consulting Engineer for 22 years during which he worked in over 30 countries
worldwide. Mr. Palmieri holds a Master degree in Civil Engineering from the
University of Rome – La Sapienza and has defended two doctorate theses on
Hydraulics and Rock Mechanics.
Zygmunt Plater, Boston College Law School
Zygmunt J. B. Plater is Professor of Law at Boston College Law School, teaching and
researching in the areas of environmental, property, land use, and administrative
agency law. He is a member of the bar of the District of Columbia and Tennessee.
Over the past thirty years he has been involved with a number of issues of
environmental protection and land use regulation, including service as petitioner and
lead counsel in the extended litigation over the Tennessee Valley Authority’s Tellico
Dam, representing the endangered snail darter, farmers, Cherokee Indians, and
environmentalists seeking to protect the river in the federal courts including the
Supreme Court of the United States, and in successive administrative and
congressional hearings. He was coordinator of legal research for the State of Alaska Oil
Spill Commission over a two-year period after the wreck of the M/V Exxon-Valdez.
He was a consultant to plaintiffs in the Woburn toxic litigation, Anderson et al. v. W.R.
Grace et al., the subject of the book and movie A CIVIL ACTION. He has worked as
a consultant on environmental and land use law initiatives in a number of foreign
countries. While teaching public law at the Haile Sellassie University in Ethiopia, he
worked with the national parks ministry redrafting the national laws protecting parks
and refuges, assisted in preparation of the Consolidated Laws of Ethiopia, and helped
organize the first United Nations Conference on Individual Rights to be held in Africa.
Professor Plater has been a Property and Land Use consultant to agencies in several
states on sprawl, coordination of commercial and residential development patterns,
and balancing public and private property rights. Plater graduated from Princeton
University, Yale Law School, and the SJD doctoral program at the University of
Michigan Law School. He has taught on seven law school faculties (and was fired from
only one, the University of Tennessee College of Law, for reasons implicit in ¶ 1 supra).
Articles Plater has published include analyses of environmental law issues, private and
public rights in land and resources, equitable discretion, administrative law, and
related fields. Several of his articles have been cited in Supreme Court decisions. He is
lead author of Environmental Law and Policy: Nature, Law, and Society (3d edition,
Aspen Publishing, 2004). In 2000, by vote of the graduating senior class, he won the
Boston College Law School’s Faculty Excellence Award. In 2005, he was awarded the
2005 David Brower Lifetime Achievement Award at the 23d International Public
Interest Environmental Law Conference, Eugene Oregon.
David Post, Yale University
Dr. David Post is an Assistant Professor in the Department of Ecology and
Evolutionary Biology at Yale University. Dr. Post is an expert in complex food web
interactions and the application of stable isotope techniques to ecological questions.
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Current research includes the effects of contemporary evolution in anadromous fish
(river herring) and spatial openness (including the role of dams and fish passage) on
ecological processes in coastal ecosystems.
Jeff Powell, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Alabama
Jeff Powell is employed by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service in Alabama where he is
responsible for coordinating recovery actions for threatened and endangered aquatic
species, as well as working to improve hydropower operations below private and
Federal projects. He has more than 15 years experience working in southeastern rivers
(Tennessee, Cumberland, and Mobile rivers). Prior to joining the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service, monotonous Mr. Powell was the lead aquatic biologist with the U.S.
Geological Survey on the Tennessee River NAWQA (National Water Quality
Assessment) Project, as well as spent four years with the Tennessee Valley Authority
conducting a variety of riverine projects. His main interests are in freshwater mollusk
and fish ecology and understanding how land use and habitat changes influence
biological communities. He holds a Bachelors degree in Aquatic Biology and a
Masters degree in Agricultural and Biosystems Engineering from the University of
Tennessee. Mr. Powell resides along the northern Gulf Coast in Fairhope, Alabama
with his wife and two daughters.
Steve Rhee, Yale University, School of Forestry & Environmental Studies, alumnus
Over the past 15 years, Dr. Steve Rhee has worked as a researcher and practitioner of
international development to improve evidence-based policy and practice,
particularly as it relates to natural resource management. He has worked with a range
of stakeholders including forest-dependent villagers in Borneo and international
donors. Since 1999 he has had to good fortune to work closely with the Center for
International Forestry Research (CIFOR), and has also consulted for various
development agencies such as CARE, IRG and the Aquaya Institute. He has lived and
worked in Indonesia on and off since 1996, and has also had the opportunity to work
in mainland Southeast Asia, Timor Leste and Nepal. He received his MESc, MPhil,
MSc and PhD from Yale, where his training focused on governance, trade and culture
related to sustainable development. His research was supported by grants from EPA,
NSF, Fulbright-Hays, the Social Science Research Council and the Teresa Heinz
Scholars for Environmental Research.
José Rodrigo Rojas M., Instituto Costarricense de Electricidad
José Rodrigo Rojas is from Costa Rica, where he received a bachelor’s degree in biology
from the Biological Sciences School of the National University of Costa Rica in 1989;
three years later he obtained a Master of Sciences from the same institution. He spent
three years doing research in estuary ecology at the Mangrove Laboratory at National
University and then obtained a Ph.D. degree in Zoology from the Austral University of
Chile in 1998. Following graduation, he moved back to Costa Rica where he began a
career in river ecology projects, first as consultant, later as teacher, and then as
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researcher in the Environmental Department of the Costa Rican Institute of Electricity
(ICE), the government entity in charge of producing and distributing electric energy
and telecommunications services. At ICE, he is a member of the environmental team
in charge of carrying out environmental impact assessment, biotic inventories and
other ecologic analyses for construction and operation of hydroelectric dams. Rojas
has published internationally on the ecology and taxonomy of marine and freshwater
fish. His work in the Cocos Islands uses fish populations as predictors of the impact of
hydroelectric projects. At the recent International Congress of Hydraulic and
Environmental Engineers, he received first prize for investigative work on this project.
In December, he will present his research at the World Congress of Engineering and
Environment held in Punta del Este, Uruguay. Rojas has received the following
scholarships, honours, and awards: funding from Deutscher Akademischer
Austauschdienst (DAAD-Germany) for his work at the Institute of Zoology, University
Austral of Chile; funding from Austral University to visit the Department of
Ichthyology at the Natural Museum of La Plata, Argentina; an invitation from the
Audubon Society to participate in the gathering of the American Society of
Ichthyologists and Herpetologists; support from the Association for Tropical Biology
and Conservation to travel to Miami to share ideas about hydroelectric dam projects
in Costa Rica, and to develop tropical research; the opportunity to speak at Florida
University regarding the impacts of sediment discharge by dams on mangrove fish
populations. He is currently part of a multidisciplinary team working on the feasibility
of two new hydroelectric dam projects in Costa Rica.
Laura Rose-Day, Penobscot Partners
Laura Rose-Day is Director of the Penobscot Partners: the Penobscot Indian Nation,
Atlantic Salmon Federation, American Rivers, The Natural Resources Council of
Maine, Maine Audubon, and Trout Unlimited. She is trained in wildlife ecology and
environmental and energy law. Laura Rose-Day’s career has focused on the public’s
interest in waterways, notably the Great Lakes and the rivers of Maine. She has served
as counsel to U.S. Environmental Protection Agency in Region 5 (Chicago), Manager
of the National Wildlife Federation’s Lake Superior and Biodiversity Project, and as
the Watershed Project Director for the Natural Resources Council of Maine. She and
her family live in Hallowell, Maine near the Kennebec River.
Gráinne Ryder, Probe International
Before completing her Masters in Environmental Studies at York University (Canada)
in 1996, Gráinne spent eight years in Southeast Asia, first as a CUSO (Canada’s Peace
Corps equivalent) water resources engineer with the provincial government in north-
east and northern Thailand and, later, as a founding member of Thailand’s first
regionally-focused activist group, Towards Ecological Recovery and Regional
Alliance. Since 1996, Gráinne has worked with Probe International, Canada’s most
outspoken foreign aid critic and watchdog, investigating the effects of Canadian aid
and companies in the Mekong region, analyzing the forces driving large scale hydro
development in developing countries, campaigning for accountability from dam
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builders, and advancing public debate on electricity reform, regulation, and negotiat-
ed river management. She currently serves as an international advisor to the 3S
(Sesan-Srepok-Sekong) River Protection Network in Cambodia, where Cambodian
communities living downstream of hydro dams built in Vietnam are demanding
compensation for past damages and an end to new dam construction. She is editor of
The Mekong Currency: Lives and Times of a River (1993) and Damming the Three
Gorges: What Dam Builders Don’t Want You To Know (1990 and 1993).
Aly Shady, International Water Resources Association and the Canadian International
Development Agency
Mr. Aly Shady is Sr. Water Advisor at CIDA. He has graduated from Cairo University
(Egypt), McGill University (Canada) and completed numerous training in Europe,
USA and Canada. He is a registered Professional Engineer (P. Eng.). His career
spanned four decades in the fields of agricultural soils, land reclamation,
geochemistry, irrigation, drainage and flood control applications, water resources
planning and management. His duties included research, development and
extension, teaching, engineering consulting, management and policy development.
He authored and co-authored over 100 technical articles and textbooks on a variety
of water related topics. He has been actively associated with international
development in a number of capacities as a consulting engineer, agricultural
specialist, irrigation and drainage engineer and water policy advisor. He has
established the Irrigation Sector in the Canadian International Development Agency
(CIDA) and became its first head. Mr. Shady has developed and managed more than
85 major projects, in more than 38 countries located in South and Central America,
the Caribbean, Africa, Asia, Eastern Europe and Central Asia. He is very active in the
professional, research and scientific community dealing with water, irrigation,
drainage, agriculture, rural development and food security issues in Canada and
around the world. His contribution to the professional and scientific societies has
received numerous acclaims and recognitions. He is the current President of the
International Water Resources Association (IWRA), President Honoraire of the
International Commission on Irrigation and Drainage (ICID), Governor and Co-
founder of the World Water Council (WWC), member of the International Water
Academy, member of the council of the International Hydropower Association (IHA)
and founding member of the Arab Water Council (AWC). Mr. Shady's outstanding
contribution has been widely recognized and he has received several awards in this
respect including his recognition by the Head of Canada’s Public Service by receiving
the Award for Excellency in Policy in 2000, the Gold Medal Award of the Professional
Institute of Public Service Canada (PIPSC) in 2002 and the Canada’s Governors
General – Queen Elizabeth Golden Jubilee medal in 2002.
Justin Sheffield, Princeton University, Department of Civil and Environmental
Engineering
Justin Sheffield is a researcher in the Department of Civil and Environmental
Engineering at Princeton University. He received his undergraduate degree (BSc,
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mathematics and oceanography) from the University of Southampton, UK and his
masters (MSc, engineering mathematics) from the University of Newcastle, UK. He
will defend his PhD thesis on the current and future occurrence of global drought in
January at the University of Wageningen, Netherlands. He has been a research
hydrologist for 15 years working in the UK and USA on a wide range of hydrologic
problems, including flood forecasting, desertification, solute transport, and the
hydrological impacts of land use and climate change. He has been at Princeton for 6
years where he has worked on modeling and observing the terrestrial water and
energy budget across a range of scales. His current interests center on the global land
surface hydrological cycle and particularly the question of whether the hydrologic
cycle is intensifying in response to climate change and global warming. Recent work
has focused on how water availability and drought have changed globally over the
20th century and the prospects for changes in drought frequency and severity in the
future. He is a member of the scientific team for the recent Union of Concerned
Scientists Northeast Climate Impacts Assessment (NECIA) and co-wrote the
hydrologic impacts section. The NECIA has just released a comprehensive report on
recent and projected climate change in the northeast, the potential impacts, and an
assessment of mitigation and adaptation strategies.
David Skelly, Yale University
Dr. David Skelly is Professor of Ecology and Curator of Vertebrate Zoology at Yale
University where he holds appointments in the School of Forestry & Environmental
Studies, the Department of Ecology & Evolutionary Biology and the Peabody
Museum of Natural History. After finishing his Ph.D. at the University of Michigan,
he completed postdoctoral fellowships at the University of Wollongong in Australia
and at the University of Washington, Seattle. His research has focused on amphibians
and the freshwater environments they rely on. In much of his work, extensive field
surveys have been used in combination with field and laboratory experiments to
better understand environmental drivers of distribution and extinction patterns.
Recent research projects have been aimed at examining the role of rapid evolution in
response to thermal change and the causes of developmental deformities in
amphibians. In 2004 he was awarded a Guggenheim Fellowship for his work on
amphibian ecology and conservation.
Laura Wildman, American Rivers
Laura Wildman is a professional environmental/water resource engineer who
specializes in aquatic restoration and fisheries habitat. She received her B.S. degree in
civil engineering from the University of Vermont in 1989, and a master's degree in
environmental management at Yale University. As the current Director of River
Science at American Rivers, Ms. Wildman leads American Rivers’ dam removal and
fish passage efforts in the Northeast, assisting in the restoration of rivers through the
removal of dams, encouraging ecologically sensitive fish passage alternatives, and
helping to expand the national interest in dam removal. Ms. Wildman initiated and
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heads the Northeast Stream Barrier Task Force that networks state and federal
agencies and key NGO’s working on dam removal issues in the Northeast. Through
her position at American Rivers, she currently provides technical assistance and
engineering design services to NGOs, federal, state, and municipal agencies on dam
removal and fish passage projects. As the organization’s only engineer nationally, she
assists with technical issues and projects throughout organization, presents on
numerous river science topics, and prepares technical publications. Prior to opening
American Rivers Northeast Field Office in 2001, Ms. Wildman served as a consulting
engineer for 11 years with Milone & MacBroom, Inc., managing many dam removal
projects throughout the Northeast and in the Midwest, as well as numerous river/salt
marsh restoration, fish habitat improvement, and low flow analysis projects. She is
professionally well known on the topic of dam removal, speaking regularly around
the nation on this subject. She has helped organize and instruct the University of
Wisconsin's Succeeding with a Dam Decommissioning Project course for over 7 years
as well as their short course on Innovative Fish Passage. Ms. Wildman also assists with
the instruction of a full semester long masters course on riverine processes and
restoration at Yale. She was an invited participant of the Aspen Institute’s National
Policy Group regarding dam removal and is the current Chairwoman for the
EWRI/ASCE Task Committee on Sediment Dynamics Post Dam Removal. Ms.
Wildman has worked on all phases of dam removal projects, from the initial project
scoping and feasibility analysis to final design, and through construction. To date, she
has been involved in over 100 dam removal efforts across the country, and has
authored and co-authoring multiple publications on the subject of dam removal. In
addition to dam removal and fish passage issues, Ms. Wildman has a strong
background in fluvial geomorphology, fisheries habitat issues, low flow analysis, dam
modification/repair, open channel hydraulics, and advanced hydraulic and sediment
transport modeling.
John Williams, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration – National Marine
Fisheries Service
Dr. John Williams has a Ph.D. from the University of Washington, School of Fisheries
and has worked on salmon passage issues in the Columbia River basin for over 25
years. For the last 15 years, he has directed the Riverine Ecology Group in the Fish
Ecology Division of NOAA’s Northwest Fisheries Science Center in Seattle. The group
is composed of 33 scientists working on multi-pronged investigations to assess the
effects and influence of the Columbia River hydropower system on the long-term
viability of salmon stocks listed as threatened or endangered under the Endangered
Species Act (ESA). Field research efforts cover a broad suite of studies, including:
developing and testing components for passage structures at dams, analyzing or
developing operations at dams designed to guide juvenile fish toward safe passage
routes or divert them away from hazardous conditions, evaluating transportation of
juvenile fish as a means to alleviate direct mortality, evaluating survival of juvenile
and adult fish passing dams under different structural and operational conditions,
determining timing of fish arriving at and through the hydropower system as related
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to hydrographic influences, and studying juvenile fish behavior related to changes in
velocity to provide a better foundation for development of effective passage
structures. Analytical efforts include evaluating adult returns of salmonids PIT-
tagged as juveniles to determine the extent of influences of habitat, hatcheries,
hydropower, and ocean conditions on return rates. The overall goal of the research is
to determine the extent to which the hydropower system effects the salmonid life
cycle and influences spawner to spawner and spawner to recruit relationships. John is
on the Affiliate Faculty of the School of Aquatic and Fishery Science at the University
of Washington and has published 24 peer-reviewed papers and 17 Technical Reports
detailing results of his research over the past 15 years.
Brian Winter, Elwha Dam, National Park Service
Dr. Brian Winter received his B.S. in Natural Resources Planning and Interpretation
from Humboldt State University (HSU) in 1978 and an M.S. in Fisheries from HSU
in 1983. He completed his Ph.D. in Fisheries from the University of Washington in
1992. He has worked for state and federal fisheries agencies and Indian tribes since
1980. Dr. Brian Winter began his current position as Elwha Project Manager with
Olympic National Park in Port Angeles, Washington in 1993. He began work on the
Elwha River Restoration Project in 1985 when he was hired by the Point No Point
Treaty Council assisting the Lower Elwha Klallam Tribe in all facets of fisheries man-
agement.
Eric F. Wood, Civil and Environmental Engineering, Princeton University
Eric F. Wood is Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering at Princeton
University, where he has taught since 1976. He received his Sc.D. in Civil Engineering
from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. His research areas include
hydroclimatology with an emphasis on land atmospheric interactions, terrestrial
remote sensing, and seasonal hydrologic climate forecasts, including land-climate
teleconnections. His modeling focuses on the terrestrial water and energy balances
and fluxes over a range of spatial and temporal scales, and his remote-sensing
research focuses on estimating the hydrologic and energetic states of the terrestrial
system, and on validating satellite retrievals on land surface states. These modeling
and remote sensing activities are complemented through several field experiments in
the U.S. and Canada. He is a Science Team member on the NASA Aqua/Terra AMSR-E
and MODIS instruments and is involved with the proposed mission to map inland
waters (rivers and lakes) using a swath radar altimetry. During his academic career he
has been the primary advisor to 23 PhD students and 7 Masters students and 8 visiting
students, and has mentored 17 post-doctoral researchers.
He is a former Council member of the American Meteorological Society, where he
has served on their Atmospheric Awards Committee and the Hydrology Committee.
For the American Geophysical Union, he has served on numerous committees,
including as a member and chair of the Union Fellows Committee and on the
executive of the Hydrology Section. He currently serves on NOAA’s Climate Working
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Group advisory committee and the on the Science Advisory panel for the
NOAA/NCEP NCEP Climate Forecast System Reanalysis and Reforecast (CFSRR)
Project. For the World Climate Research Programme, he was on the Task Force that
completed the strategic plan for the Coordinated Observations and Predictions of the
Earth System (COPES) and is Chair of the GEWEX Hydrologic Application Project.
He has served as the co-chair of the Science Advisory Group for the U.S. GEWEX
Americas Prediction Project (GAPP). For the National Research Council, he is a
member of the joint WSTB/BASC standing Committee on Hydrological Sciences,
where he serves as its Chair, and is vice-chair of the current study Committee on
Integrated Observations for Hydrologic and Related Sciences. He is a former member
of the NRC Board on Atmospheric Sciences and Climate (BASC), the Water Science
and Technology Board (WSTB) and the Climate Research Committee, a standing
BASC committee, and serves as an Associate Editor of Water Resources Research
(AGU) and is on the Editorial Board of Hydrological Processes (Wiley). Dr. Wood is
a Fellow of the American Geophysical Union (AGU) and of the American
Meteorological Society (AMS). He has received the European Geosciences Union’s
John Dalton Medal, AGU’s Robert E. Horton Award, AMS’s Robert E. Horton
Memorial Lectureship and Princeton’s Rheinstein Award.
David S. Woodruff, University of California, San Diego
David Woodruff is a professor of biology at the University of California San Diego
where he was founding chair of the Ecology, Behavior & Evolution department and
faculty director of international education. He earned his Ph.D. and D.Sc. degrees
from the University of Melbourne, Australia, and spent the period 1969-1974 at
Harvard University where he was a Frank Knox Fellow and an Alexander Agassiz
Lecturer on Biogeography. He has broad interests in the evolution and conservation
of animal species. His recent research has involved genetic studies of endangered
species (chimpanzees, gibbons, elephants, hornbills, loggerhead shrikes) and genetic
erosion in recently fragmented populations of animals (focusing on small rainforest
mammals in Thailand). He has contributed to the development of molecular genetic
methods of noninvasive genotyping used in studies of conservation genetics,
phylogeography and censusing wild animals. His earlier work focused on the
evolution of Australian frogs, Bahamian land snails, and human blood flukes and
their intermediate host snails in the tropics. He has published over 160 papers and
reports and is an elected Fellow of the Linnaean Society of London and the American
Association for the Advancement of Science. He serves on several editorial boards
and, as a Trustee of the Zoological Society of San Diego, fosters research and
conservation at the San Diego Zoo. At UCSD he teaches a popular course on
Conservation & the Human Predicament and was elected to the Golden Key National
Honor Society for his service to education. His work on river snails in Thailand,
where he has conducted research for 22 years, led to his involvement in the
environmental and public health impact assessment of the Pak Mun Dam. At this
conference he will review the environmental and social impacts of larger dams on the
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mainstream Mekong River. Coincidentally, his daughter, Kathryn, is a Master’s
student in Yale’s FES program and a UNDP intern studying transboundary water
policy. Equally ambitious is his younger daughter, Suzanne, who is focusing on
sociology at the University of Oregon.
James G. Workman, DamBroker, Ltd. and former member, Secretariat, World
Commission on Dams
James Workman, a class of 1990 honors graduate from Yale and Oxford, began his
career for five years as an award-winning political and business reporter in
Washington, DC. His core values took shape during the next five years he worked as
a close aide to U.S. Interior Secretary Bruce Babbitt, focusing policy and
communications on: wildland fire, endangered species reintroduction, freshwater
fisheries and water scarcity. His most exciting work was helping Babbitt spearhead
consensus-driven watershed restoration through a radical new approach: dam
removal. Starting with six-foot-high weirs they escalated in scale to undertake the
world’s largest and most complex dam removals. At the turn of the century, moving
to Africa, Workman helped a small team develop the landmark World Commission
on Dams Final Report, an unprecedented framework for equitable water and energy
development, which continues to have repercussions from World Bank board rooms
to village riverbank discussions. Upon winning an unusual grant, Workman traveled
the subcontinents of Africa and India, living out of an old Land Rover, researching,
writing and consulting about the causes and consequences of water scarcity. He spent
the last four years closely tracking the ongoing desert siege between the government
of Botswana and the last free Bushmen of the Kalahari, and next year Bloomsbury
will publish his forthcoming book: Heart of Dryness: A True Story about the End of
Water. Workman lives with his wife Vanessa and their daughter Camille in San
Francisco, where he has begun establishing a small business, DamBroker Ltd., to
convert old and obsolete ‘fixed liabilities’ into vital and restored ‘liquid assets.’
Lois Young, Association of Concerned Belizeans
Lois Michelle Young was born in Belize City, Belize, one of three children, to Lester
Harold Young, a native Belizean and his wife Celia Young who originally hailed from
Barbados. Apart from two years of schooling in Sierra Leone, West Africa, while her
father worked there, Lois’s early education was Belize. In 1969, Lois won the presti-
gious Belize Open Scholarship, and in 1970, she left Belize to read for a law degree at
Kings College, London University. After obtaining her Bachelor of Laws degree and
Certificate of Legal Education, Lois returned home, first to work with the
Government of Belize as a public prosecutor and then on her own as a lawyer prac-
ticing in the courts of Belize. Lois Young has an active litigation practice particularly
in the field of public law. She has successfully argued many civil cases in the Supreme
Court of Belize and in Belize’s Court of Appeal. Many of these cases were challenges
to Government decisions which litigants claimed were unlawful, unfair and/or unrea-
sonable. Over the years, Lois Young has served as President of the Belize Bar
Association and has been involved in many community activities. At the moment, she
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is fully occupied in serving as one of the Trustees of the Association of Concerned
Belizeans (ACB), a non-profit organization dedicated to promoting and demanding
good governance, and to public education and awareness on economic, social and
environmental issues which affect the well-being of the people of Belize. ACB regu-
larly sponsors public forums where current affairs are explained and discussed. Lois
Young is divorced. She considers her greatest achievement to be her two children,
both of whom completed university in the United States – Anwar Barrow with B.Sc.
in Marketing from St. Johns University in New York City, and Deanne Michele
Barrow with a B.Sc. in Chemical Engineering from the Georgia Institute of
Technology in Atlanta and now also reading law at Cambridge University in England.
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Biosketches of Editors
Kara DiFrancesco is a Master’s of Environmental Management
candidate (Feb. 2008) at the Yale School of Forestry &
Environmental Studies. In addition she will receive her
Connecticut License for Secondary Education in science
through the Yale Teacher Preparation Program. On an NSF
student grant, she worked in Honduras on rural community
solutions for access to clean water and has also worked in India
on urban water sector reforms. In the summer of 2007, she
examined the negative impacts of climate change on developing countries and
potential adaptation strategies to mitigate these impacts. Previously she taught high
school math at a private boarding school focused on integrated, experiential
education and an appreciation of the natural world. She holds a B.S. in Systems
Engineering from the University of Virginia, with minors in Environmental Sciences
and Economics.
Kathryn Woodruff began her interests in water resource
management as an undergraduate at the University of
California, Los Angeles, where she completed a B.A. in Political
Science in 2005, focusing on International Relations, with
minors in Environmental Studies and Anthropology. Most of
her research focused on transboundary water conflicts and how
international law may help with management coordination and
cooperation. She spent a term with the Center for American
Politics and Public Policy in Washington, D.C., working with the Environmental Law
Institute and completing research for Diminishing Global Freshwater Supplies and
Rising International Responsibility: An Analysis of Membership Effects on
Transboundary Water Negotiations and Agreements. Professionally, she has pursued
her environmental policy interests at the local, state and international levels. She
holds a Master’s in Environmental Management from Yale’s School of Forestry &
Environmental Studies (May 2007), specializing in water science, policy and
management.
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* This is a partial list of
organizations whose work is
relevant to the questions
examined in this report.
Unless otherwise noted, the
descriptions are by the
organizations themselves and
not the editors.
Appendix E – Additional Resources*
Alabama Department of Conservation and Natural Resources
http://www.outdooralabama.com/
The mission of the Alabama Wildlife and Freshwater Fisheries Division is to manage,
protect, conserve, and enhance the wildlife and aquatic resources of Alabama for the
sustainable benefit of the people of Alabama.
American Rivers
http://www.americanrivers.org/site/PageServer
American Rivers is the only national organization standing up for healthy rivers so
our communities can thrive. Through national advocacy, innovative solutions and
our growing network of strategic partners, we protect and promote our rivers as
valuable assets that are vital to our health, safety and quality of life. Founded in 1973,
American Rivers has more than 65,000 members and supporters nationwide, with
offices in Washington, DC and the Mid-Atlantic, Northeast, Midwest, Southeast,
California and Northwest regions.
Asian Development Bank
http://www.adb.org/Water/default.asp
The Asian Development Bank’s guiding principles are focused around integrated
water management as part of a “Water for All” water policy, recognizing the Asia and
Pacific region’s need to formulate and implement integrated, cross-sectoral
approaches to water management and development.
Canadian Dam Association
http://www.cda.ca/
The Canadian Dam Association is concerned with technical, environmental, social,
economic, legal, and administrative aspects of dams and their safety. The association
was created from an amalgamation of the Canadian Dam Safety Association and the
Canadian National Committee on Large Dams (CANCOLD). In addition to public
safety considerations and protection of the environment, the association provides a
forum for the exchange of ideas and experiences in the field of dam safety.
Canadian Hydropower Association
http://www.canhydropower.org
The Canadian Hydropower Association represents the interests of the Canadian
hydroelectricity industry and works to make the benefits and the clean and renewable
nature of hydro more widely known and acknowledged and to publicize the benefits
of hydropower in the search for sustainable energy solutions. CHA membership
includes hydroelectric producers as well as industry suppliers and consultants. CHA
members represent more than 95% of the hydropower capacity in Canada.
Canadian International Development Agency
http://www.acdi-cida.gc.ca/index-e.htm
CIDA’s aim is to reduce poverty, promote human rights, and increase sustainable
development.
Earthjustice
http://earthjustice.org/
Earthjustice is a non-profit public interest law firm dedicated to protecting the
magnificent places, natural resources, and wildlife of this earth and to defending the
right of all people to a healthy environment. They bring about far-reaching change by
enforcing and strengthening environmental laws on behalf of hundreds of
organizations and communities.
Electric Power Research Institute
http://www.epri.com
Electric Power Research Institute is a collaborative science and technology
development organization that conducts technical research and development for the
electric utility industry. Through its hydro “Target” research program, the institute
performs R&D and provides products and services to help hydro plant owners and
operators improve profitability and manage critical operational, maintenance, and
environmental issues.
Environmental Defense 
http://www.environmentaldefense.org/
Founded in 1967 as the Environmental Defense Fund, or EDF, there are over 500,000
members. ED works to find innovative, practical ways to solve the most urgent
environmental problems. One program is focused on the restoration of the Hetch
Hetchy Valley in Yosemite National Park.
Foundation for Ecological Recovery
http://www.terraper.org/watershed.php
The Foundation for Ecological Recovery is a non-profit organization based in
Bangkok, Thailand. Established in 1986, FER works to conduct research and produce
research-based documents regarding ecological issues with the perspective of
sustainable development and greater participation of local communities within the
Mekong Region. Watershed: The People’s Forum on Ecology is a magazine covering
these issues.
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Foundation for Water and Energy Education
http://www.fwee.org
The Foundation for Water and Energy Education (FWEE) is dedicated to providing
balanced information about the use of water as a renewable energy resource in the
Northwest. Working with the general public, opinion leaders, teachers, school age
children, and other interested groups, the Foundation provides clarity on complex
issues, in order to help them make informed choices.
Friends of River Narmada
http://www.narmada.org/
The Friends of River Narmada is an international coalition of individuals and
organizations (primarily of Indian descent who are a support and solidarity network
for the Narmada Bachao Andolan (Save the Narmada movement) which has been
fighting for the democratic rights of the citizens of the Narmada Valley.
Green Strategies, Inc.
http://www.greenstrategies.com/
Green Strategies provides business consulting, market evaluation, federal
government relations & representation, monitoring and analysis of policy
development, and strategies for maximizing business opportunities and
organizational goals in all areas of energy and environmental markets and policy.
Hydro Research Foundation
http://www.hydrofoundation.org/
The Hydro Research Foundation's mission is to advance and promote the benefits of
hydropower. The HRF’s principal objectives are to facilitate research that advances
knowledge about hydroelectric technology, such as efficiency improvements and
environmental enhancements; and to conduct educational programs aimed at the
general public to build awareness of hydroelectric’s many benefits.
Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers, Hydroelectric Power Subcommittee
http://www.ewh.ieee.org/soc/pes/hydrosub/
The Hydroelectric Power Subcommittee is a subcommittee of the Energy
Development and Power Generation Committee of the IEEE Power Engineering
Society. The subcommittee’s purpose is the study and review of engineering and
design aspects of hydroelectric generating station systems and equipment to develop
standards, recommended practices, guides, and technical presentations with respect
to hydroelectric generating station systems and equipment.
Instituto Costarricense de Electricidad
http://www.grupoice.com/esp/ele/index.html
Mejorar la calidad de vida y el desarrollo económico y social, a través de un servicio
de electricidad que supera las expectativas de bienestar, comodidad y progreso de
todos los costarricenses.
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International Commission on Large Dams
http://www.icold-cigb.net/
The International Commission on Large Dams (ICOLD) is a non-governmental
International Organization which provides a forum for the exchange of knowledge
and experience in dam engineering.
International Research Institute for Climate and Society
http://iri.columbia.edu/
The mission of the IRI is to enhance society's ability to understand, anticipate and
manage climate risk, in order to improve human welfare.
International Rivers Network
http://www.irn.org
International Rivers Network protects rivers and defends the rights of communities
that depend on them. IRN opposes destructive dams and the development model
they advance, and encourages better ways of meeting people’s needs for water, energy
and protection from damaging floods.
International Water Resources Association
http://iwra.mcgill.ca/en/
IWRA has strived to improve water management worldwide through dialogue,
education, and research for over 25 years. Since its official formation in 1972, the
organization has actively promoted the sustainable management of water resources
around the globe. The world is a much smaller place today than when IWRA began
its work due to advancing technologies and global social changes. The belief that
sustainability requires interdisciplinary action and international cooperation is a
driving force behind the association. IWRA seeks to improve water resource
outcomes by improving our collective understanding of the physical, biological,
chemical, institutional, and socioeconomic aspects of water.
Manitoba Hydro
http://www.hydro.mb.ca/
Manitoba Hydro is a Crown Corporation and the province's major energy utility,
headquartered in Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada. They export electricity to over 30
electric utilities through its participation in four wholesale markets in Canada and
the mid-western United States. Manitoba Hydro maintains a position of being the
lowest cost provider of domestic electricity rates in Canada. One of Manitoba Hydro’s
highest values is to be proactive in protecting the environment. In full recognition
that the economy and the environment are mutually dependent Manitoba Hydro
integrates environmentally responsible practices in all aspects of its business.
Mekong Program on Water, Environment and Resilience (M-Power)
http://www.mpowernet.org/mweb.php?pg=60
M-POWER focuses on water governance and democratization in the Mekong
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Region. The website provides information from their action research programme as
well as other information and fellowships in the region.
Mekong River Commission
http://mrcmekong.org/
The Mekong River Commission was formed in 1995 by an agreement between the
governments of Cambodia, Lao PDR, Thailand and Vietnam for the joint
management of their shared water resources and development of the economic
potential of the river.
Milone & MacBroom, Inc.
http://www.miloneandmacbroom.com/
Founded in 1984, Milone & MacBroom, Inc. is an employee-owned, multi-
disciplinary consulting firm with its corporate office in Cheshire, Connecticut and
regional offices in Newcastle, Maine; Raleigh, North Carolina; Greenville, South
Carolina; and South Burlington, Vermont. Milone & MacBroom works to deliver
creative solutions that are technically sound, cost effective and environmentally
sensitive. They strive to integrate the disciplines of engineering, landscape
architecture and environmental science in an exceptional work environment that is
founded upon respect among ourselves, our clients, and our professional colleagues.
National Hydropower Association
http://www.hydro.org
The National Hydropower Association (NHA) is dedicated to advancing the interests
of the U.S. hydropower industry. With its broad range of members, the NHA seeks to
unite the hydropower community to provide a powerful voice of advocacy and to
secure hydropower’s place as a climate friendly, clean, and reliable energy source that
serves national environmental and energy policy objectives.
Natural Resources Defense Council
http://www/nrdc.org
The Natural Resources Defense Council is an environmental action group working to
safeguard the Earth, its people, its plants and animals and the natural systems on
which all life depends.
Nez Perce Tribe
http://www.nezperce.org/content/
The Water Resources Division manages the Nez Perce Tribe’s surface and
groundwater and their watersheds for the benefit, health, culture and welfare of the
Tribal public and treaty – reserved resources. They participate in various water
related projects; they continue to address the quality of water available to sustain
these uses and seek opportunities to develop and enhance the Tribe’s water resources.
NOAA – National Marine Fisheries Service
http://www.nmfs.noaa.gov/
NOAA’s National Marine Fisheries Service is the federal agency, a division of the
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Department of Commerce, responsible for the stewardship of the nation’s living
marine resources and their habitat. NOAA’s National Marine Fisheries Service works
to promote sustainable fisheries and to prevent lost economic potential associated
with overfishing, declining species and degraded habitats. NOAA’s National Marine
Fisheries Service strives to balance competing public needs.
Northwest River Partners
http://www.nwriverpartners.org/
Northwest RiverPartners is a partnership of farmers, electric utilities and large and
small businesses in the Pacific Northwest, joined together to ensure that the
Columbia and Snake rivers remain living, working rivers.
Oxfam Mekong Initiative
http://www.oxfam.org/
The Oxfam Mekong Initiative is a joint effort of the seven Oxfams working in the six
riparian states of the Mekong River. Together with its partners, Oxfam is working to
promote the interests of the poor throughout the Mekong Region during a time of
extensive and rapid development, which is complex in nature and often includes
difficult trans-boundary issues
Penobscot River Restoration Trust
http://www.penobscotriver.org/
The Penobscot River Restoration Project is one of the largest, most creative river
restoration projects in our nation’s history. The Penobscot River Restoration Trust is
the non-profit organization charged with implementing the core aspects of the
restoration effort, including purchase and removal of the two lowermost dams on the
Penobscot River,Veazie and Great Works, and purchase and decommissioning of a
third dam, Howland Dam, where a proposed nature-like fish bypass is being planned.
Members of the Trust include the Penobscot Indian Nation, American Rivers, Atlantic
Salmon Federation, Maine Audubon, Natural Resources Council of Maine, Trout
Unlimited, and The Nature Conservancy.
Policy Sciences Society
http://www.policysciences.org
The policy sciences are an approach to understanding and solving problems. Whether
the problems are local, regional, international, or planetary, the policy sciences
provide an integrated and comprehensive set of procedures for addressing them in
ways that help to clarify and secure the common interest. Helping people make better
decisions is the central objective of the policy sciences, and the fundamental goal is to
foster a commonwealth of human dignity for all.
Probe International
http://www.probeinternational.org/
Probe International works to hold accountable government agencies such as the
Canadian International Development Agency, the Export Development Corporation,
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and the World Bank, as well as Canadian corporations, for damages they inflict on
developing nations.
Rivers Watch East and Southeast Asia 
http://www.rwesa.org/
RWESA is a network of approximately 35 civil society organisations in East and
Southeast Asia. The network moniter on destructive river development projects in the
region and on restoring rivers to the communities who depend on them.
Save Our Wild Salmon Coalition
http://www.wildsalmon.org/
Founded in 1991, Save Our Wild Salmon (SOS) is a nationwide coalition of
conservation organizations, commercial and sport fishing associations, businesses,
river groups, and taxpayer advocates – all joined in a commitment to restore Pacific
Northwest wild salmon and the communities that depend on them.
South East Asia Rivers Network
http://www.searin.org/index.htm
SEARIN Thailand was established in March, 1999 to support local community rights
to their rivers, and to oppose threats to rivers and riverine ecosystems in mainland
southeast Asia, such as large dams and water diversion projects.
Tennessee Valley Authority
http://www.tva.gov/
The Tennessee Valley Authority, established by Congress in 1933, is the nation’s largest
public power company, a regional economic development agency. TVA is also a
steward of the Tennessee River, the fifth largest river system in the United States. TVA
dams, reservoirs, locks, and power plants are managed as an integrated system for
flood damage reduction, power production, navigation, water quality, water supply,
recreation, and land use across seven southeastern states. Its hydropower system
includes 29 dams and one pumped-storage facility.
The Water Page
http://www.africanwater.org/
The Water Page is an independent initiative dedicated to the promotion of
sustainable water resources management and use. A particular emphasis is placed on
the development, utilization and protection of water in Africa and other developing
regions.
Three Gorges Probe
http://www.threegorgesprobe.org/tgp/index.cfm
Three Gorges Probe covers the social, environmental, scientific and economic
impacts of big dams and other large-scale water projects in China, as well as
alternatives to such schemes.
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Trout Unlimited
http://www.tu.org
Trout Unlimited strives to conserve, protect and restore North America’s coldwater
fisheries and their watersheds.
United Nations Development Programme, Energy and Environment Group
http://www.undp.org/water/index.html
UNDP’s Water Governance Programme is currently providing assistance to member
countries on different levels through local management of water resources, integrated
water resource management, global and regional water challenges, water and climate
change, gender mainstreaming and capacity development.
United Nations Environment Programme, Dams and Development Project
http://www.unep.org/dams/
UNEP’s Dams and Development Project works to promote improved decision-
making, planning and management of dams and their alternatives building on the
World Commission on Dams core values and strategic priorities and other relevant
reference materials through promoting multi-stakeholder dialogue at national,
regional and global levels and producing non-prescriptive tools to help decision-
makers.
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
http://chl.erdc.usace.army.mil/ 
The U.S. Army Engineer Research and Development Center’s Coastal & Hydraulics
Laboratory (CHL) performs ocean, estuarine, riverine, and watershed regional scale
systems analyses research support work for the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and the
DoD Task Force in support of the Ocean Commission. CHL research and
development addresses water resource challenges in groundwater, watersheds, rivers,
reservoirs, lakes, estuaries, harbors, coastal inlets and wetlands. Physical facilities of
approximately 1.7 million square feet are the basic infrastructure for producing
cutting-edge products for successful coastal and inland water resources management.
U.S. Department of the Interior, Bureau of Reclamation
http://www.usbr.gov/
The Bureau of Reclamation is the largest wholesale water supplier and the second
largest producer of hydroelectric power in the United States, with operations and
facilities in the 17 Western States. Its facilities also provide substantial flood control,
recreation, and fish and wildlife benefits.
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
http://www.fws.gov/
The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service’s mission is, working with others, to conserve,
protect and enhance fish, wildlife, and plants and their habitats for the continuing
benefit of the American people.
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U.S. Geological Survey
http://www.usgs.gov/
The USGS serves the Nation by providing reliable scientific information to describe
and understand the Earth; minimize loss of life and property from natural disasters;
manage water, biological, energy, and mineral resources; and enhance and protect our
quality of life.
U.S. Hydropower Council for International Development
http://www.us-hydropower.org
The U.S. Hydropower Council for International Development promotes the U.S.
hydropower industry in the global marketplace and strives to develop hydropower in
emerging markets. Run by a broad base of industry leaders, the organization provides
input on global hydropower development strategies and acts as a domestic point of
contact for foreign governments and business partners reaching out to the U.S.
hydropower industry.
United States Society on Dams
http://www.ussdams.org/
The United States Society on Dams is the nation’s leading organization of
professionals dedicated to advancing the role of dams for the benefit of society.
World Bank – Dams and Reservoirs
http://go.worldbank.org/DP5K1G7H30
The World Bank emphasizes the role of water resources infrastructure in building
regional and international cooperation (turning “water wars” into shared benefits),
increasing adaptability (to climate change and economic structure), and expanding
design to support multi-purpose use.
World Commission on Dams
http://www.irn.org/wcd/
This site can be visited to learn more about the World Commission on Dams.
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Yale School of Forestry & Environmental Studies
PUBLICATION SERIES
To capture exciting environmental projects at Yale of interest to a broad professional
audience, the Yale School of Forestry & Environmental Studies Publication Series
issues selected work by Yale faculty, students and colleagues each year in the form of
books, bulletins, working papers and reports. All publications since 1995 are available
for order as bound copies, or as free downloadable pdfs, at our online bookstore at
www.yale.edu/environment/publications. Publications are produced using a print-
on-demand system and printed on 100% recycled paper. For further information
or inquiries, contact Jane Coppock, Editor of the F&ES Publication Series, at
jane.coppock@yale.edu.
www.yale.edu/environment/publications
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